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Family Portrait
Bearing the Mallory Stamp of Dependability
EMARKABLY numerous is the family of Mallory drv
electrolytic capacitors. So numerous, in fact, that not ah
its members are pictured here. But one thing the family has
in common—reliability! You can depend on a Mallory capacitor,
no matter what the specific job it was designed to do.

R

Save as you Serve
— Huy I« ar Hunds

MallorY
ELECTROLYTIC,

.

FILM and PAPER

CAPACITORS

Mallory capacitors are the outgrowth of years of development
in Mallory laboratories. They embody improvements which
have contributed directly to the growth of radio itself. Today
they offer greatly increased operating temperature ranges . ..
remarkable reductions in size for rated capacity ... a much
greater span of efficiency and life. In addition, Mallory
improvements in handling methods, and in control of sour< e
materials, assures uniform quality in every capacitor.
Millions of Mallory dry electrolytic capacitors are in servi<
todav. They are standard equipment with radio and electron! •
equipment manufacturers. For specific data, write today fo
free literature—or see your nearest Mallory distributor.
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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Singular care and precision are demanded in

Amperex small glass lathe operations.Ever cautious,

our engineers designed ingenious holders and fires
which were developed in the Amperex Tool Shop.

In the hands of finely trained technicians, these

holders and fires are utilized to assure the high
degree of satisfaction well known to Amperex tube

users. In broadcasting and transmission applications,
in industrial, electro-medical and military assign

ments such "Amperexlras" substantially influence
efficiency and economy of operation.
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AMPEREX ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
79 WASHINGTON STREET

BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.

EXPORT DIVISION; 13 EAST 40«. STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y., CARIES: "ARLAB'
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Tobe Capacitors, too, are "on the beam’—giving years
of dependable service
integral a specification as the dimensions themselves.
That is why, with millions of Tobe Capacitors oper
ating under all conditions, "returns” are practically
negligible. Continuation of this enviable record rests
on long, specialized manufacturing experience—inten
sive inspections — and constant research. Illustrated
below is the Tobe OM-Capacitor. This capacitor is a
mineral oil impregnated unit in a streamlined drawn
container, hermetically sealed. The hold-down bracket
permits the use of either inverted or upright terminals,
with wiring underneath or on top of chassis. You will
find Tobe engineers ready to cooperate on your own
capacitor problems. Why not inquire now ?
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MIDGET OM-CAPACITORS

TYPE

OM-*

RATINGS . . .05 to 2.0 mfd. 600 V. D. C
.05 mfd. to 1.0 mfd. 1,000 V. D. C.
STANDARD CAPACITY TOLERANCE
20%
TEST VOLTAGE........... Twice D. C. rating
GROUND TEST................. 2,500 Volts D. C.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE ..-55°Ftol85°F
SHUNT RESISTANCE
.05 to 0.1 mfd. 20,000 megohms
.25 to 0.5 mfd. 12,000 megohms
1.0 to 2.0 mfd. 12,000 megohms
POWER FACTOR
At 1,000 cycles—.002 to .005
CONTAINER SIZE
Width V»*, length l5/i6*, height 2 %*
MOUNTING HOLE CENTERS......................... 1’A’

TYPE

OMM

.1 and
2 x .05 600 V. D. C.
.05 x .1 1000 V. D. C.
STANDARD CAPACITY TOLERANCE........... 20%**
GROUND TEST.................... 2,500 V. D. C.
OPERATING TEMPERATURES. .-55°Ftol85°F
SHUNT RESISTANCE .... 20,000 megohms
POWER FACTOR . . At 1,000 cycles—.0075
CONTAINER SIZE
Width %", length 1^6*, height
MOUNTING HOLE CENTERS......................... IV

RATINGS

’D«U sheets showing complete code number for units having a specific capaci
tance value and voltage rating available on request. **Other tolerances available.

A SMALL PART IN VICTORY TO DAY... A BIG PART IN INDUSTRY TOMORROW
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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ADVANCED ENGINEERING

LETTERS
Editor, Electronic Industries:

THORDARSON
COMPACT, HERMETICALLY-SEALED
TRANSFORMER FOR AIRBORNE SERVICE

3parS0

On page 148 of the June issue of “Ele- •
tronic Industries” there are two charts
which purport to show the recommenda
tions of the sub-committee 4, Panel 6.
RTPB, concerning frequency allocations ¡n
the VHF portion of the spectrum. 1 should
like to call your attention to several errors
in these charts which give the impression
that Panel 6 is recommending the elim
ination of two amateur bands.
The charts in question were evidently
drawn from data contained in Chart-2.
Appendix 6, Document P6-399-A, of the I
RTPB. date April 14, 1944. The part ot
Chart-2 showing proposed allocations does
not specifically name any of the frequen
cies left vacant for services other than tele
vision, but Chart-4 which is a part of the
same document lists all recommended as- I
signments in detail and shows as amateur
those frequencies lying between 56 and 60.
112 and 116, and 228 and 234 megacycles
The chart in “Electronic Industries" iden
tifies 56 to 60 as amateur but lists all fre
quencies between 108 and 120 as bein^
governmental services. The proposed ama
teur band between 228 and 234 me is not
marked. In addition, the chart in “Eler ■ I
tronic Industries” showing present alloco I
tions erroneously indicates the amateur I
224 to 230 me band as being A-aircraft.
Several members of Panel 6 have been I
most outspoken in their appreciation and I
support of amateur radio and the Panel as I
a whole has evinced a uniformly coopera- I
tive spirit towards the amateur service. It I
will be most unfortunate if incorrect re I
ports of Panel 6’s recommendations gire I
the idea that the television interests are I
attempting to abolish or usurp amateur
frequencies and, knowing your friendly
attitude towards amateur radio, I am sure
you will wish to print a correct version of
the proposed allocations.

Cyrus T. Read

Assistant Secretary
American Radio Relay League

Simple!
A type of hermetic
seal construction
to meet the newest
rigid requirements
of the Armed
Forces.

High efficiency in a small
package... this compact
high frequency power
transformer (60 to 2600
c. p. s.) fills a difficult
airborne application.

Since the terminal seal em
ploys metal and glass, abso
lute protection is assured
against all performance
difficulties usually caused
by climatic changes.

TRANSFORMER DIVISION

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

Probably the most useful definition ue
have seen is that appearing in the IRl
Standards on Electroacoustics (1938), item
M9 for Octave:
“One octave is equal to 1200 cents.'
This is simple and straightforward, and c
without the usual qualifications and crov
references found elsewhere. Whether ap
plied to a neighbors radio, to Cousin
Hetty's girl, Matilda's voice range, or to
the actual value of a “high quality" three
inch loud speaker—one with its range
plotted by means of a nice “two point
curve—the rule proves an easy starting
point for interesting conjectures! R.RR

500 WEST HURON STREET, CHICAGO. ILl.

ORIGINATORS

OF T RD-FI D E11T Y AMPLIFIERS

And then there was this note, appended
by the censor to a letter received by Syl
vania Electric Products from a Seabee ex
employe now wearing blue in the South
Pacific: “This letter was censored under
one of your fluorescent lamps.”
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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THE NEW RIGID
SKYSCRAPER" CONSTRUCTION
tien r

OF G-E CATHODE-RAY TUBES

KEEPS THE ELECTRON GUN
Lead

SHOOTING STRAIGHT

»tan ■
ague

General Electric originated the unique type of
‘'skyscraper** construction which today is used in
all G-E cathode-ray tubes. Here the electron gun,
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which Is the heart of the tube, is mounted rigidly
so it will position the electron beam accurately
throughout the life of the tube.

In this G-E “skyscraper’’ construction, support
ing arms are welded to the gun assembly, then
solidly fused into uprights of strong, clear glass.
No cemented construction! No rough, porous or

soluble insulating materials to pick up. during
asseimbly, particles of metal that contribute to leak
age ; or to retain gases that detract from the perforniance and life of the tube! No cemented parts
to become loose in the process of cleaning or under
G. E. HAS MADE MORE BASIC ELECTRONIC-TUBE
DEVELOPMENTS THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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vibration in service
Instead, hard mirrorsmooth glass that can be thoroughly cleaned of
all contamination before the tube is sealed!

WRITE for descriptive literature on G-E cathode-

tubes. \\ e will be glad to help you

Electronics
Department, General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

solving your application problems.

The G-E phototube,
or “electric eye,” for instance, performs amazing tasks of
counting, sorting, grading, maintaining precise register in
printing, detecting flaws in sheet metal, actuating safety
devices, and many other functions.

G-E TUEES ARE FIRST IN INDUSTRY, TOO/

• Tune in “The World Today” every evening except Sunday at
E.W.T. over CBS. On Sunday listen to the G-E “All Girl
Orchestra” at 10 P.M. E.W.T. over XBC.

A" SECTOR

had io transmitted
SENDING CONTINUOUS
DOTS ANO DASHES

AUTOMATIC ELECTRONIC

SWITCH TIMED TO

J

SEND "A" AND N'
( SIGNALS TO

DIRECTIONAL
loops

jjB

THE BEAM
OVERLAPPING ”A"
AND "N'SIGNALS

PRODUCE STEADY
TONE DIVERGANCE
FROM COURSE
BRINGS OUT ONE LETTER
OVER THE OTHER

N "sector

COMMERCIAL AIRLINES keep the beam

on the beam with built-in CONSTANT VOLTAGE
Miles above familiar landmarks,with
vision obliterated by fog, sleet or
storm clouds, the steady, fused tone
of the "dot dash—dash dot” in the
head phones is like a soothing sym
phony to the ears of the airplane
pilot. A fading, disrupted signal
spells danger.
Thus you will find Sola Constant
Voltage Transformers operating the
directional beams of most commer
cial air lines, and the instrument
landing equipment of the C.A.A.
Without this constancy of operating
voltage, a steady projection of radio
beams is impossible.
Radio range stations must neces
sarily be in constant operation and
fully automatic. In most instances

they are located at great distances
from the airports. Anything short of
instantaneous adjustment of the
voltage fluctuations would be unac
ceptable to these instruments, too
sensitive to tolerate variations ex
ceeding ± 1%.
Sola Constant Voltage Transform
ers were selected for this important
assignment because of their depend
able automatic operation. They have
no tubes or net-works to get out of
order—they require no manual su
pervision—they are self-protecting
against short circuit—they instantly
reduce voltage fluctuations as great
as 30% to safe operating limits.
In designing any device depend
ent on precise input voltage, the de-

sign engineer’s responsibility doe.
not end with specifying the oper
ating voltage on the label.
It is the designer’s responsibility
to the user to assure the availability
of rated voltage at all times, by
building automatic voltage control
into the unit—or to instruct the
user as to how constant voltage
might be obtained for those devices
not so equipped.
Sola Constant Voltage Transform
ers are available in standard units
with capacities ranging from 10VA
to 15KVA. As a built-in part of
electrically operated instruments or
devices, special units can be custom
built to exact product design spec’
fications.

To Manufacturers:

Constai

Built-in voltage control guaran
tees the voltage called for on your
label. Consult our engineers on
details of design specifications.
Ask for lulleiin IOCV-74

Tronaform«ri for: Constant Voltage • Cold Cathode Lighting • Mercury Lamps • Series Lighting • Fluorescent Lighting • X-Ray Equipment « Luminous Tube Signs

Oil Burner Ignition • Radio • Power • Controls * Signal Systems • Door Bells and Chimes > etc. SOLA ILICTRIC CO., 2525 Clybourn Av«.. Chicago 14, HL
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Selenium Corporation of America

The S. G A. SELENIUM RECTIFIER
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CAN PROVE TO YOURSELF
IN FIVE SECONDS
That new BH Fiberglas "extra

Flex' Sleeving is more flexible
than saturated sleeving
We’ve told you about the non-fraying quality of
the new BH Sleeving. But don’t forget the extra
flexibility we’ve built into it. You can prove this
to yourself with the five-second test of sleeving
flexibility:

Obtain from us a sample of BH Extra Flexible
Fiberglas Sleeving equal in size to the saturated
sleeving you use now.
Following Figure 1, hold eight-inch lengths of
both BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving and
saturated sleeving between the thumbs and fingers
of both hands. Stretch both sleevings to make
them straight.
Now release the sleeving ends held in your left
hand. Instantly, the new BH Fiberglas Sleeving
will fall limp, proving its extra flexibility. The
saturated sleeving will remain straight, practically
inflexible. The comparison is shown in Figure 2.

NON-FRAYING • FLEXIBLE • HEAT-RESISTANT
NON-INFLAMMABLE • WATER-RESISTANT

NON-CRYSTALLIZINGat LOW TEMPERATURES
The new BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving is
woven from the choicest continuous-filament Fi
berglas yarns. It possesses high dielectric strength,
is water-resistant and, like all BH Sleeving and
Tubing—is non -inflammable.

THIS-NOT THIS

All sizes from No. 20 to %*, inclusive, are avail
able. Write for samples of this radically new and
different sleeving today—in the sizes you desire.
Seeing is believing! Bentley, Harris Manufactur
ing Co., Dept. I, Conshohocken, Pa.

NON-BURNING IMPREGNATED MAGNETO TUBING • NON-BURNING FLEXIBLE
VARNISHED TUBING • SATURATED AND NON-SATURATED SLEEVING

BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO
Conshohocken, Penna.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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For Better Conneetnrs
Belter Connect With
BRITISH SOCKETS

C.C.

50.351-1

British Rei.

10H-396

CX. *50 .914-4

CC

British Rei. *1 OH-391

British Ref. • E0H-39B

Sti««! Corps ‘SO-151

«50.353-1

Signet Corps -SO-147

Corps ^SO-146

Connector Corporairon
4 01
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Awarded ta the 1. P.
Seeburg Corporation for
outstanding production
of war materials in
each of Its four plants
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Is the problem one of finding sources of new
production in the fields of electronics or radar? In that

case G. I. has the facilities, experience and personnel
to take on new assignments.

for the

G. I. has, on official admission, already broken more

than one production bottleneck. Leadership has been
firmly established in the volume output of variable

condensers with many circuit applications never before
possible, complete wired assemblies and

sub-assemblies, automatic tuning mechanisms, precision

tuning devices and other items in electronic, radar

and communication equipments.

with a

PROBLEM
If your problem is marked

Post War we may have the solu
tion to that also, for our plans have long
been formulated for the swing back into peacetime

production with a minimum of interruption. As before,
our Post War forte will be variable condensers

and record changers — in addition to

which there will be new items
of considerable interest.

GENERAL
829

1944

INSTRUMENT

NEWARK AVE., ELIZABETH 3,
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THE

laminated plastics

WILL PLAY IN YOUR
qOUCTS

Many font ard-looking manufacturers who are determined
to avoid a lengthy shut-down between war-production and
peace-production are already working on blueprints of
their proposed post-war products.
To help you now with your post-war plans, we have created
and manned a Post-War Development Department. This
Department has no duties other than those of discussing
w ith forward-looking manufacturers the contributions that
Laminated Plastics (Phenol Fibre and Vulcanized Fibre)
can make to the performance and economy of the products
of tomorrow.
Before you decide that a product or a part can best be made
from glass, steel, wood, or any other material, it will pay

you to find out whether or not that product or part can be
made better, cheaper,
or faster in laminated
plastics. Consultation
on such problems with
the engineers in our
Post-War Development
Department is yours for
M at «-produced by machining from tub««
the asking, without cost
of Phenol Fibre, thi« radio part combine«
or obligation. Write us.
light weight, high dielectric quality, Io*
moi«ture-ab«orption. and the ability M
in complete confidence,
stand mere «bock. Whatever combination
of qualities you require, it’s a rare ca»«
about your plans and
indeed that ean’l be solved by Laminated
problems.
Plastics.

POST-WAR DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT OF

LAMINATED PLASTICS: PHENOL FIBRE • VULCANIZED FIBRE • Sheets, Rods, Tubes, and Fabricated Parts
NORRISTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA ■ OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES • PACIFIC COAST HEADQUARTERS 544 S SAN PEDRO ST , LOS ANGELES
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Commonly you think of the microscope
as a scientific laboratory instrument.
“ 1 But at National Union, these days, you
'
will find it even more extensively used,
as a production machine, insuring microscopic
precision step by step through many processes
of manufacture.
With the aid of microscopes. National Union
workers accurately check almost invisibly small
parts. They see to it that welds are sound, clear
ances are exact and the structure is mechanically
perfect. In the photograph above for example, a
N. U. 6AG5 miniature tube mount, no higher
than your thumb nail is enlarged approximately
10 times, to permit minute examination of im
portant structural factors. Enlargements up to

500 times—making a hair on your head look as
tall as a tree—are just as readily obtained, whet^
needed. Moreover, this tube, assembled from
31 individual parts, must •ass 40 individual in
spections, in addition to thorough examination
under the microscope.
Here, again, is one of those unusual tech
niques developed by National Union engineers
to make tube manufacture a more exact science.
Such infinite care makes certain that every elec
tronic tube which carries the National Union
name will deliver a uniformly high level of pei
Count on
formance with long service
National Union.

NATIONA

»UNION

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION, NEWARK,N.J.
Factories: Newark and Maplewood, N. J.; Lansdale and Robesonsa, Pa.

tubM
bin*

RADIO ARD ELECTRONIC TUBES
LES
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as Imi ortanWin Peac
Ime is the one
t

as in War!

nvariable factor in the chaos of tly changing world...and, like prize fighters,

military str itegists realwe the value of u/rfeci timing in delivering knockout blows.
ien entrusted vith the resabnsibility of plani

mucl about timi g ... automatic, split-secoi

now for future peacetime production can learn
control of machines and processes... through the

modem miracles if ELECTBONICS.

This mrward-tl nking onanization. Jone of the largest and most progressive in the field of Electron-

ics...is eten now rorkincnn revolutionary ideas that may readily influence your plans for conversion.

Though our three plants are engaged 100% In essen

tial war work, our Engineering Department will be

glad to work with you in making post-war plans now.

DIVISION

OF...

MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES, INC.

GREENWICH • STAMFORD • BRIDGEPORT • NEW MILFORD • NEW YORK
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NEW!
MYCALEX 400
(Patent Pending)

THE ONLY HIGH FREQUENCY
...o.MH

INSULATION FOR ELECTRONICS

OMBINING THESE LONG-SOUGHT ADVANTAGES:

1 megacycle —...........
7.4
Lees facto I megacycle .. 0.013
Measured oiler 48 hours immer-

■lee in distilled water in accord
ance with American War Stand
ard C-75.1—1943 OAK.-1-10).

MACHINABILITY TO

CHARACTERISTICS

TOLERANCES AS

CLOSE AS ±0.001 IN.

Dielectric constant Is unchanged
from 50 kilocycles to 10 mega-

Surface resistance,
megohms —

3M.M0

After 96 hours of IS* F. and 15%
relative humidity, with 1 inch
electrod* «pacing

Specific gravity
3J
Impact strength. Charpy, Mi in.
x Mi in. 04)91 IL lb.

rpODAYS news about low-loss insulation is that MYCALEX 400 is
*** making other glass-and-mica insulation old-fashioned. It is no longer
true that "all glass-bonded mica is pretty much the same."
m- I
jn I

|

Before the advent of MYCALEX 400. it was impossible to obtain L-4
characteristics plus precise machinability in one and the same insulation.
But now MYCALEX 400 combines these long-sought dual advantages. Yet
this vastly improved ALL-PURPOSE MYCALEX costs no more.

MYCALEX 400

has a loss factor considerably lower than
any other insulation in its class. Its surface resistivity is higher than that of
other comparable insulators. This is an important advancement where the
application involves high temperature and high humidity, as in the tropics.
Unlike other low-loss ceramic insulators, MYCALEX 400 can be machined
with precision .
drilled, tapped, milled, sawed, turned on a lathe and
threaded. It has exceedingly low vapor pressure. It makes a perfect seal
with metal.

MYCALEX is not a generic term designating a class of materials,
but is the registered trade name for the low loss insulation manufactured
in the Western Hemisphere by the Mycalex Corporation oi America
vVrite for samples. Order any quantities, in sheets or rods — or have us
fabricate your component products in Mycalex.

MYCALEX CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Exclusive Lictntte under all patents of MYCALEX {PARENT) CO. LTD.
RK
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60 CLIFTON BOULEVARD

CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA. NEW YORK 20, N. Y-

ME SCIENCf iFtL^TRONlCS ALSO

■LECTRO-MEDICAL ANALYSIS AND

PROVIDES A HEW TRIUMPH IN

RESEARCH .

LABORATORY

. .

FIGURE A-Photographic Method
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FIGURE C- Calibration
The exact similarity between the stand
ard photographic cardiogram and the
direct writing instantaneous cardio
gram on this new EPL instrument is
indicated in Figures A and B, which
are records of the same subject taken
a few minutes apart.

Direct-recording Electrocardiograph
giving instantaneous standard readings

EPL

o Built to exacting laboratory standards after
years of research
♦ Completely eliminates all photographic

procedures

• Useful in the laboratory as well as a benefit
to mankind
• Compact lightweight portable; simple and
efficient in operation

• Cardiograph record appears instantaneously
• Built-in interference filter makes possible
perfectly usable cardiograms in strong inter
fering electrical field

o Operates from any 110-120 volt, 60 cycle,
AC service
• Uses no ink or other fluids

• High operating economy

•FATENT PENDING

The recorder of this new Electrocardiograph may be used in conjunc
tion with other equipment for laboratory research. It provides an amplifier
and recorder which will give a graphic record between .1 cycle and 80
cycles per second at a sensitivity of 1 millivolt for 2 cm» total deflection;
or a range from zero to 80 cycles for 60 millivolts for 2 ems deflection.
A high speed writer can be supplied which will extend the operating
frequency to about 200 cycles. Because of the special damping circuit
employed, excellent transient response is secured.
Although in the high sensitivity connection, the amplifier is not a true
D-C amplifier, the phase correction is such that perfect square wave
response from .25 cycles to 80 cycles is realized with the one millivolt
sensitivity connection.
At present, deliveries will be made on priority only.
Vrite for descriptive booklet.

—

_____________
ELECTRO-PHYSICAL LABORATORIES, INC.
45 W. 18th STREET

•

NEW YORK 11, N. Y.

WAtkins 0-1070

Manufacturers of Electro-Encephalographs and Electric Shock-proof Machines

* Division of the ELECTRONIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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High speed trip on short cfrcu
costly equipment, while delay*
unnecessary interruption in the

positive protection for
overloads means no

The overload trip unit is ELECTRO MAGNETIC, which is inherently
accurate and dependable. Fractional ratings which match the character
istics of almost any circuit may be had between 10 milliamperes and 50
amperes, and with any one of three dPferent i ive se time delays.

When time delay is not desired, breaker with instantaneous trip only
is available.

HEINEMANN CIRCUIT

EAKER CO

Subsidiary of Heinemann Electric Co., Est. 1888

137 PLUM STREET
19+1

TRENTON. N. 1

JAMES

Specialists in the
Development of
Quartz Crystal
Product^ for AH

Applications.
BUY WAR BONOS
FOR VICTORY/

CRYSTALS I

CRYSTALS

FOR
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FIRST ON
THE NORMANDY
COAST
The Army’s SCR-299’s went ashore with the wave of Allied assault troops that split
the 2nd front wide open. These mobile radio units rolled up on the beachhead early

in the battle to serve as vitally important front line comryunications weapons to coor
dinate and direct the striking power of the land, sea and air forces.... In truck or duck,
the Hallicrafters-built SCR-299’s go anywhere and are pturdy enough to withstand

front line action. Highly dependable and powerful, they "get the message through."

hallicrafters

radio

THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO
ANU ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 1«, U. S. A.

BUY A WAR
BOND TODAY!

A he dependable delivery of any urgent message,
anywhere, may be commonplace very soon now. The

speed with which the electronic industry has created
wonders for the war promises to match even the most

startling dreams of a short time ago
* P/e

A
0,1

*

arh

We took twenty-five peacetime years to become
America’s largest manufacturers of portable phonographs
—the famous Phonola line. Now, after less than four

years, we are old hands at building electronic equipment
for our fighters. And our war-spurred progress inspires

us to keep going... to increase our former service to

normal civilian life. So, when Victory releases all the

war-vital electronic discoveries, look for a still finer

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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CABLE ASSEMBLIES

■»«<*• tn «nv
Combination oi
connect »ra c~'>
dactor» and cox

• For the cable assemblies that go into
your products you can use Amphenol-made
cables and save precious time and money
at every step. Amphenol has the equipment,
the skill, the experience and the production
line set-up to make them on a mass produc
tion basis—and make them properly. Such
assemblies will be manufactured exactly in
accordance with your specifications.
Amphenol makes not only the cables but
the parts that go into them. Why not elmi
nate the details and the costs that enter
into the procurement and control of the
many components of cable assemblies.
Amphenol's service also eliminates for you
the cost and maintenance of all tools and
testing equipment that are necessary and the
personnel complications that go with them.
The finished Amphenol assembly or har
ness is a sales asset to your product in ser
vice and in appearance. Amphenol quality
of product and workmanship is known the
world over.
Tell us what you need.

3 Model "R!*

Rheostati
in Tandem

2 Model "H
Rheostats
in Tandem

OMairs

or more Ohmite Rheostats are often mounted
in tandem for simultaneous control of several circuits, or
phases of a circuit, by means of one knob. Typical use
is in motor speed control. They can also be connected in
series or parallel to provide additional wattage such as may
be required in some generator field control applications.
Any of Ohmite’s ten rheostat sizes, or combination of sizes,
may be utilized...rheostats ranging from 25 watts to 1000 watts
and from 1-9/16* to 12’ diameter... with uniform or tapered
windings. Concentric control assemblies can also be produced.
In Resistance-Control, Ohmite Experience Makes a Difference!

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
• Write on company letterhead for
Industrial Catalog and Engineering
Manual No. 40. Gives helpful inform
ation on the selection ana application
of Rheostats, Resistors, Tap Switches.
Address Ohmite Manufacturing Co.,
4983 Flournoy Street, Chicago 44-

4983 FLOURNOY STREET • CHICAGO 44, ILLINOIS

Se

iwtft © Ini

0 T B

RHEOSTATS • RESISTORS • TAP SWITCHES
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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SPLIT PHASE

SWITCH

OPERATING

RUNNING

SPEED

WINDING
ONLY

là

COMBINED
WINDING FOB
STARTING

•00

200

300

CO

PERCENT FULL LOAD TORQUE

WHO’S GONE
Imagine peddling a grindstone, run
ning a corn sheller or fanning mill...
doing the milking, separating and
cooling... pumping water, and count

less other jobs on the farm... for wages
of less than a cent an hour!

PICK THIS MOTOR
• Where high starting and
high breakdown torques
are required.

Where starting current oser
20 amperes is permissible.

194-

ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES
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TYPE FHT HIGH TORQUE
SPUT-PHASE MOTO*
PHASE—Single
CYCLES—40, 50, 25
HORSEPOWER—ft to ft
VOLTS—110 or 220
SPEEDS—(Approximate full lood)
60 cyclo»—1725
30, 25 cyclo«—1425

1944

Yet that’s exactly what the Type FHT motor
will do for you on any farm job to which motor
power can be applied. It’s a high torque, split*
phase motor
tinuous and intermittent duty applications where
starting current over 20 amperes is permissible.
with
Starting torque is from 200 to 250%
260 to 300% breakdown torque, in relation to
running torque. It’s the perfect solution for your
worrisome farm problems.
ASK FOR APPLICATION HELP
For condensed information on this and ot^er types
of Westinghouse small motors, write today for The
Westinghouse Small Motor Selector (Booklet
3075-A). It’s a helpful aid to proper motor selection.
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
Dept. 7*N, East Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania,
J-03197

ILLEND

Think of it! You os o civilian have the power to decide when the war will end.
Use that power to the utmost — NOW — by
1. Buying war bonds to the limit of your capacity.

2. Working harder, longer, and uninterruptedly turning out implements of war.
3. Donating your blood to the Red Cross to save lives on the battle field.
4. Collecting waste paper and other scrap for which the government is asking.

5. Avoiding black markets as you would the plague. (Black markets cause

the plague of inflation.)
All these are weapons of war — weapons that strike terror in the hearts of
our enemies. Use them.

We, the management and employees alike, at Kenyon,

ore building better transformers than we ever built
before — and building them faster for the armed forces.

THE M4RK OF

EXCELLENCE

KEN YOH TRANSFORMER CO., Inc

840 BARRY STREET
NEW YORK, U. S. A.
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imported from the

'

UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

and tell St with

MEYERCORD DECALS
Millions of non-lend-lease items exported throughout the world,
a basis for incalculable wartime and postwar goodwill—now can be
uniformly identified as “made in the U.S.A!”—with this new,
official red, white and blue Export Seal designed and recommended
by the Office of War Information.
Investigate Meyercord Decals for the reproduction of Export
Seals or combination Seals and regular trademarks or nameplates.
They provide highly legible product identification that last for the
life of the product. They save time, cost, weight and metal, and re
quire no screws or rivets for application. They are durable, washable,
and can be produced in any size, colors or design ... for application
on rough, smooth or crinkled surfaces of any known commercial
material. Billions are used all over the world.
Tell the world “It’s from the U.S.A.”.. .and use Meyercord Decals
for low-cost reproduction of a multi-language program of product
identification. Let us suggest combinations of the Seal with your
own trademark. No obligation. Address Dept. 62-7.

0. W. Fs. new Export
Seal may be used in any
shape or size—in any
language—alone or com
bined wilhyourcompany
trademark or name
plate. 0. FF. I. does not
sell this Export Seal.
Purchase may be made
front a source of the ex
porter’s own choice.

MADE

BY

*

ACME PRODUCTS CO
CHICAGO. ILL.. U.S.A.

The nameplate illustrated demonstratesone
of many ways in which theO. W. I. Export
Seal may be combined with your own trade
mark economically with Meyercord decals.
This advertisement is published in cooperation with the
Office of War Information. Full information regarding
O.W.l.'s Export Seal Program may be obtained by
writing to: Special Promotion Division. Office of War
information, 250 W. 57lh St., New York (19), N. Y.

MEYERCORD CO.
5323 WEST LAKE STREET

CHICAGO (44) ILLINOIS

WORLD’S LEADING DECALCOMANIA MANUFACTURER
1944
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DO YOU NEED D.C. AMPERES?

We engineer and custom build
complete RECTIFIER UNITS
to meet the needs of any indus
trial or laboratory application.

Your problem may call for high
current, low or medium voltage,
or you may need high voltage
and low current.

Selenium disc rectifiers will take
care of one — Electronic tubes
the other. We have both.
Each type of rectifier excels for
certain work and it is our job to
engineer and build equipments
to meet your particular needs.

May we apply our engineering
skill and construction experience
to your D.C. needs?
This single unit has an output of
5000 amps at 6 volts D.C. We also
build small laboratory units or large
group installations. We will custom
build units of any capacity to meet
your requirements.

Write L.W. Reinken, Chief Engineer

W. GREEN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC
GREEN EXCHANGE BLDG . 130 CEDAR ST , NEW YORK 6. N. Y.
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DEATH AT 20 METERS
continuous

out of every thousand Gammatron tubes
ONE
is sacrificed in the Heintz and Kaufman lab

mechanical and electrical tests, have led to wide

oratory so that the operating life of similar Gam

spread recognition of Gammatrons as ' the tubes

matrons may be periodically checked and assured.

that can take it.”

This thousandth tube oscillates at 20 meters,

FOR VICTORY AND SECURITY BUY WAR BONDS

pouring its power into light bulbs until it finally
fails. The length of its operating life is carefully

HEINTZ and KAUFMAN ltd

recorded, and compared with the previous per

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO

formance of tubes of the same type. This is but
one of 17 checks made in the Heintz and Kaufman

laboratory to guarantee the efficiency and reliabil
ity of every tube bearing the Gammatron label.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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CALIFORNIA. USA

History of Communications Number Six of a Series

The Semaphore, as a means of communication, met first commercial
1792.
acceptance in France under the authority of Napoleon
Restricted by “line of sight and low power eye pieces, excessive
numbers of relay stations, as pictured above, were required for “direc
tional broadcasting” over rough terrain. Weather conditions, too, were
a handicap. Because of the code used and its necessary translation,
delays and errors were continually encountered.
Today, in the era of applied electronics. Universal microphones are
being used to expedite messages on every battle front in the service of
the Allies. Universal is proud of its contribution in the electronic voice
communications and its every effort to our ultimate Victory.
MODEL T-4S
LIP MICROPHONE

Model T-45, illustrated at left, is the new Lip Micro
phone being manufactured by Universal for the U. S.
Army Signal Corps. Shortly, these microphones will be
available to priority users through local Radio Jobbers.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY^
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
fOREIGN DIVISION 301 CLAY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO IL CALIFORNIA •• CANADIAN DIVISION: 500 RING STREET WEST. TORONTO 1, ONTARIO, CANADA
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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COIL FORMS OF
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•

BODY (302)

Centradite
Si\e
rec
kt re
ion,

are

CENTRALAB occupies a distinctive place in the industry with its Coil
Forms of Steatite and Centradite*. Countless new uses for these cera
mics are being developed daily in industry. The unique electrical and
physical characteristics of these ceramics are being combined in var
ious ways to form new applications. Our laboratory and engineering
facilities are at your disposal. Write for Bulletin 720.

oke

IADA
1944

BODY (400)
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«STANDARD

FREQUENCIES
IQ 20. 40. 60, '80, 100. 120, l-fO, 160, 180, 190

Accuracy 10 parts in 1,000,000
Output: 30 volts at 500,000 ohnii
Input: 105-125V. 50-60c., 40 watts
Weight: 50 pounds

MH
^mpoAôi

WJt,

U

II i.

This Multi-frequency generator fur
nishes the frequencies shown above at
the turn of a switch. All frequencies are
obtained from a temperature-compen
sated tuning fork and voltage-stabilized
circuit.

With this unit it is possible to calibrate
oscillators at many selected points with
out encountering complex oscilloscope
patterns. One of the uncertainties in
volved in development work on tuned

circuits, filters, reeds—and in time meas
urement can be minimized with the aid
of this instrument.
Developed primarily to check frequency
meters for precision war work, this
Multi-frequency generator possesses a
rugged durability and dependability in
service that will prove an extra value to
many laboratories.
Additional information available on re
quest.

Manufacturer of
the

American Time
Products,
INC.
580 Filth'Avenue

and distributor of
Western Electric
Watch-rate Recorders

New York 19. N. Y.
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TRANSFORMERS

Consolidated Radio Products Company specializes in 400 cycle transformers to
meet Army and Navy specifications on airborne communications equipment, and

alto, supplies prime contractors of the Signal Corps and Maritime Commission.
Greatly expanded production facilities on a wide range of small and medium
transformers include Pulse Transformers, Solenoid Coils, Search

Coils. Other products include Range Filters and Headsets.
Consolidated Engineers will also design transformers
for special applications or will build to your

specifications.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

an eye to the future

■ he electronic engineer is an impor
tant part of the war effort, and his day

has too few hours for him. His highly
vital, specialized training and knowl

edge are utilized to the utmost in de

vising new electronic equipment to
keep up with and anticipate the many
demands of the modern warfare.

Despite those many work-filled

hours, the electronic engineer still
finds time, here and there, to dream

of the future and plan for the day when

his skill will be turned to peacetime
pursuits. He has wonderful plans for

tomorrow: Ideas for a better and more

comfortable life. Today, however, he

is working to guarantee tomorrow.
Raytheon is proud of its engineers
and the job they are doing . . . and

Raytheon is proud to have a part in the
vitally important role that advanced

electronic tubes and equipment are

playing in the Allied Nations’ drive
for Victory. In the peace to come,

Raytheon’s advanced research and

technique will assure Raytheon’s con
tinued leadership in the electronic era.

RAYTHEON
ARMY-NAVY "E" WITH STARS

Awarded All Four Diritiom of Raythoon

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Waltham and No-'an,

Ma*«<«chu»»Hs

DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND THE MANUFACTURE OF TUBES AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS

1944
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PRESS WIRELESS

1

Awarded to our
Hicksville, Long Island Plant
for outstanding Achievement
in War Production

Now off to the wars, Press Wireless
"400’s" will be available for civilian
service fronts when peace permits.
Here is a versatile transmitter of ex
ceptional value for airport, police
department, ship-to-shore and other
exacting radio communication work.
Continuous coverage throughout
its frequency range of 2.1 to 18
megacycles; both crystal and master
oscillator frequency control with re
markable stability in the latter,* better
than 150 words per minute keying
speed and automatic carrier control
from remote point over two-wire tele
phone line are only a few of this
transmitter’s many outstanding serv
ice characteristics.
The "400" is one of a number of
units Press Wireless is manufacturing
toward the development of complete
radio communication systems of the
highest economy and efficiency,—
for war today,—for peace tomorrow.

Executive Offi»«»

Sales Office, Mom ’acturmg Division

435 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO

1475 BROADWAY, NEW YORK LS, N

RIO DE JANEIRO

MONTEVIDEO

BERNE

SANTIAGO DE CHILE

NEW YORK

PRINT IN BINDING

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

HAVANA

LONDON
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j.„|EAVY DUTY oscillator tubes are a very desirable
nucleus for every electronic RF heating generator.

The tubes should be specially designed to withstand the
widely varying conditions of load and frequency which

are encountered in the many specific applications of

this equipment.

United

has been the leading producer of such tubes

for the most widespread field of RF heating—namely.

Diathermy. The fluctuating load conditions in this field
are extreme, and have necessitated endless study of

tube design.

This company therefore is a front line

pioneer in tubes for High Frequency electronic heating

United

mercury rectifiers for the power supply are

also well known for their rugged design and depend
able service life
The

United

tubes illustrated are all popular among

users of High Frequency heating equipment. Wr»te for
technical data and interchange information where it is

desired to replace other makes of tubes.

UNITED ELECTRONICS COMPANY
NEW JERSEY

NEWARK 2
TRANSMITTING

TUBES

EXCLUSIVELY

SINCE

J934

DOESN’T LEAK
To engineers specializing in low-loss high frequency

iron—resists arc-heat carbonization and is impervious

design, energy conservation throughout circuits is

to gas, water and oil—keeps its shape (will not warp)

so important that a dielectric having the qualities of
mykroy with a loss factor of 1 is extremely desirable.

—bonds easily with metals—molds readily to any

perfected glass-bonded mica ceramic
insulation, fills this vital need so dependably that it
mykroy—the

has opened the door to new and greater advances in
high frequency research.

Circuits brilliantly conceived on the drafting board

specifications
tolerances.
mykroy

and

machines

perfectly

to

closest

is maintaining the efficiency of such a large

variety of electronic equipment of advanced design
that your most difficult insulation problems will find a

speedy solution in its application.

are successfully translated into practical application

If you are confronted with a high frequency insu

because of the many superior insulating properties of

lating problem, our engineers will welcome the oppor

MYKROY.

tunity to acquaint you with the performance of

In addition to possessing a high dielectric constant

in combination with a low power fgctor,

mykroy

is light

—yet its mechanical strength is comparable to cast

IS THIS MYKROY
ENGINEERS MANUAL
IN YOUR FILE?

mykroy

It is available in ample quantities on rapid delivery
schedules from our Chicago, Illinois and Clifton, New

Jersey plants.

In this comprehensive manual you will find full information
regarding MYKROY . . . the perfected glass bonded mica

ceramic

It tells you

insulation.

about.

Machinability,

and Electrical properties — Appli
cations and uses — Sizes and shapes of stock forms
— Design criteria, and includes samples of MYKROY

Physical,

Chemical

A request on your letterhead will bring your copy
by return mail.

MYKROY IS SUPPLIED IN SHEETS AND RODS

MACHINED OR MOLDED TO SPECIFICATIONS
70 CLIFTON BOULEVARD • CLIFTON, NEWJERSEY
Ch,cago 47 1917 NO SPRINGFIELD AVENUE . TEL. Albany 4310
Export OAice

89 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.

f
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Lend-lease did not introduce
Ken-Rad to foreign service
Years before the war our ex
port accounts were located in
sixty countries on every continent and major islands in
In war or peace
every seai
Ken-Rad serves the world

Op,.

l E S
«PS
«PS

f
J

H5 VOLT
DIRECT current

POMP SUPPLY t

FEDERAi POWER EQUIPMENT— well
known for long dependable life, low cost,
and high efficiency . . . made in a wide
range of sizes and outputs . . . for any
DC need from any AC source.
• PUBLIC UTILITIES—for station DC bus
service, floating storage batteries and
operating controls.

FOOD
tors,

TRUGS—for magnetic separa
ting packaging equipment
supply for processing.

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS —for DC motor

operation, electric brakes, general test
ing and generator field excitation.

CHEMICAL AND METALLURGICAL—DC

power for refining, electroplating,
electro-cleaning and laboratory analysis.
• METALWORKING—for operating mag
netic equipment such as grinders
chucks, lifts and vibrating hammers.

Wk

Federal's exclusive < fn Tfr
CONTAC T Selenium Retti-

fier discs pros ide new pro
tection against corrosive
atmosphere,are nowin Federal Power Supply
equipment. FIRST IN THE FIELD.... STANDARD
FOR INDUSTRY,

HERE’S a new constellation in the skies,

star ot stars...a new master of the heavens.
This great ship, conceived by TWA...built by
Lockheed, holds a mighty promise, a promise

ot tremendous developments in peacetime air
•transport. We are proud to share in its record

breaking glory and in its promise... proud that

AAC Hydraulic Controls are among the many
stars which make

this Constellation. These

precision units are another , mark of AAC
leadership in Engineered Power Controls

the air, on land, and on the sea.
(P-74)

POWER CONTROLS DIVISION
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

TCESSORIES

CORPORATION

CONTROLS
Cable Address: AACPRO

from the Battlefront Today!
.

•

«
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*
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Aou remember him, the kid next
dcor who tinkered with short wave
___
radio. Well, he's in uniform now,
calling his CQ from foxholes in Italy and steaming
Pacific jungles. Maybe, he's a radio operator on a bomber
... perhaps, he's an instructor. Whatever it is, you can be sure
that his knowledge and experience are serving to help build a
wartime communications system. Yes, from the hams came ready
trained instructors, operators and engineers at a time when skilled
technicians were vitally needed.

The radio amateur will be back one of these days,
back to his much-loved tinkering. He'll want new equipment to add to his
short wave rig, , . . He'll be looking for a JENSEN speaker because he wants highest
fidelity in music, code and voice reproduction. There is no finer
acoustic equipment than JENSEN reproducers.
«ant/

(enaen

RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6601 S. LARAMIE AVI., CHICAGO 31, U. S- A.
tUCTRONIC INOUSTRIH
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Never Underestimate a Spring
HOl GH a spring may be small, its

Timportance can be out of all propor

MUN THE WHISTLES OF VICTORY BLOW
ind rhe Axis starts spinning, a

■nite of the credit will go to springs
on Killed equipment. Some of these

springs were designed from the

tion to its size and cost. Design and manu
facture are not necessarily difficult. Usually
the tough job is to find the right spring for
a specific application, considering the cost
and tolerances allowable. This sometimes
means boiling down elusive ideas of what
the spring should do to concrete purposes
from uhich specifications can be con
structed. Clarifying the problem in these
cases is not a job for amateurs, but for a

scientific* sprung maker. Re'syarch and cal
culation, mathematics and metallurgv. sta
tistical control of quality, and unusual and
original testing and inspection methods may
ill have to be recruited i the development
»plication,
>f the right spring for v our
unfidenth
ithout

throat. Remember .
future, springs made

cloud of un
lump in your
. and in the

Hunter Data Book, a copy of which

*h< uid be at your fingertips. Your

signature on your Company

let

terhead brings a free copy to you
promptly. You’ll find it useful.

TIE GAITEI SFIIKG—one

of o number of banc tpring dengni, it aitontially an attention tpnng If it lometimet

uted ai a bel! ta drive light machinât, more offan fo produce a radial força ai in the cote ofpacking ring legmenti.

2 WEEK DELIVERY
ON MICRO-PROCESSED BRUSH SPRINGS

N the past six months Instrument

is at all times available to keep

Specialties Company has com

ahead of your maximum assembh

I

pletely redesigned and rebuilt their

requi rementa ; sam

includin'

redesign if required are sent to you in 4 to 5 «lays, al

ipeed on

springs li

icro-processed brush springs and other coil

been increased by

much as 40%.

though emergency samples usually can be produced
in less time. Take advantage of Micro-processing and

This means that all brush spring orders are regularly

get better brush springs quicker. Send drawings or

scheduled for shipment in two weeks: emergency pro

pertinent details to I-S. or call in the I-S Field Engi

duction can begin in one week; adequate production

neer in your territory.

EVERY MICRO-PROCESSED BERYLLIUM COPPER BRUSH
SPRING GIVES YOU THESE PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGES
COMPRISSES
LENGTH Cf
SPRING WiTH
NEW BRUSH
INSIDE DIAM OF
BRUSH HOLDER

BRUSH WEAR.

1. 100°F. higher service temperature than phosphor bronze.
2. Two times the current carrying capacity of bronze and five times
that of stainless steel.
3. Corrosion resistance equal to bronze with strength of steel.
4. Lower drift, set. or creep than any other spring material.
5. Higher safe working stresses which permit redesign tor less loss
of tension with brush wear—assuring longer brush life.
6. SILVERCOTE “Spring Grade*' beryllium copper wire used with
certified tensile strength after hardening of 190.000 psi or over.

FORCE DE51 RED
GN COMMUTATOR
WITH NEW BRUSH

Your copy of Bulletin No.
5, “Better Brueh Spring«,“
will be rent upon request.

Instrument Specialties engineers have
devised a simplified design procedure
for determining the best bru4i spring to
do a specific job; based upon only four
brush holder design details:
1 — Inside diameter of brush holder.
2 — Working length of spring when
assembled with ■ new brush.
3 — Force desired on the commutator.
4 — Allowance for brush wear

From these four details of your motor
design, I-S engineers will design the
one best “Micro-processed” brush spring
giving longest brush life consistent with
easy assembly.

IS Hiu.h Spring Data

Sheet

Streamlined procedure for
obtaining better bru.li
-prlng. Write today fur
I-S data sheets or »end
•peeitirition-

INSTRUMENT SPECIALTIES CO., INC
260

BERGEN

BOULEVARD, LITTLE

FALLS, N. J

FIELD ENGINEERINC OFFICES : BOSTON - CHICAGO - CLEVELAND - PNILABELPNIA - NEV YOH
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Behind Chicago Telephone Supply Company are many years of
intensive research and the development of a scientific manufac

taring organization devoted to high standards

the mass pro

duction of variable resistors, both wire wound and carbon types

VARIABLE RESISTORS, PLUGS, JACKS, SWITCHES TELEPHONE GENERATORS, RINGERS
REPRESENTATIVES

2600 Grand Avenue
Kansas City 8, Missouri
Phone: Victory 3070

BRANCH OFFICES
S. J. Hutchinson, Jr.
401 North Broad Street
Philadelphia 8, Pennsylvania
Phone- Walnut 5369

Frank A. Emmet Co.
2837 West Pico Boulevard
Los Angeles 6, California

IN CANADA
C. C. Meredith & Co.
Streetsville, Ontario

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY
Till
1944
ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES

highly RELIABLE, FAST and, when necessary,
MOBILE adjunct to radiotelegraph communications!

A

WrF new.
WdELROY WHEATSTONE CODE TAPE PERFORATOR,
PFRNot443-A
only can the PFR-443-A. a proud McElroy achievement, be set up to
operate immediately as a stationary unit, but it can be used with equal
efficiency in moving vehicles Requiring little or no maintenance, the
PFR-443-A now provides high speed transmission where once it was impos
sible because of the bulky and complicated equipment required to perforate
tape. With this unit, accurate tapes can be prepared for transmission at
speeds up to 300 words per minute.
The McElroy PFR-443-A consists oi two units The Keying Unit, which is
silent in operation, comprises two keys, space bar and punching mechanism.
The Electronic Unit which relieves the keying contacts of high current and
voltage, is designed so that the tube and relay are separated from the
mechanical section Thus, the delicate electronic components are not subjected
to jolts and jars.
Although the transmission ol dots and dashes is automatic, the operation
is similar to a semi-automatic (bug) key A light touch actuates the punching
mechanism for as long as either the key or space bar is depressed. Expe
rienced operators can maintain, with ease, speeds of between 30 and 40
words per minute in all Morse combinations assigned to the Russian, Turkish,
Greek. Arabic and Japanese alphabets and languages. This ts a McElroy
advantage not found on the keyboards oi standard perforators manufactured
k in the U. S or Great Britain.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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2 power sources
THE G-E DYNAMOTOR
Designed to deliver high output from small
frame size, G-E dynamotors have earned a
reputation for thoroughly dependable serv
ice under adverse conditions. Compactly
iconstructed and light in weight, these units
are available in outputs of 15 to 350 watts
intermittent (15 to 200 continuous) and with
output voltages ranging up to 1500 volts d-c
when operated on a 12- or 24-volt battery
source. Weights range from 3 to 31 lb. These
dynamotors are specially designed to mini
mize objectionable a-c ripple and consequent
need for radio filtering.

THE G-E INVERTER TRANSFORMER

(Ml

Custom-designed for individual applications,
inverter transformers are compact and light in weight*
They are specially designed for low internal heating, are
quiet and efficient in operation, and readily interchange
able with correspondingly rated dynamotors. They can
be designed for operation on a 6-, 12-, or 24-volt battery
source, to supply wide range of output voltages—either
a-c or d-c. Where conditions require, these units can be
made dust-tight and can be shockmounted on rubber
cushions.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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to choose from
• If you have a problem involving a
portable power supply for radio or
allied electronic equipment, it will pay
you to look into the merits of the dyna
motor and inverter shown at the left
Similarly, if you have need for any of
the many other components in the
diversified G-E line, you can profit
by discussing those needs with our
engineers.

For every one of these G E products
has been worked out in close co-opera
tion with designers in the electronic
industries. All have been thoroughly
tested—in our laboratories, in our cus
tomers’ laboratories, and in labora-

tories operated by the Armed Services
More impressive still, many have been
tested on the field of combat, where
their dependability has proved a con
tributing factor in the success of a vari
ety of radio and allied equipment

Whether you are designing new elec
tronic equipment or improving old de
signs, take advantage of the extensive
line of G-E components and G-E elec
tronic “know-how.” Whatever your
objectives, find out how G.E. can
help you achieve them more simply
or more economically. The G-E office
near you will gladly furnish details.
General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Buy all the Bonds you can —and KEEP ALL YOU BUY

GENERAL
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MON OF SIGNALS OVER A BROAD BAND OF FREQUENCIES

Panoramic Reception is the technique of viewing simultaneously

a multiplicity of signals received over any given portion of the
radio frequency spectrum. Its uses include the measurement and

comparison of frequency, inductance, capacitance, and resistance.

/ The Panoramic Radio Corporation has conceived and pioneered the

/
/
/

major developments in this field, yet we feel that we have but scratched

the surface of the tremendous sphere encompassed by Panoramic Reception. Its successful use in communications, direction finding, navigation,

production, and the laboratory presents only on incomplete picture of its
possibilities. Why not let our engineers demonstrate how much of your work

can be expedited by Panoramic equipment?

PAN
OR AMIT
'HULUlMI
IILfemiuRADIO CORPORATION
242 250 WEST 55
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this field Leland engineering has
contributed a full share. To tomor
row’s great strides Leland will
also contribute in full measure.

THE LELAND ELECTRIC CO
DAYTON 1, OHIO

The Leland line includes motors,
generators, motor generator sets,
inverters and voltage regulators.
Consult Leland. They may be able
to supply or design, exactly what
you require.

Leland Carbon Pile Volt
age Regulator—control
device on air-borne elec
tronic equipment component.

CREATIVE
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
ELECTRONIC
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YOUR MOST IMPORTANT OBLIGATION—THE PURCHASE OF WAR BONDS

Type ZH
(internal)

Type XSC
(square closed)

Type WA
(annealed)

Type XSO
(square open)

Type XRO
(round open)

TypeYH
(external)

Retaining Rings
save money
and metal
Type XRC
(round closed)

are being more and

shaft at the same time that the shaft is cut

widely used because they are in

to its required length—and then to use our

expensive and yet so satisfactory on many

steel retaining rings instead of going to the

varieties of mechanisms. Broadly described,

expense of drilling holes for other holding

a retaining ring is an artificial shoulder or

devices that have less strength.

etaining rings

R more
.

collar on a circular shaft or in a housing.

National retaining rings provide an extra

The shaft is grooved, and the ring is

safety factor because of our special method

snapped on.

of manufacture. They give service that

The former, and much more expensive

assures economy.

method, was to turn the artificial shoulder

National retaining rings are made of

—cutting down a larger shaft. Now, by

high grade spring steel which is heat treated

simply grooving a smaller shaft and apply

after forming, rather than from pre-temp

ing a retaining ring a like result is obtained

ered spring wire. Our standard stock sizes

in a vast number of cases.

will fill nearly all requirements; special sizes

Furthermore, it has been found much

and cross sections made at small extra cost.

more economical and far more effective to

Write today for our descriptive folders

design the cutting tool so as to groove the

on various types of retaining rings.
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* Speed, ruggedness, dependability—the basis of P. T<
engine design. Accurate control of surface finish is one of
the important factors facing the builder of P. T. motors.

Mated, moving parts must be precision made with surface
finish accurately held to low microinch smoothness. The
Brush Surface Analyzer provides charts which reveal
surface irregularities to one millionth of an inch or less.
Should accurate control of surface finish be essential
1 your business, write today for a fully illustrated bulletin on what the Brush Surface Analyzer can do for you.

3433

PERKINS
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BE SURE YOU HAVE
THE RIGHT RELAY
The right relay, of course, is the one

which will exactly fit your needs, and

I

give you the longest, most depend-

I

able service at lowest cost. Here’s

how you can get it:

1. Write for the Automatic Electric

catalog. It lists over forty basic types
of relays, providing every combina
tion needed for modern electrical

control. All technical facts are clearly
tabulated for your guidance.

2. If you want help in applying this

information to your problem, call in
our field engineer. He will be glad
to put his experience to work for you.
Send today for your copy of the
catalog—or simply ask our field engi-

neer to bring one over.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION
1033 West Van Buren St., Chicago 7, Ml.
tn Canada:

Automatic Electric (Canada) Limited, Tararto

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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TRANSMITTER CHOKES

^...RECEIVER CHOKES
Again, Guthman experience,
engineering, skill and complete
manufacturing facilities are co
ordinated to produce a wide
variety of Guthman Super-Made
Chokes Universal Guthman
Chokes are available in unlim
ited ranges of inductances. They
are wound on ceramic or bake
lite with pigtail connections or
standard resistor mountings

They wanted a

"100,000 MAN-POWER EYE"
...and its power to see begins with Nickel
You're looking at a single feather from a
mosquito’s wing through the new G. E. elec
tron microscope.
Even with a fine optical microscope which
can see objects as small as 1/84,000 of an
inch long and magnify them 2,000 times,
you could only make out the feathers as a
fringy edge along the wing.
But with an electron microscope you can
look at submicroscopic objects 1/1,000,000
of an inch long and reproduce them by
photographic blow-up at 100,000 times
their true size.
The first electron microscope was taller
than a man, powered by some four dozen
tubes. Now General Electric Company has
simplified it into a compact instrument for
general use which plugs into a regular 110volt A.C. outlet. A 2-tube power unit con
NEW.

COMPACT,

G.E.

verts the A.C. into 30,000 volt D.C. for the
electron gun. And in both these tubes, the
vital elements are nickel—because nickel
combines all these advantages:
• High strength, at regular and elevated tempera
tures.
• Resistance to distortion and warpage.
• Freedom from rust. . . high corrosion resistance

• High stiffness and damping capacity to lessen
vibration.

• Ability to take strong spot welds . . . resist oxi
dation.
• Ability to give off absorbed gases readily

• High electron emissivity
sion.

. minimum back em -

And nickel may be the answer to your
problems, too. Write:

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC
New York 5. N T.

67 Wall Street

ELECTRON

MICRUSCOPEdistinguishes objects as small
as 1.000,000th of an inch...magnifies them
directly to 5.000 or 10.000 times actual size.
If photographic enlargements are wanted,
blow-ups can b* made to show objects at
100.000 times their true size. Can b*
plugged into a regular 110-volt A.C. line.
POWER CONVERTOR TUBE (above) used

in G.E. microscope converts 110-volt A.C. to
30.000 volts D.C. Vital elements of tube ar*
mad* of Nickel.

INCO NICKEL
MONEL

.

"K" MONEL

•

"S" MONEL

•

"R" MONEL

•

"KR" MONEL

•

INCONEL

•

"I" NICKEL

•

NICKEL

Sheet.. - Strip... Rod... Tubing . .. Wire... Caatinga
ELECTRONIC
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Did we hea
someone say
this was
impossible?

our

TAGING what couldn’t be done in glass has become
* " a habit at Corning—and this is a good example.
"You can’t solder metal to glass”— they said. But
Corning Research did it.
Now Corning has developed a metallizing method
whereby the base for the solder becomes an insepara
ble part of the glass and so provides a permanent, air
tight seal. The metallized layer solders almost as easily
as brass or copper and is not harmed by normal solder
ing temperatures. Parts can be soldered to it by any
ordinary soldering iron, soft-air-gas flame or induc
tion heating.
Also important—Corning type metallizing can be ap
plied to an extremely wide range of glasses. Where

extreme resistance to thermal or mechanical shock
required it can be applied to Corning’s tempered
glasses. Where electrical characteristics are of first im
portance it can be applied to Corning’s special lowloss glasses.
This unique method of metallizing is just one of the
ways that Corning’s knowledge and experience may
some day save you time and money. If you’d like to
know more about us, we have a suggestion. Send for
the study, "There Will Be More Glass Parts In Post
War Electrical Products.’* It's free. Just write to the
Electronic Sales Department 1-7, Bulb and Tubing
Division, Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.

ICKfl

‘PYKEX” and “CORNING” are registered trade-marks of Corning Glass Work
1944
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Tt SFOMm
OF SPECIAL DESIGN

Illustrated above is one of the many types of special application

tranformers designed and manufactured by us. We at Langevin
are interested solely in the manufacture of quality apparatus,

both transformer components and complete electronic units.
Y our inquiries for either are solicited. Transformer capacity to

The Langevin Company
INCORPORATED

#

SOUND REINFORCEMENT AND REPRODUCTION ENGINEERING
NEW YORK
37 W. 65 St,, 23

SAN FRANCISCO
1050 Howard St, 3

LOS ANGELES
1000 N, Seward St, 38

8^

WEBSTER DYNAMOTORS
ELECTRO DYNAMIC PRECISION BALANCING OF
ENTIRE ARMATURE ASSEMBLY ASSURES-----OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE AND LIFE

LIGHT-WEIGHT
ALUMINUM END CAP FOR
AIR-BORNE
APPLICATIONS

CLOSE TOLERANCE
DIE-CAST ALUMINUM
I END BRACKETS
I
WITH STEEL
BEARING SLEEVE
INSERT

COMMUTATOR
SURFACE
SUPER-FINISHED
(WITH DIAMOND
TOOL) ON
PRE-LOADED
BEARINGS

CENTER
GROUND HIGH-FINISH
SHAFT

FOR MAXIMUM
CONTACT WITH
MINIMUM
RESISTANCE

HIGH
COMMUTATOR
STRENGTH
ASSURED BY
SPIN AND /
ROCKWELL
PRESSURE
TESTS AT
HIGH-LOW
TEMPERATURES

PRIMARY OR
MOTOR WINDINGS

HIGH-RESISTANCE
VINYL ACETAL
TRIPLE-INSULATED
WIRE USED IN
ARMATURE COILS

SECONDARY OR
- GENERATOR
WINDINGS

BRUSHES
PREFORMED
AND SUPER
FINISHED

Improved Design and Manufacturing Processes
Bring Measurable Superiority
Tests show Webster dynamotors far surpass Government require
LOOK TO

WEBSTER PRODUCTS
TODAY

ments on leakage to ground, vibration, ripple, temperature rise,

operation under extremes of temperature, operation in the pres

Dynamotors and
Voltage Regulators

ence of moisture and all other vital specifications. Reasonably

TOMORROW

prompt delivery in production quantities can be made on prac

World-Acclaimed
Record Changers

tically all dynamotors listed under frames Q, R and S on page 18
of the American War Standards Bulletin on dynamotors,

No. C75. 13-1944. Within wattage limitations of these frame

WAR
BORDS
HOW\

sizes, we can supply dynamotors of different input and output
values. We will be glad to discuss your specific dynamotor
problems with you.

WEBSTERN PRODUCTS
3825 W. ARMITAGE AVE. LLU CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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A COMPLETE
"CLAY”RAMIC
SERVICE
for every electrical, chemical and
mechanical application.
Locke has unrivalled facilities for the
production of fired clay pieces by
even known method.
(1) Dry Process — Porcelain and
Steatite
A process ideally suited to the
production of certain pieces with
reasonable tolerances and ade
quate mechanical and electrical
strength.

12) \ acutite Process—Porcelain and
Steatite
A process developed by Locke
for forming intricate pieces.
Close tolerances. Mechanical and
electrical strength almost equal
to wet process.

(3) W et Process — Porcelain and
Steatite
The standard process for the
production of high voltage in
sulators, and porcelain for
mechanical and chemical applica
tions Exceptionally strong
mechanically and electrically.

Locke Wet Process porcelain and
Locketite is produced by the follow
ing methods, the selection of method
depending upon the piece.
(1) Pugging
(5l Jiggering
(2) RamExtrusion(6) Plastic Press
(3) Wet and Dry (7) Core Casting
Turning
(8) Drain Casting
(4) Plunging
(9) Throwing
and certain other methods which at
the present have only limited
application.

on
It can be economically and quickly made by one of the

many processes available here at ceramic headquarters.

Not being restricted to a fen processes, it may be that
the pieces you use can be made better, faster and at less

cost by our ability to select the right method.

Let us take a crack at that tough job.

INSULATOR
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

I

Other clayramic products will be
axailable in the future to meet special
conditions. Whatever your problem,
our experienced electrical, mechanical
and ceramic engineers will be glad
to help. Their sen ices have resulted
in material savings in money, time
and critical materials to other manufacturers. Perhaps they can help you.

CORPORATION
Ui OtayruUiUe^'

SO. P‘»l)Tâ
VERNON

AIM»
UAV1

• AMERICANS have always been eager to share
in the political life of our Democracy. This year,
the two great political conventions will be filmed
in Chicago and the reels will be rushed to New
York for broadcasting over WNBT, NBC’s pio
neer television station.
Four years ago, in 1940, WNBT made television
history, by directly telecasting the Republican
Convention at Philadelphia and by broadcasting
films of the Democratic conclave in Chicago.
When Peace comes, a greater and more wide
spread television audience—expanding into mil

lions of homes equipped with RCA television—
will see as well as hear Democracy in action . . .
thanks to the new super-sensitive television cam
era, and other radio-electronic devices developed
in RCA Laboratories.
Today, RCA research and engineering facilities
are devoted to creating the best possible fighting
equipment for the United Nations. Tomorrow,
RCA—Pioneer in Progress—looks forward to
supplying American broadcasters, and the Amer
ican public, with still finer radio, television, and
electronic instruments.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

RCA
leads the way in
radio—television—
phonographs— records
—tubes—electronics

listen to RCA'* "The Music America Loves Best"—Saturdays, 7:30 P.M„ E.W.T., over the Blue Network *

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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BUY WAR BONDS EVERY PAY DAY *

Rendezvous on a "Fly-Speck”
PRECISION instrument used for
guiding both large and small ships
to their destinations is the magnetic
compass, such as the one illustrated
above. Unprecedented quantities are
required for marine service. Many mag
netic compasses are also used in pleines
and tanks.

A

Modern compasses are versions of
the earliest known application of per
manent magnets. Today the hundreds
of uses for permanent magnets are

widely diversified and are expanding
rapidly through aggressive engineering
and research.
34 years of specialized experience in
this field have enabled us to play a lead
ing role in developing these new uses.
Our large, modern plant is one of the
nation's vital sources of supply.
Write us, on your letterhead, for the
address of our office nearest you and a
copy of our "Permanent Magnet Man
ual" containing valuable data.

Help Win the War in ’44—
Buy War Bonds!
Copyrisht 1M4—The Indiana Staal Product« Cn.

IND1AIVA STEEL PRODUCTS
*

SPECIALISTS
NORTH

IN

PERMANENT
AVENUE

MAGNETS

SINCE

3,
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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by LOUIS SCHEIB
general ceramics
STEATITI CORPORATION

N ORDER to take full advantage of

General Ceramics & Steatite Corporation’s
facilities for the production of high quality steatite
insulators, we are offering a new booklet,
DESIGN CRITERIA”. This booklet describes the

various methods of manufacture and outlines in detail
the characteristics peculiar to

good steatite insulator designs.

Adherence to the principles outlined in this booklet
in the design of new insulators will
in

lower costs, quicker delivery

and improved quality.
WRITE FOR YOUR COPY TODAY

ELECTRONIC
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result

Magnavox

has made

ELECTRONIC HISTORY

FOR 30 YEARS

T™

was a Magnavox devel
opment of twenty years ago... an early example
of the pioneering by which Magnavox has pro
duced so many outstanding contributions to
the radio industry. Among those contributions
was the electro-dynamic speaker, the “voice”
of all modern electronic sound reproduction.
giant speaker

Present wartime experience will enable
Magnavox to serve the peacetime needs of the
radio industry even better than before. With
stepped-up efficiency and the excellent facili
ties of the modern six-acre plant, Magnavox
will again supply components for radio manu
facturers, and will figure prominently in the

Largest loud speaker ever built—heard 9 miles. Built for Idora
Amusement Park, Oakland, Cal., in 1922. Standing in the speaker
is E. S. Pridham, now a vice-president, one of the founders of
Magnavox, and co-inventor of the electro-dynamic speaker.

coming peacetime developments of electronics.
The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne 4, Ind.

Magnavox craftsmanship won the first “E”
award in this field (1941), now with
3 White Star Renewal Citations.

Maqnavox
LOUD SPEAKERS • CAPACITORS • SOLENOIDS
64

COMMUNICATION & ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONIC
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They
came
to
Machlett
for
the
answer
k

•

Qi

r •

Some time ago a group of distinguished
scientists and engineers designed, on
paper, a most remarkable new instru
ment that could be invaluable in a
certain war activity. But when the final
calculations had been completed, it
was realized that the device required
a tube that not only had never been
made, but perhaps never could be in
adequate numbers.

An impressive delegation of these
gentlemen visited the Machlett Labora

tories, and explained the situation.
Would we study the matter? "If you
conclude the problem cannot be solved,"
they said in substance, "we shall have

ENT
19-4

to revise our design and be satisfied
with only a fraction of the desired per
formance, because we know that if a
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

•
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tube is too difficult for you, certainly no
one in the world can make it."
This is the kind of challenge Machlett
likes. Today that tube is produced in
quantity and is serving our country at
war.
Some day the full story of that extra
ordinary achievement can be told. Now
it can only be referred to in general
terms, as an example of the skill that
makes Machlett the world's largest
manufacturer of X-ray tubes for medi
cal, dental and industrial uses. Today,
Machlett, in addition, makes various
electronic tubes for special purposes in
those fields and in radio. Machlett does
not make apparatus, but tubes only . ..
Machlett Laboratories, Inc., Springdale,
Connecticut.

Machlett x-ray tube with rotating anode. 100
kilovolts; 50 kilowatt,

CHLED
RAY TUBES SINCE 1898
THEIR LARGEST MAKER

65

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRONIC TUBES

THESE WESTINGHOUSE TUBES NOW
AVAILABLE IN LIMITED QUANTITIES
WL-195
WL-196
WL-463
KU-610
KU-627
KU-628
KU-629

Pliotron
Pliotron
Pliotron
Thyratron
Thyratron
Thyratron
Thyratron

WL-632A .
WL-651/656
WL-652/657
WL-655/658
WL-672 .
KU-676 .
WL-677 .

Thyratron
Ignitron
Ignitron
Ignitron
Thyratron
Thyratron
Thyratron

WL-681/686
WL-710 .
WL-788 .
WL-857B .
WL-892 .
WL-895 .
M 1.-896 .

.
Ignitron
Ballast Tube
Ballast Tube
. Phanotron
.
Pliotron
.
Pliotron
Ballast Tube

EIECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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EVERY BATTLE

A certain type of Westinghouse Electronic Tube was urgently needed
England. Ever)’ night, as the last lot came off the test rack at our Bloomfield

Plant, we had a cab waiting, ready to rush it to the airport for bomber

across the Atlantic. Today, things are different. Engineering ingenuity
and a vast program of plant expansion have multiplied Westinghouse

Electronic lube production 30 times.

e’ve trained 28 new workers for

each one formerly employed, expanded floor space 20 times. And now we’re

not only meeting time and quality musts on all Government contracts
we’re also continuing to supply the heavy demands of war industry.
Your nearest Westinghouse Office or Distributor will be glad to receive your

inquiries for Westinghouse Tubes. Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturin

Company, Bloomfield, N. J

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES

OFFICES EVERYWHERE

Quality Controlled ELECTRONIC TUBES
WESTINGHOUSE PRESENTS
!U< TRONIC INDUSTRIES

•

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS • SUNDAY 2 50 EWT., N B.C. ♦ TOPOFTHE EVENING • MON. WED FRI. 10:15 EWT., BLUE NET.
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itate the study of microsecond pulses containing

uency components as high as ten megacycles * • •

PE 248 Du

Wide band vertical axis amplifier usable
to 10 MC.
4000 volts accelerating potential applied
io cathode-ray tube, allowing observation
of fasi-writing-rate phenomena.
Extremely flexible time-base generator to
display signals which heretofore required
special sweep circuits.
Delay network in vertical channel, perL nutting observation of entire wave shape
of short duration phenomena.

Useful timing oscillator for quantitative
analysis.

Trigger output signal useful for "synchro
scope" applications.
Optional low capacitance probe input io
vertical amplifier.
Convenient mechanical design which per
mits placing separate power supply on
floor or shelf beneath lab bench.

Storage space for all cables provided in

B Still another DuMont "first". Incorporating the
most advanced features, this latest oscillograph is
now available at moderate cost as a standard com
mercial instrument. It will be especially welcomed
by the investigator heretofore restricted in his
work by the inadequate performance or the pro
hibitive cost of existing equipment.
Type 248 is a portable instrument. Two units
f acilitate handling and installation. Either transient
or recurrent phenomena can be displayed. Also
accommodates phenomena of inconstant repeti
tion rate. The leading edge of short pulses is not

B

DU MONT

Design is such that modifications to stand
ard specs, can be accommodated to spe
cial order in the following respects: (1)
Driven sweep durations; (2) Marker oscil
laior frequencies; (3) Trigger pulse rates.

Both metal cabinets, with carrying han
dles, measure 14"xI8"x21" deep. Power
supply weighs 80 lbs. Oscillograph, 30
lbs. Units connected by 6-foot shielded
cable. Standard A-N connectors used.

obliterated. The accelerating potential applied to
the cathode-ray tube is great enough to permit
study of extremely short pulses with low repeti
tion rates, usually observed only with specialized
and costly oscillographic equipment. Timing
markers are available for quantitative or calibra
tion purposes.
In short, this instrument removes the very no
ticeable deficiencies in commercial test equipment
performance brought to light by recent advances
in electronic technique. And ii is equally useful as a
general-purpose or as a production-test instrument.

} Write for Literature...

ft L I E N

power unit.

© ALLEN S. DUMONT LARORATORIIS. R*

LABORATORIES. INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY «CABLE ADDRESS. WESPE XMN, NEW YOU

ILICTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Thousands of American war planes, their vital
electrical systems dependant on Formica insu
lating parts, have stood up to the humidity and
heat of the jungle. They stood equally well the
dry substratosphere cold on the way.
For Formica is available in insulating grades
that do not change dimensions with changes
in temperature, whose efficiency is not reduced
by moisture absorption. Some of them permit
very slight losses at high frequencies — and

they will do most of the work of ceramics.
Yet they are easily and readily machined —
adapted for fast mass production methods.
War time experience has provided better insu
lating grades of Formica than were ever avail
able before. Let us tell you about them now.
’’The Formica Story" is a moving picture in
color showing the qualities of Formica, how it
is made and how it is used. Available for
meetings of engineers and business groups.

ORMICI
THE FORMICA INSULATION
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COMPANY, 4647 SPRING GROVE AVENUE, CINCINNATI, O.

Every

T

B

SELENIUM RECTIFIER PLATES are

made in diameters from % inch

to 4% inches. B-L Copper Sulphide Junc
tions are made from ’4 inch to 1 % inch.
We assemble these elements into stacks of

varying sizes, to do innumerable power

conversion jobs. Typical applications of

B-L Metallic Rectifiers range all the way
from tiny stacks for sensitive control de
vices to huge assemblies for giant indus
trial power units.

No matter what rectifier applications you
are considering, B-L will be glad to work

with you. Selenium and Copper Sulphide

Rectifiers for all needs are available.

Write for Bulletin No. 99

THE BENWOOD UNZE CO." ST. LOUIS 3, MO
Deitgneri & monulattureri el Copper Sulphide A Selenium Rech fieri Ballery Chatgen and DC. PowtrSupphe» lor prarhtally »very requiremenr
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PROTECTION FOR WAR . . . PREPARATION FOR PEACE

The same engineering skill and craftsman

resistance.The types illustrated, in all capaci

ship that have made NOMA an outstanding

ties and tolerances specified in American

name in the electrical industry have been

War Standard C75.3, are available for

concentrated upon the manu

facture of capacitors for
vital war-communi cations
equipment.

prompt delivery.
Engineered to meet the tough

est tests of the war, NOMA
Mica Capacitors assure new

NOMA Mica Capacitors, de

pendable as the name behind
them, are precision-tested for

accuracies for peacetime appli
cation. The advice of a NOMA
Capacitor engineer is avail

accuracy of capacity, voltage

able, without cost, to help you

breakdown and insulation

plan for postwar production.

NOMA ELECTRIC CORP.
MANUFACTURERS
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RIE Type 370 Silver Button Mica Condensers

have proven to be ideal components for V.H.F.
Eand
U.H.F. applications where short ribbon-type

leads, low series inductance, and compactness
are requisite factors Their efficiency and quality
have been thoroughly established through prac
tical service, in large quantities since 1941.
These small condensers consist essentially of
a stack of silvered mica sheets encased in a silver
plated housing. The housing forms one terminal,
the other terminal being connected to the center
of the stack, thus providing the shortest possible
electrical path to and from the capacitor.
A wide selection of terminal and mounting
designs is available to provide both feed-through
and by-pass connections. Capacity ranges and
electrical characteristics are given above.
Complete technical information will be sent
to interested engineers on request.

CHARACTERISTICS
CAPACITY RANGE:

IS to 500 MMF at 1 me.
POWER FACTORS:

.08% max. for capacity tolerance + 5% or
closer (for resonant circuit applications).
.12% max. for capacity tolerance over ±5%
(for by-pass and blocking use).
MAX. WORKING VOLTAGE:

350 Volts A.C., 500 Volts D.C.
Flash Test (2 seconds) 1,000 Volts D.C.
Leakage Resistance, Over 10,000 megohms.

StectwiteA

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA
let'r All Back The Attack — Buy EXTRA War Bondi
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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RCA ANNOUNCES

NEW MODELS

OF THE FAMOUS RCA ELECTRON MICROSCOPE

Today, many of the most successful industrial and
research laboratories employ RCA Electron Micro
scopes in solving vitally important problems—
problems relating to the processing and use of
metals, chemicals, ceramics, plastics, synthetic rub-

Please Use This Coupon
Electron Microscope Section. Dept. 104
Radio Corporation of America, Camden, N. J.
Please send me the new bulletin entitled “The RCA
Electron Microscope."
Name____________________________________ __ _____________

Position
Company
Street

bers, textiles and petroleum products—to name
just a few.
Equally noteworthy is the fact that several in
dustries at present are using this equipment for
purposes of production or quality control. This is
an application of the Electron Microscope which
should be considered by every industry in which
size or shape of small particles or fine details of
surface structure are important in processing or
manufacturing.
To further enlarge its utility and convenience to
science and industry two new models of the RCA
Electron Microscope are now offered. These new
one a compact desk model, the
instruments
other a de luxe Universal model incorporating an
electron diffraction camera . . . are described in a
bulletin “The RCA Electron Microscope.” The
coupon at the left will bring you this bulletin by
return mail. Fill it out now.

BUY MOBI

WAB BONOS

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
LEADS THE WAŸ.. In Radio.. Television . . Tubes
Phonographs.. Records.. Electronics

HEIMtTIC SEJU.IH6
a type for every requirement

O H. CALDWELL, EDITOR

M. CLEMENTS. PUBLISHER

Invasion's Success Controls 1945 Radio
Progress of the Invasion is the key to future trends
radio production. If results are good, our present
military-radio surplus will be ample, and civilian
radios can be scheduled as 1945 opens. But if the In
vasion slow's down, anothei- two billions of military
radio may be immediately called for, deferring any
civilian-radio schedules.

in

Revolutionizing Naval Strategy
Rapid radiophone communication is accountable
for the revolutionary changes in naval operations and
strategy that have occurred in this war, it now ap
pears. Ability of fleet commanders to dispose ships
at distant points, and yet to talk freely with their
officers so as to bring about coordinated attacks, has
put new effectiveness into our battle fleets.

480 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK (17), N. Y

of scarf-joined together, the one starting and grow
ing as the other tapers off and eventually stops. The
real problem, of course, is going to be to lay down a
plan that will be eminently fair to all. That will call
for brains—with a capital B

Russia models Her Radio on Ours
On his return from Russia, where he spent six weeks
freely studying the radio industries of the Soviets, Ray
Ellis, director Radio Division WPB, sees a great future
for radio-electronic development in serving Russia’s
190 millions. Already the Russians are designing their
future civilian radios around U. S. tube and parts
standards, indicating that, postwar, American radio
methods will set the pace from Leningrad to Vladi
vostok.

Electrical Life Processes
“Equalization" as Step to Re-Conversion
In the emergency of getting military radio and
electronic manufacturing schedules into production,
heavy overloads were thrown on some factories But
now as re-conversion looms on the horizon, the first
step of WPB will be to equalize these loads—to adjust
contracts and sub-contracts so as to get the plants
into the same relative positions as they were when
civilian-set shutdown came in April, 1942. Then as
they re-enter civilian production, they’ll all “start
even”!

Wanted—A Workable Reconversion Plan
From much thinking about it, and quite a bit of talk,
sentiment of manufacturers, as it simmered to the
top at the RMA Conference last month, is to seek now
rather than later some basis upon which a blueprint
for postwar production of civilian radio can be laid
down. Most logical, and likely, plan would appear to be
one in which war and peace production can be sort

Rewiring Human misfits!
One wonders what will be the nature of the electrical
filters, frequency converters, bypass circuits and “re
wiring jobs” that will be developed in the future to
convert the mental processes of a would-be Hitler into
those of a normal human. Once the electrical process
of living and thinking is fully known, such recon
version methods will become automatic sequences.
From then on, our law-makers will need to be engi
neers or scientists who can draw up the universal
system of connections so that short-circuits causing
criminal tendencies, will be avoided.

$16,000,000,000 OF SECURITY

a5 Ta

Leaving every ether consideration aside—even the
humanity represented by the shortening of the war
it makes possible—the Fifth War Loan still rep
resents a top-notch investment both for the funds
of individuals and of every manufacturer as well!

"WAR LOAN

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Electronic applications are showing up more and
more how electrical effects are the basic modus
operand! of animal life. The many electrical condi
tions which form the means of coordinating muscular,
nerve and mental activity, are now better known,
thanks to amplifiers and oscillographs—and this re
search has hardly been started.
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RADIO IN RUSSIA
by RAY C. ELUS
Director, Radio and Radar Division, War Production Board

Despite intense cold, with most factories moved to Siberia, en
gineering and production compare favorably with America's

• Several months ago my knowl I read many articles and reviews
edge of Russia was probably as written by men who had been in
generalized as that of the average Russia for some time, and made
American reading the newspapers contact with radio engineers who
and magazines and listening to had been there several years ago
working on new plants. Much of
radio commentators.
It was with this vague back this information was contradictory,
ground that I was told that the and comparatively little was known
Soviet Government had approached in this country of the Russian radio
our Government through Donald and radar industry. There were
M. Nelson, chairman of the War wide differences of opinion between
Production Board, to have someone experts about future policies in the
from this country meet in Moscow Soviet and its position among the
with Soviet engineers and factory nations of the postwar world.
managers to discuss their military
As a result, it seemed to me most
electronic situation in relation to logical to make a frank, honest
their production and our assistance, approach and begin with no pre
as well as to discuss plans for closer conceived opinions and prejudices.
working arrangements in the radio That type of approach contributed
field both now and after the war. greatly to making the entire mis
Mr. Nelson asked me to make the sion’s success.
trip.
In addition to making extensive
Multiple installation»
technical preparations, I spent as
The
radio
industry in Russia prior
much time as possible collecting
information on Russia before I left. to the war was quite small as com
pared with that of this country.
Although the use of radios was not
restricted until the beginning of
Mr. Ellis has recently returned from Russia
the war, there were many installa
where st the invitation of the Soviet govern
tions in homes and apartments
ment he visited practically every important
using loudspeakers with a volume
radio and electronic production plant, flying
control which were tied into a cen
more than 7000 miles during the course of his
trally operated receiver.
stay. Photo was made in Moscow
These sets and parts were pro
duced in about fifteen factories.
These fifteen factories did very lit
tle development work because the
designs and development of new'
models, etc., originated with a cen
tral government planning agency.
The development was largely set up
separately from the factories, and
was associated with the universities
at Leningrad and Moscow and with
the National Academy of Sciences
located in Moscow.
The development programs con
sisted mostly of work on highpowered transmitters, television,
and special tubes. They had two
experimental television stations in
operation. They did very little de
velopment work on receiving tubes,
short wave sets, high fidelity, FM[
(Frequency Modulation), loud•
speakers, or component parts.
Foreign contact by their engi•
neers was kept to a minimum, andI
during the thirties very few out-•

side radio men were allowed into
Russia. These contacts seem to
have been kept largely to RCA
(Radio Corp, of America), some
German assistance in Leningrad
on tubes, and some English help
on a loudspeaker plant.
During the middle and later
thirties, even the small engineering
work was still further minimized
as the better engineers were put
into radio war products and their
contact from that time on, of
course, ceased with anyone, includ
ing Russians, outside their particu
lar job.
Because of the small production
lack of suitable transportation,
hand methods, etc., most of the set
factories made all of their own
parts, except tubes and speakers
There was no standardization of
parts, so when war started, Russia
found herself with a small industry,
as such, to build up and expand.
It also found them with their labo
ratories and factories largely on
the “front line,” so to speak, and
we will see later how this latter
situation proved to be probably
more of a handicap to their war
radio production than anything
else.
At the time when Germany in
vaded Russia in June, 1941, many
of the latest factories as well as
the research and development work
were centered in the West. By
October, 1941, all of the radio in
dustry had been evacuated to Cen
tral Siberia, over 2,500 miles away.
This evacuation was made under
extremely adverse conditions, which
was typical of the manner in which
most of the industrial evacuations
were carried out.
In the section of Siberia to which
the radio industry was moved, the
temperature varies more than in
any other place in the world, chang
ing from 100 deg. in summer to 50
deg. below in the winter. Orig
inally the principal occupation revolved around agriculture. However, several years before the war
the Soviets began a modernization
program and began moving their
industries into this area. The winter of 1941 was exceptionally cold.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Russian designod and built telemetering-recording equipment
used for control in de^patcher's office In a large oil field

many employes dying because of
insufficient heat in the buildings
during the first year. Because of
housing shortages a large portion
of the people lived in the same
building in which they worked. I
was told that there were many days
when the temperature stayed at
zero in the plant and that indi
vidual stoves were set up next to
machines both for heating and
cooking purposes. In spite of that,
the machines were kept going 18
hours every day. Ideal production
layouts were impossible because of
the unsuitable buildings in which
the industries were established, and
practically everything had to be
improvised. Nevertheless, shipments
began
January, 1942, four
months after leaving their old loca
tion.
One tube plant employs 2,000 per
sons and is producing several types
of metal tubes. A series of “G”
glass tubes are made, as well as
glass power tubes, acorn tubes,
water-cooled power tubes up to 100
kilowatts, rectifiers, and X-ray
tubes. All tubes except the receiver
types are skillfully hand built, in
cluding the glass blowing. Test
equipment of all types was lack
ing; lighting facilities were poor,
and safety devices on their punch
presses were inadequate. In spite
of these conditions, I was greatly
Impressed with the enthusiasm of
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Flnjl mspuction of lound picture projectors coming oft pro
duction lino it State Optical and Mechanical Works in Leningrad

the factory workers, both men and
women. I have seen nothing to
compare with this spirit in Ameri
can plants, and I am not exagger
ating when I say that it fringes on
an emotional ambition to over
produce their quota. About 85 per
cent of the employes are a seriousminded group of women, ranging
from 14 to 55 years of age.

Radio-quota enthusiasm
Entire plants are on a quota basis
and production results are posted
every 10 days, every possible effort
being made to have the employes
feel that they are an important
factor in the plants’ operations. All
radio factory employes are on an
incentive basis with their total
weekly pay check dependent upon
their rate of production. Workers
in departments other than produc
tion are awarded medals for out
standing performance, which they
proudly wear and which also en
title them to additional food cou
pons, better seats at the opera,
additional gasoline for their cars,
and, in general, provide a basis for
a higher standard of living. Fre
quently the plants operate farms,
which supply one substantial meal
per day to the workers for which
food coupons are not required.
Recently some of the plants were
moved back to the west into mod

ern buildings which incorporated
their latest production knowledge.
Intense precautions against bomb
ing and gas attacks were taken in
the reconstruction of these build
ings. Basements had been strength
ened with concrete to provide bomb
shelters and one section devoted to
gas-proof shelters including medi
cal facilities, extra clothing, show
ers, etc. A central telephone con
trol room was also located in the
factory basement in order to facili
tate an orderly evacuation of the
building in case of raids. The or
ganization of one particular plant
which I visited followed closely ac
cepted American practices. They
had one department responsible for
the one meal supply of food, but
they also had departments headed
by capable men handling person
nel, inspection, processing, plan
ning, engineering, purchasing, ac
counting, production and sales. It
is my opinion that the production
and engineering departments are
doing work which compares very
favorably with some of our large
American organizations. In their
personnel and incentive depart
ments they are more advanced
than many of our American fac
tories. The management is very
much interested in the morale of
the individual worker and the per
sonnel department was in charge
(Continued on page

182)

Armour Research Foundation's

Research L
Illinois Institute of Tech
Founded to render a research and experimental
engineering service to industry, the Armour labo
ratories in Chicago illustrate the modern trend, in
their use of many electronic aids to measurement,
analysis and control. In addition, the laboratories
have played key parts in developing new applica
tions for the electron art, such as the use of in
duction heating to brighten electrolytically deposited tinplate, saving half to two-thirds of the
tin formerly used on tin cans.
Hammer's Impact un storage tank under study 'at right' using
resistance type strain gages in a bridge circuit, amplifiers, and
single-sweep oscillograph with 35mm camera to photograph vibra
tion trace. Note special swing hammer used. For field work, the
laboratories have a mobile trailer-laboratory with eleven strain
gage recording channels for static and dynamic stress analysis and
a complete photographic darkroom to check progress

Melting furnace in ceramic project <below, right). Operator sights
down through pyrometer. Ceramics laboratory engages in many
studies on insulators and insulating materials for electronic usee
Laminated lumber's resistance to bending studied (below) with
strain gaging equipment. Bend Is measured by noting displace
ment of 400,000 pound testing machine compression arm. A
number ot strain measurements are made simultaneously

ATO

REDUCING RADIO NOISE
by CARLTON WASMANSDORFF
Hoffman Radio Corp., Los Angeles

An analysis of various methods that may be used to help
in the elimination of man-made and natural interference

• The reduction of noise in radio
reception has long been one of the
major problems in the communica
tions field. Today, widespread use
of receivers in unfavorable loca
tions and under adverse conditions
has highlighted the necessity of
taking full advantage of the various
methods of noise reduction.
In considering this problem there
are in general three points of at
tack: (1) Elimination of noise at
the source; (2) reduction of the
pickup of noise by the antenna
system; (3) reduction of the effect
of the noise through the use of
noise limiting and noise reducing
circuits within the receiver.
The subject of source elimination
has been rather thoroughly covered
and the principles involved are gen
erally understood; in addition,
source filtering is obviously very
often impractical. Therefore this
point of attack does not seem to
warrant further consideration at
this time.
In considering the reduction of
pickup of noise by the antenna
system one important point is
rather generally overlooked. Most
systems of this type depend upon
getting the antenna proper out in
the clear and then feeding the
antenna pickup in through some
form of balanced line, At the line
termination there will then appear
a voltage across the line which
represents the desired voltage and,
in addition, in-phase voltages from
each side of the line to ground.
These voltages represent pickup by
the line or by the line and antenna
acting as a different type of
antenna. Since these voltages are
in-phase, the supposition is that
they will cancel out. This would be
true if the coupling to the input
circuit were entirely magnetic.
However, many receivers have con
siderable capacitative coupling be
tween the antenna coil and the
first tuned circuit. The net effect is
that the noise is coupled into the
first grid through this path. Re
ceiver specifications and measure
ments seldom refer to this most
important point.
EO

A method of measurement and
establishment of a figure of merit
for receivers having the usual three
terminal input coupling arrange
ment is shown in Fig. 1. The con
nections to the generator are made
as at “A” and the generator level
set to produce standard output
from the receiver. The input is then
connected as at “B” and the gen
erator level increased until stand
ard output is again obtained from
the receiver. “V2/V1” is the figure
of merit for the receiver at the test
frequency used. A series of meas
urements should be taken across
the tuning range of the receiver.
Faraday screen used

obtain, and sufficient stray capacitative coupling usually existed to
provide a path where the noise
voltages from the two antennas
were effectively in parallel. If the
input circuit is properly isolated
and the noise antenna coupled in
through a separate primary wind
ing the coupling of which can be
varied, a further improvement can
be gained
Since the trend is to the higher
frequencies and the more extensive
use of directional arrays, it becomes
more practical to use a second
directional antenna of the same
general type as the signal antenna.
Signal differential is maintained in
the two antennas by orientation.
The feed lines are connected to
separate coupling coils with variable coupling.
If the noise is from the same
direction as the signal, a signal
differential may be maintained in
the two antennas by altering the
directivity characteristics in the
vertical plane. At the higher fre
quencies the noise antenna or both
antennas may conveniently be
coupled to tuned lines to allow the
use of stub arrangements for
phasing and matching. The types
of arrays which may be most de
sirable vary widely with the service
required, the frequencies used, and
the amount of complication eco
nomically justifiable. Worthwhile
improvement can be secured by
careful design and installation.

Since it is generally conceded
that the most desirable condition
would be to reduce the noise voltage
as much as possible in or ahead of
the input circuit of the receiver,
the ratio expressed by this figure
of merit is important. Considerable
improvement in this ratio can be
obtained by the use of a Faraday
screen between the primary and
secondary of the input circuit. Im
provement may also be effected by
the use of a push-pull input stage
or a push-pull line isolating stage
as shown in Fig. 2. Capacitative
coupling to the grids is effectively
in parallel and may be accurately
balanced by careful design. Thus,
voltage fed to the grids through
the capacitative path cancels in the
push-pull plate circuit.
Limiting circuit»
The question now arises as to
The next point of attack is the
what can be done about noise
voltages that are picked up by the receiver proper. It has been ob
antenna and fed down the line, ap served that a given limiting circuit
pearing at the line termination as a would give much more satisfactory
voltage across the line. Some use operation in one receiver than in
has been made in the past of so- another. Before considering limit
called “noise antennas” which were ing circuits it should be ascertained
designed to pick up noise which is that the receiver does not actually
fed to the coupling coil in-phase increase the effect of the noise,
with the voltage from the antenna, since noise pulses may be length
the coupling coil being center-tap ened out before reaching the limiter
ped and the noise voltage fed to the to such an extent that the limiter
opposite end of the winding to pro cannot perform properly.
The various design factors influ
vide cancellation. However, variable
coupling for balance was difficult to encing the signal-to-noise ratio in
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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the input stage are rather well
known. Not so well appreciated is
the tact that following stages are
often bad ©Senders. Even in a
well designed receiver it has been
observed that individual receivers
of the same design vary widely in
this respect. Investigation has
shown that the trouble is frequently
a form of parasitic oscillation. The
normal differences in resistor, con
denser, and other component values
in production runs, as well as slight
differences in wiring capacities, are
of sufficient magnitude to cause in
dividual receivers to vary markedly.
The usual production tests do not
show up a tendency toward parasitic
oscillation unless the condition is
severe enough to cause sustained
oscillation. Under test conditions
the receiver behaves normally, but
under the impact effect of high
amplitude, steep wave front, short
time duration noise pulses, the
parasitic oscillation may build up
The train following the actual pulse
provides the time element which
makes the eSect
the noise
greater than would normally be the
case. This effect has often been
commented on, but the blame has
usually been attached to the normal
resonant circuits. It is true that
impact tends to cause momentary
oscillation of the tuned circuits; it
is also true that in many cases this
is not the major cause of the
lengthening of the effect of the
pulse.
The receiver may be checked for
this condition by feeding a radio
frequency signal of relatively high
amplitude, keyed by a square wave
generator, to the input of the re
ceiver or the stages under test. The
keying speed should be varied over
a wide range, observing the output
wave on an oscilloscope.
Care
should be taken that the keying
circuit is such that there is no
direct current keying component
contained in the keyed wave and
that the keying is clean. This set
up is quite satisfactory except that
under these conditions, the mark-to
space ratio being unity, consider
able automatic volume control
voltage is developed which may re
duce the gain of the receiver to the
point where parasitics do not
appear.
If the receiver is operated with
the automatic volume control “Off,”
the test is accurate for the re
ceiver operating in this condition.
A better test may be made by key
ing the radio frequency signal with
a pulse generator which produces
a short duration pulse followed by
a relatively long time interval. It
is convenient to have the pulse
length and recurrence rate variable
over rather a wide range.
The method of elimination ot the
parasitics will usually be found to
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Fig. 5—Type ef receiver circuit depending for noise reduction on counter modulation

be quite similar to common trans
mitter circuit practice. Automatic
volume control circuits, screen cir
cuits, and common cathode circuits
used for manual radio frequency
gain control will be found to be
frequent offenders.
One other point to be considered,
particularly in mobile and aircraft
installations, is noise entering the
receiver through remote control
leads, power supply wiring, switch
circuits—in fact, any conductor fed
in through shielding. Bonding and
shielding should of course be com
plete. Filters consisting of both in
ductance and capacity seem to be
best.
At the higher frequencies the in
ductance filter is particularly im
portant. Capacitors, where the
capacity is to the chassis over a
rather wide area, seem to be con
siderably more effective than lump
ed capacitors. Such a capacitor
may have several sections, one for
each lead, with capacity between
sections as well as to ground.
Noise reducing circuits in general
operate on one or more of five prin
ciples, namely, limitation, cancella
tion, counter modulation, blanking
out, and variation of gain. The
controlling action may be applied
to the radio frequency amplifier, to
the intermediate frequency ampli
fier, between the detector and audio
frequency amplifier, to the audio
amplifier or output circuit, or to
some combination of these circuits.
Fig. 3 is a cancellation system
applied to the input radio frequency
amplifier. Cancellation is at radio
frequency. Grid circuits are in
push-pull and plate circuits are in
82

parallel. Circuit values are conven
tional for tubes and frequencies
used. The signal channel “A” is
resonated at signal frequency.
Noise channel “B” is resonated off
frequency to provide signal differ
ential. This circuit is most useful
for fixed frequency cw operation.
A circuit employing the same gen
eral principle of operation as Fig. 3
is given in Fig. 4. Signal is fed to
the grids in parallel and the plate
circuits are connected in push-pull.
Tuning is similar to that for the
circuit of Fig. 3.
Blanking system»

Radio frequency stage noise re
duction circuits may also be used
employing the counter modulation
or the blanking out principle. Such
a circuit would best employ the
push-pull line isolating stage of Fig.
2 with counter modulating or blank
ing voltage applied to the grid cir
cuit, suppressor grid circuit, or by
using pentagrid tubes. The source
of the control voltage must be from
a separate amplifier and rectifier.
The latter is true of all counter
modulation and blanking systems.
If the controlling voltage were to
be applied to a stage preceding the
control voltage rectifier, the control
action would remove the source of
control voltage. Therefore the volt
age must be developed from a non
controlled channel which is fed
from a point preceding the con
trolled stage in the receiver. If
blanking or counter modulation is
applied to the first stage, a sub
stantial portion of the receiver
must be duplicated. Excepting this

consideration it is highly desirable
to provide control in the first stage
of the receiver.
The noise reducing systems ap
plied to the intermediate frequency
amplifier have usually been of the
blanking type; that is, a noise pulse
causes a temporary cut-off of the
intermediate frequency amplifier,
thereby punching a “hole” of short
duration in the signal Such cir
cuits usually apply a negative volt
age to one grid of a pentagrid tube
causing a cutting-off of the plate
current for a short period of time
in response to a strong noise pulse,
or reducing the gain for a short
period of time in response to a
weaker noise pulse.
This method is quite effective in
reducing noise when no signal is
present, and it is quite effective in
keeping noise voltages from opening
a following squelch circuit when
there is no carrier present. How
ever, when a carrier is being re
ceived the noise modulates the car
tier downward as well as upward
The downward modulation by noise
represents a hole in the signal for
a duration of time, then on the
upward noise peak another hole is
punched by the biasing voltage. If
the noise pulses follow in rapid suc
cession, the net result is often
worse than without any noise re
ducing circuit.
A method that somewhat over
comes this difficulty utilizes counter
modulation applied to a pentagrid
intermediate frequency amplifier.
In such a system a pentagrid inter
mediate frequency amplifier is op
erated at less than full gain, then
an audio voltage of the noise com
ponent rather than a unilateral
voltage is applied to a gain con
trolling grid, the control action be
ing applied out of phase with the
noise modulation component of the
carrier passing through the ampli
fier.
When no carrier is being received,
the system should provide a unilat
eral control voltage since any noise
then represents upward modulation.
However, as carrier strength in
creases, the noise begins to modu
late the signal downward.
At this point the control pulses
should increase the gain of the con
trolled amplifier on one half of the
cycle as much as it decreases it on
the other half of the cycle. It is
this shifting of the zero axis of the
control voltage that is necessary
with varying signal-to-noise ratios
which causes many circuits that
are satisfactory in other respects to
fail to deliver maximum possible
performance.
Either the blanking or the counter
modulation intermediate frequency
control stages require some form
of automatic threshold control, if
the system is to be automatic, in
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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order to keep signal modulation
from appearing in the output of the
noise rectifier when strong signals
are being received.
A circuit using the counter mod
ulation principle is shown in Fig.
5. The operating principle of this
circuit is straightforward enough.
Signal and noise voltage at the in
termediate frequency of the re
ceiver are fed to a push-pull con
trolled amplifier stage. In parallel
with this stage is a push-pull am-

plifler stage whose plate circuit is
tuned to a lower frequency than
the intermediate frequency chan
nel of the receiver. Thus the plate
circuit radio frequency voltage de
veloped contains more noise voltage
and less signal voltage than the
plate circuit of the pentagrid stage.
If the preceding stages are rela
tively broad, the noise amplifier
plate circuit may be offset enough
to eliminate substantially signal
voltage in this circuit. Unless the

POWER-VU-db

receiver is of a band-pass type so
that this can be done, some signal
voltage will be present in the plate
circuit of the noise amplifier. This
signal voltage is prevented from
affecting the operation of the cir
cuit by the action of the automatic
threshold control tube.
The plate circuit of the noise am
plifier consists of a tuned primary
closely coupled to an untuned sec
ondary which feeds a full wave de(Continued on page 170)
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TORSIONAL VIBRATION
CAA develops sensitive electronic equipment for measur
ing vibration frequencies causing crankshaft failures

• When war training service began
reporting fatigue failure on crank
shafts of military planes, the Air
craft Engineering Division of CAA
under the direction of E. Forest
Critchlow, Chief of the Flutter and
Vibration section, Immediately be
gan a study of this rather difficult
problem. The need for a measuring
and prediction device which was
both more sensitive and capable of
a much wider scope of measure
ment soon became apparent. It
would have to cover vibration am
plitudes beyond any conditions oc
curring in practice. A complete
electronic system capable of study
ing all modes of crankshaft vibra
tions resulted from this need.
The problem of vibrational fa
tigue which causes operating fail
ures, as is illustrated in Fig. 1,
has been the latest and heretofore
unpublicized vibration study of the
CAA Laboratory in Washington.
An internal combustion engine is
an ideal exciter for vibrating sys
tems, since the explosions that
transfer the torque to the crank
shaft are of a rythmic nature, and
the waveform of the pressure wave
shows many harmonic relations.
The crankshaft itself is a vibrating
system and although the mass and
resilience have a distribution, since
the shaft has a wide variation in
cross-section (and therefore stiff
ness to resist bending) and the
mass is unequally distributed along
the shaft. Therefore, the crank
shaft bending period can be excited
by the cylinder explosions. At
critical speeds sufficient vibration
amplitude results to fatigue the
shaft if run long enough at that
speed.
The failure of the crankshaft
seemed a fairly general problem
and was reported by several com
panies as their major complaint.
The detailed analysis of the prob
lem and possible solution was re
ferred to the Flutter and Vibration
Unit. Much special and unique
equipment, which is part of CAA’s
laboratory, has proven of great
value.
The same type of equipment is
also well adapted for use in study
ing effects on vital structural parts
of operations during violent man
euvers such as spins, power dives,

pulling out of dives and other oper
ations essential in war. One of the
most important results of this
work is that it is possible to de
termine the operational range of
safety, without going the limit of
destruction, as was the usual pro
cedure in earlier days.
Electronic equipment has offered
invaluable assistance in the furth
ering of more efficient operation
of the planes used in combat duty
on all the fighting fronts. This
equipment falls into four groups,
according to the usable frequency
range: 1 (a)—(zero to 100 cycles
per second) for measuring struc
tural vibration, dynamic loads, sta
tic measurements such as steady
stresses, airspeed, control surface
position indicators, control force
indicators, etc. However, in order
-Vibrations

of hitherto

unidentified

to get around the use of modulated
or de amplifiers, certain forms of
the equipment were designed to
function in the frequency range of
1 to 100 cps instead of starting at
zero frequency although this great
ly reduces the utility of the equip
ment since only steady-state vibra
tions can be measured with it
2—(5 to 1,000 cps) for measuring
engine and propeller vibrations
which usually involve a higher
frequency range than structural
modes of the aircraft. 3—(30 to
10,000 cps) for sound-proofing and
general noise measurements. 4—
(5,000 to 15,000 cps) for detonation
indicators.
Many types of standard ana
special equipment are essential for
different studies and for the more
extensive studies an increasing
frequency have caused fracture* such a* this

2—On« of several four-channel amplifiers with multi-channel oscillograph used
CAA in measuring and recording resonant vibration frequencies that cause fatigue
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STUDY

number of aviation manufacturers
are calling on the CAA for its co
operation in working out their spe
cific problems in this field. Fig. 2
shows an eight channel amplifier
with multichannel oscillograph
which typifies the type of equip
ment needed for studying techni
cal problems.
In studying torsional vibration as
in a crankshaft, a suitable pickup is
attached to the end of the crank
shaft which produces a voltage
proportional
the crankshaft
vibrating amplitude and of same
frequency, which is amplified and
recorded for analysis. Since the
shaft may be vibrating two or three
different ways at the same time,
there are several different frequen
cies usually present. Here an elec
tronic analyzer makes it possible
to study each frequency separately
After the various natural fre
quencies of the crankshaft have
been recorded, results are plotted to
ascertain how the crankshaft may
be redesigned so that it does not
become excited by the cylinder ex
plosions at critical speeds. Thus
shaft fatigue is avoided. These com
putations have proven of invaluable
help in assisting airplane designers
to avoid mechanical resonance
trouble.
At an early period during the
tests, it became apparent that the
mechanical exciter, such as is
shown in Fig. 3 was inadequate for
proper detailed study, principally
(Continued on page 192)

Mechanical vibraion exciters
have been found inadequate

Fig. 4—.Center) New magnetic exciter at
tached to crankshaft, two magnets and driv
ing coil apply vibration forces to airgap shown

gage; (D) Crystal (acceleration type);
Modulated magnetic (acceleration typo)

Fig. 6—Complete equipment which include«
the oscillograph, crankshaft with electronic
vibration exciter and the audio oscillator
with a special power amplifier
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

PANORAMIC PRINCIPLES
by W. E. MOULIC
Associate Editor, Electronic Industries

Cathode-ray oscillograph method for simultaneous ob
servation of signal voltages of different frequencies

♦ There are numerous problems
that require simultaneous indica
tion of physical or electrical quan
tities. Multiple pen recorders and
other technics are in common use.
One oscillographic method for pre
senting simultaneously the inter
relation of several factors is known
as the Panoramic system.
The basic purpose of the Pano
ramic system is the apparent simul
taneous presentation on an oscillo
graph screen of a group of narrow
“V”-shaped traces representing
voltages of different frequencies.
These voltages may be radio car
riers or any other group of signals
in which it is desirable to compare
by visual means the relative ampli
tudes and frequencies.
The conventional radio receiver
is designed for maximum selectiv
ity in most cases. Its purpose is to
separate one desired signal from
the large number of signals that
are continuously present in the fre
quency spectrum. If it is necessary
to count or otherwise locate all of
the signals in a given band of fre
quencies, it would be necessary,
with the usual receiver, to tune
slowly from one extreme of the
band to the other, recording the
frequency and relative strength of
each signal. This sort of monitor
ing is a necessary process in many
cases and is also extremely tedious

where large bands must be covered.
When the signals are intermittent,
it is even more difficult to “be there”
when transmission is taking place.
An improvement on this method
would be to connect an oscillograph
across the loud speaker voice coil
and by means of a motor, tune the
receiver rapidly back and forth
across the band. Each signal with
in the band "would then appear
along a horizontal axis on the oscil
lograph screen as an inverted “V.”
The position along this axis can be

DEVIATION FROM INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY

Fig. 2—General selectivity characteristics of
communication receiver (B) and (D) charac
teristic of special amplifier (A) and combined
curves (C) and (E)

calibrated in frequency with re
spect to the center or either end.
If the tuning were made rapid
enough, all of the signals in chat
band above a certain minimum am
plitude would appear on the screen
at their respective frequency posi
tions along the horizontal axis of
the oscillograph. The relative am
plitude of the inverted “V” (signals^
would correspond to the strength
of the signal at the point of recep
tion. If all of the transmitters had
identical power ratings and nondirectional antennas, the ampli
tudes on the screen would corre
spond relatively to the distance
from the receiver to each trans
mitter.
An unmodulated carrier will ap
pear as an inverted “V” on the
screen (see Fig. 1A). If the carrier
is amplitude modulated by a single
tone, three inverted “V” signals will
appear (Fig. IB), the center fre
quency being the carrier and the
two smaller peaks being the upper
and lower sidebands.
A carrier frequency-modulated by
a single tone will appear as a group
of peaks (Fig. IC) above and below
the central carrier, the magnitude
and number of peaks depending
upon the modulation index.
If the carrier is being keyed, the
signal would appear and disappear
from the screen in accordance with

Fig. 1—Typical patterns on the cathode-ray tube screen of a Panoramic system »Ai (at left! is pattern at two unmodulated signal voltages
of different amplitude and different frequency as shown by horizontal displacement (B> (at center) is carrier, upper and lower sidebands or
100 per cent amplitude modulation- (Ci (at right) is frequency modulated carrier showing earner and sidebinds for single lone modulation
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the keying. Unmodulated carriers
will produce steady signals on the
screen or show fading and other
transmission band variations if
these conditions are present.
The number, amplitude, and po
sition along the axis of the oscillo
graph screen of the “peaks” repreother
senting radio carriers
quantities, tell a number of stories.
The simultaneous presence on the
screen of the quantities to be ob
served gives a definite advantage
for comparing the inter-relation
ships. Frequency changes will ap
pear as a drift in the position of
along the axis.
the inverted
Changes in strength (voltage) of
the signals will be apparent imme
diately as changes in the amplitude
of the peaks. Periodic variations
(modulation) of amplitude fre
quency, or phase, will each give
characteristic patterns.
While the motor-driven tuning
method might be workable in cer
tain cases, the mechanical prob
lems of constructing tuning capaci
tors to stand up under such treat
ment are numerous. Synchronizing
generators would be necessary to
keep the oscillograph deflection sys
tem in step with the frequency
sweep. Another disadvantage of
mechanical sweep circuits is the
problem of conveniently adjusting
the amount of frequency deviation.
A more suitable and flexible system
is that of electronically sweeping
the receiver tuning over the desired
band. This can be accomplished
simply by means of reactance tube
modulators which are in common
use in FM transmitters and also
in automatic frequency control re
ceivers common in the early days
of mechanical push-button timing.
This principle of surveying a
spectrum of frequencies and pre
senting a graphic picture on an os
cillograph screen is the Panoramic
system and is a development of the
Panoramic Radio Corp., New York
It is possible to build a special
receiver in which the tuning cir
cuits are electronically varied to
produce the desired sweeping of
some given band frequencies. How
ever, it is more practical to leave
the receiver timing fixed at the
mid-point of some desired range
and to feed all of the signals which
are present at the output of some
early stage (the first detector, for
example) into a special Panoramic
adapter unit. Such an adapter is
a self-contained unit consisting of
the cathode ray tube, power supply
and other required circuits.
Although the selectivity charac
teristic of a receiver is usually such
as to attenuate those signals on
either side of the frequency to
which the set is tuned, the average
communication type receiver at the
5 me band will usually give, at the
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Fig. 6—One model ot adapter designed for mobile installation uses 2-inch CRT in separate case

output of an early stage, a usable
amplitude of signals that are as
much as 100 kc on either side of
the frequency to which the set is
tuned. The amplification at these
points is usually only 20 to 30 per
cent as great as that at the reso
nant point. By feeding these sig
nals, that is, all which fall in a
band of minus 100 kc to plus 100 kc
around the frequency to which the
set is tuned, into a special amplifier
which is designed to amplify the
signals near the edge of the band
pass more than those of the center,
it is possible to compensate (ap
proximately) for the selectivity
characteristic of the receiver.
As an example, curves B and D
of Fig. 2 show the selectivity char
acteristics of a typical receiver at
two frequency ranges. Curve A in '
Fig. 2 is the characteristic of the
special compensating amplifier in
the adapter. This characteristic
may be obtained by overcoupling of
two resonant circuits. In curves C
and E is shown the overall response
of the special amplifier in combina
tion with the receiver. The selec
tivity characteristic of a receiver is
not the same for all frequency
ranges and unless the special am
plifier is adjusted to balance the
selectivity characteristic, “flat” re
sponse will not be obtained over the
band pass.
The block diagram of a typical
Panoramic system is shown in Fig.
3. The output of the first detector
in a superheterodyne receiver is
connected to the input of the spe
cial compensated amplifier previ
ously mentioned. The output of
this amplifier is fed into a mixer
stage. In the mixer stage, a signal
from a local oscillator is injected
and the output of the mixer, as in
any superheterodyne, is the differ
ence frequency (usually, but may
be the sum). The frequency of this
local oscillator is varied linearly
SB

with time by means of a reactance
tube modulator. The reactance of
this tube is varied by means of a
saw-tooth oscillator operating at 30
cycles per second.
The output of the mixer stage in
the Panoramic adapter is connected
to a highly selective intermediate
frequency amplifier. This selective
amplifier will respond to each of
the signals in the spectrum to be
surveyed as the frequency of the
local oscillator in the adapter unit
f>9-

7—Suggested

To Indicate

applications

of

Calibration of
Horizontal Axis
(Frequency)

is varied over the range to produce
the necessary IF to pass through
the amplifier. The output of this
selective amplifier is connected to
a conventional diode detector which
in turn is connected to a low fre
quency resistance coupled amplifier
The output of this amplifier is con
nected to the vertical deflection
plates of the cathode ray tube.
The saw-tooth oscillator is syn
chronized to 30 cycles by the power
line frequency (usually 60 cycles)
The output of this saw-tooth oscil
lator is amplified and connected to
(1) the horizontal deflection plates
of the CR tube; and (2) the grid
circuit of the reactance tube modu
lator. Thus the frequency devia
tions of the local oscillator in the
adapter unit are synchronized with
the movement of the spot on the
CR tube.
While the spot of light on the CR
tube can trace only one signal at
a time, the 30 horizontal “trips”
made each second give the illusion
of simultaneous presence of all of
the signals within the spectrum be
ing surveyed.
In Fig. 4, the circuit diagram for
a portion of a typical Panoramic
adapter unit is shown. This sec
tion includes the 6SA7 converter
which is frequency-modulated by
the 6AC7 reactance tube. A 6SL7
(Continued on page 206)

Panoramic
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Calibration of
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and

other

problems

Conversion Unit

Altitude or
elevation.

Feet or
meters.

Relative distance to
position of transmitter.

Frequency of signal
controlled by
barometer.

Position with
respect to fixed
location trans
mitters.

Frequency or
miles from
reference
position.

Relative position with
respoct to transmitters
and to line of motion.

Transmitters along lino
of motion have fre
quencies proportional
to distance from refer
ence.

Temperatures of
large number
of objects.

Temperature.

Amplitudes may bo
scaled to identify each
pickup unit.
•

Frequency of signal
thermostatically
controlled.

Pressure in
large number
of tanks.

Pressure.

Amplitudes may bo
scaled to identify each
pickup element

Frequency of signal
controlled by pressure
gage (etc.).

Strain in a
number of
sections of a
structure.

Pounds. _

Amplitudes may be
scaled to identify each
pickup element.

Frequency of signal
controlled by strain
gage.

Frequency drift
of number of
signals.

Frequency.

Amplitudes may be
scaled to identify each
pickup element.

None required.

Voltages or cur
rents of number
of sources.

Volts or
amperes.

Amplitudes may be
scaled to identify each
pickup element.

Voltage controls
frequency ot
oscillator.

RPM or linear
speed.

RPM—Feet
per minute
or mph.

Amplitudes will also
indicate speed.

Pilot alternators de
velop voltage and fre
quency proportional
to RPM.
11
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FEEDER WIRE LOSSES
by M. RETTINGER
RCA Victor Division, RCA, Hollywood, Calif.

• It is frequently necessary to con show the insertion loss for the case
nect a load to a source by means where the amplifier output imped
of a long pair of feed-wires or ance has been stepped up to a
cable which, by its own resistance, value equal to the sum of all the
represents a power loss. A typical loads. On the other hand, this new
illustration is afforded by a public insertion loss can be obtained al
address system loudspeaker con most as quickly by considering Fig.
nected to an amplifier at a consid
erable distance. Fig. 1 shows the
insertion loss of a copper wire line 10
(2 wires with negligible inductance
and distributed capacity) as a
function of the ratio of line length,
in feet, to load impedance for wire
of various sizes (American Wire
Gauge). As an example consider
a 15-ohm loudspeaker connected
through a distance of 600 feet to
an amplifier having an output im
pedance of 15 ohms. The insertion
loss for a No. 20 wire therefore
comes to 2.85 db.

2. For instance, if an insertion
loss as secured from Fig. 1 comes
to 6 db, examination of Fig. 2 will
show that this corresponds to an
insertion loss of 4.75 db for the case
of the higher amplifier output im
pedance.

Reducing lost

A reduction in insertion loss can
be obtained by connecting the am
plifier output transformer for a
higher impedance. Fig. 2 shows
the insertion loss for two cases—
one where the amplifier output im
pedance is the same as the load
impedance; and the other, where
the output impedance of the am
plifier is equal to the sum of the
load impedance and cable resist
ance. The latter case represents
the lowest possible insertion loss,
since it obviously fulfills the condi
tion of source impedance equal to
total load impedance (total load
impedance being the sum of all the
loads).

1000

Fig. 1—Insertion loss of a copper wire line (2 wires with negligible inductance and distributed
capacity* as a function of the ratio of length in feet tn load impedance for wire of various sixes

Load impedance

In the above we have not con
cerned ourselves with the proper CQ
load impedance as required by the
I
output tube so that it may be able U)
to deliver maximum undistorted
power, assuming that the “50 ohm”
top, for instance, of an amplifier
output transformer was merely a
designative value, chosen to obtain
maximum power transfer. Looking
into the secondary of the output
transformer, one might therefore
have seen only 15 or 20 ohms, as
in the case of a triode output tube,
or 100 or more ohms, as in the case
of a pentode output tube.
Fig. 2—-Insertion loss for two cases: one where amplifier output impedance is the same as load
A family of curves could be impedance; the other where the output impedance of the amplifier n equal to the sum of the
drawn similar to that in Fig. 1 to load impedance and cable resistance
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

200 KW HF TRANSMITTER

Three sections of the
modulator for the 200
kw transmitter, units be
ing the first three audio
stages, fourth audio stage
and 7000 volt rectifier
and modulator tubes and
3000 volt bias rectifier

hew units operated by OW1 at two West Coast locations
to augment existing facilities in covering Pacific area
• Short wave transmitters of 200kilowatt capacity, almost twice as
powerful as any existing transmit
ters in the United States, are being
constructed for the Office of War
Information by Federal Telephone
and Radio Corp., Newark, N. J.,
manufacturing associate of Inter
national Telephone and Telegraph
Corp. These units operating at two
locations on the West Coast of the
United States, will augment exist
ing but inadequate radio coverage
of the entire Pacific area, from
Siberia
Australia and from
Hawaii to India, and will guarantee
reception of American broadcasts
in Japanese occupied territories and
in far-fiung stations of the United
Nations forces where heretofore it
has been difficult to receive any
thing but Japanese propaganda
broadcasts.
Designed to meet rigid specifica
tions set up by the Office of War
Information, these units incorporate
the latest in technical develop
ments. Emphasis in design was

placed not only on performance
and reliability but the utmost stress
was also placed on producing a
high-fidelity unit. The transmitting
equipment is now being tested be
fore installation in the buildings
for which the ground was broken
this Spring. It is planned to have
the buildings completed and both
stations in operation early next
Fall under the supervision of two
of the major radio networks.
Each plant will be composed of
three separate transmitters: One
of 200 kilowatts and two of 50 kilo
watts each. The equipment manu
factured by Federal consists of the
main units for a 200-kilowatt, highfrequency, broadcast transmitter, a
rectifier power supply, a 150-kilowatt modulator, a water cooling
system, radio control panels and
other auxiliary components. This
will be used with existing 50-kilowatt radio-frequency channels to
provide single-program, dual-fre
quency broadcasting at 50-kilowatt
output and single-program, single

frequency broadcasting at 200kilowatt output.
Peak input for the 200-kilowatt
transmitter will be over 600 kva
at 2300 volts, totaling more than
12,000 kilowatt - hours per day
12,000 gallons of water per hour
will be required to cool the tubes
of the 200-kilowatt transmitter,
enough to dissipate 1,260,000 BTU’s
per hour. Both stations will be
equipped with two transmitter
panels, each of which when com
pletely installed will be 62 ft. long.
The total weight of all the equip
ment for each station will be ap
proximately 60 tons, requiring 6
freight cars to transport.
Each modulator will be used ini
tially for modulating two 50-kilo
watt power amplifiers (or 100-kilowatt rf output), which require
about 75-kilowatts audio output,
with a plate voltage of 10,000 volts.
It is, however, capable of modu
lating the single 200-kilowatt power
amplifier, requiring about 150-kilowatts audio output with a plate
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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voltage in the neighborhood of
12,000 volts. Eventually the 50kilowatt transmitters may be re
placed by a single 200-kilowatt
broadcaster. This modulator stage
uses six Federal Type 125A watercooled vacuum tubes.
Two audio amplifiers provide
four push-pull stages to supply
audio driving power to the modula
tor grids. The driver stage ahead
of the modulator is of the low*impedance type and the coupling
between this stage and the modu
lator is so designed as to provide
good regulation. Alternating cur
rent filament operation is used for
all the tubes in the modulator unit,
the starting current being limited
by means of current-limiting re
actors. The individual tubes of the
modulator stage are operated from
a single-phase filament supply from
a three-phase source. The six fila
ment transformers are connected
to the three-phase source in a
manner to minimize ripple.
Individual indicating overload re
lays have been provided for each
of the tubes in the modulator.
Meters for reading the plate cur
rent of each tube in the modulator
unit and bias and plate voltmeters
for the modulators are included.
As a part of the modulator unit
there is provided a bias rectifier
using Federal Type 872A mercuryvapor tubes. Overload protection
has been incorporated in the cir
cuits of the bias and low-voltage
plate rectifiers.

The plate supply rectifier is
capable of delivering 600-kilowatts
of direct current at 12,000 volts. A
voltage regulator of the induction
type is used in the primary supply
to this rectifier so that the vol cage
may be varied from its maximum
value to a value 35 per cent lower.
Each of the plate supply rectifier
racks mounts seven Federal Type
857 mercury-vapor rectifier tubes.
Six of the tubes in each rack are
used in a conventional three-phase,
full wave circuit. The seventh tube
on each rack serves as an installed
pre-heated spare.
convenient
switching system is provided to en
able cutting it into service in place
of any one of the six in the regular
circuit. A blower is provided with
a thermostat to regulate the tem
perature of the rectifier tubes.

transmitter switches and a voltage
control for the rectifier, there are
located on the panel all control
switches for starting auxiliary cir
cuits such as pumps, blowers, tube
filaments and low-voltage rectifiers.
Sequence and protection relays
are also included in the control
equipment. The control circuit in
corporates complete sequencing and
interlocking so that voltages may
not be applied in improper sequence
and adequate protection for the
equipment and personnel is assupervisory
sured. A system
lamps indicates the operation of
the equipment controlled and en
ables speedy location of interrup
tions in the control sequence.
The water-cooling system con
sists of three complete units. The
operation of any two units will give
the desired cooling capacity while
Control system the third unit is used for stand
by service. Forced-air, radiator
Power Is supplied to the rectifier type coolers are used.
through a high-speed oil circuit
breaker with a 50,000 kva interrupt
Protective devices
ing capacity. In addition to elec
trical remote operation, this circuit
A positive system of interlocking
breaker is controlled by de over is provided for the protection of
load relays placed in the various the tubes in case of water failure
units of the transmitter and so and immediate removal of plate
connected that they provide a voltages is assured when there is
maximum speed of interruption In an insufficient flow, or if the tem
case of overload in any part of the perature of the water is excessive.
transmitter.
In addition, an alarm system,
Centralization of the control sys thermostatically operated, is in
tem of the transmitter is accom cluded to warn the operator of
plished by use of a transmitter con abnormally high water tempera
trol panel. In addition to the main ture before the removal of the plate
voltages. A lowvoltage primary dis
tribution panel is
located adjacent to
the transmitter
m
control panel. This
is connected

mu..'ia •
?. operated, ther<■
1’ L./ 1-1’’ .A
i

W

breaker to a bank
three
kva
transformers ar
ranged to give 230
volts, three-phase
current. Distribu
tion circuits from
the panel to the
transmitter units
are not fused but
are provided with
manually operated
air-circuit breakers
of suitable rating.

opposite page. Each of the two OWI stations will be equipped
with two transmitter panels which when completely installed
will be aixty-two feet long
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FM DETECTOR CIRCUIT
by JOHN GELZER
Engineering Dept., Crosley Corp., Cincinnati

Versatility of the Reid discriminator arrangement such that it
may be used successfully at frequencies from 400 kc to 50 me

• The recent opening of a commer
cial frequency modulated broad
casting service
the 42 to 50
megacycle range has greatly in
creased the interest which elec
tronic engineers have taken in cir
cuits suitable for FM reception.
Portable and mobile communica
tion systems have used FM to ad
vantage because of a saving in
weight and size obtained. For a
given permitted weight and size, it
has been found possible to build
FM equipment of somewhat higher

power than would otherwise be ob
tained.
Circuits suitable for FM reception
seem to have one basic requirement,
namely, an arrangement which
gives a response directly propor
tional to the deviation in frequency
of an applied ac voltage. A very
useful circuit of this type has been
developed by John D. Reid, Manager
of Research, Engineering Depart
ment, The Crosley Corp. In addition
to fulfilling the basic requirement,
the circuit arrangement has many

Fig. 1—The basic circuit is capable ot both series and parallel resonance
Fig 2—Variation of reactance & resistance near resonance parallel circuit

advantages which make it adapt
able to a variety of communication
and allied electronic problems.
An understanding of the opera
tion of the Reid circuit may be
gained by reference to Fig. 1. A
parallel resonant circuit LC Is con
nected to an ac generator by means
of capacitor C1 as shown in the
diagram. If the generator frequency
is varied through the resonant fre
quency of the LC circuit, the im
pedance of the LC circuit will vary
in accordance with the well-known
curve shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3—Voltage curves resulting from series and parallel resonance«
The subtraction of V« from V, gives an S-curve that is symmetrical
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of WIDE ADAPTABILITY
An examination of this curve dis
closes that for frequencies below
resonance, the circuit appears to be
an inductive reactance having series
resistance. As resonance is ap
proached from the low frequency
side, the apparent inductance rises
very rapidly so that it is possible to
obtain series resonance between this
inductance and a relatively small
capacitance C1. Fig. 3 is a plot of
the voltage-frequency curve taken
across two different points of the
network. The voltage V» (see Fig.
1) exhibits a dip at the series res
onance just described, while at some
higher frequency, the voltage rises
to a maximum determined by the
resonance of LC. The voltage Vx
will, of course, exhibit a rise at the
series resonant frequency and a dip
at the parallel resonance of LC.
The sharpness of the series res
onance depends on the effective Q
of the virtual inductance obtained
from LC. Fig. 2 shows that the
ratio of reactance to resistance de
creases very rapidly near resonance.
In practice, it is desirable to place
the series resonant peak far enough
from resonance to be outside of the
reactance peaks. Since the re
actance peaks are within ± 0.5 per
cent of the resonant frequency of
LC if the Q is greater than 100, it
is possible to place the series reson
ance as close as 99.0 per cent of the
parallel resonance frequency. Prac
tical applications of the circuit have
been made in which the series res
onance frequency has been as low
as 95 per cent of the parallel reson
ance, although it should not be pre
sumed that this is near the limit
for wide spacing of the series and
parallel resonance.
It has been found that this series
resonance in Fig. 1 will occur at
nearly the frequency which would
be obtained if L and C are consid
ered connected in series with the
capacitor C1. The parallel resonance
occurs at the resonant frequency
of L and C. If C* is small compared
to C, the following expression may
be useful:

△f
f

sponse characteristic centered on
the mean frequency of the signal.
If the response of the detector is
made zero at the mean frequency,
it follows that all variations other
than frequency deviation of the sig
nal will have no effect on the de
tector output.
This important point is the basis
of the noise reduction obtained in
FM receivers on signals which would
otherwise have an objectionable
amount of amplitude modulation
noise. The sloping central portion
of the FM detector curve should
extend linearly to a point 75 kilo
cycles above and below the mean
frequency, since that is the limit of
frequency deviation under the pres
ent broadcasting standards. The
response of the detector should
then return to zero within the al
loted channel of 200 kilocycle width
so that the circuit will not detect
signals in the adjacent channel.
Ideal characteristic

Eithei* curve Vx or Vs shown in
Fig. 3 has a uniformly sloping cen
ter line and might be used for FM
detection if the advantage of FM
noise reduction in the detector were
not required. A close approach to
the ideal characteristic of Fig. 4
may be obtained with the Reid cir
cuit by connecting diode rectifiers
to both Vi and Vt and connecting
their respective rectified outputs in
opposition. Since the individual
curves of Vx and V, have the re
quired S shape, it follows that the
composite curve Vx-Vt shown in Fig.
3 will have this shape. It has been
found, furthermore, that a high de

gree of curvature correction is ob
tained in the composite curve and
the linearity of the center slope is
improved.
To make the composite detector
curve of Fig. 3 approach the ideal
it should be preceded by a band
pass filter which has uniform re
sponse over a band of ± 75 kilo
cycles and cuts off at the edges of
a band ± 100 kilocycles from the
mean frequency.
Due to the relatively low imped
ance connecting Vx and V, in the
Reid circuit, it has been found that
outside of the S curve region, the
voltage Vx and V, rapidly became
equal.
In the composite Vx-V.
curve, this results in rapid return
lines of the S curve and materially
aids in obtaining the ideal curve
shape.
Controls symmetry
To obtain symmetry in the curve
of Fig. 3, it is necessary that the
effective Q of the series and parallel
resonances be approximately equal.
Ordinarily the proper matching of
the generator impedance to the cir
cuit impedances will bring about
equality of the two peaks. In Fig.
3, if the circuit were operated from
a generator of near zero ohms im
pedance, it is found that the lower
frequency peak due to series reson
ance is about 50 per cent greater
than the higher frequency peak. If
the generator impedance is made
higher than 3,300 ohms, the higher
frequency peak will be greater than
the lower frequency peak.
In practical FM receiver applica
tions, the generator feeding the dis
criminator circuit will often be a

Cl

—---- x ioO per cent
2C

△ f = f series — f parallel
(peak to peak spacing)

For FM detector service the ideal
frequency characteristic is shown in
Fig. 4. Since the detector is to de
liver a voltage proportional to the
frequency deviation of a signal, it
is rather obvious that the detector
must have a uniformly sloping re
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Fig. 4—The ideal reaponse curve for FM 1« symmetrical about the ero» over frequency, ha* a
straight center line and returns to zero response within the 200 kc FM channel

93

tuned circuit connected in the plate
of the final IF amplifier or limiter.
The impedance of this circuit must
be adjusted by changing the LC
ratio until the proper symmetry of
the discriminator curve is obtained.
Similarly, it may be found that in
some applications, the diode load
resistors must be arranged so as to
Impose such loading as will give
equal peaks.
The sensitivity of the Reid circuit
Is proportional to the voltage gain
from the generator to the diodes at
the frequency of the peaks. This
gain is determined largely by the
effective Q at the peaks and the
degree of coupling between gener
ator and discriminator. It is ap
parent from Fig. 2 that the Q of the
discriminator coil will have a con
siderable effect on the Q of the ap
parent inductance used for the
series resonance. The higher this
Q is made, the higher will be the
Impedance level of the discriminator
circuit and as a result the gam will
be higher.

Of even greater importance is the
spacing between series and parallel
resonances, since we have seen that
the Q of the apparent inductance
decreases rapidly as the two reson
ances approach each other. Gen
erally, as the peak spacing is re
duced, the impedance of the circuit
and the gain will be reduced.
In every application of the Reid
circuit, it is essential to see that the
effective Q of the peaks is made as
high as possible for a given peak
to peak spacing in order to obtain
maximum sensitivity. The coupling
of the generator to the circuit is
determined by the capacitors C1
shown in Fig. 1. The selection of
values for C1 is usually based upon
the peak to peak spacing desired as
has previously been explained. Low
values of C1 as required for close
peak to peak spacing will give less
coupling and consequently less gain.
For a given peak to peak spacing,
however, the lowest possible value
of Cl should be used since the L/C
ratio, impedance, and consequently

Fig 5—Some typical arrangements of the Reid discriminator circuit
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D. SIMPLIFIED ARRANGEMENT

AS USED AT 460 KILOCYCLES.

the gain of the circuit may then be
made the highest for a given Q.
Fig. 5 illustrates a number of
practical arrangements of the Reid
discriminator for use as an FM de
tector. Each of these arrangements
may be fed from a suitable IF or
RF band pass amplifier system pro
vided the output impedance is cor
rectly matched to the discriminator
The frequency characteristic of the
amplifier system must be sufficiently
flat through the discriminator cross
over region to allow a symmetrical
over-all frequency characteristic.
If L is made adjustable for any
of the circuits in Fig. 5, the discrim
inator cross over frequency may be
varied over a relatively wide band
without loss of symmetry of the
discriminator curve. The conven
ience of having only a single dis
criminator adjustment is readily
apparent.
If C* is made adjustable, the fre
quency of the lower peak will be
varied without materially affecting
the frequency of the higher peak
or the symmetry of the curve. An
increase in C< reduces the frequency
of the lower frequency peak. In
this way, a single adjustment serves
to change the peak to peak separa
tion of the discriminator curve.
Production variations in the ca
pacity of the diodes does not affect
the ability of the circuit to yield a
symmetrical curve; only the peak
to peak spacing will be slightly
altered.
In Fig. 5B is shown a method of
connection which supplies avc volt
age from Rs-C». The voltage ob
tained in this way is a maximum
at the cross over frequency and is
symmetrical with respect to fre
quency. The audio output of this
detector arrangement is balanced
with respect to ground and may be
used to operate a push-pull ampli
fier system.
Circuits 5C and 5D are simplified
arrangements which omit several
parts, notably the choke coll L.
Circuit 5C is suitable for higher fre
quency IF systems where the load
ing effect of R1 and R2 is small, due
to the low impedance of the tuned
circuits. Circuit 5D is arranged so
that even for the lower frequencies,
the loading effect of Ri and Rs does
not destroy the symmetry of the
peaks. The component values
marked on 5C and 5D were used for
a 13.7 megacycle, 75 kilocycle devia
tion system and a 460 kilocycle, 15
kilocycle deviation system respec
tively.
The versatility of the Reid dis
criminator circuit is illustrated by
the fact that the circuit has so far
been successfully applied at fre
quencies from 460 kilocycles to 50
megacycles without requiring criti
cal shielding or circuit variations
other than those discussed
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Photoelectric Flash - Camera
• Night-time aerial photography
has long been an important part of
total war. With a magnesium flare
supported by a parachute, exposures
are made covering large areas to
reveal enemy troop movements and
much other essential information.
Before the development of the
photoelectrically operated camera,
photography at night from the air
was subject to several limitations
If a slow-burning flare was used,
its low intensity light made necessary exposures
large lens
apertures with slow shutter speeds,
with consequent lack of definition
in the result. If an instantaneous
flash “bomb” was used, the opera
tor had to be certain to get the
camera’s shutter open just prior to
the flash. Any lights on the ground
then “burned” paths across the
negative.
Produced by Fairchild Camera &
Instrument Corp, of New York, the
newest type of camera incorporates
a photoelectric unit which actuates
the camera shutter a few micro
seconds after the flash bomb has
begun to explode, beneath and be
hind the plane. This provides a
high-speed exposure timed to the
peak light intensity of the flash
bomb.
The entire photoelectric assembly
Th« complete unit, minus cose and phototube.
Motor-generator providing high voltage de Ii
inside cylinder at top

is contained in a cylindrical hous
ing mounted below the camera.
Mounted in the lower end, to “view”
the flash bomb explosion, the photo
tube is a type 930, with sensitivity
peaks in the ultra-violet at 3,600
Angstrom Units and in the infra
red at about 8,000. The circuit is
arranged to provide a positive pulse
to the grid of a 12SJ7 with the
receipt of .light. The phase of the
impulse or signal is of course in
verted by the 12SJ7, providing a
strong negative pulse to the grid of
the power amplifier tube, a type
6AG7, in response to the light of

the bomb. The beam power pentode
has as its plate load a “trip mag
net” which holds the camera shut
ter inoperative while a current of
six milliamperes flows, but allows a
spring to trip the shutter with a
plate current drop.
To prevent operation of the shut
ter when the circuits are just en
ergized and before the tube heat
ers have reached temperature, a
“warming up” relay with normally
closed contacts shunts the trip
magnet coil to ground through a
2,500 ohm resistor to keep it en
ergized—G.S.
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HF HEATING OSCILLATORS
by W. C. RUDD
Chief Engineer, Induction Heating Corp., New York

Factor* tn equipment design include circuit choice, power require
ments, cooling, output coupling and various mechanical consideration*

• Applications of high frequency ber of mica capacitors, in a series
induction heating to various types parallel arrangement. Industrial
of work have been discussed in service has shown that the oilconsiderable detail. Emphasis has filled capacitor operates more satis
been placed on the design of work factorily. The tank inductance con
coils and methods of coupling them sists of coils of copper tubing which
to the oscillator. There has been may or may not be water cooled.
little discussion of electrical and As a rule, a portion of the total
physical requirements of the inductance is inside the oscillator
vacuum tube oscillators themselves. and the balance of the tank in
In general, two types of oscil ductance is a work coil or the
lator circuits are used for induc primary of a radio frequency trans
tion-heating work. One of these is former. Of course, a large variety
the familiar Colpitts circuit, in of capacitances and inductances
which grid-excitation is obtained may be selected for any given fre
from a split capacitance. Fig. 1 is quency, but operating considera
a diagram showing typical connec tions require that the L-C ratio
tions for this type of circuit.
must be of such magnitude as to
The other circuit in general use give sufficient circulating kva in
is a modified Hartley type, some the tank circuit to feed properly
what simpler since the tank cir the low power-factor loads gen
cuit contains only one capacitor. erally encountered in induction
Grid power is obtained from a tick heating. If the circulating current,
ler coil electromagnetically coupled or kva, in the tank is small it will
to the tank coil. Fig. 2 is a dia be extremely difficult to extract
gram showing typical connections energy from the oscillator. How
ever, if the circulating current, or
for this type of circuit.
In both these oscillators the tank kva, is excessive, high I2R losses
circuit consists of an inductance will take place in the tank circuit
and a capacitance, the values of resulting in a very low overall ef
which are such as to give a ficiency. Six hundred kva may cir
resonant frequency corresponding culate in the tank circuit in a typi
to the desired output frequency. cal 20 kw output oscillator under
The tank condenser consists of an no-load conditions.
oil-filled, fixed capacitor, or a numSince the ratio of inductance to
capacitance is important, it is not
too feasible to design an oscillator
whose frequency has wide varia
tions; i.e., to adjust simply the tank
capacitance, or the tank inductance
alone, for a change from 200 kc
to 1 megacycle would seriously im
pair the loading ability of the
Fig 1. Basic circuit of Colpitts oscillator
oscillator since the circulating kva
would change considerably. If both
Fig. 2. Modified Hartley oscillator circuit
the inductance and the capacitance
are changed keeping the same rela
tive ratio, it is possible to have an
oscillator with wide frequency
variations. However, the latter usu
WORK
T TANK
ally necessitates a revamping of the
CIRCUIT
tank circuit and should not be con
sidered to be simply a case of dial
adjustment. Additional changes

would also have to be made in the
grid-feeding circuit to compensate
for the change in frequency. In
general, induction heating oscil
lators are therefore of a semi-fixed
frequency type. Relatively small
changes in frequency are easily
made by varying the inductance of
the work coils.
Two types of oscillator tubes are
available for use in this type of
equipment. Units of smaller capaci
ties use air-cooled tubes while
those of larger capacities use either
water-cooled or air-cooled tubes;
there being considerable physical
difference in the construction of
the oscillator depending upon the
type used. Air-cooled tubes require
an air-blast which means that
large volumes of air must be circu-

Fig. 3 Twenty kw power oscillator using city
water Io cool tubes, plate tank, and work coil»
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lated through the equipment. This
is often objectionable in industrial
equipment since the oscillator is
usually installed in plants where
there may be a great deal of dust
and dirt, which must be kept from
depositing on the high-voltage com
ponents of the oscillator and caus
ing flash-overs. For this purpose,
filters are usually installed on the
suction side of the blowers to clean
the air passing through the equip
ment. Frequently, these filters be
come plugged and a reduction in
ventilation takes place which may
be injurious to the equipment. It
is therefore imperative that these
filters be changed or cleaned regu
larly. As a rule, an airflow switch
is installed in the duct system lead
ing to the tubes which prevents the
equipment from being operated if
the blowers are not functioning.
The use of water-cooled tubes
eliminates a large percentage of the
difficulties caused by dust and dirt
collection inasmuch as no large
blowers are required. The tubes are
mounted in water jackets which
are fed with water through an in
sulating tube of rubber or porce
lain. Since the plates of the tubes
are at a high voltage above ground
it is essential that the water supply be insulated from the water
jackets, This is accomplished by
having a long column of water
passing through an insulated conduit The electrical conductivity of
the cooling water should be suffi
ciently low to make the leakage
current from tube
ground
negligible, thus preventing energy
loss at this point. The average city
water encountered in this country
is satisfactory. There are, however,
certain occasions when the impuri
ties in the water are excessive, in
which cases it is necessary to in
stall some form of heat exchanger
which recirculates pure water
through the tubes’ water jackets.
A water economizer for use with
city water which permits a large
volume of water to be circulated
through the tubes but only requires
a small quantity of water to be
drawn from the supply, has been
developed for use with this type of
equipment. A 20 kw' oscillator with
water-cooled tubes is shown in the
accompanying photograph. Fig. 3.
In all induction heating equip
ment, the radio-frequency current
carrying parts are water-cooled.
On humid days there may be
sweating or condensation on these
various parts. It is therefore essen
tial that this be taken into con
sideration when designing the
equipment. Care must be taken to
see that the water condensation
which may drop from or run along
these parts, cannot possibly cause
short circuits or flash-overs in the
equipment.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Fig 4 Back view of switching unit which enables oscillator to be used continuously
among three work-coil setups. Switching is in primary side of output transformers

In precise production heat-treat
ing, it is usually imperative that the
the
metallurgical properties
work should not vary appreciably.
Since the temperature which the

work attains is a function of time
and the output of the oscillator,
the output of the oscillator should
held uniform. Line voltage
(Continued on page 202)
coil, with fixtures for holding multiple pieces
of solid copper, channeled for water circulation

COLD CATHODE TIMING
by ASA H. MYLES
Electric Controller & Mfg. C< , Cleveland, O

Applications of simple gas-filled cold cathode diodes
to motor • starting, welding and other timing jobs

time required for the voltage V to
reach any definite potential de
pends on th» product RC and for
a fixed condenser on R only. Thus
a simple and accurate method of
timing is provided in which the
time interval may be adjusted over
any desired range.
Fig. 1 shows the coil of a control
relay CR connected in series with
the gaseous discharge tube in the
circuit described above. The relay
has normally open and normally
closed contacts. At the instant the
tube “fires,” the relay opens its nor
mally closed contact disconnecting
the timing circuit from the charg
ing voltage Vo. The normally open
contacts close to short-circuit the
gaseous discharge tube and provide

a holding circuit for the relay
against the extinction of the tube.
By proper choice of the relay coil, it
is possible to assure practically
complete discharge of the con
denser, a condition essential to
consistent operation of the timer.
Assuming the extinction potential
of the tube to be V* and its ignition
potential Vb the amount of energy
given up by the condenser in dis
charging from Vi to V2 is V2C (V
— V ’). This energy must be greater
than' that required to close the re
lay CR; otherwise positive opera
tion will not be obtained. A 20
microfarad condenser used in con
junction with a gaseous discharge
tube having an ignition potential of
160 volts and extinction potential
of 80 volts will permit the use of a
relay sufficiently rugged for mount
ing adjacent to standard industrial
control apparatus.
If the voltage applied to the tim
ing circuit is proportional to the
line voltage, it is obvious from
equation (1) that the time intervals
will decrease or increase as the line
voltage is higher or lower. This
variation in “time” with applied
voltage is in the desired direction
in timing the sequence of motor ac-

F<g 2 Basic diagram of three-step resistance-type starter for squirrel-cagc motor, shown in
radio-type relay symbols.
Operations on ac line through cold cathode full wave rectifier

Fig. 2(A). Same as Fig. 2 but with Indus
trial-type symbols for relays and contactors

• In the necessarily gradual start
ing of large, heavily loaded electric
motors, the most frequently used
timing devices are dash-pot relays
and motor-driven, cam-operated
switches. Dash-pot relays require
careful maintenance and, because
of their limited range of adjust
ment, are not suited to many in
dustrial control problems. Motordriven timing devices are not easily
adjusted in the field, are relatively
expensive, and are subject to con
siderable wear. It is therefore de
sirable to use a timing device which
operates on electrical principles only
and which may be adjusted readily
over a wide range.
As is well known, when a con
stant de voltage Vo is applied to a
circuit consisting of a resistance R
in series with a condenser of ca
pacitance C, the voltage V across
the condenser at any time t after
closing the circuit is given by:
v - Vo{i -

(I)

A cold-cathode gaseous discharge
tube connected across the condenser
will “fire” at the instant the voltage
on the condenser reaches the igni
tion potential of the tube. The
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celeration contactors since a motor
operating on & lower voltage re
quires more time to accelerate.
When the source of potential is
ac, it is necessary to employ a rec
tifying system of the hot or cold
cathode type. The cold cathode
type is preferable for industrial
control work since less wiring is re
quired and no filament heating
time-iag exists.
In the equivalent timing circuit
for operation on ac. the primary
of the transformer is designed for
the usual voltages 110, 220, 440 and
550 while the secondary is designed
so that the de output is approxi
mately 400 volts. When very ac
curate timing is required for special
applications, a constant voltage for
the timer may be obtained by the
use of voltage regulator tubes such
as the VR90 or VR150.
Acceleration of ac motors

Throughout industry the ac poly
phase induction motor is extensively
applied. Whether the motor used
is the squirrel-cage or wound-rotor
(slipring) type depends upon the
load requirements. Whenever pos
sible the squirrel-cage type is se
lected because of its ruggedness and
lower cost. To reduce the peak cur
rent demand on the power supply
and to limit the stresses within the
motor and the driven load, it is
desirable to apply reduced voltage
to the motor and to increase this
voltage in successive steps as the
motor accelerates. This reducedvoltage starting may be accom
plished by several methods, the
commonest employing primary re
sistors, primary reactors, or auto
transformers.
Fig. 2 is an overall, simplified
diagram of a three-step resistance
type starter for a squirrel-cage mo
tor using a cold-cathode timer.
When the “start” button is pressed,
the contactor “M” is energized and
closes to apply a voltage to the
motor which is reduced by the pri
mary resistors. The timer is also
energized and, after a definite time,
the cold-cathode gaseous discharge
tube “fires” to energize relay “A.”
The closure of relay A energizes reELECTRÕNIC INDUSTRIES
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CURRENT ADJUSTMENT

TIMING RESIS

lay “C” and contactor
Con
tactor 1A short-circuits a portion
of the primary resistor increasing
the voltage on the motor.
An auxiliary contact on 1A pro
vides a holding circuit for relay C
and contactor IA against the open
ing of relay A. Relay C has closed
its normally open contacts and
opened its normally closed contacts
to transfer the second operation of
the timer from relay A to relay B
After relay A opens, the timer re
peats the timing cycle. When the
timer operates a second time, relay
B closes to close contactor 2A short
ing out the remaining resistance
and putting full voltage on the
motor.
Contactor 2A closes a normally
open auxiliary contact to provide
its own holding circuit and opens
two normally closed auxiliary con
tacts to de-energize relay C and
also remove potential from the
timer transformer. If a greater
number of acceleration steps are
required, the circuit can be ar
ranged for additional repeat opera
tion of the timer for each additional
acceleration contactor.

CONDENSER

armature circuit is excluded in steps
in a similar manner to that for ac
motors. The circuit for the timer
is identical except for the omission
of the rectifier tube and potential
transformer required for ac opera
tion. The timer may be adjusted
to provide a very long time for each
acceleration step to keep current
peaks low, a condition often neces
sary where limited generator ca
pacity is available, or when the load
has high inertia.
Current limit acceleration

Electric motors are often required
to accelerate mechanical loads
which vary greatly in value and in
their inertial and frictional charac
teristics. The frictional resistance
of loads varies with temperature
and often during cold weather the
time intervals between closure of
the acceleration contactors must be
increased to prevent abuse to the
motor and equipment. If the acadjusted for
celeration time
heavy loads, excessive current peaks
will be taken care of, but for light
loads, the motor will be accelerated
more slowly than necessary.
Various motor types
Numerous control schemes have
been devised to overcome this dis
If the motor to be accelerated is advantage.
The most common
a wound-rotor type, the starting re scheme interprets the load in terms
sistance would be in the rotor cir of motor current by using series ac
cuit. Closure of the acceleration celeration relays. This method is
contactors would be identical in op often referred to as “current-limit”
eration to that of the squirrel cage acceleration. The acceleration re
motor starter described.
lays operate when the motor cur
A similar timing control system rent falls to some predetermined
is readily applied to the accelera value, thus a heavily loaded motor
tion and field application of syn will automatically be accelerated
chronous motors. The time inter more slowly than a lightly loaded
vals may be made sufficiently long one. The main disadvantage of the
to allow the motor to attain the “current-limit” method of accelera
highest possible speed before de tion is its failure to provide “forced
power is applied to the field, a de acceleration” on heavy loads.
It is therefore desirable in some
sirable condition in starting a syn
cases to vary the acceleration time
chronous motor.
In the acceleration of de motors, intervals with variation in load and
resistance in series with the motor at the same time provide forced

Fig 4. Time vs. load for various setting* of
current adjustment potentiometer of Fig. 3
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Fig 6.
Simplified circuit diagram of a dc
motor starter with time-current acceleration

acceleration on very’ heavy loads. A
method which provides these fea
tures is often referred to as “time
current” acceleration to distinguish
it from “constant-time” ahd “cur
rent-limit” methods.
Fig. 3 shows a simplified circuit
of a “time-current” timer for use
with an ac motor. A potential trans
former supplies voltage for the rec
tifier RF1 while a current trans
former, whose primary is connected
in one of the motor leads, supplies
a voltage for the second rectifier
RF2. The dc outputs from these
100

two rectifiers are connected in op
position through a potentiometer.
With this connection the dc voltage
applied to the timing circuit is in
creased or decreased with decrease
or increase in motor current. The
higher the motor current the longer
the time interval. By adjusting the
potentiometer, the “time-current”
effect may be increased or decreased
to meet conditions in the field.
Fig. 4 illustrates how the time
current effect is varied by adjust
ment of the potentiometer and how
for any setting of the potentiometer,
the time-interval varies with load
on the motor.
The wound-rotor induction motor
is often used when speed control is
essential.
Fig. 5 shows typical
“speed-torque” curves for such a
motor with various values of sec
ondary resistance. As the motor
increases in speed it is necessary
to reduce the amount of resistance
in the secondary by means of con
tactors. The resistance values are
so chosen that, with all acceleration
contactors open, the motor will
exert 150 per cent full load torque
at standstill, "with the first accelera
tion contactor closed 200 per cent
and approximately maximum torque
with the second acceleration con
tactor closed.
If the motor is loaded to a point
approaching maximum torque it
will fail to start until the second
acceleration contactor closes. If
the motor is loaded beyond the
maximum torque, acceleration will
not be forced beyond the closure of
the second contactor since further
reduction of secondary resistance
only results in greater motor cur
rents with reduced torque devel
oped. In such an event the motor
will be removed from the power
supply by operation of the overload
relays.
With most dc motor applications,
time-current acceleration is also
desirable. However, with the dc
motor circuit, it is apparent that
current and potential transformers
cannot be used in a system to ob
tain opposing voltages for operation
of the timer as in the case of an
ac motor drive.
Fig. 6 shows a simplified wiring
diagram illustrating a time-current
timing scheme for acceleration of

dc motors. In this circuit two con
densers Ci and Ci are connected in
series across the motor armature
and series field. When contactor
“M” closes, power is applied to the
motor through the acceleration re
sistance. Condensers Ca and Cs
charge up immediately (the start
ing resistance is low in ohmic value)
to a combined voltage equal to that
across the armature and field. This
combined voltage is divided be
tween Ci and Ci inversely propor
tional to their capacitances. Simul
taneously a timing circuit is estab
lished through the timing resistance
to condensers Ci and C». The po
tential across Ci will increase while
that across Ci will decrease. If the
back emf of the motor builds up
rapidly, the voltage across Cx will
also build up rapidly and vice versa
In this way the time required for
the voltage on Ci to reach the igni
tion potential of the cold-cathode
discharge tube across it will be in
creased with Increase in load and
decreased with decrease in load on
the motor.
When the cold - cathode tube
“fires” relay “CR” closes to close
relay “C.” Relay C opens its nor
mally closed contacts to open the
timing circuits and closes its nor
mally open contacts to discharge
condenser C2 and close contactor
“IA.” Contactor IA short-circuits
a portion of the acceleration resistor
to increase the voltage on the mo
tor. Contactor IA also closes one
auxiliary contact to establish its
own holding circuit and opens a
second auxiliary contact to prevent
relay C from being energized on
successive operations of the timer
relay CR.
After a short time interval relay
CR opens to de-energize relay C and
the control condenser CI starts to
recharge for the second timing
period.
When the cold-cathode
tube “fires” the second time, relay
CR closes to energize contactor
“2A.” Contactor 2A short-circuits
the remaining portion of the accel
eration resistor to apply full voltage
on the motor. Contactor 2A also
closes an auxiliary contact to estab
lish its own holding circuit and
opens an auxiliary contact to pre
vent the timer from continuing to
repeat the operation.

LOOKING TOWARD THE ELECTRONIC FUTURE
"Perhaps here we should take a
glimpse into the future of this elec
tronic fairyland.
Mail sorted and
distributed by electronic automatons',
automobiles protected from accidents
at dangerous crossings by electric
eyes; railroad train crews always in
full communication with each other
and with the dispatcher; airplane nav
igation and landings made safe by
electronic tools; automatic automobile
driving on main cross country high
ways by means of a master pilot;

electric eyes, which unfortunately for
some of us. tell police stations far
ahead just how fast the driver is go
ing; facsimile newspapers and televi
sion newsreel scenes not only in the
home but even in the automobile as
we drive along; the transmission of
electric power, not by wire, but by
wireless; cooking and heating homes
by radio; the processing of plastics
and metals by heat induction through
radio."—Senator Burton K. Wheeler, in
Telegraph Centenniel address.
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by GROTE REBER
Wheaton, Illinois

Mirror efficiency in collecting electromagnetic energy

Mllinr
Fig 1 —Mirror-cavity
cosmic static

device

tor

collecting

• Various types of mirrors are be
ing increasingly used with high fre
quency radio equipment. One such
device for cosmic static experi
ments1 is shown in Fig. 1, wherein
both aperture and focal distance
are several wavelengths long, hav
ing a cavity containing the an
tennas proper at the focus of the
mirror and coaxial with it. The
electromagnetic energy enters this
cavity with an effectiveness de
pending upon the response pattern
of the cavity. Energy arriving
axially to the cavity is totally ab
sorbed since the cavity appears as
a black body to such rays. The
effectiveness of this black body de
creases as the ray angle differs
from the axis of the cavity and
finally reaches zero at a ray angle
of 90 deg. The way in which this
effectiveness of the cavity decreases
depends upon the direction of the
arrival of the ray in respect to the
electric and magnetic axes of the
cavity and the size of the cavity
opening in the directions of these
two axes.
In general the response in re
spectively the planes of the electric
and magnetic vectors will be

Fig. 2 shows the geometry of the
response pattern at the mouth of
the cavity. The electric axis is
along Y, the magnetic axis along X
and the axis of the cavity along Z.
This figure is for a cavity turned
up (opposite Fig. 1) with the open
ing in the XY plane. The antennas
will have their long directions par
allel to the electric axis.
Take an element of response
along direction R at angles $ and »
to the coordinate system. The in
cremental response will be
3)(*‘S)

(3) gives the response in one octant
from axis out to an angle <P there
from.
Integrating (3) from e = 0 tO r/2
and * = 0 to
gives the response
in one octant as

Each of the constants is a series in
itself as follows:

Equation (4) is useful only for 6
out to a value of r/2, the region of
convergence.
(Continued on page 214)

Re’Ro^S)

Ro(œs S)1

Both e and m increase as the aper
ture increases in these directions.
The approximations of equation
(1) are quite accurate down to
about one-quarter or one-third R.
which is the region of interest. For
very small response and large ray
angles at large apertures they ob
viously fail. However, these latter
conditions are not important since
they represent a design condition
of low mirror efficiency.
1 "Cosmic Static," by Grote Reber, Proc IRE,
Vol. 30, Aug. 1942, p. 367.
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Fig. 2—Geometry of response pattern at mouth
of cavity
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Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., Passaic, N. J.

Simple form of converter permits delineation on an oscillograph of
slow» irregular movements such as are found in biological experiments

• Operating methods whereby the
amplitude and velocity of small vi
brations may be recorded have been
pretty well established. However,
for larger movements, such as
might be produced by slowly operat
ing machines, the technic is more
complicated. The method of an
alyzing the movements of a muscle
in a biological experiment, described
here, covers a rather special proc
ess for making oscillographic studies
of irregular movements. It may
suggest the means whereby many
other experiments having similar
requirements can be carried out.
The method provides a way of re
cording slight, but rapid, move
ments of biological specimens more
easily and more accurately than
normally can be done on kymo
graphs.
In general, by connecting between
the signal and ground input termi
nals of the Y-axis amplifier of a
cathode-ray oscillograph a coil of
wire into which a bar magnet is in
serted and withdrawn, there will
be observed first a positive and then
a negative deflection of the cath
ode-ray beam. This deflection can
be plotted as a function of time
*These Laboratories provide a number of
cathode-ray oscillographs with a self-contained
single sweep, the periods of which may be
varied: Type 247—2 seconds to 1/50,000 sec
ond; Tvoe 248—1000 microsec. to 5 microsec.;
Type 233—125 millisec, to 33.3 microsec.; Type
215, Low Frequency linear base—2 seconds to
1/125 second.

when a linear time-base signal is
introduced. If a single sweep time
base is available,
*
either self-con
tained in the instrument, or intro
duced externally, it can be tripped
off externally under control of the
operator.
One specific experiment, a record
of the contraction and relaxation
of a muscle, normally done on a
kymograph, was carried out with
the above generality in mind. The
accessory parts were so constructed
that they were versatile enough for
other applications without undue
modification. The leg muscle with
sciatic nerve attached was excised
from a pithed frog and suspended
by a femur clamp above a coil of
wire.
One end of the coil, grounded to
the chassis which held the coil,
went to the ground terminal of the
oscillograph (Fig. 1). The other
end of the coil went to the input
of the Y-axis amplifier. The coil
used had approximately 1,000 turns
of No. 38 wire. The number of
turns and the diameter of the wire
used are not at all critical; how
ever, an increase in the number of
turns will increase the output.
Above this coil was placed another
coil whose terminals were connect
ed to a de source (18 volts) and
through whose center ran, also, the
bar of iron. By having a direct cur
rent flow through the coil, the bar

Fig. 1—Oscillograph connections for studying artificially-stimulated muscular reaction effect
*
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60 TEST

TERMINAL

of iron is always magnetized to the
same extent, and the retentive
properties of the bar become unim
portant. To reduce the friction of
the movement of the bar against
the coil forms, a glass tube was in
serted between them (Fig. 2).

CIRCULAR
MOTION __

V

MOTOR

BRASS
COUPLING

STIFF WIRE

BAR MAGNET
SIMPLE HARMONIC
MOTION

GLASS TUBE

ENERGIZING COK
FOR BAR

TERMINALS TO
OSCILLOGRAPH FOR
THE PICK UP
(ONE TERMINAL
IS GROUNDED)

TERMINALS TO
DC SUPPLY FOR
THE ENERGIZING
COIL

Fig. 2—Device for converting motion« having
known rate« of change, into a potential to
produce the deflection. Here the motion ia
produced by motor-driven actuator, to provide
a calibration of convertor unit dbplacementi

One-fourth of an inch at one end
of the Iron bar was filed flat and
a stiff piece of wire spot-welded to
it. The upper end of this wire was
firmly fastened with a piece of
linen thread to the tendon of the
muscle. Stiff wire was used instead
of string tc connect the muscle to
the iron bar, to help reduce inertia
of the moving parts. The sciatic
nerve was stimulated once every
three seconds in this case, by a
Type 210 Variable-Frequency Stim
ulator (DuMont) and at each operELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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ation the single sweep was tripped.
A camera was placed before the
oscillograph, set for time exposures,
the space between the oscillograph
and the camera being hooded by a
black cloth.
The three second
pause between pulses gave ample
time to open the shutter, wait for
a pulse to occur, and close the shut
ter before the next pulse. By posi
tioning the image in the upper part
of the screen, room is left for a 60
cycle time wave. This is taken on
the same film, the sweep being
tripped by the stimulator.
In order to interpret the curves
obtained correctly, certain facts
must be observed. First, the curves
are a resultant of two vectors,
namely, time on the horizontal axis,
and velocity—in this case, of muscle
contraction—on the vertical axis.
The curve rests on a base line, or
zero velocity,
three
line
points: the point of rest (at A. in
Fig. 3), the point of maximum con
traction (D through E), and the
point of rest again (H). Somewhere
between the points of rest and of
maximum contraction is a point of
maximum velocity of contraction
(B through C), and another point
of maximum velocity, smaller than
the first, is reached as the muscle
relaxes (F).
Fig. 3 is actually a triple ex
posure, composed of the timing
wave and two curves of muscular
movement. The second curve was
taken two minutes after the first
and seems to indicate the ability of
the instrument to duplicate results.

nut-SECONDS

Fig. 5—Graphical comparison of actual oscillo
grams with calibration curve. In those velocity/
time curves, the vertical ordinates correspond
to a velocity of 5-07 cm/sec per unit of scale
Units on the time scale each represent 0.016
second, for the solid curves

Since the apparatus is so ar
ranged that the sweep and the
stimulation begin at the same time,
the short line of zero velocity be
fore A represents the time for the
stimulation to travel along the
nerve and to pass from the nerve
endplates and excite the muscle.
By comparison of the curve ob
tained with the 60 cycle timing
wave, the duration of the different
conditions of the stimulated mus
cle can be estimated. In Fig. 3.
for example, the period of contrac
tion (A through E) lasted .085 sec
ond; it taking .060 second (A
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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through D) for the muscle to be
come fully contracted.
It should be observed at this
point that it is possible for one to
read the velocity at which an ob
ject moves directly from the oscil
logram. By differentiating, we can
find the acceleration; and by inte
grating, we can find the distance
the muscle fibers moved. However,
on kymograms, we have a distance
time record and we must differen
tiate to find velocity.
It is also possible to determine
the actual velocity of the muscle
in centimeters/second. To do this,
however, the pickup coil must be
calibrated. A motor, giving two or
three revolutions per second, is at
tached to the magnet in place of
the nerve-muscle preparation in
such a way (Fig. 2) that the magnet
executes simple harmonic motion.
A photograph of the output of the
coil is taken with single sweep
(Fig. 4), tripped off by the operator.
The photograph obtained is traced
on graph paper, Fig 5. Then the
maximum velocity of the rod is
equal to the velocity of the point
on the drum 0.71 cm from center,
or 2 x 3.14 x .71 x 1.4 revolutions/
second = 6.24 cm/sec.
From Fig. 5, distance peak-topeak = 2.45 cm; so, distance baseto-peak = 1.23 cm.
6.24
V„„ = ------ = 5.07 cm/sec/cm
1.23
or each cm division represents a
velocity of 5.07 cm/sec.
It is possible to use this figure for
all measurements taken with a
given oscillograph, providing the
strength of the magnet, energized
by the dry cell batteries, remains
the same; and that the gain on the
Y-axis remains the same. If it is
necessary to increase the gain on
the Y-axis for a particular experi
ment, then it is necessary to cali
brate the Instrument in terms of
the deflection in cm per millivolt of
signal in order that a correction
factor can be introduced between
{Continued on page

226)

Fig. 8—Trani mil time along nerve measured
by double application of pulses

Fig 3—Two superimposed reaction oscillograms,
from which velocity of muscular activities can
be computed. Timing wave (60 cycles) added
by use of electronic switching equipment

Fig. 4—Shows oscillographic record of the
sinusoidal output of the pickup at calibration

Fig 6—Shows the use of modulated cathode
ray beam for timing purposes. Three repeated
readings are shown here

Fig. 7—Checks showing repeatability of records
of nerve movements with artificial stimulation
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PRODUCTION SHORT CUTS
More radio-electronic ideas, technics, and methods. Will one of
them help you increase output, cut costs, improve employe morale'.*

• War Production Board Report
gives much of credit for this year’s
increased ouput of radio-electronic
products to suggestions and ideas
the workers have made, usually
through the local labor-manage
ment committees. The overwhelm
ing response to the request for sug
gestions on doing a better job has
been gratifying in most plants. It
isn’t hard for the average radio
plant worker to evolve a new meth
od or short cut, once he’s given
the green light to do his own in
dependent thinking and has been
told his ideas will be rewarded
with a war bond or a percentage
of the savings effected.
Magnetic wrench

It’s an old wrinkle to magnetize
a screwdriver. There are many
screw-holding screwdrivers on the
market. However, applying the
same idea to a socket wrench for
hard-to-get-at steel nuts and lock
washers seems to have been gen
erally overlooked. J R. Steen, of
Harvey - W’ e 11 s Communications,
Inc., Southbridge, Mass., suggests
one method of magnetizing: “Take

your socket wrench, ordinary or
spin-type, wind a dozen turns of
insulated wire around it, and touch
the ends to a storage battery. One
touch makes it strong enough to
hold both nut and lock-washer.”
Saving »tack and time

Too often, little jobs are still be
ing done the hard way, consuming
valuable material and too much
man and machine time. For ex
ample, as originally set up for a
screw machine operation, a shaft
for a radio dial was machined from
a 3/4-in. stainless steel rod. By
making the piece from two different diameters of stock, then
pressing together and riveting,
2,754 hours on the screw machines
and 2,970 pounds of stainless steel
have so far been saved.
Cutback» vs. employe morale

When a government contract is
not renewed, several things are
likely to happen. Inaccurate ru
mors may spread among the work
ers. The labor forces in depart
ments not actually affected by the

GOOD, HARD LOOK at what you are doing may reveal that you
* arc doing it "better" than need be. At RCA, Camden, N. J., this
transformer was built up of laminations .007-in. thick. Suggestion to
double thickness, halve labor,
tried. Result: transformer with
014-in. laminations easily passed all military specs
-j

cutback will feel that the “squeeze”
is off, and production may suffer.
General employe morale may turn
into general insecurity. One effec
tive way to combat such evils, ac
cording to the Kollsman Division of
the Square D Co., Elmhurst, N. Y,
is to take the matter up before it
happens, with the labor-manage
ment committee leaders, including
the president and other officers of
the union local. With the right
kind of cooperative understanding
formed in advance, cutbacks can be
taken in stride, working hours can
be reduced in an equitable manner,
and there won’t be any hard feel
ings left over.
Summer labor tource

With the vacation season upon
us, thousands of public school and
college instructors, as well as the
students, are resting on their
laurels. John Meek Industries, Ply
mouth, Indiana, have tapped this
teacher supply for a training pro
gram for new recruits in soldering,
assembling, and wiring cabling.
Other plants have put vacationing
teachers on production-line work.

JIGS AND FIXTURES—are you using them wherever practicable.*
This jig at the Crosley Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio, appreciably
increases one girl's output. Sockets are first located, then fastened to
chassis with help of "electric wrench" visible (on counterbalanced
support) at upper left in the photograph
2

HALING PRESS RECORDER
by WALDO H. KLI EVER*
♦ In the high density compression
of cotton baled for shipping, cuts
frequently developed in the bales
to an extent warranting the careful
investigations conducted by the
Agricultural Marketing Service,
U. S. Department of Agriculture.1
The instrument described here was
built in 1939 at the U. S. Ginning
Laboratory and has been used quite
effectively for research on cotton
packaging at the Ginning Labora
tory since. It was found that un
even packing of the bale, with re
sultant concentrations in pressure,
was responsible for the cutting. It
was necessary to measure pressure
simultaneously at six points of a
compress platen, such
that
shown in Fig. 1.
After considering various possi
bilities, including hydraulic meth
ods, an electrical method appeared
advantageous. Electric wires con
necting the control units to the
meter element give the greatest
flexibility in setting up the equip
ment in various locations and elec-

trie outputs are readily adaptable
to recording. The recording of the
curves is practically a necessity be
cause of the fact that on most com
mercial steam compresses, the pres
sure varies too rapidly to permit
any one observer to read simul
taneous pressures on six elements.

The requirements for the design
of a pressure unit for this service
were very restrictive, especially as
to size, to permit its use in any of
the tie-channels of a standard
commercial compress, so that no
modification of the press would be
required. This placed the maxi-
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’Engineer-Physicist with U. S Cotton Ginning
Laboratory, Stoneville, Miss., at the time of
the work reported here. Now Chief Physicist,
Aeronautical Division of Minneapolis-Honey
well Regulator Company, Minneapolis, Minn.
‘By Francis L. Gerdes, Director, and Messrs.
George Gaus, Charles S. Shaw, and Arvid
Johnson, in cooperation with members of the
Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineer
ing, under the direction of Mr. Charles A.
Rennet!
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mum external dimensions at 1-in.
diameter and iy2-in. length. The
element was made round as shown
in Fig. 2, for convenience in ma
chining the element itself and the
holders which could be applied to
the presses of the Laboratory or in
the field.
The elementary circuit of the
pressure recorder contains essen
tially two magnet coils in the pres
sure element and the center-tapped
primary of a push-pull transformer
connected as an impedance bridge,
as shown in Fig,
The cotton
pressure causes deflection of an
iron armature between the re
actance coils, changing their air
gaps and consequently their mag
netic reluctance. This disturbs the
balance of the circuit, and the resuitant current flowing
the
transformer secondary is calibrated
in pressure units.2
The pressure element has a sin
gle-piece body of tool steel turned
as indicated in the cross-section in
Fig. 2. The closed end and part of
the adjacent sides are 1/10 in.
thick, and serve as a diaphragm.
All the other parts of the element
are contained on the inside of this
body in an opening % in. in diam
eter.
The armature of transformer iron
is moved by means of reeds of
phosphor bronze .011 In. thick (No.
30 gage) and .25 in. wide, seen from
the edge in Fig. 2. One reed is
soldered to a brass block attached
by means of a 3/48 screw to the
center of the diaphragm; the other
5A variable-reluctance strain gage is de
scribed by Rusler and Mershon; Electrical En
ginaering 57 645-64- (1938).

reed is soldered to a brass disk
which is screwed down by means of
a ring or nut to a shoulder in the
stationary part of the pressure ele
ment. The opposite end of each
reed is riveted and soldered to the
armature.
When one reed is moved parallel
to its length, the relative shifting
causes them to bend, and the arma
ture moves approximately as if it
were mounted on a pivot at a dis
tance from the end equal to its
length plus .half the length of the
reed and actuated by a lever of
length equal to the separation of
the reeds. The ratio of these dis
tances has been made equal to
about 20. The use of reeds obviates
the need for pivots, with their small
parts, and resultant friction and
backlash. The coils are wound with
400 turns of No. 40 enamel wire on
cores of transformer iron shaped
and bent as shown in Fig. 2, section
AA. Forms for winding were made
by wrapping the iron with thin
paper and cementing ends of Bris
tol board with cellulose acetate.
The ends of the No. 40 wire were
attached to No. 36 DCC wire leads,
and the entire coil and reeds
dipped in insulating varnish. The
varnish was then scraped from the
clamp and pole faces.
The coils are clamped in place
by two brass disks cut out to clear
the armature and coil and pressed
together against the core pieces by
four 0/80 headless screws in a
threaded nut. Small pieces of leadfoil are placed between the cores
and clamp rings to produce uni
form clamping pressure. The shielded lead wires from the pressure
element are held in a small strap

clamp attached to the outer brass
nut, and the leads from the coils
are soldered to these wires in such
a way that no strain on the coils
can result from a pull on the ex
ternal lead wires. Three conductors
are required as shown in the cir
cuit diagrams, Fig. 3, and they are
contained in a shielded cable with
shield grounded to the element
body. About 18 in. of cable, ending
in three telephone tips, are attach
ed to the pressure element. Con
nection is then made by tip jacks
and microphone plugs and sockets
through 30 ft. of shielded cable to
the control and reading unit.
Before clamping the coils in
place, thickness gages were placed
between the coil faces and arma
ture, of a thickness of .050 milli
meters, on that side in which the
air gap increases with pressure, and
.075 millimeters on the other side,
these dimensions being as shown
in the diagram. The coils were
pressed against the thickness gages
and armature, and the thickness
gages were removed after the coils
were clamped. In this way the air
gaps are very simply standardized
without the need for complicated
adjustments and without requiring
that the armature be perfectly cen
tered with the meter, as this latter
requirement was found to be rather
difficult to meet.
The diaphragm deflects about .01
mm. (.0004 in.) for a pressure of
2,000 lbs. per square inch against
the diaphragm, which is the full
scale reading for which the instru
ment has been calibrated. The cor
responding armature tip motion is
about .2 mm. (.008 in.). The in
ductances of the coils average
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Fig. 5—Cotton pressure recorder complete with chassis. The control and reading unit stands on
the main table, with the power supply underneath, and the oscillograph on th« shelf at the top.
Provision is made for winding the leads to the measuring elements so that all of the instruments
remain properly connected during transportation. One pressure element in V-block on lower shelf

about .006 henries, and the coil re
sistances about 25 ohms. Steel Vblock adapters are provided for
holding the pressure elements in
the tie channels of commercial
compresses.
The control panel and reading
unit are visible in Fig. 5. It contains •
push-pull transformers for six pres
sure elements, sockets for the latter
and for output circuits, rheostats, a
voltmeter for the 1,000-cycle alter
nating current input, and a 50microampere meter calibrated di
rectly in pounds per square inch.
The center-tapped primary of a
transformer (Fig. 3) is electro
statically shielded from the two
secondary windings. Output read
ings are obtained on a high resist
ance, built-in microammeter with
copper oxide rectifier, or on an ex
ternal instrument of either high or
low impedance. The primary has
200 turns with 1-ohm dc resistance;
secondary No. 1 has 900 turns and
15-ohm dc resistance; secondary
No. 2 has 45 turns and .07 ohm dc
108

resistance. A DPDT switch con
nects either secondary to the micro
ammeter or output. Rheostats are
provided in series with each sec
ondary for the purpose of calibra
tion.
A multiple contact closed circuit
switch connects any pressure ele
ment, from any coupling socket, to
the microammeter, at the same
time disconnecting it from the out
put socket. This switch connects a
meter into one circuit while leaving
the other circuits closed, and is
wired as shown in Fig. 3a.
The small size of the coils in the
pressure element and their conse
quent small time constant, about
.0002 second, make it necessary to
use an alternating current for the
bridge of a frequency higher than
60, and a 1,000-cycle power supply
has been built for this' purpose, as
shown in Fig. 4. The construction
and wiring of the circuit was con
siderably simplified by using a
small factory-built, four-stage am
plifier.

The frequency standard is a
1,000-cycle tuning fork of Elinvar
9/16 in. wide and 5/16 in. thick,
with tines 2^ in. long. An un
usual feature of this fork is the
photoelectric pickup for the vibra
tions. The filament of a 6-volt
pilot bulb is focused on a slit
formed by one tine of the fork and
a stationary knife edge. A lens at
the slit images the first condenser
on the photoelectric cell cathode
The vibration of the fork modu
lates the light beam intensity and
the cell Is connected to the input
of the amplifier, which also sup
plies cell voltage. A cylindrical
housing with a small opening to
allow the light to pass, protects the
fork from thermal effects due to
the lamp. Other coverings enclose
and shield the photoelectric cell,
lamp, lenses, etc.
Following the first stage of am
plification, an additional stage of
amplification drives the magnet
which maintains the fork. This
magnet is placed at the end of the
fork with poles between the tines,
in such a way that the magnetic
flux passes only through the end
of the fork tines and not through
the main body of the fork.
Another circuit following the first
stage of amplification has two addi
tional stages to supply 5 to 8 watts
through an output transformer to
the pressure meter. Thus the fork
vibration is made independent of
the output load. A capacitor in
parallel with the driving magnet
increases the efficiency of the drive
and brings the magnetic current
more nearly in phase with the vi
bration of the fork. Adjustment
of the output is obtained by a vol
ume control between the first and
second stages driving the magnet
and a rheostat control for the lamp.
The fork and its optical accessories
and driving magnet are mounted
on a small chassis which attaches
directly to the amplifier. Direct
current for the lamp is obtained
from a transformer and copper ox
ide rectifier with a large inductance
between the rectifier and lamp to
filter the lamp current. The com
plete power supply is mounted on
rubber in a perforated carrying case
shown in the lower part of Fig. 5.
It is necessary to mount the fork
and optical parts very securely, be
cause any parasitic mechanical
vibrations cause distortion and
variations in output voltage.
As pressure is applied it will be
assumed that the armature moves
proportional to the pressure, the
air gaps in one magnet decreasing
with an increase in its inductance
(Li); the air gaps in the other in
crease, with a decrease in induc
tance (L2). If in the pressure ele
ment, the magnetic reluctance is
considered to exist principally in
the air gaps between the coil and
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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armature, then the magnetic flux
through each coil and its inductance
are approximately inversely pro
portional to the combined length of
the air gaps for that coil and can
be expressed by

A )CURRENTS

B

J VOLTAGES AROUND CIRCUIT

Here it is assumed in the second
expression that the pressure is
measured from the point where
both air gaps are equal to X and
the inductances both equal wL. and
that p is the pressure and k is the
proportionality constant between
the armature movement and pres
sure. Using the symbols indicated
in the diagram Fig. 3b, and using
Kirchhoff’s law for closed circuits
we can write the following equa
tions for the three circuits:

where L = jwL>, 1« = jwL(, and
m = jwM, etc.
The solution of this gives us for the
value of L

1
In order to simplify this expres
sion, we will assume 100 per cent
coupling of the transformer and
symmetry in the two parts of the
transformer secondary, we can then
substitute the following conditions:
and

Then

A vector diagram for the poten
tials around the circuit Fig. 3b (i.e„
the output circuit in which L flows)
is shown in Fig. 6b. Equation (4)
shows that the value of is is very
nearly proportional to the differ
ence in the inductances Li and L,
near the balance point where for
equal increases and decreases In
Zi and Z- respectively the denomi
nator remains approximately con
stant. The curve in Fig. 7 was com
puted from equation (4). The pro
portionality holds fairly well for
changes in air gap up to 30 per
cent and we take further advantage
of this, as noted previously, by
starting with one air gap larger
than the other and passing through
the point of equality.
These results are in agreement
with the outputs of the bridge as
measured on the oscillograph. This
is over a range of 2,000 Ib./sq.in. in
which the air gap of Li changes
from about .5 mm. to .75 mm. and
the air gap of L> from .75 mm. to
.5 mm. However, the characterisELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Fig. 8—Pressuragram showing pressures at various points of the compress platen during cum
pression cl a bale

tics of the copper oxide rectifier
cause the pressure scale on the
microammeter to be badly con
tracted in the lower pressures. If
a suitable electrodynometer instru
ment could be used, the scale would
be much improved.
It is interesting to note that
when the bridge is balanced the
mutual inductance in coils L* and
L* counteracts the self-inductances,
and therefore, there is no voltage
drop across the complete primary
of the transformer except that due
to resistance. This is obvious from
the fact that when the bridge is

Fig. 7—Cuiva showing output reading against
pressure. The straight dotted line h intro
duced for comparison only

balanced there is no output in cir
cuit 3; hence, there can be no mag
netic flux set up in the transformer
and, therefore, there can be no volt
age drop due to inductance. There
fore, at balance most of the voltage
drop E takes place across the coils
of Li and L*. This characteristic of
the circuit is conducive to good
efficiency. At balance, therefore,
the currents flowing in the two cir
cuits of the bridge are almost en
tirely controlled by the inductances
of the pressure element coils and
the resistances of the circuit.
In balancing of the bridge, one
rheostat is placed in each arm of
the bridge, the two mounted on a
common shaft so that the resist
ance of one is increased while the
other is decreased. It was helpful
in some cases to shunt one of the
pressure element coils with a per
manent small resistor as shown in
dotted lines by R. and Rb in Fig.
3b. This was done to improve the
balance by bringing both phase
and magnitude of the currents into
coincidence. These auxiliary re
sistances have values around 2,000
ohms or larger and, therefore, do
not affect the sensitivity or other
characteristics appreciably.
(Continued on page 208)
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7000 HOURS EXPERIENCE
by HARRY R. LUBCKE
Director of Television, Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood

Many new technics have grown out of pioneering West
Coast station during the past 14 years of operation

• Television research using cath
ode ray tube methods was started
by the Don Lee Broadcasting Sys
tem in November, 1930, and by May
10, 1931, the first image from mo
tion picture film was transmitted in
the laboratory, from one side of
the room to the other. On Septem
ber 11, 1931, the construction per
mit for W6XAO was granted and
the transmitter was on the air be
fore December, using grid modula
tion and a frequency of 44.5 mega
cycles, making W6XAO one of the
first, if not the first, television
broadcasting station of the type
known today to go on the air. A
schedule of one hour daily, except
W6XAO« radiator is atop a 200-foot tower on
Mt Lev. elevation of which i* 1700 feet

Sunday, from six to seven p.m., was
inaugurated on Dec. 23, 1931.
By May, 1932, a self-synchronized
cathode ray tube television receiver
had been completed. This, it will
be recalled, was in the days of the
scanning disk receivers with their
whirling disks and electric motors
invariably connected to a common
electric power system for syn
chronization. In order to demon
strate that the Don Lee receiver
synchronized on incoming televi
sion energy alone, it was taken
aloft and images were received from
W6XAO while flying over the city
of Los Angeles. This is believed to
be the first observance of a televi

sion image while traveling at the
speed of airplane flight.1
It was demonstrated that a cath
ode ray tube and its electronic cir
cuits could withstand the shocks of
takeoff, landing, and bumpy air.
Varying field strength with flight
was noted, something unknown at
ordinary frequencies. The signal
often varied from a small value to
overload. Invariably the image re
mained in synchronization, indi
cating a high order of synchroniza
tion.
lLubcke, H. R., "Television Image Recep
tion in an Airplane," Proceedings of the Insti
tute of Radio Engineers, Vol. 20, No. 11, Nc
vember, 1932.

Construction of the iconoscope camera used 1937 to 1940 for live studio shows.
the iconoscope contain* a preamplifier using three acom pentode tubes

Case below

in TELEVISION SERVICE
Soon after this work the W6XAO
transmitter was developed to oper
ate on 44.5, 49.4 and 66.75 me, the
latter being about the upper fre
quency limit of the transmitter, and
ills three-frequency schedule was
inaugurated in August, 1932. The
now well-known approach to recti
linear propagation as the frequency
increased was determined and the
desirability of using a “low” ultrahigh frequency for television broad
casting established.
In April, 1933, eight representa
tive video frequencies werfe trans
mitted successively at constant out
put, as determined by means of a
linear rectifier associated with the
transmitter. The receiver response
was consequently its frequency
characteristic.
It is submitted that similar fre
quency characteristic transmissions
would be of value today. A triple
purpose would be served: First, the
need for servicing of a commercial
television receiver would be evi
dent; second, home constructors
would have an opportunity to check
the excellence of their product and
The 324 me beam relay receiving antenna has
16 half wave elements in four groups

to take steps to improve it; third,
the effects of multipath transmis
sion at any location could be as
certained in relation to the video
frequency characteristic and used
as a means of interpreting and
eliminating undesirable results.
In 1934 an interesting device
which we called our “single tube
source” was perfected.2-3 It is a
complete saw-tooth wave scanning
device utilizing only one triple-grid
vacuum tube. It has the unique
property of working substantially
at cut-off during the working cycle
rather than at cathode current
saturation. This allows a simpli
fied receiver of low current drain
to be built; the vacuum tube draws
approximately half what it would
when operating as a voltage am
plifier. The middle grid has the
highest potential in the system,
the plate has approximately twothirds this potential, while the
third grid has somewhat over onethird of the highest potential. In
the accompanying circuit diagram
batteries have been shown but any
voltage source may, of course, be
used, such as the cathode-ray tube
power supply itself. When this is
used the single tube gives sufficient
output to electrostatically deflect
the electron beam for television
purposes. In the operating cycle
the current flows away from rather
than to the third grid.
During 1935 considerable atten
tion was given to ultra-high fre
quency propagation.
The fieldstrength of W6XAO was deter
mined up to distances of sixty
miles. Some interesting readings
were made on the apparent at
tenuation of California hills. In
an ideal location in the Hollywood
Hills, it was possible to set up test
equipment both with a clear line
of sight to the transmitter and
with 180 ft. of sedimentary rock
as an obstruction. Reflections from
adjacent terrain were less than
1 per cent and diffraction was
well-nigh impossible since the ob
struction measurements were made
in locations which would call for
an 85 deg. diffraction angle.
Jones4 evolved an empirical equa
tion for an attenuation constant
for downtown New York buildings
as follows:
a

*

•

■-ÎÂ

l/x (SrS()

Substituting our California values
in the above, a value of a =
0.28 was obtained. This is approxiELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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"Single tube source" saw-tooth wave scanning
device using single triple grid tube

mately ten times the average value
found by Jones. Thus it can be
generalized that sedimentary rock
attenuates ultra-high frequency
waves ten times as much as large
city buildings.
Our receiver design had certain
advantages not carried through by
others in commercial receivers de
signed to operate in stronger field
strengths. Multivibrator type scan
ning oscillators were used and the
synchronization feed sufficiently
filtered to reduce the effects of
interference.
During 1938 and early 1939, a
number of “deluxe” television re
ceivers were constructed for the
use of Don Lee executives. They
included several innovations. A
tuned radio frequency amplifier
circuit was used which accepted
both sight and sound carriers and
tuned over several channels as well
by inductance variation alone.5, 6
In the schematic circuit of the
receiver, two or more radio fre
quency amplifier stages are used
with the band-pass filter inductors
just described to simultaneously
amplify the sight and sound energy.
The separation of the two is ac
complished in a compound detector
circuit. A diode detector fed from
an inductively coupled band-pass
filter passing sight energy is
utilized for the visual channel,
whereas a cathode output infinite
impedance high gain detector fed
from a sharply tuned circuit
(which is capacitatively coupled to
the common circuit) transfers the
»U. S. patent 2,047,277, July 14, 1936, H.
R. Lubcke, "Relaxation Oscillator."
»British patent 471,337, May 25, 1936, H.
R. Lubcke, "Improvements In Thermionic
Valve Relaxation Oscillation Generator Cir
cuits."
♦Jones, "Propagation of Wavelengths Be
tween Three and Eight Meters," Proc. I.R.E.,
Vol. 21, No. 3, March, 1933.
•U. S. patent 2.240,849, May 6, 1941, H
R. Lubcke, "Band-Pass Filter."
•U. S. patent 2,282,487, May 12, 1942, H.
R. Lubcke, "Television Receiver."

VISUAL
AMPLIFIER

AURAL
AMPLIFIER

TRF television receiver using bandpass filters
for separation of video and audio signal com
ponents, with permeability tuning used in the
rf tuned circuits

The 25-watt 324 me transmitter used for tele
vising sports and other local events

sound energy to the aural channel.
This technic evolved lends itself
to the design of inexpensive tele
vision receivers postwar. The sen
sitivity of these receivers equals
that of contemporary twelve inch
commercial television receivers. The
receivers utilize multivibrator type
sweep circuits coupled through
push-pull amplifiers to an electro
statically deflected cathode ray
tube of twelve or fourteen inch
size. Some receivers were built for
direct viewing, others for indirect.
In 1939, a new continuous-inter
mittent type of motion picture film
projector for television was devel
oped.7 This device employs a rapid
pull-down of the film, a translucent
shutter and operation of a storage
type camera tube in a manner
which integrates the picture im
pressions to give a continuous pro
jection effect with intermittent film
motion. Once the proper light and
electrical values have been estab
lished by design the operation of
the device is simple and reliable.
’U. S. patent 2,288,096, June 30, 1942, H.
Lubcke, W. Brown and W. Klein, "Television
Film Projector."
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The first unit built in 1939, is still
in regular operation over W6XAO,
having exhibited several million
feet of motion picture film.
A portable television pickup
equipment having a visual trans
mitter-receiver link operating on
324 megacycles was first put into
operation in connection with the
Pasadena Tournament of Roses
Parade, January 1, 1940.
The
transmitting path was 9 miles with
structures atop two hills in the line
of sight. The transmitter having
a peak power of 25 watts and the
receiver gain reaching its inherent
noise level the technical operations
required unusual attention to an
tenna design and placement in
order to secure the best results.
Although the day was overcast
and rainy during the latter part
of the parade, the image clarity
was far greater than might have
been expected. At 14 miles from
the main W6XAO transmitter it
vas reported that the name,5 on
all floats and relatively small items
of detail were discernible.
Here, for the first time, an em
pirical rule of portable television
pickup work was discovered. It was
found that each time the antenna
height above the supporting struc
ture was doubled the field strength
at the receiver was doubled. This
has been verified by a number of
subsequent pickups, one as unusual
as where the antenna was atop the
wood roof of a seventy foot audi
torium pointing away from the
same and an increase of from 12
to 24 ft. in the mast height doubled
the signal strength at the receiving
location 7 miles away. In the pre
sent instance the antenna height
at the transmitter, atop the Elks
Building in Pasadena was succes
sively increased from 12 to 43 feet
and the receiving antenna from 12
to 100 ft. above the Don Lee Build
ing in Los Angeles.

It is to be noted that these in
creases increase the length of
feeder connecting the antenna to
the transmitter or receiver, as the
case may be. However, this loss is
absorbed in the gain in height
effect giving the linear ratio set
forth. In our work the feeders
have been two No. 12 B&S gage
wires spaced two inches and sup
ported every-three feet by Victron
insulators attached without metal
lic means.
During 1940, and the spring of
1941, the Mt. Lee television plant
of the Don Lee Broadcasting Sys
tem was planned, constructed and
put into operation. Thus far, this
is the largest, highest and perhaps
most complete television plant in
the country. Mount Lee, 2,000 ft.
elevation at antenna top, is only
2^ miles airline from the heart of
Hollywood. It is surrounded by
greater Los Angeles and contiguous
towns embracing a population of
2,000,000 persons in the direct serv
ice area.
The building and technical plant
were especially designed and con
structed with only television use in
mind. The building is sheathed in
copper, with the transmitter room
again sheathed from the remainder
of the building. It is one hundred
ft. square and two stories high.
Stage 1 is 100 ft. long, 60 ft. wide
and 30 ft. high, exceeding in size
some of the smaller sound stages
in the Hollywood studios, and
having the capacity of contain
ing a regulation basketball, tennis,
volleyball, badminton or similar
sport as well as providing ample
room for multiple life-size and
miniature sets. Stage 2 is 46 ft.
long, 26 ft. wide and 16 ft. high.
This is sufficiently large for many
types of television programs, al
though in the Mt. Lee plant its
function is to provide a second
stage so that continuous live tele
vision may be produced.
Monitor rooms, one for each
stage, are located on a mezzanine
floor between the stages, affording
an unobstructed view thereof. A
properties storage room is below
and a 45 foot square transmitter
room above. Complete facilities
for handling all technical and pro
gram problems are provided.
The building is equipped with a
900 kva substation which brings
4600 volt power to the premises
and distributes it through generous
raceways and conduits for adequate
lighting and equipment power
needs. Three-phase lighting cir
cuits are provided to eliminate any
artificial illumination flicker.
The visual antenna is of unusual
design in that it gives a gain of
six over the standard dipole and
provides a uniform pass band over
(Continued on page 218)
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TROPICALIZING PROBLEMS
Study of the effect of moisture and fungus growth in radio
reveals importance of choice of metals and their finishes

• The necessity for moisture-proof
ing and fungus-proofing radio and
electronic parts, especially those
intended for the Southwest Pacific
war theater, has become one of the
most important problems confrontmilitary
manufacturers
equipment. In the case of radio
equipment, temperature, humidity,
corrosion-proofing, and tropicalization against active fungus growths,
the prescribed methods must not
only prevent corrosion and physi
cal surface changes but also the
electrical characteristic must re
main unaltered.
In order to forstall delays in pro
duction necessitated by research in
these problems, most of which are
entirely new ones for the designer
and processor, the P. R. Mallory
Co. have organized a cooperative
standardization program among
manufacturers and published a
booklet from which these facts are
abstracted and which gives the re
sult of tests and experience on a
wide variety of radio circuit com
ponents. The knowledge thus gained
is of value to radio equipment pro
ducers in the selection of the proper
finishes to meet any service, either
in purchased components or those
fabricated and assembled in their
own lines.
In order to get started quickly
anti-fungus
the testing
treated materials and parts, the
bacteriological laboratory of Butler
University, in Indianapolis, was
engaged to carry out the research.
Two types of fungi, Aspergillus
Niger and Chaetomium Glogosum
were obtained from the American
type culture collection maintained
by the Georgetown University. Ex
haustive tests were conducted on
various materials. The tests in
dicated that fibre, hard rubber,
cotton-covered wire (waxed) and
practically all grades of bakelite
will support the growth of fungus.
It was also found that porous ma
terials such as unglazed ceramics
readily support the growth of
fungus.
Many different types of commer
cially available fungus-resistant
coatings have been tested, in ac
cordance with the Signal Corps
Specification No. 71-22202A, in an
effort to determine the resistant
coating material best suited for a
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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given application
has been
found through experiment that
there is much more to obtaining a
fungus-resisting coating than
merely using an approved fungi
cidal varnish. There are definite
technics involved in the application
of the coating material that are
just as important as the coating
itself. Many methods of treating
were tried on the various types of
materials used in Mallory switches
and other components, and their
effectiveness tabulated.
It is practically impossible to
construct a component in such a
manner that there will be no visible
discoloration of surfaces at the end
of the salt spray test. It is neces
sary, therefore, to disregard ap
pearance unless corrosion is exces
sive, and judge the unit in the light
of its ability to function mechani
cally and electrically.
In the assembly of such a com
ponent as a switch, jack or variable
resistor, the design often requires
the use of dissimilar metals in con
tact with one another. When wet
with salt solution these dissimilar
metals, which individually would
withstand the salt spray test with-

out showing corrosion, constitute
a battery. The galvanic action
which occurs may cause one of the
metals to corrode at the expense of
the other. It is possible to so choose
the metals in contact with one an
other as to reduce the tendency of
such
electrolytic corrosion
point that satisfactory performance
is obtained. Unless all parts are of
the same metal, plated with the
same metal, or protected by the
application of Glyptal or lacquer,
some evidence of electrolytic cor
rosion will be evident after salt
spray test.
Some pertinent facts regarding
the use of stainless steels have
been noted: The “stainless” proper
ties of these steels are due to a
very thin invisible film or skin of
oxide which completely covers the
part and prevents further oxidafreshly machined
tion.
punched part will eventually ac
quire this film by contact with the
atmosphere. A stronger and better
film can be produced quickly by
dipping the parts in a solution of
nitric acid. This process is known
as passivation.
(Continued on page 200)

DEFINITE POSTWAR PLAN
Industry and WPB must soon agree on blueprint tor television frequency allocation we
now have. I believe proper techni
orderly transition from war to civilian production cal appraisals will be made in due
by Paul Galvin

• Tracing the history of the Radio
Manufacturers Association back to
that day in 1924 when the original
group of nine manufacturers
formed the “Associated Radio Man
ufacturers,” President Paul V. Gal
vin made a strong plea for (1) an
orderly transition from war to
civilian production; (2) talk in the
terms of “improved radio” rather
than revolutionary radio; (3) elim
ination of all attempts to gag the
television industry with monop
olistic patent control.
“We all knew that some day we
will go back to civilian produc
tion,” he said, in addressing the
20th annual meeting of RMA in
Chicago June 6 and 7, “and when
we resume civilian production we
will then take on just as important
a responsibility to our civilian
economy as we now bear to our
war economy. Up to now, the in
dustry has done very little postwar
planning. We have been too busy
with our war job. I think vre can
again take our cue from President
Roosevelt, who has made some re
cent public utterances pointing up
postwar planning. 1 can see where
we can do some work in this direc
tion without being distracted from
our war job.
“Although it does not seem likely
that we will be shipping any civil
ian radio sets until some time in
1945, nevertheless, I think it is
well in order that the industry, in
conjunction with officials of WPB,
work out an orderly program set
ting forth just how the WPB Limi
tation Order will be altered—after
the German war has been con
cluded—permitting our re-entry in
to some civilian production while
we are still continuing our military
production requirement for the
Japanese war. We all know this will
result in some form of an alloca
tion. It will be “X” numbers of sets
in total that will be allocated to be
built by “Y” numbers of manufac
turers, starting on “Z” day.
“The development of such a pro
gram is not only important to the
industry, but it is important to the
public. A lot of detailed work is in
volved and a lot of policy deter
mination must be resolved. The
parts and tube manufacturers have
a real problem of planning to
properly integrate war and civilian
114

production. It is therefore of the
greatest importance that they
have factual information from set
manufacturers. This is only pos
sible after we have a program.
“I think the time is at hand
when we and WPB should institute
specific activity which will com
plete the plans so that we will have
this program determined and
thoroughly understood by all the
parties in the industry, the serv
ices, and WPB. Then we can re
enter into our civilian activity
without the confusion we will cer
tainly have if we let this go too
long and act too late.
“We in the radio Industry know
that when we resume civilian pro
duction of radio sets we are not
going to put out any fantastic
gadgets—we are going to have a
set with improved tubes, improved
components, circuit modification—
but the fundamentals will be the
same. We must be very sure that
this is what the buying public ex
pects. Let’s think and talk in terms
of ‘improved radio.’
Electronic discoveries

“The application of most of the
discoveries made in connection
with our secret devices will be re
lated to industry, transportation,
and medicine. These electronic dis
coveries will revolutionize naviga
tion and control in land, air and
sea travel.
“Television, of course, is in the
back of the minds of all of us, and
some day we will have another in
dustry as big or bigger than the
radio industry.
“It is quite reasonable for us in
the radio manufacturing business
to assume that we will be the ones
who will develop, produce and mer
chandise television sets. There is
some variance of opinion as to just
when and how television will take
hold after the war. This is no time
to pre-judge the situation.
“A very orderly effort is in proc
ess for a thorough technical ap
praisal. A study is in progress by
the Radio Technical Planning
Board to develop facts as to if, and
to what degree, and when any al
terations should be made in the
television systems standard and/or

time, and sober consideration will
be given to this entire problem by
the FCC.
"FM is going to be in the picture
in postwar radio. FM has a lot of
merit, and will play a very im
portant part as a factor in post
war radio merchandising. Out of
television and FM will arise new
patent situations in our industry
which look very cloudy at this time
—particularly those involving tele
vision; and no one has the solution
“I don’t believe it is out of order
to sound a warning from the in
dustry to anybody or anybodies to
whom it might apply. We in the
industry will not tolerate any at
tempts to gag our industry with
monopolistic patent control of
television. In the interest of the
public and the industry, the tele
vision patent situation must be re
solved with long-view' forethought
and common sense. There is no

MANUFACTURERS ELEVA
♦ Winding up their Third War Pro
duction Conference and their 20th
Annual Membership Meeting in
Chicago June 7 after two days of
committee meetings, members of
the Radio Manufacturers Associa
tion elevated Raymond C. Cosgrove
vice-president and a director of the
Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, to the
presidency, seated more than 1650
people at the final luncheon.
Mr. Cosgrove, who has been
chairman of the Set Division of the
Executive Committee, will have as
sociated with him as vice-presi
dents: E. A. Nicholas (Farnsworth).
David T. Schultz (Raytheon), Wal
ter A. Evans (Westinghouse),Robert
C. Sprague and Thomas A. White
(Jensen). Bond Geddes was re
elected executive vice-president,
general managerand secretary; Les
lie F. Muter remains treasurer. Di
rectors elected were: Set Division—
Frank Folsom (RCA-Victor), Her
bert Bell (Packard-Bell, Joseph
Geri (Sonora). Tube Division—R. E
Carlson (Tung-Sol), Fred Lack
(Western Electric), Transmitter Di
vision—George E. Lewis (Federal
Telephone and Radio). Parts Divi
sion—Monte Cohen (Sickles), Ern
est Searing (IRC), Samuel Cole
(Aerovox).
At a business session, the Board
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Urged at RMA CONFERENCE
Two billion war job. with half billion not yet in
initial production. still major operation for ’44
by Major General Wm. H. Harrison

Paul Galvin him» over to Raymond C. Cos*
grov« the gavel emblematic of RMA presidency

monopoly on brains and research,
and the radio industry has a lot of
both, along with stout vigor in top
management.”

OSGROVE TO PRESIDENCY
of Directors authorized the ap
propriation of a $5,000 fund for a
series of tests on the problems
arising from automobile interfer
ence with television and Frequency
Modulation reception. The tests will
be conducted jointly by the RMA
and the Society of Automotive En
gineers, which then will recommend
ways of eliminating such inter
ference.
On the problem of reconversion
of radio industry plants from war
to peace production, the board
recommended appointment of a
committee of five to develop an in
dustry plan for submission to the
radio and radar industry advisory
committee of the War Production
Board. The five are Chairman A. S.
Wells, E. A. Nicholas, Max F.
Balcom, P. L. Schoenen, and Fred
D. Williams.
A program for the future of
fered by the employment and per
sonnel committee, under the chair
manship of A. H. Gardner, wxs
approved by the board to cover
questions of reemployment of
veterans, layoffs and seniority, job
classifications, labor legislation, sick
benefits, pensions, recreation, and
incentive pay. The board author
ized a $25,000 subscription to the
Fifth War Loan.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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• Although today the United States
armies all are adequately equipped
with the most modern signal equip
ment—“equipment that outstrips
that of the enemies’ in depend
ability, flexibility, range, resolution
and general performance”—the immediate production job is far from
done, emphasized Major General
W. H. Harrison.
“You know our 1944 program
totals more than 3 billion dollars—
about 25 percent greater than 1943.
For the five months—with 40 per
cent of the year elapsed 40 per cent
of the program has been completed.
The monthly trend of production
takes a definite pattern — for the
first six months of last year —
levelled off at 175 million dollars—
for the last six months a sharp
—steady increase to a level of 280
million—where, with slight changes,
it has been for the past five
months, and where, in all likelihood, it will remain through the
balance of the year.
“While the overall program has
levelled off, there is a marked shift
within the various classes of equip
ment—certain airborne types rapid
ly expanding, with sharp contrac
tion in other air and ground re
quirements.
“Significant in this, is the fact
that roughly one-half a billion dol
lars of the year’s requirements are
involved in items not yet in initial
production. So that while the fig
ures have levelled off — the com
plexities continue to multiply.

quirements have been stable—could
be calculated with some degree of
reasonableness as to time and vol
ume. After initial issue, require
ments are for maintenance and for
combat losses — these are difficult
to predict. On the whole, I think
the present figures are on the high
side. My view is that experience
will point to reduction rather than
increases.
“You need no reminder that the
immediate production job is far
from done. Two billion yet to pro
duce in 1944 is quite a job — it is
still more exacting when you con
sider nearly a half billion is not yet
in initial production.
“In addition to the overall situa
tion, we need immediate help on
certain specific matters. Here they
are: Tropicalization treatment is
essential—water proofing is essen
tial—technical manuals are essen
tial—water-proof and shock-proof
packing is essential—Signal Corps
stock numbers for replacement
parts are essential.”

Contract Termination
Problems Being Solved
by Col. Wm. M. Mack

• Contract termination matters are
moving along much more smoothly
now than they have in the past,
reported Colonel Wm. M. Mack, and
will move even more smoothly, and
more quickly, in the future. Since
Requirements in *45
Pearl Harbor, he pointed out, “the
contract cost of items cancelled by
“So much for 1944. 1945 presents the Signal Corps is approximately
a different picture—the pattern is one-half billion dollars."
anything but clear. Procurement
“The first officiai score keeping
plans must be on the basis of a
continuation of the war in all was in July, 1943,” he said, “at
theaters. This basis in itself is un which time we determined that
certain. Barring the blessing of since Pearl Harbor, the Signal Corps
early victory, our best picture of had had occasion to terminate in
first half 1945 is a level of produc whole or in part seventy-three con
tion some 15 to 20 per cent under tracts of which three had been
present going rate. I would rather rescinded following termination,
not hazard any guess as to the making a net total for the period
level the last half of 1945. Even a from December 7, 1941, until July 1,
1943, of seventy.
prediction might be misleading.
“The contract cost of the items
“Before the turn of the year is
reached, initial issue of equipment cancelled of these seventy cases
to combat units broadly should amounted approximately to fifty
(Continued on page 212)
have been completed — these re-

TUBES ON THE JOB
Partly-Filled Tin Cans
Detected by PE-Tube
Recent research has developed a
number of new PE-cell appli
cations, but wartime restrictions
make most of them confidential.
A good many PE cells, for example,
are going into gunnery trainers,
air trainers, etc., details of which
cannot be released at present.
“A rather interesting applica
tion,” reports R. E. Smiley of Con
tinental Electric Co., Geneva, Ill.,
“involves determination of the con
tents of cans in a fish cannery. It
seems that this fish cannery had
quite a bit of trouble in that every
so often a can would be only half
or three-quarters full and would
get out for distribution. The only
way they could catch these cans
would be to weigh every can,
which would be too laborious.
“It was found, however, that
that part of the can which did not
contain fish would oxidize severely
when put through the boiler. A
PE-cell equipment was set up
which operated on the basis of re
flected light. Obviously, those cans
which were partially or entirely
oxidized reflected substantially less
light, and by means of the PE-cell
equipment these partly-filled cans
were automatically kicked off the
conveyor belt.

Thickness-Gage without
Contact
In accepting the Franklin Medal
of the Franklin Institute, Dr. W. D.
Coolidge, director of the General
Electric Laboratories, said:
“X-rays may be used as a thick
ness gage without the necessity of
making mechanical contact with
the work, as, for example, in the
rolling of sheet steel where the
sheet metal may be coming through
the mill at the rate of over twenty
miles an hour and at temperatures
up to 2,000 degrees F, and where
through adjustment of the mill, the
thickness of the sheet must be kept
within certain narrow limits.”

Mr. Beal envisoned television as
the coming “eyes” of factories, the
“means of coordinating activities
in giant manufacturing plants,
such as those in Detroit, and the
means also of peering into places
and situations that might be inac
cessible or extremely hazardous to
man.”
Mr. Beal said that those like him
self who are close to television fore
see the day after fighting ceases
when this type of television appli
cation may be in “wide” use.
“We know now,” the research
engineer declared, “how it can be
used to extend the eyesight of the
plant manager to critical operations
that ordinarily would require much
time and effort to reach for per
sonal inspection or which might
even be inaccessible — how televi
sion can aid immeasurably in plant
control.
Factory process aids

“Television cameras at strategic
points can be connected by wire to
receivers where production experts,
foremen and supervisors can fol
low the flow of fabricated or raw
materials and watch the progress
of the work. Such set-ups will be
particularly valuable in mass-pro
duction assembly lines, and they
may be extended to include load
ing platforms and shipping rooms.”
According to Mr. Beal, television
cameras may be used in connection
with chemical reaction chambers,
making visible to the operator
without personal risk the chain
of events occurring in complicated

chemical production units, and
thus enable him to control the
process with optimum results. He
said specially-built cameras may
be used in furnaces to observe steps
in the formation of alloys, and
others may solve vital problems of
analysis in important industrial
processes.
“In addition,” Mr. Beal declared,
“television equipment may facili
tate port movements of ships. The
cameras located fore and aft, and
on port and starboard sides of ves
sels, could lessen the hazards of
docking and insure safety in crowd
ed shipping lanes.
“We likewise foresee the use of
television in metropolitan traffic
control and along congested motor
routes. Cameras may be installed
permanently at busy intersections
to flash to traffic headquarters run
ning, up-to-the-minute picture ac
counts that should greatly aid traf
fic experts in easing congestion.”
Mr. Beal said that it is “reason
able to assume” thM television
tubes and associated electronic de
vices together with photoelectric
cells, may “facilitate increasingly
the development of new industrial
processes and methods seemingly
far removed from the usual sphere
of radio science.”
The ultimate aim of RCA in tele
vision is to match the perfection
of the human eye, Mr. Beal said,
and added: “The significance of
that is obvious. We hope, in years
to come, not only to televise the
world’s still life and action in three
dimensional views, but to transmit
scenes in their exact color.”

Police Radio “Shock Test"

Industrial Applications
for Television-Beat
Potentialities of television as a
new and effective aid in industry
after the war were outlined by
Ralph R. Beal, of RCA Labora
tories, Princeton, N. J., to members
of the Engineering Society of De
troit.
116

Driver of Wits Mission State Patrol car, wrecked 40 miles from headquarters, "came to" to find
car on its side with all doors jammed. Despite that tact that the Motorola two-way FM radio
equipment was tom from its mounting and the car’s antenna lay flat against the body, tho
set made contact with the headquarters station and promptly brought rescuers to the scene
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This enthusiastic comment by an expediter for one
of the largest electronic equipment manufacturers,
is typical Engineers and purchasing agents every
where are automatically associating Hytron with the
OD3/VR-150. Since the tube was not originated by
Hytron (Hytron was called upon to manufacture the
tube to help satisfy a mushrooming demand), the rea
son must lie in Hytron’s ability to do a better job.

WHY THE HYTROH 0D3/VR-150 IS PREFERRED
CAREFUL
tNGINIIRING DISIGN

Hytron re-design, among other improvements, resulted in the addi
tion of a new starting electrode which permits a uniformly lower
starting voltage.

RIGID
PRODUCTION CONTROL

Handling and dimensioning of internal parts during pre-processing
and assembly are extremely painstaking.

TIGHTER FACTORY
SPECIFICATIONS

For example, the minimum required starting voltage is 180 volts.
Average starting voltage of the Hytron OD3/VR-150 is less than
160 volts.

CONTINUOUS INGI«
NIIRING CONTROL OF
QUALITY

In over 15 months, there have been no Government rejections of lots
submitted for inspection.

MASS
PRODUCTION

This apparently simple tube is in fact difficult to produce. Yet
Hytron is manufacturing it at a rate sufficient to meet on schedule
the growing demands of both new and old customers.

OD3/VR-150 AND VR-150-30 COMPARED

OD3/VR-1S0 CHARACTERISTICS

Frequently engineers ask how the OD3 and VR-150-30
differ. The maximum regulation limit for the VR150-30 was 5.5 volts from 5 ma. to 30 ma. The OD3 has
a maximum regulation limit of 4 volts from 5 ma. to
30 ma. Viewed another way, the current range is
expanded to 40 ma., with the original maximum voltage
regulation limit of 5.5 volts. The OD3/VR-150 is in
short an improved replacement which supersedes the
VR-150-30; it has the advantages of the increased
♦0 ma. max. rating.*

Type ........................... Glow Discharge Voltage Regulator
Maximum Overall Length,.......................................... -4-1/8"
1-9/16'
Maximum Diameter
Bulb
................................... Small Shell Octal 6-Pin
Base

* The OCS/VR-10S alto hat ratings up lo 40 ma. max.;
it ruptretdtx and it a replacement fur the VR-10Ô-30.

Regulation = (E«—E*)

ELECTRONIC

industries

Average Operating Conditions

Starting Supply Voltage. .
Operating Voltage (approx.)
Operating Current................

OIO naw» ™**L

. 180 min. d.c.
.. 150 d.c.
5 min. d.c. r
40 max. d.c. r
3.5 d.c.

WHAT’S NEW
Devices, producís and materials the manufacturers offer

has
added the CE-306, which is a gas-filled grid
control tube or thyratron designed to give
high efficiency with a long life.
It is rated
at 6 amperes continuous load. Peak forward
volts (max.) 750; peak inverse volts (max.)
1250.
Mechanical dimensions
height 9^.
designed for
diameter 2
The tube
general industrial electronic ise, such as
motor control for various t ss, resistance
elder control, controlled rectifiers, etc.

Receptacle No. 11749. also called the ' Bat
tery Kit" because it is affixed to the
ts made of aluminum alloy, finished with
black acid-proof lacquer. The two pin
tacts are leaded copper for 12-24 volt
rating, 600 amperes continuous duty The
Plug No. 11751 shell material
molded
phenolic, and the handwheel aluminum al
loy,
has
an
acid - proof
black
lacquer
finish. Cable outlets of 5/8 in diameter an
on both ends of the connector, with pos
sible alternate arrangements of cables, 11
desired.

Portable Disk Recorder

Moderate Cost

A new model portable recorder and re
producer (Model C-7) has been developed
by Memovox, Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.
It

Those heretofore restricted in their oscil
lographic studies by the inadequate per
formance or the prohibitive cost of exist
ing equipment will be especially interested
in the new Type 248 oscillograph just an
nounced by Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories,
Inc., Passaic. N. J. The designers claim that
this instrument
the obvious de
ficiencies in commercial test equipment performance
brought to light by recent
advances
electronic equipment, nnd yet
is made available at moderate cost.
Du Mont Type 248 oscillograph and the
power supply are connected by a 6-ft. plug
in shielded cable. A removable cover protects the oscillograph panel when instrument
The power supply weighs 80
lbs.; oscillograph, 30 lbs. Units each measure 14 x 18 x 21 in, deep. This instrument
produces
either
transient
or
recurrent
phenomena and also accommodate: phenom
ena of inconstant repetition rate. Leading
edge of short pulses is not obliterated. The
accelerating potential applied to the cathode
ray tube is great enough to permit study
of extremely short pulses with low repeti
tion rates, usually observed only with spe
cialized and costly oscillographic equipment.
Timing markers are available for quantita
tive or calibration purposes.

thin, plastic di ks which will accept 11
minutes recording on each side. The equip-

ment, completely self-contained except for
and
microphone,
weighs
the
operates from any 115 volt 50-60 cycle
source. The unit may be used for either
individual or conference recording and pro
vision is made to connect two instruments
together to provide for continuous record
ing. An induction type pickup is supplied
for recording both sides of telephone convernations.
Recording
and
transcribing
heads are crystal actuated and equipped
with sapphire styli.
Recordings
A foot
monitored through head phones.
switch
permits stopping
operated control
and starting the unit and repeating any
part of recordings.

Battery Connector
A new development in quick disconnect
battery connectors particularly adapted to
G-l standard batteries conforming to ANW-B-141 specifications has been designed
by Cannon Electric Development Co. 3209
i the
Humboldt St., Los Angeles. Based
screw jack principle found
many Cannon connectors, this new fitting speeds re
moval of batteries and banishes shorting
hazards.
The large handwheel
and fire
i
which turns
gear and disengages the
battery is notched and easily operated by
a gloved hand
subzero temperatures.
The pin contacts in the receptacle are s<
enclosed by its shell that the contacts canoutside metal lurfaces durnot touch
removal and hence will not «hort.

Oscillograph

Among features of this os ci I »graph fe:
wide band vertical axis amplifier usable to
10 me. 400o volts accelerating potential
applied to cathode-ray tube, allowing < bservationa of fast writing rate phenomena
Extremely flexible time base generator to
display signals which heretofore required
special sweep circuits.
Delay network in
vertical channel, permitting observation of
ve shape of short-duration pheentire
Useful timing oscillator for quan
titative analysis.
Trigger output signs!
useful for "synchroscope" applications. De
sign is such that modifications to standard
specs.
be accommodated to special order in the following respects
Driven
sweep durations; (2) Marker oscillator fr«,
quencies; and (3) Trigger pulse rates.

Fastener Stud
A new all-purpose fastener stud with an
adjustable range of nearly one-half inch,
and replaceable with all snap or spring
type fasteners now in use, has been de
veloped
by
Nigg
Engineering
Co.,
of
Covina, Calif. The new fastener stud ac-

commodates total sheet thicknesses from
.021 in. to .500 in., yet locks and unlocks
with only n quarter turn. The adjustment
which
central
controlled
moves a sliding crosspin sleeve through a
range of .471 in. The adjustment is made
from the outside to any desired tension
and locking torque. All outside measurements ol' the fastener stud conform to
standard dimensions. In addition, the Nigg
stud fits all existing pin type receptacles
Shakeproof,
Right
including United-Carr,
Way and Chicago.

Plastic Preheating Equipment
Time is reduced to a matter of seconds
with
Illitron
manufactured
by
Illinois
Tool works, 2501 N. Keeler Ave., Chicago.
III.
This plastic preheating high frequency
equipment Is designed specially for pre
heating plastic preforms, e. g., wood flour,
rag and mica-filled phenolic. The heating
done between plates which
self
adjusting
to
accommodate
preforms
of
various thicknesses,.
The movable plate
has a heat retainer to maintain the tern
the preform after the high
perature
frequency henting is off, so that great*
time is permissible between the pre-heating
and loading of the press.
timer cuts off the current after n predeter
mined time and simultaneously turns off a
light on the panel board.
A meter indiheat per
watts the amount
cates
second that is generated in the preforms
so that a close temperature control can be
maintained.

(Continued on page 230)
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Calibration of a Lavoie Precision Frequency Meter,
using a Crystal Calibrator developed in our laboratories

(}rtfsta! -fittici Methods
UHF PRECISION

In our particular field of specialization we have
originated methods of calibrating UHF equipment
which require a small fraction of the time formerly
necessary for this high precision work. The same
principles have been applied to crystal-controlled
oscillators and harmonic frequency generators.
As manufacturers we do not limit ourselves to
putting into production standardized ideas. We seek
new lines of thought, which are followed by original
experimentation and development. The results have
produced a method for the generation and identifi
cation of very high harmonic frequencies. We shall
be glad to discuss your specific requirements with you.

FREQUENCY METER
Completely Portable
Battery or AC-Operated
Accuracy 0.1%
Models available from 100 to 1500
megacycles with 2 to 1 frequency
coverage on each model. Available
only on high priority while our
nation is at war.
RECOMMENDED FOR:

• Production testing
• Measurement of oscillator
drift
• Independent alignment of
transmitters and receivers
• Precise measurements of
frequencies

RADIO ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

MORGANVILLE, N. J.

WASH
Lahsl Elnfîtik News
by Electronic Industries'

ELECTRONIC-RADIO-RADAR LIFELINE — From
beachheads to inland France, the performance of the
apparatus and equipment, produced by the American
electronics industry, achieved and exceeded all expec
tations of the Army and Navy leadership. The vital
role of command communications in the shore land
ings against the vaunted Nazi Atlantic Westwall, in
the paratrooper and airborne glider operations and
in the drives inland of the divisions of the British and
American forces saved many, many lives and casualties
among our troops.

AMERICAN EQUIPMENT SUPERIOR—It cannot be
fully disclosed, but it is known that the secret com
munications and radar devices, shrouded completely
up to now, were invaluable especially against the air
borne attacks. The handie-talkies and walkie-talkies
on the ships of the invasion fleet and in the hands of
the assault troops again came to the forefront as in
dispensable weapons of the attacks. American soldiers,
sailors and airmen were superior to the Nazis. So was
the U S. communications—radio-radar equipment.
STILL KEEP PLUGGING—The military production
job (2,000 per cent greater than peacetime output)
still is the No. 1 task—that was the keynote of the
Radio Manufacturers Association conference. After
the European phase is won, reconversion steps and
limited civilian production may be considered as there
will be a diminution of military requirements by about
15 or 20 per cent. By early July, WPB Radio and
Radar Division Director Ray Ellis and Deputy Director
John Timmons are hopeful, after thorough consulta
tions with the industry, of completing a blueprint for
its reconversion.

ARMY ASSIGNMENT—The Signal Corps as outlined
by Major General Harry C. Ingles, Chief Signal Officer,
has a $2,130,000,000 procurement task for the elec
tronics-radio-radar manufacturing industry for the
next governmental fiscal year (July 1. 1944 to June
30, 1945). This Is 83.7 per cent of the total appropria
tion for the Corps. Of this amount $1,070,000,000 will
be for airborne equipment deliveries to be completed
about March 31, 1946; of the remaining $1,060,000,000,
equipment for the Army Ground Forces will aggregate
$805,000,000, ground apparatus for Air Forces $51,000,
000 and $305,000,000 for international aid (Lend-Lease).
All the ground equipment is slated to be delivered by
Dec. 31, 1945. Radio and radar equipment are major
Lend-Lease items, going principally to England and
Russia.
EVEN START FOR ALL—WPB Radio and Radar Di
vision with the backing of the Army and Navy has
been successfully bringing about the redistribution of
the military production loads among prime contractors
who received in recent months huge schedules of air
borne electronic and radar equipment to subcontract
their volumes as far as possible among their com
petitors. The WPB Division leadership is pressing for
this levelling off of the loads of military production
120

on a voluntary basis by the industry so that when tl e
starting gun for civilian reconversion is fired all ti e
55 major companies will be toeing the mark on ti e
same line.

ARMY REWARDS FOR NOTED INVENTORS—L
Edwin H. Armstrong was the Number One recipient
of the new award of the Chief Signal Officer’s Ceitificate of Application for the donation to the Army
of his patents for his Frequency Modulation system
for use in manufacturing the invaluable radio equip
ment. Another inventor receiving this honor is Samuel
Ruben of New Rochelle, N. Y„ who enabled, through
research and patents, great improvements in the size
and durability of dry-cell batteries.

COMPONENTS SURPLUS BEING CARVED DOWN—
The Component Control Section of WPB’s Radio and
Radar Division, the clearing house for surplus critical
electronic components for industry and the armed
services, during May and June averaged over $1,500,000
worth of these items plowed back into military pro
duction channels. This will be most important when
“Reconversion Day” comes because in the components
field are the newcomers into the electronics-radio field
~ during the war.
'
SIGNAL CORPS FIGHTING ACCUMULATION OF
SURPLUSES—Major General Ingles, Chief Signal
Officer, has offered the comforting thought that his
branch of the Army is fighting the accumulation of
surpluses rather than trying to dispose of one coming
up. Procurement schedules are being cut back to
actual requirements; a survey of vacuum tubes in
stock in Philadelphia Signal Depot was made with that
objective. Potential surpluses of equipment and com
ponents are being reported by the Signal Corps to
Treasury’s Procurement Division. Corps only has
about $50,000,000 worth of obsolete apparatus, with lit
tle resale value and mainly available only for salvage
MISCELLANY—Navy’s Radio Division (Bureau of
Ships) has just been reorganized with new chiefs of
branches and sections to replace officers sent to sea
or to key Navy Yards. . . . Important for aviation
radio, Radio Technical Committee for Aeronautics
interdepartmental agency in that field and headed by
Bureau of Standards radio chief Dr. Dellinger, recently
was reactivated and is studying airways beam and
range equipment types and problems and airport fre
quency and apparatus needs. . . . Even though key
officials have returned to private Industry. WPB Radio
and Radar Division is not being shelved; because of
its vital reconversion task it had its peak staff June
30—some 240 personnel—and by next Dec. 31 will have
estimated 233 on staff. . . . Due to broadcasters’ oppo
sition, new radio legislation, White-Wheeler bill to
revamp FCC and to revise broadcasting regulation,
is doomed for pigeonholing by Chairman Wheeler of
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
National Press Building
Washington, D C.

ROLAND C DAVIES
Washington Editor
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wherever

e is used
THE ELECTRONIC CALIBRATOR
A recently designed automatic calibrator for fre
quency meters used in conjunction with adding ma
chines largely eliminates tedious hand calibration,
(A*1 man hours, reduces element of human error,
■Bhd» production

■Oto Courtesy Philco Corporation

THERE'S A JOB FOB

GUARDIAN

Series 120 Relay

The Philco 126-tube Electronic Calibrator employs a system of fast and slowacting relays and solenoids to bring about desired end actions. One application
is the transferring of readings from the storage bank (shown above) to the key
board of the adding machine. Operated by the plate current of OA4G tubes the
relays on the storage bank energize the adding machine solenoids which press
the proper number key of the adding machine

The Guardian Series 120 relay used in this application is a small, sensitive
unit having a minimum power requirement of 0.5 VA and an average of 2 VA.
Coils are available in resistances from .01 to 6,000 ohms. Contact combina
tions up to single pole, double throw with 12.5 amp. points. Send for Bulletin 120.
The solenoid is Guardian Series 4 available for either A.C. or D.C. use. Senes
4 A.C. at a maximum stroke of 1' permits a pull of 14 ox. intermittent duty,
3 oz. continuous duty. Series 4 D.C. at a maximum stroke of 1' permits a
pull of 6 oz. intermittent duty, 1 oz. continuous duty. Send for information.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Series 4 Solenoid
Consult Guardian whenever a
tube is used—however—Re
lays by Guardian are NOT lim
ited to tube applications but
are used wherever automatic
control is desired for making,
breaking, or changing the char
acteristics of electrical circuits.

GUARDIAN

ELECTRIC

1622-H W. WALNUT STREET

CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS
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SURVEY of WIRE READING
Electronic news in the world’s press. Review of engineering. scientific and industrial journals, here and abroad

Loss-Less Transmission Lines

A. Bloch (Wireless Engineer, Lon
don, April, 1944)
A graphical analysis of a system
of loss-less transmission lines, in
cluding sections of different char
acteristic impedances, inductances
and capacitances, is described. The
method is based on the equation
Zi = Zo cot
where Zt is the input
impedance, Zo the characteristic
impedance and
the electrical
length of the line section reckoned
from the end of the line.

z.
7.

Z«

z,

—1ft —--I

1—Types of transmission line« discussed

Fig

As an example, the line shown
at the left of Fig. 1, which consists of an inductance between two
line sections, is treated. Starting
from the open end of the line, the
input impedance DA of the section
between the inductance and the
end of the line is found from Zo
and
in a conventional way, as
indicated in the second figure. DB
is the combination of DA and
Zi. = BA, the value of the induct
ance. The final input impedance
of the complete arrangement,
Z( = DC, is computed by plotting
ray OC enclosing the angle ^2 with
ray OB.
The determination of the input
impedance of a line, which con
tains an intermediate section of
different characteristic impedance,
is carried out in a similar way. A
second parallel to the X-axis is
drawn at the distance Z«', where
Zo' is the characteristic impedance
of the intermediate line section;
T

D

C//

A

Z.

0
Fig. 2—Computation of input impedance
122

the dashed lines in Fig. 2 indicate
the construction of the input impedance DC for the case illustrated
at the right hand side of Fig. 1.
In some instances it will be pre
ferable to use an admittance scale,
which will be at right angles to
the impedance scale, or both scales
simultaneously. The input admit
tance of a line shunted by a con
denser is used as an example to
illustrate this type of diagram.
Fig. 3 illustrates a method to
compute the current and voltage
distribution in a loss - less line,
consisting of several sections of
different characteristic impedances
and possibly loaded with some
shunt or series reactances; it is
based on the equations
U = Uo cos
and
I = I» sin d/.
The current and voltage scales are
1
so chosen that Uo is equal to Io so
that the two equations represent a
circle.
To evaluate the voltages and
currents for the line with the in

o

K
VOlTAGE

On the Virtual Cathode

A. Haug (Zeitschrift fuer tech- I
nische Physik, Berlin, No. 6, 1913)
Experiments have been carried
out to check the results of the
space charge theory for electrons \
with the same, arbitrary, initial
velocity in a plane diode. The \
theory describes the formation and
the disappearance of the virtual
cathode as a discontinuous pro
cess. An increase in the cathode
current and the consequent in
crease in negative space charge,
causes the potential minimum—
previously established between the
two electrodes,—to change sud
denly from a minimum value
larger than zero to zero with a
simultaneous jump in the value of
the plate current. The formation
of the zero-potential negative
space charge which constitutes the
virtual cathode, takes place at
definite values for cathode current
and plate voltage. If, subsequently,
the negative space charge is re
duced, e.g by a decrease in cathode
current, the virtual cathode dis
appears suddenly at a cathode
current value different from the
one at which it had been formed.
The resultant theoretical plate
current curve as a function of the
cathode current is shaped similarly
to a magnetic hysteresis loop.
< Continued on page 220)

Fig. 3—Computation of currents and voltages

termediate inductance, the corre
sponding web of rays is replotted,
and the circular arc KL drawn;
the abscissa and coordinate of the
arc are the currents and voltages
in the terminating section of the
line. As the current through both
terminals of the inductance ZL
must be the same, the horizontal
line starting at L and ending at
its intersection M with the second
ray will give the current and volt
ages within the inductance. The
input line section will be repre
sented by another circular arc be
tween M and the next ray.
A diagram for the line consisting
of sections of different character
istic impedances is also shown and
explained, as well as the graphical
solution to the problem of finding
the length of a short-circuited
line which tunes exactly to anti
resonance with a given capacitance.

Fig. 1—Plate current at function of voltage rafie
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Fig. 2—Plate current a* function of grid current
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Each available in
countless coil combinations
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★ TELEVISION TODAY

★

News Developments in the Video Field

Laying Television Ghosts
The reflections of television sig
nals by buildings and other objects
produce “ghost” images. The elim
ination of these unwanted reflec
tions is a big problem in the con
gested city areas where a number
of tall buildings surround the re
ceiving antenna.
The object causing reflection of a
television signal may be located at
any point on an ellipse formed
about the transmitter and receiver
locations as foci.
In order to determine the object
or objects producing a given ghost,
measure the distance from the main
image to the ghost pattern on the
cathode ray screen and let this dis
tance be G inches. The extra dis
tance 2X, over which the signal is
traveling can be determined from
the following relationship:
G
11.7 miles = 2X
W
where W is width of picture in
inches (-4- 15 per cent).
Referring to the diagram, a re
flecting surface might be located
directly back of the receiving an
tenna as at some point Z. In this
case the signal would travel from
the transmitter, T. to the receiver,
R, a distance of D plus twice the
distance X. This distance X is onehalf of the value as calculated
above from the original ghost pat
tern. If an ellipse is described
through the point Z with T and R
as foci, reflections producing the
observed ghost can take place from
any point on this ellipse, as for ex
ample a building at B or A.
In order to locate the source of
reflection by this method, use a
map of the area surrounding the
transmitter and receiver and place
pins at the transmitter antenna
and receiver antenna locations.
With a loop of string placed over
the pins of such a length that a
pencil placed in the loop will pass
through the point Z, draw the el
lipse. The minor axis can also be
determined by drawing a line per
pendicular to the line between T
and R as at O. With a compass
and either T or R as a center, swing
an arc with a radius of D/, 4- X.
Where this arc crosses the perpen
dicular is the minor axis ordinant
and a point through which the
ellipse passes.
Reflecting objects located near
the transmitter are more difficult
• Title registered U. S
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Patent Office.

to eliminate by means of dilec
tional receiving antennas since the
angle between the desired direction
and the undesired reflection Is
small. However, when the reflecting
surface is near the receiver as at
A the directional characteristics of
the receiving antenna are usually
adequate and will separate the de
sired signal from the undesired.
The reflection problem B to R
can be solved by placing a reflector
between the dipole and the build
ing B. As long as all stations to be
received are in the same general
direction from the receiving loca
tion, the problem of reflections from
behind the antenna are usually
easily solved by a reflector element
(Continued on page 130)

ATS makes Television
Station Awards
The second annual awards of the
American Television Society for
1943 to 1944 will be made to WABD.
puMont tele outlet in New York,
and WRGB, General Electric Co.
station at Schenectady, N. Y
Plaques have been recommended
by the awards committee of ATS
to WABD for the year’s “outstand
ing contribution to the art of com
mercial television” and to WRBG

“in recognition of the year’s out
standing contribution to the ar of
television programming.”
Appreciation is expressed in the
committee’s report of the work of
W6XYS, sight-and-sound station
of Television Productions, Lie
Paramount Pictures’ subsidiary on
the studio lot in Hollywood, “for
the advance in techniques, such as
improved lighting and shadowing,
process screen, and other advances
contributed by the motion picture
art.”

CBS Orders CHF
Television Transmitter
The filing of an order with the
General Electric Co for a television
transmitter to operate in the
400-500 megacycle region was an
nounced by Paul Kesten, vice
president of CBS. The new trans
mitter is to have a rating of
approximately 1 kw and will be
used to demonstrate wide band
black and white and full color tele
vision systems of CBS. CBS officials
explained that they expect im
proved performance with regard to
signal reflection problems produc
ing “ghosts.” This is based on the
wider use of directional antennas
which are physically more practical
at the shorter wavelengths.

<*x

D

Direct or
Line of sight
Path

D
2

2
0

Reflection
Path

Plan of possible positions of a reflecting obiect producing a given "ghost" picture
Distance from transmitter T to receiver R is D + 2X over path producing ghost
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▲ STANDARD TYPE
RECEIVING TUBES

TRANSMITTING TUBES

PIRANI TUBES

dm

That working principle in radio tubes and related

fluorescent and incandescent lamps won Sylvania many

important wartime assignments in electronic develop
ment and manufacture.

CATHODE RAY TUBES

Now Sylvania manufactures

many different types of electron tubes other than radio
to the same high standard. A few of them are shown
here. There are many more, some of which are still on

the restricted list. For information, write to Sylvania,
500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N.Y.

SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

THERMOCOUPLE TUBES

500 FIFTH

◄ GAS VOLTAGE

REGULATOR TUBES
MINIATURE AND
STANDARD SIZE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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AVENUE,

NEW YORK 18,
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FACSIMILE
RECORDING TUBES
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TUBE PARTS
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ASSOCIATION NEWS
Electronic Conference
Sponsored by Hlinois Institute of
Technology, Northwestern Uni
versity, Chicago section of IRE and
the Chicago section of AIEE, a Na
tional Electronics Conference is
scheduled for October 5, 6 and
7 at the Medinah Club, Chicago.
Described as “a national forum for
electronic developments and their
engineering applications” by Dr.
J. E. Hobson, Head of the Engineer
ing Department of the Illinois
Institute of Technology, and Chair
man of the National Electronics
Conference Executive Committee,
the Conference has as its aim a
means of providing free discussions
of the application of electronics in
various fields of technical endeavor.
The program for the Conference
is under the direction of Professor
A. B. Bronwell, Technological In
stitute, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Ill. While the general
plan of the program has been rea
sonably well outlined, those desir
ing to submit papers are invited to
communicate with Prof. Bronwell,
Chairman of the Program Commit
tee. Advance registrations may be
made with Professor P. G. Andres,
Hlinois Institute of Technology,
3300 Federal St., Chicago, Ill.,
Chairman of the Arrangements
Committee.

G

AIEE Summer Meeting

R

Several of the papers read at The
AIEE Summer Technical Meeting
in St. Louis, Mo., on June 26 30,
1944, are of possible interest to
electronic engineers. Copies n ay
be obtained by mail from the AIEE
order department, 33 West 39th St.,
New York 18, N. Y.
Fundamentals of Hearing-Aid
Design; W. D. Penn. An improved
Electronic Control for Capacitor
Discharge Resistance Welding; H.
J. Bichsel and E. T. Hughes. Elec
tronic Regulator for Arc Furnaces;
J. E. Reilly, C. E. Valentine. Induc
tion Heating—Selection of Fre
quency; N. R. Stansel. Application
of Industrial Radio-Frequency Gen
erators to Induction Heating; E H
Browning. Surface Heating by In
duction; H. F. Storm. Analysis of
Rectifier Circuits; E. F. Christen
sen, C. H. Willis, C. C. Herskind.
Design of an Electronic Frequency
Changer; C. H. Willis, R. W. Kuenning, E. F. Christensen, B. D. Bed
ford. Pentode Ignitrons for Elec
tronic Power Converters; H. C.
Steiner, J. L. Zehner, H. E. Zuvers.
Operation of Rectifiers Under Un
balanced Conditions; E. F. Chris
tensen, M. M. Morack. The Elec
tronic Converter for Exchange of
Power; F. W. Cramer, L. W. Mor
ton, A. G. Darling. Switchgear and
Control for Electronic Power Con
verter; W. N. Gittings, A. W. Bate
man. A Resonant-Cavity Method
for Measuring Dielectric Properties
at Ultra-high Frequencies; C N.
Works, T. W. Dakin, F. W. Boggs.

W. Baughman, Engineer, Union Switch &
Signal Co., Swissvale. Pa.
A. Clark, Jr., President, Communication
Equipment & Engineering Company, 504 N.
Parkside Ave., Chicago, 111.
F C. Collings, Engineer, Radio Corp, of Amer
ica, Camden 2, N. J.
L W. Goostree, Engineer, General Electric Co ,
Schenectady, N. Y.
S. J. Holland, Sales Engineer Radio Divis on.
Bendix Aviation Corp., Baltimore, Md.
F. S. Mabry, Section Engineer, Westinghouse
Electric & Manufactur.ng Co., 2519 Wilkens
Ave., Ba’Ymnre, Md.
Alternate —S. G. Little, Consulting En
gineer, Westinghouse Electric & Manu
facturing Co., 2519 Wilkens Ave., Balti
more, Md.
J O. Mauborgne (Maj. Gen. U.S A., Retired',
Consultant, General Railway Signal Co., 1
Alston Court, Red Bank, N. J.
Alternate:—V. C. Chappell, Engineer, Gen
eral Railway Signal Co., Rochester 2,
N. Y.
J. A. Parrott, Engineer of Special Services. De
partment of Operation and Engineering
American Telephone and Telegraph Co., 195
Broadway, New York 7, N Y.

Conventions and
Meetings Ahead

American Physical Society (K. K.
Darrow, Columbia University,
New York), July 22, Berkeley,
Calif.
American Institute ot Electrical
Engineers (H, H, Henline, 29
West 39th Street, New York), Pa
cific Coast Technical Meeting,
Aug. 29-Sept. 1, Los Angeles.
Institute of Radio Engineers (330
West 42nd Street, New York
City), September 6, October 4.
New York.
RTPB RR Committee
Radio Club of America (11 West
42nd Street, New York City),
Panel No. 13 of the Radio Tech
September 14, New York.
nical Planning Board, charged with
study of the needs of portable, mo American Society of Mechanical
bile, and emergency radio com
Engineers (Ernest Hartford, 29
munications services, embraces the
West 39th Street, New York),
problems of postwar use of radio
Fall Meeting, October 2-5, Cin
equipment by the nation’s rail
cinnati, Ohio.
roads. The Panel’s Committee No. Electronic Parts and Equipment In
7, Railroads Radio Communications
dustry Conference (H. Clough,
Services, now include the following
Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago), Oct.
men:
6-9, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chi
cago.
J. L. Niesse (Chairman*, Assistant Superintend
ent Telegraph, New York Central R.R., 718
Electrochemical Society (Colin G
Big Four Building, Indianapolis 4, Ind.
Fink, Columbia University, New
J. Ptendergast (Vice-chairman*, Superin
tendent of Communications, Baltimore and
York City), Fall Meeting, October
Ohio R.R., Baltimore 1, Md.
13-14, Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y
D. F. Dunsmore, Road Electrical Foreman,
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Richmond 10,
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
Va. (Representing the Electrical Section,
(J. Haber, Hotel Pennsylvania,
Mechanical Division.)
New York), Semi-annual Fall
F. B. Hank. Assistant to Vice-president and
General Manager, New York Central System,
Conference, October 16-18, Hotel
466 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Pennsylvania, New York.
(Representing the Operating Section, Oper
ating-Transportation bivision.)
National Electronic Distributors As
W M Vandersluis, General Superintendent Tel
sociation (George Barbey, P. O.
egraph and Signals, Illinois Central System
135 East 11th Place, Chicago 5, III. (Rep
Box 2, Reading, Pa.), Electronic
resenting the Signal Section, Engineering
Parts and Equipment Industry
Division.)
Conference, October 19-21, Stev
Alternate'—P. F Burley, Electronics Engi
neer, Illinois Central System, 135 East
ens Hotel, Chicago, Hl.
11th PI., Chicago 5, III.
American Mathematical Society
S. M. Viele, Assistant Engineer, Electrical De
partment, Pennsylvania R.R., Philadelphia,
(531 West 116th Street, New
Pa. (Representing the Electrical Section, En
York), October 28, New York.
gineering Division.)
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Medal to Dr. Rentschler
The Frank P. Brown Medal,
awarded annually by The Franklin
Institute, has been presented to Dr.
Harvey C. Rentschler, director of
research of the Westinghouse Lamp
Division, for his work in develop
ment and application of an ultra
violet lamp that kills bacteria. Dr.
Rentschler, physicist under whose
supervision was developed the
germ-killing ultraviolet lamp known
as the Sterilamp, was selected as
this year’s winner of the Brown
award “in consideration of his ap
plication of a source of bactericidal
ultraviolet radiation in air condi
tioning systems in a scientific and
practical manner.” In 1942, Er.
Rentschler completed 25 years as
director of lamp research for Wes ■
inghouse. In addition to ultraviolet
research, his work with rare metals
such as thorium, titanium and tan
talum has helped to make possib 0
new photoelectric cells.
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Now, for the first time, you can get
B & W Air-Wound Coils in very small
sizes from ’A" to 1 Vo" diameter, in ’/t"
steps, and in winding pitches from 44
to 4 turns or less per inch. Almost any
type of mounting can be supplied.
Applications for these tiny coils in
clude: coil switching turret assemblies;
intermediate frequency transformers;
high-frequency r-f stages (low-powered
transmitter or receiver); all types of
test equipment involving tuned r-f cir
cuits; high-frequency r-f choices, and
numerous others.

The coils have a high Q, due to the
almost total absence of insulating
material in the electrical field. They are
exceptionally light in weight and ex
tremely rigid. Normally wound with
tinned copper wire in sizes from #28
to #14, they can also be supplied with
coin silver, coin silver jacketed, bare
copper, or phosphor bronze wire. All
types may be equipped with either
fixed or variable internal or external
coupling links, or other non-standard
features. Samples on request to quan
tity users. Send us your specifications!

BARKER & WILLIAMSON
235 FAIRFIELD AVENUE

UPPER DARBY, PA.

AIR INDUCTORS • VARIABLE CONDENSERS • ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLIES
Exdvuvo Export Itpnnnhlint: Lindetev«:, Inc, 10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y, U. S. A.
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INSTRUMENT DELIVERIES!
American Instrument production is catching up with1
the needs of our armed forces—-closing the gap be
tween too little and enough. Caring for those needs

has expanded Triplett production lines unbelievably

far beyond previous capacities. And the experiences

of war, added to more than forty years of instrument
manufacturing, have bettered the products coming off

those lines»

Now—instruments—better than ever before—are ready
for general use. Better place your orders, at once, with

Triplett—headquarters for a complete line of instru
ments made to one fine standard of engineering.
D'Arsonval Moving Coil D.C. Instruments Electrodynamometer A.C.-D.C.
Double Iron Repulsion A.C. Instruments R.F. and Rectifier Types; Sizes 2* through 7’

Trinlell

mu I —
BlUFFTOHtsW”
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mMEHCO

Greater Production
Capacity
Better Instrument
Quality

Complete Line of
Instruments

One Source of Supply

Prompt Deliveries
SEND YOUR ORDERS
TO TRIPLETT NOW

OHIO * * *
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central/
If you’re tired of ’’treading the mill”—buying your "fasteners” from sev
eral different sources, mailing extra prints and priority forms, expediting
consider the distinct advantages of
and checking multiple deliveries
"Centralizing with Central.”
Specialists in the manufacture of screws, bolts, nuts and
rivets in all metals and finishes, Central offers virtually
every type of standard and special cold-headed and
roll-threaded "fastener.” One order—one dependable
source—no lost motion through centralized buying.

More—you save your assembly dollars with centralized
driving, the precision centering of standard slotted or
Phillips Recessed Head screws as perfected at Central.
Hand or power drivers engage all screw heads instantly
and securely while screws spin home on clean, sharp
threads to insure solidified assemblies.

Machine Screws

Stove Bolts

Located in Chicago, the hub of rail, hi-way and air
transport—Central Screw Company is ideally located to
dispatch shipments to you via direct route with low-rate
deliveries. No delay . . again, no lost motion. Decide

ccntriE

Recessed Head Screws

A "perfect impression" of the fa
mous Phillips Recess in Central ma
chine screws, sheet metal screws
and stove bolts results in mar-proof
assembly, speed and streamlined
costs.

Specify
Centralized

\ Wr

Driving

Self-Tapping Screws

You can depend on Central

ÿt Coif,

Lock
Washer
Screws

3523 SHIELDS AVENUE
MACHINE SCREW NUTS

-
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CHICAGO 9

MACHINE BOLTS
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TELEVISION
GHOSTS

More than

124)
added to reduce the pickup tom
the undesirable direction. Where
stations to be received are no' in
the same general direction from the
receiver location, it may be ne es
sary to resort to two or more sep
arate dipoles and reflectors if ne< es
sary. The separate antennas can
usually be connected into a mixing
transformer and the same lea -in
cable used without switching. A
good “ground” should always be
used on television receivers. It will
improve performance and is a
safety measure.
(Continued from page

eauty

Line of sight
ES, we'll agree, these and
other carefully machined, sil
ver plated Astatic Co-axial Radio Cable Connectors are beauti
ful . .. so beautiful that you want to hold them ... and "caress
them ... in your hands. But they’re more than beautiful! Astatic
Co-axial Cable Connectors are products of engineering skill,
machining precision, assembly care and expert finishing ... all
important to the efficient functioning of wartime radio communi
cations equipment. Measuring up to the most exacting govern
ment and equipment-manufacturer standards, Astatic Connectors
provide sturdy, lock-tight, insulated connections for strenuous
wartime service. Yes, they're tough as well as beautiful . . . and
they’re dependable. We, their manufacturers, are proud' of
them. They’ll do a swell job for you. Use them.

y

The high frequencies used in el
evision have some of the character
istics of light waves. The waves
tend to travel in straight lines and
will bend only slightly. This char
acteristic leads to the “line of sight"
phrase applied to television. In
general, the high frequency waves
(50 megacycles and up) will travel
to the horizon. The higher the
transmitting antenna, the greater
the range of the station. Elevation
of the receiving antenna is also im
portant. The total line of sight
distance between two antennas can
be calculated easily.
Television signals arc being re
ceived satisfactorily beyond the
horizon limit in many cases. With
transmitting antennas located on
tall buildings or nearby mountains,
an area with a 40 to 50 miles radius
can be easily served.

Television Organizations
American Television Society, 1140 Broadway
New York (CAIedonia 5-7430).
(’resident—Dan D. Halpin, RCA, Camden
N. J.; Vice-president—Ray Nelson; Treas
urer—Don McClure; Secretary—Kay Rey
nolds; Directors: Norman D. Waters. Gen'-ge
T. Shupert, David H. Halpern, Prof. E. C
Cole, Leia Swift, Charles Kleinman, J. R
Hutchinson.
Television Broadcasters Assn., Inc., 500 Fifth
Ave., New York 18, N. Y. (LAckawanna
4-4788).
President—Allen B DuMont, Passaic, N J
Vice-president—Louis Allen Weiss, Los An
geles, Calif.; Secretary-Treasurer—Will Bal
tin; Provisional Assistant Secretary-treas rer
—Jack R. Poppele, 1440 ‘‘roadway, Ne*
York City.
Society ot Television Engineers (Pacific Cast1
Secretary-Treasurer—Curtis W Mason, c r
Earle C. Anthony, Inc, 141 No. Vermont
Ave., Los Angeles 4, Calif.; RTPB Represen
tatives Frederic C. Wolcott, chief engineer
Gilfillan Bros., Los Angeles, Calif.; Frederick
Ireland, General Radio Co., Hollywood, Calif

I astatic
THE

ASTATIC

COI

YOUNGSTOWN.

OHIO

Television Producers Assn, 1425 Broadway
Room 70, New York, N. Y.
Acting President—Bud Gamble, Farnswcdn
Tel. & Radio Corp.; Acting Vice-presider —
Edwin Woodruff, DuMont Labs.; Act ng
Secretary—Jay Strong; Acting Treasurer—
Roger Caeios.
TORONTO. ONTARIO

Television Press Club
Board of Governors—A W. Bernsohn (Cli zk
Magazine), Richard W. Hubbell (author,
editor. Television Review), T. R. Kennedy
Jr. (N Y. Times), Ben Kaufman (Rac o
Daily), Stanley Kempner (Retailing-Fa rchild’s), Hermine Isaacs (Theatre ArtWanda Marvin (Billboard), Mike Wear (Va
riety), Louis Winner (Communications Mac
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At war’s end, IRC will be prepared to furnish
ample quantities of resistors of all types to meet
Industry's post-war needs.
That these IRC units will be available on a
mass production basis is due to the fact that, in
meeting war requirements, we have developed the
Nation’s largest resistor plant using the most
improved and efficient types of specialized equip
ment.

ENGINEERING HELP FOR YOU
At your service on any resistance problems in
volved in your peacetime product design plans
is our Engineering-Research staff. You
. HR
may be assured that all projects discussed with this department will
be held in strictest confidence.

FEATURES OF IRC WIRE WOUND
POTENTIOMETERS (TYPE W)
1. Tight uniform winding on specially processed
bakelite.

2. Uniform contact pressure which can be ad
justed to meet application requirements.
3. Welded resistance wire terminations.

4. Only one wiping contact-clock spring between
center terminal and contact arm.
5. Designed for maximum stability under con
ditions of vibration and shock.

7

Available as duals and triples in
combination with composition
controls.

4 '/mm

J ‘ * r

1

M kl 11

' -4A-,
401 N. Broad St. Philadelphia S, Pa
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FOR TOUGH MILITARY CONDITIONS

HERMETIC SEALS
Seal out dust, moisture and fungus from trans
formers, relays, vibrators and other sensitive component parts.

IMPROVED TYPE I

Glass-to-metal vacuum tight hermetic
seal. Resists corrosion. Thermal operating range of —703C
to 200°C. Insulation leakage resistance, 30,000 megohms,
minimum, after Navy immersion test.

FUSED INTO ONE PIECE.

Simple, easy to
attach by means of high frequency, oven-soldering oi stand
ard soldering iron.
SOLDERING TEMPERATURE NOT CRITICAL.

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE TODAY for information. Complete
details will enable us to make specific recommendations and
send appropriate samples.

NOW IN

INCORPORATED

Elottnnic Division, Dept. E-2
RESEARCH • DEVELOPMENT * MANUFACTURING
CINCINNATI 12, OHIO
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SOLDERLESS

WIRE TERMINALS

ith INSULATION SUPPORT

THE INSULATION
IS BOHDED TO
THE TERMINAL!
NO INSULATION SLEEVING
TO BUY, STOCK OR APPLY

RED INSULATION for 22-18

BLUE INSULATION for 16-14
Write for
bulletin 29

IS2M4 H. EOIIII SHEET ■ UllUlllt. H.
Fo/ophoao: Harrisburg

4-0101

ARM ACCESSORIES. TORONTO. ONTARIO, CANADA
ELECTRONIC
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NEW PATENTS
ISSUED

VIBRATING REED FREQUENCY METER
The tube 14 is designed as it measuring
or regulating device. The voltage V it a
function of the quantity to be measu ed nr
regulated—for instance the output of a
theimocouple
or mid-value of the quantity.
Upo any |
deviation from this value, current wil! f «
through the galvanometei eoil an
th*
pointer 7 will be deflected. This will, in
turn, unbalance the bridge network having
two Axed resistancee 21 and 22 an two
arm» and the space paths resistance be
tween pointer 7 and anode« 15 and 16, rt-

CYCLES

Qifon
ON THE NOSE! Model 21-FX, full cyde incre.
meat, shown indicating a frequency of 60 cyde*.
The 60 cyde reed is vibrating to full amplitude
with the adjacent 59 and 61 cyde reed* prac
tically at a atand still.

60 75 cycles. Note this Is a
half-cycle instrument. The 60.5
end the 61 cvcle reeds are vi
brating equally.

-■pectively, as the other two arm». Unbal
ancing of this bridge cause* current to flow
through coil 24 which current control a re
versible electrical motor.
It will be seen
that the motor may be used to either reg
ister any deviation of the voltage V from a
mid-value—and consequently of the quantity
to be measured—-or to regulate the quantity
until the voltage V is equal to aero .»nd
the bridge in balanced. In another embodi
ment the two fixed resistors 21, 22 ar* re
placed by three additional electrodes suit
ably arranged in the tube; it is also possible to use only one pair of electrodes,
with a fixed electrode and the movable
E. A. Keeler, The
pointer between them.
1939.
Brown Instrument Co., (F) Jan.
(I) Jan. 25. 1944, No. 2,839,851

Phase Shifter
24.85. Watch the scale! Cech
division is one halt cyde. Fre
quency liée between 24.5
cycles end ¿5 cycles end closer
to 25 than 24.5.

OUT,

118.0. This one Is easy. Each
diviaion represents a full cyde.
The 118 cyde reed has no com
petition in thia example.

ate you.? IVofch your hales!

SIMPLY READ THE REED

A phase shifter is described which pro
vides constant amplitudes and a 90 deg.
phase shift over a frequency band ; its out
put may be applied to one pair of plates in
a cathode ray tube for circular scanning.
The amplifier compensates for the attenua
tion introduced by the phase shifter. In
the phase-shifting network, the resistane*
of fl and IV considerably exceed» the re■jE/2lrfRC. inactance of C so that e
troducing n 90 deg. phase shift. It will be
seen that the voltage e ia inversely propor
tional to the frequency f, which is und*sirable.
maintain a constant output
voltage over a certain frequency band, volt
age e is amplified in tube 21, rectified in
tube 23, and applied to grid 27, regulating
the amplification factor of tube 7. A de
crease in voltage e will be compensated by

(Continued on page 138)

Bulletin VF-43 with
supplements gives
de'aded descriptions
of the complete line
<4 I-B-T Frequency
Meters. Your copy is
waiting for you.

0'9C
0*066
S6E

J-B-T INSTRUMENTS, INC
433 CHAPEL STREET
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WELDING
CAPACITORS

ring

ping

• Uniform voltage stress
* Low max. voltage gradient
• Contacts SOLUmU to foil
infernal arcs avoided
Working closely with leading
welding equipment manufac
turers in the rapid development
of Capacitor-Discharge units,
Sprague has produced a line of
specially-designed capacitors that
have proved eminently successful
in this exacting application. The
dielectric of these Sprague Weld
ing Capacitors is a high-quality
paper impregnated with an oil specially processed to
assure a more nearly uniform stress throughout the
units and a lower maximum voltage gradient. Longer
life is the natural result. A special construction feature
wherein contacts are painstakingly soldered to the foil
minimizes danger of internal arcs with consequent
gaseous discharges that might eventually ruin the
capacitors.

ible
The

For the latest developments in this field—whether
for original capacitor-discharge welding equipment
or replacement purposes—write Sprague.

llllli«'
mule

iiiiiii

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., North Adams, Mass.
(Formerly Sprague Specialties Co.)

SPRAGUE
CAPACITORS • KOOLOHM RESISTORS
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

•
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PROMPT DELIVERY

.. without
sacrifice of

’

QUALITY
. . . is the result of incorporating into the SECO production
system the high efficiency and ease of control inherent in
every POWERSTAT variable voltage transformer.
Whether your voltage control application requires a standard
or a specially designed POWERSTAT, there is a minimum interval
of time between the receipt of the purchase order and the
delivery date.
Consult SECO engineers for equipment to control voltages
from 115, 230, and 440 volt single or polyphase circuits and
be assured of a quality controller.

POWERSTAT
VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS
SEND FOR BULLETINS 149 IE and 163 IE

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC COMPANY, 283 LAUREL ST., BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

•
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engineers cheese C-D

on

in

From the engineer'» blueprint to the finished product, Cornell-Dubilier
Capacitors are planned to give maximum operating efficiency and trouble-free
long life. Electronic engineers rely on the quality and stamina of C-D
Capacitors with the confidence of long association. They know that C-D has
developed and built good capacitors for 34 years. For information about them,
write to the world’s largest manufacturer of capacitors. Cornell-Dubilier
Electric Corporation, South Plainfield. New Jersey.

rd

al
TYPE 6K »dual for high stability tuned
circuits whore- constant capacity Is required.

he

A compensated unit which can be made having any
temperature coefficient between the limits of + .003%

es

id

to - .005% per degree C. (tolerance — 001% per
degree C.) over a temperature range of from—40’ C.
to + 70*C , made in a wide variety of caoacity and
voltage ratings

MICA • DYKANOL .

PAPER

. WET AND DRY ELECTROLYTICS

Six modern Cornell-Dubilier plants have every facility for ma.«* production. Huge batteries
of automatic machines, moulding presses, and the largest radio capacitor impregnating
system in the world, are ready to serve your requirements. Up-to-the-minute precision
testing devices, including high power oscillators for overload teste ill any frequency, hold
production to exacting laboratory standards.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

•
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a simultaneous increase in amplifi. ition
factor so that the output voltage of tube 7
will be independent of frequency.
U N
Norton, RCA, (F) Sept. 30. 1942, (I) Feb
8, 1944, No. 2.341,232.

Modulator
Amplitude modulation i i obtained Ir
plying the modulating voltage in serie.* with
non-linear amplitude stabilizer (coldcathode gas-filled tubt, contact reetifiet
i
etc.) in
arm of a bridge-stabilize l ogcillator.
the embodiment shown, feed
back to the control grid of oscillator tube
off junction point 24 of the
bridge, 12 (two arms across which th.
put is connected), 1
and the fourth
including 15, 16, 2
22, 23.
At low
cillation amplitudes, tube
circuit and the impedance of the fourth
bridge arm is substantially higher that the
value of resistance 14; there will be considerable feedback,
The oscillation amplitudes will increase until the ionizing po
tential of tube 22 ts reached and it will
conduct current.
The impedance of th?

THE ARMY BUILDS MEN, SAVES MONEY WITH

fourth bridge arm will then only slightly
exceed the resistance 14 and the feedback
will be considerably reduced. This process
will stabilize the oscillation amplitude. M >1ulation is effected by causing tube 22 to
ionize or restore at a higher or lower point
with respect to the oscillator output. M. E.
Mohr, Bell Telephone Laboratories, (F) Feb.
1943, (I) April 4, 1944,
2,345,712

Saw-Tooth Wave Generator

¿NtiX

• • • and when it s time to save money on electronic applications to
your product or process, come to Operadio, designers and builders
of the electronic portion of this unique machine gun trainer. Saving millions
of dollars in ammunition cost and helping build better fighters, it was a wel
come challenge to the ingenuity and experience we have been accumulating
since we designed and built the first commercial portable radio more than 20
years ago. This seasoned electronic engineering and manufacturing organiza
tion may help you solve tomorrow’s business problems as effectively as it is
serving on today’s war problems. Operadio Manufacturing Company.
OPERADIO PLANT BROADCASTING FOR MUSIC AND VOICE-FAGING

. . . FLEXIFONE INTERCOMMUNICATION

oPERADlo
OPERADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, ST. CHARLES, ILL.
SYMBOL OF ELECTRONIC <P EXCELLENCE SINCE 1922

It is desired to generate two trains of
saw-tooth
having equal amplitude«
but oppo-ite polarity, as indicated by e>
and e>; these wave shapes are useful in tele
vision scanning as input signals for bal
anced push-pull modulator circuits.
The
saw-tooth waves may be synchronized by
square wave pulses supplied by any type of
generator. Two equal time-constant circuits,
6, 8 and 12, 13 are inserted into the plate
and cathode leads of tube 3, respectively.
At the beginning of a cycle tube 3 will
not conduct, capacitor 6 will charge through
resistor 8 and capacitor 12 will discharge

SYNCHRCMZNG
PULSE
GENERATOR *

through resistor 13; the gradually «lopirg.
first parts of e, and eg will be produced.
The charging and discharging will continue
until thn square wave pulse renders tube 3
conductive and the current through the tube
rapidly discharges capacitor G and charges
capacitor 12 to the seme voltage—if the
voltage drop across the tube is neglected
providing the second, steep parts in e, ai d
e-.
C. E. Hallmark Farnsworth Television
and Radio Corp., (F) March 14, 1942, (H
April 4, 1944, No. 2,345,668.

I Continued on page

138
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Cd&CMOVOVX
MICROPHONES
The extent of our line is but partially illustrated in this ad
vertisement. Our current production is now being utilized
in essential services. Soon, however, there will be Electro
Voice Microphones available for civilian use... and these
will be described fully in subsequent advertisements.

In our South Bend laboratory, we have complete facilities
for accurate frequency checking, harmonic wave analysis,
measurement of ambient noise, etc. Electro-Voice Micro
phones reflect painstaking care in design and construc
tion by superior performance in the field. They serve you
better ... for longer periods of time.
It you: present limited quantity needs can be tilled
by any of our Standard Model Microphones, with
or without mmor modifications, we suggest that
you contact your nearest radio parts distributor.

War Punch
rge

ELECTRO-VOICE MANUFACTURING CO., INC. • 1239 SOUTH BEND AVENUE • SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
S A
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Let THEM do the Talking
On land and sea, in the air and under the sea,
success in combat rests heavily on Communi
cations . . . the ability to talk over distances of
a few feet or many miles. But here at home, the
success of our effort depends greatly on the
ability of all of us not to talk ... to keep to our
selves the things we are doing and the things
we are going to do.
We in the Electronic Industry have been asked

greatly to increase our output of many types
of Communications equipment. We’ll do that
job, but its effectiveness must not be hurt by
any careless conversation on our part. Let the
man with the "mike” do all the talking.

THE ROLA COMPANY, INC., 2 530 Superior
Avenue, Cleveland 14. Manufacturers of Trans
formers, Coils, Headsets and other Electronic
parts for Communication Systems.

ROLA
Let s
MAKERS

OF

THE

FINEST

IN

do more

SOUND

'n I°Hy-fourl
REPRODUCING

AND

ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT

THREE
RE-CONVERSIONS
ARE BETTER
Twice we've experienced readjustments from peace to war and back again.
’ve carried on through lush times and lean times, booms and depressions
THAN ONE We
and every kind of business cycle. 194-? will be our third re-conversion.
American Industry drafted us by their own selective service act to fight
their parts-production battles 53 years before Pearl Harbor. We’ve been
in thousands of engagements ... we’ve employed every known strategy . . .
and some secret devices of our own
to defeat high production costs.

HOW TO AVOID WAR
CONTRACT "STYMIES"ON
POST-WAR PRODUCTION

War-born companies of the 1940’s have had no experience with peacetime
invasions on competitive - cost strongholds. When’’C-Day” comes the
Conversion Casualty List will be high among sub-contractors brought up
in the’’Cost-Plus School” of production.

I^wyt offers a solution of this
problem to a manufacturer who
"fits” into our schedule. Per
haps wc can plan now to assist
with your electronic, electrical
and mechanical parts produc
tion, or complete assembly,
chassis and housings. Write for
48-page illustrated book, "Let
Lewyt Do It". No cost or ob
ligation. Consult Thomas Reg
ister for Lewyt listings.

Lewyt is not a war baby. Lewyt is a ’’Manufacturer’s Manufacturer” with
56 years’ experience devising less costly methods of making things better.
Lewyt has the peacetime production ability you need. Maybe we can’t
figure on your re-conversion manufacturing problems now. But we can
quote on WAR BONDS. They start at $18.75.

LEWYT CORPORATION
80 BROADWAY, BROOKLYN II N Y

ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES

•
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NEW PATENTS
(Continued from page

experience
Here at Conant Laboratories, we’re old
timers in a new business. Eleven years ago,
we began the manufacture of Conant
Instrument Rectifiers to fill a definite need
Today our production is more than
zoo times as great as during our first year,
and we’ve learned a lot. We’ve
gone far toward making rectifier type
instruments dependable.

138)

Frequency Divider leticarI
The frequency division network ,-hown
will be located between the interim diats
frequency amplifier and the discriminator
of an FM receiver; the bandwidth oi the
output will be reduced in the same pr por.
tion as tho center frequency,
factor N. Converter tube 4, resonant ircuit
14,15 frequency multiplier 20 and res >nant
circuit 40,41 operate as a re-entrant net
work and, consequently, there will be no
output unless the signal input exceeds a

certain Amplitude which is made to be
higher than the noi»e level. Noise will be
eliminated from the receiver in the ab
sence of -lignal. Additionally, the network
may have its constants adjusted so as to
limiter
provide the characteristic!'
stage. Further, the device if tuned to a de
sired center frequency, will reject interfer
ing signals which do not have the ismt
Crosby, RCA, (F) March
frequency M<
1941, (I) March 21, 1944, No. 2,344,678.

Discriminator Circuit

By concentrating strictly on the manufacture
of rectifiers for electrical measuring
and indicating instruments, we have gained
the experience so necessary to
precision production.

The output of an adjustable limiter is
coupled to the discriminator transformer.
The bias E is made sufficiently high so si
to insure operation of tubes Ti and T2 as
a class B push-pull amplifier, only one tube
carrying current
any instant of time
while the other is biased beyond cut-off;
negligible
distortion
and
comparatively

Conant Instrument Rectifiers are not
adaptations of power supply
rectifiers, but were, from the beginning
of our company, developed
exclusively for meters.

Yes, indeed, we’ve gained a lot of
"know-how” in our eleven years
of research and production. If you have
need of a rectifier-instrument
application, you’ll want to avail yourself
of our practical experience.

ELECTRICAL

LABORATORIES

6500 0 STREET, LINCOLN 5, NEBRASKA, U. S. A.
20 Vesey S’. New York 7, New York
65 E Gay St, Columbus, Ohio
600 S Michigan Av«, Chicago 5, III.
1215 Harmon PI., Minneapolis, Minn.

142

2017
7935
4018
1526

Grand Ave., Komai City, Mo.
Eustis St., Cabas Texas
Greer Av«., St. louis, Mo.
Ivy St, Denver, Colo.

4214 Country Chib Dr., long Beach, Calif.
4205 N.E. 22nd Ave. Portland, Ore.
Caine Postal 930, Sao Paulo, Brazil
50 Yarmouth Rd, Toronto, Canada

small plate current requirements are in
sured.
Both tubes are operated in the
negative
grid-voltage
region
of
their
characteristic so that they do not draw
grid current. As the tubes T, and Tt are
biased to, or beyond, cut-off for no-signsl
input, there will be no noise during thrse
perioda. J
Rankin, RCA, (F) Nov.
1940, (I) March 21, 1944, No. 2,344,731

Radio Beacon
One ot two comparison frequencies is
rated on a abort wavelength, e.g., 80 me,
and gives * square law pattern, the other
comparison frequency is transmitted on s
relatively long wavelength, e.g., 100 to 400
kc. tho field strength contour lines of this
(Continued on page
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E. M. MARTIN
Secretary and
Counsel

PHILO T.
FARNSWORTH
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Sales
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J. P. ROGERS
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Engineering

FARNSWORTH EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

Look to the Future
WITH THESE
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Credit

a hey were veterans when they joined
Farnsworth 5 years ago! These 21 men in the Farnsworth
headquarters organization today arc
the same im
portant positions they took in 1939 when Farnsworth
expanded its research and entered into radio production.
This intact staff is a true indication of the sound plan
ning and development within the Farnsworth organization.

of research in the electronics field
telex ision, radio
and phonographic reproduction.
After the war, Farnsworth will be in a strong position
to xxork with you in all phases of radio and television
transmission and reception. Farnsworth accomplishments
have received high recognition. Farnsworth possibilities
in the future are unlimited.

These men are planning post-war products and services
and policies now — natural developments of our 19 years

ft FIRST POPULAR INTERPRETATION OF TELEVISION *

thia

Write for copies of “The Story of Electronic Television.” Prepared for
the public, it should be useful to you.

Indiaaa
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Farnsworth Radio and Television Transmitters and
The Farnsworth Fhonoqraph*Radlo • The Capehart

WE’LL NEVER ATTRACT THEIR ATTENTION
AS LONG AS THEY'RE DISCUSSING THE
ECHOPHONE EC-1

Echophone Model EC-1
(Illustrated) a compact communications receiver
with every necessary feature for good reception.
Covers from 550 kc. to 30 me. on three bands. Elec
trical bandspread on all bands. Six tubes. Self
contained speaker. 115-125 volts AC or DC.
Echophone Radio Co., 540 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Illinois

Here’s important radio equipment powered
by Ray-O-Vac batteries and used in
x. establishing beachheads as at Attu. S’
in Africa and Europe.

The Manufacture Of Dry Batteries For War
Has Shown Us How To Make Batteries For Peace
The Handie- and Walkie-Talkies, mine de
tectors, and other war-important electronic
developments call for dry batteries. A large
proportion of these batteries on the fighting
fronts are made by Ray-O-Vac, in close co
operation with the U.S. Signal Corps.
Write Dept. E.

If your products require dry batteries, there
are many ways in which Ray-O-Vac engi
neers may help you. Check with them be
fore you "freeze" your post-war designs—
and insure the advantages of "the batteries
of the future.*’
Ray-O-Vac Co.. Madison 4. Wis.

Other lac

tories. Clinton. Lancaster. Sioux City, Milwaukee. Fond du Lac

ÏrAYOVAcŒ

BUY WAR BONDS

«AYOVAC

TELEPHONE • LANTERN • HEARING AID • RADIO • IGNITION • MULTIPLE
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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NEW PATENTS
(Continued from page
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approximately vertical and
radiation
vary inversely* with the distance from th«
transmitter. Both radiations are monit red
on the ground to give a constant o put
ratio. With this system, a highly stab: .ed
receiver in not needed nnd the shape of th«
If the long and
glide path is adjustable
short wave radiators are situated in approxi
mately the name place, a straight line > Iide
path results.
By offsetting the Hng v av«
antenna or by having two spaced radiator«
fed by currents which have a desired phase
and amplitude relationship, the gild«* path
may be made to approach closely to th«
Williams, International
ideal shape.
Standard Electric Corp., (F) April 9, 1 42.
(I) March 14. 1944, No. 2,844,070.

Separating

HF Signals

It is Intended to separate two radix fre
quency signals, for instance the audio ¡.nd
the video signal in a television receiver;
tuned to the
circuits designated F,
video carrier and those designated F
the audio carrier- According to the invention, the two carrier frequencies
diately separated in the antenna circuit, si
will be aeon from the diagram.
The tw<
tuned antenna circuits provide both, input
energy for their respective amplifier tub«
and wave traps for the other amplifier tube.

from our Research Laboratory . . .
TWO Precision Adjustable Crystals
Scientific Radio Products Company proudly presents two newly
designed crystal units, adaptable to a multitude of
Made with
the same careful precision as the thousands we produce for the armed
forces, these crystals are now available on priority order.

Type SR1-V, at left, is continuously variable over a range of 12
Kc. at 3 Me. It may be controlled from the front panel of the transmit
ter by attaching a flexible shaft to the 1/4 inch adjusting shaft at top
of holder. Available in the frequency range from 1600 to 4000 kc.
2 cy/me/deg. C. or less.

In addition, voltage of the audio
frequency which exists between the antenna
and ground will be degenerated in passing
through the video amplifier tube.
Sherman, RCA, (F) March 10. 1942,
March 21, 1944, No. 2.844,741.

Kaise Limiter
The circuit shown follows the IF am
plifier. The average carrier voltage across
resistor 18 applied to the plate of diode
22 maintains a flow of current through re
sistor R from across which the sound out
put is taken. The sound signal acro«s re
sistor 17 is applied with opposite polarity

Type SR2-V, at right, consists of a precision ground low drift
crystal in adjustable ceramic holder designed to fit a five-pin socket.
Available for any frequency from 200 kc. to 8500 kc. temperature co
efficient of 1 cy/mc/deg. C., or 2 cy/mc/deg. C.

For prices and full particulars, write.

WRITE FOR NEW BROCHURE

OVJ7VT

Would you like to read the interesting story of the developmint of the American crystal industry? Send for your copy of our
new brochure. It’» at interesting as a tour through
(dani.
Youri for the atking.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA
MANUFACTURERS OF PIEZO ELECTRIC CRYSTALS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT

to the diode 22 whereby it causes sound
signal variations tn the diode current and
produces Bound aignals across resistor R
an long as the sound signal voltage does
not exceed the gate voltage. According to
the invention, resistor R is shunted by a
capacitor C so dimensioned that the voltage
across the network RC follows the envelope

(Continued on page
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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comes of age

In the radio and electronic equipment serving

that make the most of electronic knowledge.

the armed forces, electricity is performing new

They will be characterized by the same precision

functions, and performing old functions more

workmanship and progressive engineering that

efficiently, through the application of electronic

earned Delco auto radios a place on millions of

principles.

cars, and that now safeguard the performance of

There is more than a military significance in this

Delco Radio equipment for America’s land, sea

accomplishment. For electronics is essentially a

and air forces.

means of controlling and disciplining electricity

Make Your Dollars Fight

to serve man better, and, as such, it will enrich

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

the peace it is helping to win.

Whatever electronic developments the future
may hold in store, this much is sure: Delco

Radio will build good, dependable products

WfeM®
DIVISION OF

148
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!G£ASS
BONDED
M/CA y
¿/LASS BONDED M1CA has long been
9 known as a dependable, all-purpose
electrical insulation. Likewise, as spe
cialists in the fabrication of this material,
we have long been known as a depend

able source for all types of fabricated
parts—machined to specifications with
the ability to produce them

faster

and

better . . .

at lower cost!

Let us prove this to you. Send us the
specifications for your next requirements.
Our large stock of Glass Bonded Mica

is available in all thicknesses and meets
Army, Navy and Air Corps specifications.

FREQUENCY METERS

FRAHM

NEW PATENTS
(Continued from page

146)

of the sound-modulated carrier wave, >o
that the gate voltage follows the signal ntensity.
The RC network should have a
cut-off just above the highest modulat g
frequency, i.e., the time constant of t .is
network should be such that the gate voltage will follow the highest modulating f equency.
C. C. Martinelli, RCA, (F) M iy
27. 1941, (I) April 4. 1944, No. 2.345,7 i.

IN 1910
the wood engraving at the right appeared in our
first balletin on Frahm Resonance Frequency
Meters.

Limiter

AND TODAY . . .

The circuit acts as an amplitude limiter
and is inserted between the intermediate
frequency stages and the discriminator in
an FM or phase modulation receiver. Net
works 7, rt and 12. 13 have a time constant
short compared to the shortest audio pe
riod and long compared to the wave peri, d.
Cathode, control grid 8 and plate act like
a low mu section, while cathode, control
grid I and plate act as a high mu section.
Accordingly, the limiter voltage develop'd
■cross resistor 7 is applied at a predeter,
mined magnitude to the control grid 4 so
as to produce a limiter characteristic which
is substantially flat above ■ relatively ero di
carrier input level.
The fast-acting ave

the Frahm instruments shown below are typical
of the thousands we build each year.

voltage across network 7, 8 is applied to
grids 3 and 4. By providing a dual con
trol over the electron stream within a single
tube, it is possible to use only one tube
and to secure more efficient limiting action
which can function at relatively low carrier
input levels.
Alternatively, the modulated
carrier waves may be applied to both con
trol grids and the limiter voltage to only
one of them. S. Hunt. RCA, (F) Aug. 22,
1941, (I) March 21. 1944. No. 2,344,499.

f requency Modulator

»5

Low frequency circuit 24 and high fre
quency circuit 47 are arranged in a selfoscillating pair of converters 10,40 so that
generation of the high frequency ie depend
ent upon the re-entrance through the low
frequency circuit. This gives the high fre
quency circuit a stability equal to that of
the low frequency circuit which is the more
stable one. For frequency modulation, the
tuning of the low frequency circuit is modu

Wits

C’C LES

In the 34 years that have passed since Mr
James G. Biddle introduced Resonant Reed Frequency Meters to
American industry, the basic principle of these instruments has not
changed. Countless refinements and improvements have been made
since that date, and the range of application is being constantly
broadened. Frahm Resonant Reed Instruments were unique and
outstanding in 1910. And today, through Biddle experience,
research and development, the same simple resonant reed principle
is being applied to the solution of an amazing number of measure
ment problems.
Write today for Bulletin 1695-EI

James G. Biddle Co

UHI» ARCH STREET

flccllLCul OTut liUnldu /

PHILADELPHIA

PA

lated by push-pull reactance tubes 4, 5. oi,
alternatively, by * balanced off-tuned sys
tem arranged for differential modulation.
The selectivity of tuned circuit 47 is broa.i
compared to the degree of frequency van
ation obtained. M. G. Crosby, RCA. (F
March 27. 1942, (I) March 28, 1944, No
2,345,101.

BUY

BONDS
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These important properties are only
part of the 2i-year success story of G-E
mvcalex.

In addition, G-E mycalex is easily
subjected to all machining operations—
drilling, filing, sawing, grinding, polish
ing — and its stability permits closely
held tolerances.

or,
iysIon.
oa<i

It has high imperviousness to mois
ture, oils and gases, making it ideal
when these conditions are present.

It’s unique as a ceramic product . . .
because metal parts can be inserted and
securely anchored right in it during the
process of molding.
Radio, electronic and electrical engi
neers have found that G-E mycalex

meets many of their specialized insula
tion needs. Let this outstanding allpurpose insulating material help you
solve your insulation problems. And
help yourself to General Electric’s un
equaled experience in the application of
this amazing material.
For a list of specialists in the fabrica
tion of G-E mycalex—for a free sample
.of this material and a copy of the data
bulletin, “G-E Compression-Molded
Mycalex”— please fill out the coupon.
... General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.
• Tune in General Electric’» “The World To
and hear the new» from the men who
tee it happen, every evening except Sunday at
6:M E.W.T. over CBS. On Sunday evening
listen to the G-E “All-Girl Orchestra” at 10
E.W.T. over NBC.

day”

Ooer 21 Ifam of Myeslex Experience—Ynr Assurance al Quality

FREE —
G-E MYCALEX
BULLETIN
SmWmS-D

ELECTRONICS
DEPARTMENT

GENERAL
ELECTRIC CO.
Schenectady, N. Y.

Please send me a free sample of G-E
mycalex and your descriptive bulletin
explaining the methods and tools to
use in machining G-E mycalex.
(If you wish a list of fabricators of
G-E mycalex, check here.)
Name_______________________________________
Company___________________________________

A ddress_____________________________________

GENERAL A ELECTRIC
i97-ao*»>sa
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Instead of the silvery Seine — the murky Congo. Instead of
well-tended fields and spotless villages — African jungle. In
stead of a nation of Frenchmen — a handful of over-worked
technicians and hundreds of African natives.
Yet here, three hundred miles up the Congo, is the true voice
of France. Here at Brazzaville a gallant group of Free French
brought in American equipment and erected one of the most
powerful short-wave transmitters in the world. Every hour
of the day, the voice of Free France thunders from Brazza
ville, speaking in twenty different languages—spreading truth
among the conquered peoples of the world—sending bulletins
to the Free French fleet.
This tiny outpost is one of the most important voices of France
—and Freedom—in the world.
H.R.O. receivers are standard equipment used exclusively in this
station for monitoring and rebroadcasting. Brazzaville is the Voice
of France, and these receivers are the Ears of Brazzaville.

HREE OF THESE PLASTICS
COULD FAIL ON YOUR PRODUCT!

- do you know which one is right ?
Only one of the above four widely known
The other three, while ideal for other uses,

and let an expert, with no particular material
to sell, study your problem and advise you
which type of plastic, if any, will do your

might be costly failures to you. Creative uses

job best.

plastic materials is suited to your product.

all four of these plastics — and many others.

What is more, you may be pleasantly sur

We have no interest in pushing any of them.

prised to learn that your product can be pro

When you decide that you might like a

duced by us without the cost and delays of

plastic material on your product, don’t worry

molds. Possibly the very item that you want
is carried in our stock for immediate delivery.

yourself searching through lists of plastics

manufacturers, and then trying to judge be

In any case, get the habit of applying

tween materials. Instead, call on Creative

our "know-how". . . Callon Creative

PLASTICS CORP.
968 KENT AVE, BROOKLYN 5, NEW YORK
1944
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NEW HOOK
Communication Circuits.
Second Edition
By L. A. Ware and H. R Re» d I
Published by John Wiley & Sons, j
Inc., New York, N. Y.

Where Listening calls
for Courage
For Europe’s enslaved millions,

listening to radios today involves
danger—and will so continue until
after Victory, when free broadcasts
can again be heard without fear.
Even in America, listening today
involves difficulty—because, due to
the priority of radio and electronic
devices for military service, Americans
are still using the same equipment
that has served us since 1941.
And yet the amazing thing is how

well—and how many—of America’s
59 million radio receivers are still
functioning . . . kept in operation by
servicemen who are performing mir
acles to keep ’em listening. Their testi
monials to Jackson’s INTEGRITY
OF DESIGN—that “hidden plus’’ of
all Jackson Testing Instruments—are
based on excellence of performance
under most severe handicaps.
i

i

i

Buy War Bonds and Stamps today

New Jackson Instrument«, incorporating the
advances of military experiences, will be avail
able for the vast post-war radio market. Until
then, maintaining Jackson products is a re
sponsibility we shall fulfill as promptly as
wartime conditions permit.
Model 6S2 Audio O*«lllotor

JacKson
154
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Electrical Essentials
of Radio
By Morris Slurzberg, B.S., M.A., and
William Osterheld, B.S., M.A., pub
lished by McGraw-Hill Book Com
pany, Inc., New York, 1944. 529
pages. $4.00.

This book provides a text for a
preparatory course for the study of
radio and electronics. Basic elec
trical principles are explained and
where possible illustrated by dia
grams or photographs.
The electrical principles particu
larly used in communications are
explained in a comparatively simple
manner for classes of high school or
trade school level.

Symposium on
Radiography

tifine (olechicaí denting
JACKSON

The second edition of this wellknown book includes an extensive
treatment of ultra-high frequency
transmission lines both of the wave
guide and conventional coaxial
cable types. The development and
application of Maxwell’s equations
to uhf transmission and propaga
tion problems are emphasized and
illustrated throughout the text.
The second edition retains the
useful chapters on transmission
line parameters, T and r networks,
network theorems, transmission
lines infinitely long, matched,
shorted, and open are considered
from a mathematical and practical
standpoint.
Constant-K and M-derived filters
along with composite types are
treated
in
separate chapters.
Transmission of uhf waves through
wave guides is discussed in Chapter
13 for rectangular guides and
Chapter 14 for cylindrical guides.
A chapter on transmission line
experiments outlines the procedure
required to demonstrate Important
points described in the text.
An appendix contains 9 chapters
including an introduction to Fourier I
series, loop equations, hyperbolic I
functions,
Maxwell’s
equations, I
Bessel’s functions, and a table of
natural hyperbolic functions. The
price of this volume is $3.50.

OHIO

Published by American Society for
Testing Materials, Philadelphia, Pa
This 256-page book is the result
of the 1943 ASTM symposium on
radiographic technic. The book
contains all of the papers of the
(Continued on page 158)
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KARP facilities and men, skillful in engineering and

fabricating metal parts and products of simple or
complex design, are your extra hands. In design, our

engineering department has helped solve the knot
tiest of problems.

In production and deliveries, our

facilities have been praised for maintaining and

beating standards and schedules.

In cost. KARP

extensive stocks of dies have saved thousands of
dollars for customers.

D-Day has con«... V far V I cfa ry is a a 11 . . .
SUPPORT

THE

STH

WAR

LOAN

DRIVE

nd
a-

ANY SIZE—ANY FINISH

■■
124 30th STREET . BROOKLYN 31, N. Y.

194-
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CABMET!
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RACKS
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Circuì. Break"

Typ« 063^

JTUse KLIXON
Disc-Operated Controls

No matter what the control problem . . . motor and
transformer overheat protection, electrical circuit over
load protection, thermal time delays or temperature
control for radio equipment... you get an extra element
of safety when you use Klixon snap-acting controls.
The reason Ues in the actuating element . . . the scien
tifically calibrated Spencer thermostatic disc. This disc
does away with complicated relays, toggles, magnets
and other fussy parts. It "snaps'” to a solid make or a
jL quick, clean break. And because it has no complicated
moving parts, it keeps on providing
protection for years on end.

Klixon Snap-Acting Controls are
small, compact, light in weight and
are unaffected by altitude, motion,
shock or vibration. They are avail
able in many standard types to meet
most control requirements. Write for
complete information.
Type ER Series.
Ambient Compensated Time
Delayed Relays

Type C-2851 Thermostat. For
such use as Roughing Controls
on Outer Crystal Ovens

SPENCER THERMOSTAT COMPANY, ATTLEBORO, MASS. 1
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Here’s The Precision Factor

ure

lets
>r a

For the inside facts about precise radio frequency con
trol, look inside the holder!

are

Crystal Holder Units are made in many types, but each
depends upon the quartz-crystal blank for its accuracy
in final performance.

ion.
leet

PRODUCTS COMPANY
1519 McGee Street, Kansas City, Mo.

This is why more and more electronic engineers specify
quartz oscillator plates made by Crystal Products Com
pany. Here they get crystals made under the most
exacting methods of control. Here, too, they find valu
able cooperation in engineering the crystal and its holder
for any specific circuits.
Our products and our services are available to you. Use
them—and be sure of satisfaction.

1944
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SELF-LOCKING

1942 annual meeting plus selected
papers from the first symposium
and other sources. Some of the
papers included in this volume are
the Principles of the Radiographic
Process — Norton; Gamma-Ray
Radiography and its Relation to
X-Ray Radiography — Mochel;
Foundry Applications of R diography — Cook; Radiography of
Welds and Weldments — Lorentz;
Precision Radiography—in—Schier
and Doan. The price of the book
with cloth cover is $3.00 to ASTM
members and $4.00 to non-members.

Shop Job Sheet* in Radio.
Book 1, Fundamental*
By Robert Neil Auble. Published
by The MacMillan Co., 60 Fifth
Avenue, New York City, $1.50.

V

With the

fo/DlfIKIP

The new Type 6NAO Self-Locking Palnut
may be used as a one-pieee locknut to
securely fasten parts—or as an adjusting
nut to maintain accurate settings any
where on the screw. (See typical uses
herewith.)

When the Type 6NA0 Palnut is tight
ened, its arched, slotted jaws grip the
bolt like a chuck (1-1), while spring
tension is exerted upward on the bolt
threads and downward on the part
(2-2), securely locking both. A third
grip is exerted around the top of the
bolt by spring tension at 3-3.

When used as a fastening, the full triple
grip, is utilized to keep part- tight under
vibration, without need of lockwashers.
When used as an adjusting nut, the third
gripping action (3-3) locks it firmly in
position.
Type 6NAO Palnut* are single thread
locknuts, made of tempered spring steel.
Light in weight, low in cost, easily,
speedily applied. Send details of your
assembly for samples and suggestions.
Write for new data sheet and copy of
Palnut Manual No. 2, giving information
on all types of Self-Locking Palnuts.

THE PALNUT COMPANY
»3 CORDIER ST.

IRVINGTON 11, N. J.

This handbook contains experi
ment or job sheets designed to
assist the beginner in radio to ob
tain a practical working knowledge
of the electrical fundamentals of
radio. The book is designed for
use in well-equipped radio work
shops and offers 30 problems from
electrical fundamentals to con
struction of simple receivers and
simple test equipment.
Each job sheet is laid out stating
the objectives of the experiment,
references to text books, the pro
cedure to follow plus other infor
mation required to do the jobs.
Space is given to answer the ques
tions printed on the sheets.

Basie Mathematics
for Engineers

A« adjusting nut on contact switch.

By P. G. Andres, H. J. Miser, and
H. Reingold. All of Illinois Institute
of Technology. Published by John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York.
1944. 736 pages, $4.00.
This book can be used as a text
for technical and science courses,
for home study or as a review or
reference for those to whom mathe
matics has become hazy by non
use. Assuming only a knowledge
of basic arithmetic, it takes up al
gebra, trigonometry, vectors, ex
ponents, radicals, logarithms, imag
inary numbers, quadratic equations,
analytic geometry (plane and sol d*
and an introduction to the princi
ples of differential and integral cal
culus.
The plan of this text, to make
each section self-explanatory, is
well executed. The illustrations,
problems and subject matter are
on engineering applications, and
any intelligent technical worker
should find no trouble in under
standing these subjects by deter
mined home study.
(Continued on page 164)
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... KOLLSMAN NOW OFFERS
many new types of low-inertia Drag Cup Motors
including an adaptable 115 volt 60 cycle unit
ACTUAL size
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DRAG CUP MOTOR SIMPLE REVERSING CIRCUIT

Design Engineers requiring a lowinertia, quick-reversing unit will be
interested in the many new types
of Kollsman Drag Cup Motors—
particularly the new 115 volt 60
cycle units which can be run directly
from a regular single-phase outlet
with the addition of a capacitor as shown in the main
illustration.
The low-inertia, quick reversing characteristics are
obtained by a special light aluminum cup, used in place
of the usual solid metal rotor. Speed of rotation is varied
by controlling voltage input to one or both windings
or by varying one phase angle. Direction of rotation
may be changed by reversing the leads or phase of either
winding.

Where additional torque is needed, and a slight

; re
a id
rk r
d
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increase in inertia is not undesir
able, copper cups may be substi
tuted for aluminum cups.

In addition to applications as
motors, Kollsman Drag Cup Units
are sometimes used as induction
generators.
OPUATIHG CHARACTERISTICS-—115 TOIT 60 CYCLE OIAG CUT MOTORS

Typ*

Roto»

Spool

776-05

Aluminum

2930 RPM

.12 sec

2 MC.

.50 in/ot

776-015

Coppi

2930 RPM

.20 we.

.4 MC.

.656 ie/oi.

Reversing Timo Slopping Timo

For latest information about Kollsman Drag Cup
Motors write to Kollsman Instrument Division of
Square D Company, 80-12 45th Avenue, Elmhurst,
New York.

SQUARE Q COMPANY
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Stell Torque

son IRON POLE
PIECES THE SIMPSON
WAI
Greater Accuracy — Soft

iron pole piece» redistribute
magnetic flux evenly. Simp
son Instruments provide ac
curate readings throughout
an arc of 100°.
Greater Strength — Pole

These soft iron pole pieces
tell the story—
EXPERIENCE is a much used, and too often abused, word. Yet in
•“-* any field experience is the only source of practical knowledge —
the only sound basis for further advance.
Measured in terms of time alone, the experience of the Simpson
organization is impressive enough. For more than 30 years this
name has been associated with the design and manufacture of elec
trical instruments and testing equipment. But the real value of this
experience is to be found in the many fundamental contributions
Simpson has made to instrument quality.
The use of soft iron pole pieces in the patented Simpson move
ment serves as an example. An admittedly finer type of design, these
soft iron pole pieces have been employed by Simpson to provide
maximum strength as well
accuracy, and to achieve a simpler
assembly that permits faster, more economical manufacture.
For today’s vital needs, this experience enables Simpson to build
instruments that stay accurate'
greater volume than ever before.
For your postwar requirements it will insure the correct interpreta
tion of today’s big advances.

160

pieces art used to anchor
full bridge* across top and
bottom of movement. Mov
ing assembly is locked in
permanent alignment.
Smoctb Walled Air Gap

No cracks or irregularities
to invite dust or other for
eign particles, which might
interfere with movement of
armature. Reamed to ac
curate dimensions after as
sembly.

Speed and Economy—Pole

piece» are stumped, not
machined. This is one of
many ways Simpson has
speeded construction, and
lowered costs, of this basi
cally better movement
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SHERRON TEST EQUIPMENT

Corona and Dielectric Strength
Frequency Cut-off
★ Ultra High Frequency Loss
★ Insulation Resistance
★ Characteristic Impedance
Power Factor
★

Sherron
Electronics

Users of Sherron test units are equipped to find the answer
to the knotty problem of reduced cable production. They rely
on Sherron equipment to help achieve and maintain quality
control! Sherron's complete laboratory facilities, practical engi
neering skill and years of manufacturing experience are
available to coaxial cable manufacturers for design, develop
ment end production of appropriate testing equipment.

‘Where The Ideal is the Standard
Sherron Test Units
are Standard Equipment"

SHERRON

1944
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METALLIC

corp

BROOKLYN 6. N. *

irai

Sheet metal
Illustrated are a few of the many fabri
cated sheet metal products we have made
for leading manufacturers; some charac
terized by extreme precision, others held
to gauge limits.

+ Cole "know-how
Cole engineers are also pioneers in

Cole offers all facilities of a complete
manufacturing and tool-making organi
zation; completely equipped for mass
production.

the right answer!
Whatever your problem — instrument
housings, boxes, chassis — Cole can
help you.

INQUIRIES INVITED
__________

COLE STEEL EQUIPMENT CO., 349 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 13, N.Y.
FACTORY

1M

BROOKLYN,

N

Y
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K-100-2B
Capacity 100 mmf
Spacing 022”

K-140
Maximum Capacity 140 mmf

Minimum Capacity

Has 29 plate» spaced

6 mmf

KAAR

022“

Photo 1'6 times actual sue

VARIABLE
AIR CONDENSERS
FOR TANK CIRCUIT
K-150-050

Capacity 150 mmf

AND ANTENNA TUNING

Spacing .050”

Use this reliable
West Coast source for
Variable Air Condensers
Kaar Engineering Company now
offers prompt delivery of stand
ard and special types of variable
air condensers suitable for many
applications in radio transmitters
and receivers. They are particu
larly useful as tank and antenna
tuning capacitors in low and me
dium power transmitters.

MOBILE RECEIVERS — Crystal
controlled superheterodynes
for medium and high frequen
cies Easy to service.

eiectronic industries

The small cross-section of Kaar
condensers allows a number of
them to be assembled in multichannel radio
>ment
minimum amount of space. Every
Kaar capacitor is substantially
constructed with soldered and
plated brass rotor and stator plates.
Shafts can be furnished slotted for
screwdriver adjustment, and ta
pered lock nuts and split bushings
assure positive locking without
disturbing the adjustment.
Special types are available with
very wide air gaps, double rotors

CRYSTALS— low drift quarts
plates. Fundamental and
harmonic types available in
various holders.

July, 1944

TRANSMITTERS — Mobile,
marine, and central station
transmitters for medium and
high frequencies. Instant
heating, quickly serviced.

and stators,high maximum capac
ities or special mounting brackets.
Further information will be glad
ly furnished upon request.

KAAR
ENGINEERING CO
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
Export Agents: FRAZAR AND HANSEN
301 Clay Street • San Francisco, Calif.

MICROPHONES-Type 4 C
single button carbon. Su
perb voice quality, high
output, moisture-resistant

POWER PACKS —Hacvy
duly vibrator» and power
supplie» for tranimittcrs, re
ceivers. Ó, 12, 32 volts DC.

NEW BOOKS
(Continued from page 158)

The Oxy-Acetylene
Handbook
Published by The Linde Air Prod
ucts Co., and available at any of
their sales offices, 600 pages, clo h, I
fully illustrated. Price $1.50, 1914.
This is a complete and compre
hensive textbook and operating
manual on basic oxy-acetylene
welding and cutting procedures. It
should fill a need as a guide for
self-instruction and also as a stand
ard classroom textbook in voca
tional and trade schools, technical
high schools, and engineering col
leges. It is a how-to-do-it book
and covers the entire range of the
oxy-acetylene process applied to all
common commercial metals, to
gether with simple explanations of
the fundamental principles of the
various methods of depositing and
controlling molten metal. It also
describes the operating principles of
oxy-acetylene equipment and in
structions for its care and main
tenance.
HE greatest single factor in the wide acceptance

T

of Jefferson Electric Transformers, is the ability to

insure “quality" while producing in great quantities.
If you need a few or a million, Jefferson Electric

facilities, experience and manufacturing control insure
like quality for all.

Reports from all over the world emphasize the value

of Jefferson Electric Transformer reliability under all
manner of conditions,—from the Arctic to the Equator

—from the moisture-laden coastal regions to the arid
desert areas.
With all factors—engineering, designing, research,

manufacture of all components under one control, in
surance of “quality” with quantity is secured. You can
bring your particular requirements to "transformer

headquarters" with full confidence that recommenda
tions and suggestionswill help you save time—and the

transformers furnished whether in small or large quan
tities will be alike in quality.... JEFFERSON ELECTRIC
COMPANY, Bellwood (Suburb of Chicago), Illinois.

Canadian Factory: 60-64 Osler Ave., W. Toronto, Ont.

Basic Radio
By C. L. Bolts. Published by the
Ronald Press Co. New York, N. Y.,
$2.25.
This book on basic radio is an
elementary text book covering
basic knowledge required for radio.
The author is English and the
subject matter follows the syllabus
for British Air Training Cadets.
The book contains 266 pages, Is
well illustrated with drawings, and
numerous sample problems are
used to emphasize the application
of the information presented. .The
subject matter includes fundamen
tal electric and magnetic theory
at the beginning and follows
through generation and transmis
sion of radio signals. Receivers,
oscillators and antenna systems
are described.

Basic Radio Principles
By Maurice G. Suffern, Lieutenant,
U.S.A. Published 1943 by McGrawHill Book Company, Inc., Nev
York and London. About 260 pages.
Price $3.00.
This is a new basic training
study-book designed to prepare
radio repairmen and technicians
on a vocational level in 200 hours
of work. The book is novel in that 1
it omits all mathematics, formulas, Is
and complex graphs while at
tempting to prepare the student
for serious work in the radio field.
A good deal of practical, down-toearth advice regarding servicing is
scattered throughout and each of
the thirteen chapters is followed
by a recap quiz. Study assumes
basic electricity knowledge.
(Continued on page 168)
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It's a typical example of results
from Vitrotex. When this generator —
which was connected to a water w’heel
of larger capacity —began to overheat,
it was rewound with Vitrotex. Result:

ably above the destruction point of cot
ton, silk, paper and similar insulation.

capacity was increased from 75 KW to
85-90 KW.
Vitrotex pure spun-glass insulation
is ।ire-resistant . . . moisture-proof . . .

hi^ hly resistant to corrosion Anaconda
X rotex Magnet Wires retain sufficient
ly high dielectric strength to operate
sat sfactorily at temperatures consider

ure due to heat. In the same size, Vitro

tex can replace other insulations and

Excellent space factors, too

thereby increase output.
The Vitrotex covering is bonded to

And with all their exceptional thermal

the wire (either bare or enameled) re

and dielectric properties—Vitrotex

sulting in a smooth surface resistant to

Magnet Wires possess excellent space
factors. The design advantages are ob

abrasion. The covering is extremely

vious.
Especially at high operating temper

flexible and compares favorably with
steel in tensile strength.
Vitrotex Magnet Wires are one of

atures, use of Vitrotex wire permits re

the many fine engineered products of

duction in size of the device in which

Anaconda. Any of our sales offices will

the wire is used, without danger of fail

be glad to supply additional data.

44538

-to-

g
i of
wed
m°s

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY
Gt neral

1944

OFFICES:

25 Broadway, New York 4
Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
Chicago Office: 20 North Wacker Drive 6 • Sales Offices in Principal Cities
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W« carry hundreds of
items in stock to meet
practically every in
stallation
require
ment.
Odd shaped pieces
stamped and formed
from strip and wire
on high speed ma
chines.
Our Tool Room is
equipped
to
make
dies for your special
needs.

IT IS a part of our obligation to customers to see that every meta
stamping sold under the name of “Stewart measures up to the
highest standards of Precision. This means—uniform gauge of metal,
correct angle of bend, and openings placed in their true positions,
according to blue print.
Every Stewart Stamping, small or large, must conform to specifi
cations. Badly formed, out-of-true, defective stampings simply cant
get by. Under our rigorous system of constant checking, the pass
word is “Precision."

HOT TINNING

NICKEL, CADMIUM,

SILVER AND

Send for samples and quotations. Let us have your blue prints and
specifications. Quick response to inquiries.

ZINC PLATING
All piece. can be far.
nished in any desired
finish.

Stewart Stamping Company
621 E. 216th Street
New York 67, N. Y.

STEWART
METAL STAMPINGS

TERMINALS

LUGS

BRACKETS

CLIPS

10,000
Small things are often of major impor
tance—and mean the difference between
success and failure. Utah Parts, for in
stance, must be accurate to the most
minute detail. Even an error so small as
one ten-thousandth of an inch could re
sult in faulty operation.
This marvelous instrument, the meas
uring microscope, makes it possible for
Utah engineers to spot errors in work
manship—no matter how slight. They
are able to make infallible measurements
to the ten-thousandths of an inch —just
one reason for the split-hair accuracy

lass-

ever see
of an inch?
of Utah Parts wherever they are used.
Utah's outstanding name for depend
ability and long life is due to the pains
taking inspection, ever watchful surveil
lance and complete testing. These "traits”
in Utah’s character have been of prime
importance in adapting the many warborn miracles of radio and electronics to
today's military needs. They will be just
as important in transforming them to
commercial uses tomorrow.

Keyed to 'tomorrow's'
speakers, vibrators,, vdr avs enamel res’st
plugs,

switche»

ito Products Company

1944
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850 Orleans Street, Chicago 10, HL
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NEW BOOKS
(Continued from page

164)

How to Pass Radio License
Examinations.
Second Edition
By Charles E. Drew. Published by I
John Wiley & Sons. Inc.. New York
N. Y., $3.00.
This 320-page volume contains a
series of questions and answers on
basic radio regulations, theory and
principles of radiotelephone and
radiotelegraph equipment. An ap
pendix includes rules governing
commercial radio operators, ex
tracts from radio laws, Q signals
plus miscellaneous useful engineer
ing data.
The subject matter is divided
into six elements, namely: Basic
Radio Laws, Basic Theory and
Practice.
Radio-telephone, Ad
vanced Radiotelephone, Radiotele
graph, Advanced Radiotelegraph.

Radio Direction Finders
By Donald S. Bond. Published by
McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc. New
York. N. Y.. $3.00.
This new 280-page book covers
the theoretical problems of direc
tion-finding in addition to circuits
common
and other features

WE TAKE THE

Where Commands are Wra/
At high altitudes and under all temperature and
humidity variations, Permoflux Dynamic Headphones
meet pounding battle requirements with rugged

mechanical strength and the utmost in communication
intelligibility. The same engineering principles that
sH the pace for improved headphone performance
under adverse noise conditions are making their con
tribution to the superior line of Permoflux Speakers,
Microphones, Transformers and other electronic

apparatus.

BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!
MARK

PERMOFLUX CORPORATION
4916-22 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 39, III.
M *NUFANDREUS Of PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC TRANSDUCERS

WORRIES
OUT OF TOUR

HANDS!
OUR
SPECIALTY

FABRICATING
MYCALEX
IN ALL FORMS,

COLONIAL
KOLONITE COMPANY
2212 W. ARMITAGE AVI.. CHICAGO, ILL
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When Voltage
Must Walk The

STRAIGHT
AND

NARROW’

ers

non

USE THE

RH" TRANSTAT
FOR ANY COMMERCIAL OR AIRCRAFT
FREQUENCY, VOLTAGES UP TO 480

The type “RH" Transtat was developed

trols without circuit interruption is further re

for electronic applications where voltage must

fined by Vernier type actuation and innova

be continuously adjustable in minute fractionalvolt increments, or line fluctuations must have

tions in the core, coil and commutator con
struction.

instant and accurate compensation. In achiev

If you wish improved efficiency and wider lati*

ing such results, these regulators sacrifice

tude in designing your electrical apparatus,

neither high electrical efficiency nor extreme
compactness.

consider the advantages of the compact, light
weight “RH” Transtat as a component. Write
for Bulletin 51-2E.

Like other Transtats, this is a highly efficient
transformer type regulator that does not distort

wave form or interfere with radio reception.

THE AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY

The velvety smooth Transtat system that con-

178 EMMET STREET

Pioneer Manufacturers

of Transformers, Reactors

and Rectifiers for Electronics
and Power Transmission
H 41 UECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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NEWARK 5, N. J
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types of equipment now in nJ
Aircraft, shipboard and fixed stJ
tion apparatus and systems al
covered in this volume. Particull
attention has been paid to <rren|
trends such as the use of ultra!
high frequencies, the empkymen|
of visual and automatic di.ectioJ
finders.
Some of the chapter!
include: General Considei itionJ
Wave Propagation, Directiv An]
tenna Systems, Oral Null DiiectioJ
Finders, Visual Direction F iderj
Radio Navigation.
A number of complete circui
diagrams of modern direction find
ing apparatus are included.

REDUCING
RADIO NOISE
(Continued from page

83)

tector. This detector has a variabll
delay bias regulated by the thresh*,
old control tube. The delay is ad-r
justed so that rectification
occurs above the level of the signaE
component in the radio freq dem«
voltage being rectified. Once thil
adjustment is made for the charl
acteristics of the particular set-un
involved, no further adjustment
should be necessary.
The automatic volume control
voltage fed to the grids of thl

CANS
/ CONDENSERS and CAPACITORS
JOr BRACKETS OF ALL KINDS . . . .

On time! Ready for the assembly bench!
Great Metal offers you the ideal
source of supply for stampings and
deep drawings, pierced and hot-tinned
as required, in any quantity and when
you need them.
When it comes to cans and brackets,
we are bottleneck busters. You can
bank on Great Metal to keep your
production going.

We have the finest types of automatic

equipment. We use electronic control
of production and high frequency heat
in soldering. We are tooled up for
continuous service, now and in the
postwar period. We have ample ca
pacity and experience tn meet your
needs.

GREAT METAL PRODUCTS ARE NOW BEING SUPPLIED TO THE
FOREMOST MANUFACTURERS IN THE RADIO-ELECTRONIC FIELD

For your next order, get
in touch with
GREAT

METAL

SMMQ
°* OUAL0

ELECTRONIC

PARTS

GIVE US YOUR ORDERS—
large and small
We can
"DELIVER THE GOODS' —
SOONER!

os the leading electronic

plants have done — to
their complete satisfaction.

Our complete stock, procurement expe
rience, and technical knowledge make
us the logical source for all your Elec
tronic Parts and Equipment.

Phoae WOrth 2-6276

3 SALES OFFICES FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

GREAT METAL MANUFACTURING CORP.
Main Office—Brooklyn 6, 9-15 Wyckoff Ave.

EVergreen 7-8590

Superior 0923

Manager—Russ Diethert

Safes Office—Pittsburgh, 5730 Melvin St.

JAckson 2720

Manager—Harold Friedman
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FREEr
NfW
Mo0 Complete
<*-!• Dm-

Manager—Irving Friedman

Safes Office—Chicago, 612 N. Michigan Ave.

Authorized Distributort for all Leading
Manufacturer,

PRINT IN BINDING |

BUYING
GUUX

H

Write us today on your
company letterhead for
this 800 page bound
catalog which con
tains practically every
thing in radio and
electronic equipment

arrison

RADIO

COIROHÎIQN

12 WEST BROADWAY
NEW YORK 7
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There's Engineering Hinter
Behind Every TAYLOR TUBE
When transmitting tubes go into action, there is little to be
seen of the forces that make it possible to carry out the vital
commands of America’s Fighting Men. Like other weapons of
war, their efficiency and dependability is a direct reflection
of engineering improvements — advanced technical devel
opments that provide our Armed Forces with the world’s
finest communications. Taylor improved custom-built tubes
are today helping defeat the enemy in every battle area.
After Victory, these Taylor improvements will be ready for
peacetime applications.

Buy More WAR BONDS

For Victory!

CUSTOM
BUILT
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threshold control regulates the de
lay level with change of signal
strength. Audio voltage represent
ing the noise component is taken
from the noise rectifier load resistor
through a blocking condenser and
fed to the gain controlling grias of
the pentagrid tubes, these tubes
being connected in push-pull with
the controlling voltage fed in par
allel.
This method provides much
smoother control than where a sin
gle ended stage is used. A d.rect
current biasing voltage is applied
to the gain controlling grids tt set
the level of the zero axis for the
counter modulating voltage. Once
set for best performance this level
need not be changed.
This circuit is not a particularly
simple one; however, it is very
effective and is fully automatic, re
quiring no adjustment with varying
signal level. One important advan
tage of this circuit is the fact that
noise voltages are reduced before
rectification. This provides several
desirable features. Noise voltages
do not cause an Increase in the
automatic volume control voltage;
therefore the gain of the receiver
is controlled only by signal strength.
Since the same automatic volume
control voltage is also used for reg
ulating the noise rectifier delay and
the noise amplifier gain, these
(Continued on page 176)
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An army within an army . . . the 75,000 doctors and
nunes of the Army Medical Department have the job
of saving, rather than taking life. The victory they are
winning is magnificent beyond praise. Want facts ?
In the last war, eight of every hundred wounded men
died Today, ninety-seven of every hundred wounded
recover. And that is not the whole story, either ... the
tragic toll of men suffering amputation, prolonged hos
pitalization, recurrent operations and permanent disa
bility is being drastically reduced.
The wartime products of Connecticut Telephone é Elec
tric Division (field telephone equipment, electronic de
vices, and aircraft ignition components) are helping
the Army Medical Department to practice its skill and
devotion with greater promptness than ever before.

Here at home, Connecticut Telephone 5 Electric hospital
communicating and signalling equipment (installed be
fore the war) is also lending a helping hand. Civilian
doctors, nurses, and volunteer aides in understaffed
institutions are doing a job under trying conditions
which too few of us appreciate. "Connecticut”
equipment adds to their efficiency in hundreds of
American hospitals.
After the war, needed hospital construction will be
one of the most active and important elements of the
nation’s building program. "Connecticut”engineers
are planning even now to return to
the hospital field with new and better
systems for communications, signal
ling, paging and "electronic supervision”.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC DIVISION
GREAT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, INC. • MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT

‘
!»•
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Mallory
Standardization Program
for Electronic Components
Breaks a Production ‘'Log-Ja
Cooperation is a re
wartime. Mall onJ
engineers have just provided another strik ing
example of practical cooperation with a re
search program for standardization that assures
speedier production and improved construc
tion of components vital to the war effort ...
conserves valuable engineering time for you.
For the first time, a manufacturer of electronic
parts has thoroughly studied the effects of various
salt spray conditions on combinations of metals,
allov s and platings. One result has been Mallory's
development of two standard types of construc

tion for radio components:

TypeA—most parts: stainless steel and
nickel-plated brass.

Type B—most parts: cold rolled steel and
brass, cadmium-plated.
Extensive Mallory research has proved what

metals do the best job in each part of a switch,
variable resistor or jack assembly—what plating

thickness is required—what combination of ma
terials will withstand rigorous salt spray tests.

Until now, production of rotary circuit switches
and other components has been delayed by
dozens of specifications—often conflicting—for
materials, plating finishes and special construe-

tions. Mallory’s new standards are helping to
break this "log-jam'’, with

• Specifications and ordering vastly simplified.
• Production speeded and made much easier.
• Deliveries to customers made more promptly.
Also, the new Mallon constructions are obvious
improvements because the materials selected for
each part have been proved best.
Mallory cooperation isn’t limited to producing
better switches, jacks and volume controls, faster.
Normally, the salt spray data would be kept
secret and used only by Mallory. But throughout
the war, Mallory's policy has been to provide
useful information to anyone in American industry
who can put it to work for victory. Now Mallory
offers complete data on the materials and plat
ings, chosen on the basis of thorough salt spray
tests, for various parts of Mallory switches,
variable resistors and jacks. Valuable data on
fungicidal protection has also been compiled.

Collected in a 20-page booklet, this useful
information is yours for the asking. W rita
us on your business letterhead today.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

MallorY

BUY AN EXTRA WAR BOND

Approved Precision Products
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FREQ.-KC
CHANNEL
«< BASSETT, INC

TYPE TOO
• 2,000 KC to 10,000 KC
• Tolerance .005% - .01 % - .02%
• Two Mount in Octal Socket

TYPE 200

Shown Actual Size

>o°

0

crystal

Shown
Actual
Size

Q
freq.
n o.

channel

Channel

• 1,000 KC to 10,000 KC
• Tolerance .005% — .01 % — .02%
• Banana Plugs Spaced 750“

freq

Channel

£

CNANNb

»<o
FR^Q

PFX BASSE! T INC
M LADDER

QoAlE.

REX BASSETT INC

FlA.

If« LAUOtW&AuF FLÄ

Shown
Actual
Size

TYPE 300

hese crystals are manufactured to the highest standard of

quality by the most modem equipment and precise means known
to the art.

TYPE 400
• 4,000 KC to 10,000 KC
• Tolerance .005%—.01%—02%
* Straight Pins 500“ Spacing

• 2,000 KC to 10,000 KC
• Tolerance .005% - .01% - .02%
• Plugs in 5 Prong Socket

All units ore scientifically adjusted by X-Ray and,

efore shipment, are thoroughly tested for frequency, drift, and
activity, throughout your specified temperature range.

When ordering simply select the type that meets your require
ments as to physical dimensions consistent with the crystal fre
quency. Specify the desired tolerance, operating temperature
range and permissible drift from nameplate frequency through
out this range, and the type of oscillator tube and circuit in which
the unit will be used.

Telephone, telegraph, or write for prices on any quantity from one to ten thousand units of any type.
Our engineering department will be very happy to co-operate with you.

AVIATION

EQUIPMENT

REX
FORT
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BASSETT

INCORPORATED
LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA.

FOR

ADVANCES

SELECTIVE

(Continued from page 172)
stages are also controlled by thel
carrier strength only. If a s uelchl
circuit is used in the receiver, thel
fact that the automatic volume!
control voltage is not substantially!
increased by noise makes it p ssiblel
to set the squelch much closer
the opening point without noisel
bursts opening the squelch. Thiul
the squelch is actuated prii .iarilyl
by signal strength and can be sell
to be very sensitive and positive
its operation.
If a series limiter is used follow.!
ing this counter modulation circurJ
as a final cleanup circuit, a further!
improvement can be gained. This!
is due to the fact that such a limiter!
can be set to cut very sharply a I
a predetermined level. Inasmuch!
as the automatic volume contro
voltage is now dependent primarily!
upon signal strength, this voltage]
can be used to control the series]
limiter so that a very precise con-1
trol is obtained.
For communications work it is
often advantageous to limit at less]
than the one hundred per centl
modulation level. The best o;era |
performance attained under an I
conditions has been obtained using!
a counter modulation circuit re
moving noise voltages almost to the
modulation level and then using J
series limiter controlled by the au
tomatic volume control voltage so
produced and setting this limiter

^1

RADIATION

You have known of Sperti, Inc. as a
pioneer in the field of selective radiation.
Sperti lamps for the irradiation of food

to increase vitamin D content, are widely
pplied. So al
the Spertifier.
ultraviolet source radiating in a selected
band. For some time it has been standard
equipment in many packing plants, locker
plants and meat markets where it inhibits
the growth of mold. It allows tenderizing
enzymes to act in the meat without mold
and without spoilage.

ml

l

The Sperti ultraviolet lamp combin

I

ing ultraviolet and infrared rays has bee
accepted by the medical profession ai
domestic users.

Immediate Delivery!

WIDE RANGE
VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETERS

While Sperti is engaged in war work,

these products of selective radiation have
necessarily given way to more urgent
military demands.
Hut in the laboratories beyond Sperti,
engaged in pure research, work on selec
tive radiation has continued with devel
opments that may have wide postwar
applications in broadly diversified fields.
It is suggested that you maintain a con

tact with Sperti, Inc. so that you may be
kept informed of these later developments.

• High input impedance for both AC «nd
DC measurements.
• Convenient, low capacity “Probe" espedally adapted to high frequency radio I
use—100 megacycles nnd over.
• Self-regulating operation from po*ar
line; no batteries.
• Multiple voltage ranges—accurate sad
stable.

BULLETIN ON REQUEST

ALFRED W. BARBER
LABORATORIES

INCORPORATED

34*04 Freeds Lewis Blvd.
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, MANUFACTURING

•

Flashlag, N Y.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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MELTING METALS

BOMBARDINE TUBES

SURFACE HARDENING

BONDING GLASS TO METAL

SEALING PACKAGES

ANY users of electronic heaters are not gettin
bination of high frequency and low cost .
because their
heater units were not designed for their particular applications.

I he secret of economy and efficiency in high frequency heating
b to be sure your unit gives you the correct power-and-frequency
selections for the operation involved. Very often one of our machines
- costing only a few hundred dollars — will prove more efficient and
economical in operation than a larger unit costing thousands.

IS YOUR HEATER A POWER-WASTER?
V hether your heating operations require large or small units, we.
can give you the RIGHT unit for your applications. You need not
u e a “misfit” that gives you an incorrect power and frequency
selection. Scientific Electronic units usually pay for themselves many
times over in savings.

Note the wide range of power-and-frequency combinations our
equipment offers. Before you buy an Electronic heater, investigate
the advantages our units afford. Write today for detailed information.
Our equipment of
fers you o selection

of frequencies up to

300 megacycles —
and the following
power range, with

119 Munroe Street

Garfield, New Jersey

stepless control from

zero to full load:

Manufacturers of Vacuum Tube and Spark Gap Converters since 1921
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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100 K

to cut at less than the one hui dred I
per cent modulation level.
The series limiter, its advantages I
and disadvantages, is rather well!
known, so no extended discussion]
of this type of circuit should be
necessary. The same may be said
for the shunt type limiter. These
limiters are usually operated be
tween the second detector and the
first audio stage. Both types can'
be made fully automatic in .heir
operation.
One other type of circuit not so
well known is a limiter controlled
by average audio level. For cer
tain purposes this is highly desir
able. The circuit may be used in
addition to other noise reducing
circuits which are controlled bj the
strength of the signal. Such cir
cuits allow noise up to a predetermined modulation level
pass
through the circuit If the carrier
is unmodulated or modulated at a
low percentage, the noise allowed

controlled

Distant flashes of lightning were used to magnetize needles
by Joseph Henry during his experiments at Princeton in the
lS40's. The needles were placed in coils attached to a metal
roof and grounded. This little-known incident demonstrated

KIRKLAND Pioneer
INDICATING

LAMPS

to Henry that electromagnetic force was propagated —
"wave-fashion."
Electronic research is an ever-unfolding drama that often
magically turns into real-life factors—as Stancor engineers
discover almost daily—and the values of which they build
into the devices now being perfected for better
—— — — —

coordination and control of communication.
SEND FOR NEW COMPLETE CATALOG

STANCOK
STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
1500 NORTH HALSTED ST •

CHICAGO 22

Manufacturers of quality transformers,
reactors, power packs and allied products
far the electronic industries

Molded Bakelite socket
No. 600
with special tamp gripping features,
6/32 terminal screws and '/V insula
tion barrier; high arched lens for side
visibility; correct Interior diameter to
control lamp heat and to permit easy
lamp removal without tools.
Increased
diameter flange for positive coverage of
mounting hole; chromium plated; Un
derwriters Approved for 120 V. (S6
typo bulb). Patented 1931. (U.S. No.
185-8994).
KIRKLAND
HEAVY DUTY UNITS,
standard since 1931 on the products
of America’s flnest manufacturers.
All
units feature: single hole mounting; easy
lamp removal from the front; screw
husky sockets*
longer
terminals
threaded area for thicker panels; and
most important; NON-TURM tag to
prevent the unit from turning in the
mounting hole

L

J

Distributed Nationally By
GRAYBAR UECTRIC CO.^B

Write for
.

Csl.iloyuo

THE H. R. KIRKLAND CO
MORRISTOWN, N. J.
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TWIST

to CRYSTAL CLEANING
and makes certain that the fin

is an actual photograph
of the centrifugal air drier,
THIS
or "spinner," used in Bliley pro range
duction to facilitate clean han
dling of crystals during finishing
and testing operations. Quartz
blanks are dried in 5 seconds in
this device which is powered
with an air motor and spins at
15,000 r.p.m
Little things like lint or mi
croscopic amounts of foreign
material can have a serious
effect on crystal performance
The "spinner" eliminates the
hazards encountered when
crystals are dried with towels

COMPAN
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reliability required and
expected in Bliley crystals
This technique is only one
small example of the methods
and tests devised by Bliley En
gineers over a long period of
years. Our experience in every
phase of quartz piezoelectric ap
plication is your v
assurance of de
pendable and
accurate crystals
that meet the test
\
of time.
\

to pass can be appreciable. If th
additional limiter is controlled by
average audio level at a syllabic rate,
this additional limiting actioi will
rise and fall with the average modulation level. Such a circuit is
shown in Fig. 6.
In this circuit audio voltage is
amplified, rectified, and filter’d to
produce a bias voltage for ? full
wave limiter. When the audio volt
age impressed on the limiter input
exceeds the bias voltage, the limiter
ceases to conduct. The time con
stant of the bias level is determined
by the value of capacitance across
the full wave rectifier load resistor.
A variation of this circuit uses the
bias voltage to control the gain of
an audio frequency amplifier rather
than straight limiting action. Some
what better control is obtained by
this method as the wave shape is
not altered, although the circuit
now operates as an expander rather
than as a limiter. A pentagrid first
audio stage may well be controlled
in this manner to reduce the gain
when the modulation level is low.
All of the foregoing circuits have
definite practical uses: as has been
pointed out, it is often advantageous
to employ more than one circuit to
attain maximum possible per
formance for a given service. It is
really surprising what can be done
in the reduction of noise if circuits
are carefully selected and designed.

THAT

REM

To insure constant frequency and high
activity, Crystals must be cut at the correct

angles to the crystallographic axes. That’s
why C.T.C.

Crystals

are

X-RAY

ORI

ENTED. This process predetermines the
axes of the Crystals, making it possible to

cut each slice with extreme accuracy.
Next time you need Crystals send your
specifications to us. You’ll find C.T.C.’s

"correctly cut” Crystals will meet your most

exacting

standards

of quality

and

per-

formance.

For delivery estimates, quotations, etc.
get in touch with
In Standard and

RRICRNRu cial Designs to meet
every need in maintaining communications
for the Armed Forces ... on land or
on sea. Write for Bulletin.

CAMBRIDGE
441 CONCORD AVE.

CORPORATION
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.

Division Chisholm-Ryder Co., Inc.

MOI Highland Avenue,
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Lumarith insulation
guards against
COXXOSIOH

Lumarith (cellulose acetate) insulation is especially
effective in resisting electro-chemical oxidation wher
ever electrical equipment must operate in a highly
humidified atmosphere. A textile mill spinning-room
provides an excellent example. Here humidity must
be adequate to keep down static electricity, and con
tactor coils especially have been known to bum out
prematurely due to moisture-induced corrosion. The
use of Lumarith insulation guards against this trouble.
Lumarith films for moisture-resisting wrappers and
layer insulation, and Lumarith dip coats have excellent
dielectric and physical strength and are low in mois
ture absorption. The films are furnished plain or with

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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a special mat finish which is easy to see and prevents
slipping of wires—important winding advantages.
"Lumarith for the Electrical Industry" is a booklet
worth studying. Send for your copy. Celanese Cellu
loid Corporation, a division of Celanese Corporation
of America, 180 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
•Re». U. S. Pat. Off.

UMARITH

RADIO IM
RUSSIA

Eicor

(Continued from page 77) ,
of a most capable individual who
had in operation many interesting
ideas to increase production.

Factory morale

Commutation is the heartbeat of a
motor or dynamotor. A schoolboy might define this
important function as: "conducting the right voltage to
the right place at the right time.” That description is
simplicity itself, but not so simple are the design
calculations upon which commutator manufacture
and performance are based.
In d.c. machines, such as Eicor motors
and dynamotors, commutation reverses current
direction thousands of times per second, each reversal
involving the making and breaking of a momentary
contact. To provide years of unfailing service, the
commutators must be large enough to carry the current
and dissipate the heat but still be of a diameter small
enough to afford moderate peripheral speed and long
brush life. Division of the commutator into segments
of proper number is based on such factors
composition and size of brushes, and on
requirements.
The individually formed copper and
mica segments are hydraulically swaged into permanent
position on the mica lined steel core. After heat
treating, high potential tests are made between
segments and from each segment to ground to prove
insulation. When the commutator is mounted and
connected as part of a complete armature, it is finished
by turning and undercutting (illustrated), and then by
machining to concentric limits measured in "tenths.”
Good commutation, so vital
„
to the fine performance of an Eicor unit,
-<^09
can be consistently achieved only
men with specialized knowledge
and experience.

En$©ia ÜRJ©.

ISOl W. Congreis St., Chicogo, U.S.A.

DYNAMOTORS • 0. C. MOTORS • POWER PLANTS • CONVERTERS
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I shall mention a few of these
plans which were in operation in
these newer plants. Some of these
will be familiar to you as they are
carried out in your own plan:s.
However, such morale-increasing
programs are much more strongly
stressed in Russia than in America.
1. Painted signs were placed
over machines when the indivi
duals had pledged to better their
quotas. Upon being introduced
to these outstanding employes I
found them very interested in
their work and eager to excell in
their work.
2. Progress reports in the form
of easily read graphs were posted
in each department showing
what they had agreed to do and
the production percentages to
date.
3. Suggestion boxes were placed
throughout the factory. Bonuses
were given and the individual’s
(Continued on page 184)

RADIO and
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
Project and design engineers ex
perienced in the field of commu
nications equipment and radar.
Also openings for junior engi
neers to serve as assistants to
senior project men.
Positions available for engineer
ing inspectors, draftsmen, and
tracing checkers.

HUDSON AMERICAN CORP
25 WEST 43RD STREET
NEW YORK. NEW YORK
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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DIRT
INSIDE ELECTRONIC TUBES

CAN CAUSE TROUBLE TOO
Foreign matter within an Electronic Tube was always
a hazard. Now, with the tendency toward miniature
tubes and smaller parts with less distances between
them, even a tiny thread of lint free in the glass
enclosure can prove very damaging.

The TUNG-SOL regular procedure of washing and
baking all mounts and glass enclosures just before
sealing has proven a more than worth while precaution.
It not only removes all dirt and dust and lint from
component parts but at the same time removes any
deposit of harmful salts that might poison the emission

of electrons from the filament.
This final cleaning is just one
of the innumerable practices
instituted by TUNG-SOL re
search and development engineers, who have given

TUNG-SOL Electronic Tubes their ruggedness, long
life, efficiency and uniformity. These characteristics
are important to both manufacturers and users of elec
tronic devices. These engineers are available to you to
assist in the designing of circuits and in the selection of
the tubes that will do your job most efficiently.

EVERY DAY IS WASH DAY
A continuous flow of hoc
water is introduced through
the bottom of the washing
tank and is discharged out
the top floating the lint and
foreign matter out with it.
This prevents contamination
of water. After washing,
both mounts and enclosures
travel through a high tem
perature oven, thoroughly
clean and ready for exhaust.

TUNGSOL
ELECTRONIC TUBES

TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS INC., NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS. ALL-GLASS SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHT LAMPS AND CURRENT INTERMITTORS
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picture was placed on the bulletin
board when a suggestion u as
accepted.
4, At the main entrance to the
plant were several large bulletin
boards in a small courtyard. The
bulletin boards covered the fol
lowing subjects:
a. Cartoons showing various
humorous incidents that have
occurred in the plants—all well
sketched.

b. Pictures of the 20 workers
who made the highest percei t
age of quota for the preceding
month.
c. List of 14 to 16-year-old
children working in the plant
who have shown the best in
their factory work and at their
industrial school.
\^U1CK DELIVERY can be made on this extremely
low loss transmission line. Especially suited for RF
transmission at high or ultra-high frequencies, it
has wide application (1) as a connector between
transmitter and antenna, (2) for interconnecting
RF circuits in transmitter and television apparatus,
(3) for transmitting standard frequencies from
generator to test positions, and (4) for phase
sampling purposes.
Andrew type 83 is a
diameter, air-insulated,
coaxial transmission line. The outer conductor ma
terial is soft-temper copper, tubing, easily bent to
shape by hand and strong enough to withstand
crushing. Spacers providing adequate mechanical
support are made of best available steatite and
contribute negligibly to power loss.
Accessory equipment for Coaxial Transmission
Line, illustrated:
Type 853 Junction Box: Right angle box required
where very sharp right angle turn is necessary.
Type 825 Junction Box: Three way T box for
joining three lines at right angles.
Type 1601R Terminal: Gas tight end terminal
with exclusive Andrew glass to metal seal. Incorpo
rates small, relief needle valve for discharging gas.
Type 810 Connector: Cast bronze outer con
nector with copper sleeve for inner conductor.

d. Daily copy of the “Moscow
News.”
e. War Map—which is changed
daily to show the location of
the Red Armies and the cities
captured.
f. Display of letters written
from the front by previous
employes of the plant.

g. Notice of daily pep talk
by some soldier. The day I
was there, a guerrilla fighter
who had operated behind the
Type 853

Builders of—
SPECIALLY DESIGNED

INCANDESCENT

LAMP

Type 825

RADIO TUBE

Andreu’ Company manufactures all sizes in coaxial
transmission lines and all necessary accessories.

ELECTRONIC TESTING and

Write lor Descriptive Catalog

PRECISION MACHINERY

For the past 25 years!

Type 16011t

Andrew Type 85 (y," diameter) coaxial transmis
sion line is manufactured in 100 foot lengths and
may be purchased in coils of this length or in
factory spliced coils of any length up to ’ j mile.

Submit your drawings and
designs, wbieb will be treated
with strict confidence.
We do

not design or sell
machinery.

ANDREW CO

Daly Machine &T00I Works
363 EAST 75th STREET

m FULINSHUYSEN AVKNUI
NfWABK. N. J.

CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS
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The CE-29 is of short, sturdy construction and is
particularly sensitive to blue and violet light. It
is, therefore, particularly useful with light sources
rich in violet, blue and green light. In many ap
plications this tube will possess advantages even
with light sources which produce considerable red
and infra-red light. Though the CE-29 is not sen
sitive to red and infra-red light, its basic sensitivity
on an energy basis is at least ten times that of
conventional red sensitive phototubes.
RMA spectral sensitivity des
ignation is S-4. CE-29 uses
octal 5-pin base, interchange
able with other similar tubes.
Send for bulletin PC-15 giving
complete technical data.

CHICAGO OFFICE
M3 MERCHANDISI MART

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

GENEVA, ILL.

NEW YORK OFFICE
265 W 14th ST.

Within
a Business

German lines was to speak.
h. Pictures and lists of the
employes operating the best
“Victory gardens.”
i. Thermometer type chart
showing the over-all require
ments of the plant as specified
by the central planning group
in Moscow and the percentage
to date for the month.

News is broadcast throughout the
plant over loudspeaker systems a d
the employes are kept up to date
on both war news and the over- 11
requirements and production in
their own departments, as well is
for the entire factory.
In several of the plants I visit d
many American machine tools were
being used. However, it is quite
definite that the Russians do pos
sess the “know-how” to properly
put into operation plants compar
able in operating efficiency to our
own radio factories. They had
functioning all the elements of a
modern plant, and in the hands
of a capable man.
Traveled 7,000 miles by plane

some exacting demands—for instance die castings so intricate and precise that ordinary sources

As stated before, I tried to read
the most highly recommended
books regarding the Soviet before
taking the trip. There are not
many points on which you can get

can’t supply them profitably and in quantity.
So we built, equipped and staffed
our own die casting department.
It’s a big one—rates among

five largest aluminum alloy die

cast plants in the country. It has a
huge capacity—much more than even we

THERE’S A

DRAKE

SOLDERING IRON
FOR EVERY TYPE OF
ELECTRONIC WORK

From that mighty mite

need. But its size assures our customers
prompt delivery of almost any quantity of Cannon Connectors,
on short notice without the slightest sacrifice of the well-known

the Drake No. 400 to the higl
speed production “honey”

Cannon qualities—easier assembly, better fit, greater strength with

less weight, longer trouble-free life.

Cannon slide films with sound covering assem
bly and soldering techniques are available on
request. Address Department A-122, Cannon
Electric Development Company, 3209 Humboldt
Street, Los Angeles 31, California.

the Drake No. 600-10 there is
high quality Drake Soldering Iro
“just right” for the job.

Drake Heat Controls and the
Drake “Magic Cup” Stand are
important soldering aids.
SEE
YOUR RADIO
PARTS JOBBER

Cannon Electric Development Co. Los Angeles 31, California

DRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS, INC.
REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CIDES — CONSULT YOUR 1OCA1 TCLCPHONl BOOK
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3656 LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO, ILL
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BOILED-DOWN
lw„

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
S. S. White offers the widest selection of flexible shafts for power transmission and for remote control, each

type specially engineered and constructed for its particular function.

POWER DRIVE SHAFTS range in diameter from

FLEXIBLE CASINGS - A wide range of Metallic,

.095" to .750" with a selection of different character

Fabric and Rubber Covered Casings for light and

istics of torsional strength, torsional deflection, trans

heavy duty use with flexible shafts. Basic data on

verse flexibility, etc., in each diameter. Table of

all types included in BULLETIN 43.

engineering data in BULLETIN 43.

END FITTINGS for shafts and casings in a compre
REMOTE CONTROL SHAFTS come in diameters

hensive selection of designs, illustrations with dimen

from .130" to .437"; also in a wide selection of char

sions in BULLETIN 43.
Copy on BULLETIN 43
moiltd on requetl.
Writs for your».

acteristics. Basic data table in BULLETIN 43. .

FIXED RESISTORS
operation, retention of values, durability and excel

STANDARD RANGE—1000 ohms to 10 megohms.
HIGH VALUES—15 megohms to 1,000,000 megohms,

lent performance in all climates.

BULLETIN 37 with full details mailed on request.

The "all-weather" resistors, featured by noiseless

S. S. White offers a complete line of plastic dummy shipping plugs and caps designed to provide inex
pensive protection for products with threaded openings during shipment. Full details in BULLETIN P-4305-

copy on request.

S. S. White also offers a complete plastics molding service equipped to

provide the best in molding in any thermoplastic or thermosetting material

to your specifications. Quotations on your requirements furnished on request.

New Development Increases
Life Expectancy of Type BC

CAPACITHONS
From the time they ore wound and assembled with all insula
tion material in their own metal containers — throughout the
entire impregnation cycle, sealing operations and final tests —
Oil Type SC Capacitrons remain untouched by human
hands — safe from the possibility of body acid contamination,
physical damage, moisture or injurious foreign matter.

unanimous opinions, even from
people who have been there for
many yeajs. I was in Russia only
six weeks, but I was unrestricted
in my plant visits, traveling some
7,000 miles by air within the coun
try. I was also free to observe and
talk with as many people as I
wished, and tried to form some
opinions which may be of interest.
The Russian people have an unextinguishable love for the soil of
their country. This tremendous
feeling for the soil united the re
publics at the timb of the German
invasion as nothing else could have.
The love for the soil is. intensified
by the fact that before science and
industry’ were started in Russia,
the people’s livelihood was almost
entirely dependent upon the crops
and the forests.
The Russians have a fierce hatred
of the Germans because Russian
losses have been so tremendous,
and because of the treatment of
their people in occupied territories.
In my discussions with the Russian
people, there were very few with
whom I talked that had not lost
an immediate relative.
Throughout the entire country I
found the people very enthusiastic
about good music, drama, opera
and the ballet. The movies are
primarily composed of new'S reels
and historical pictures. At Lenin
grad and Moscow the ballet and
opera were kept operating even

J I 0-VOLTS A.C.
from DIRECT CURRENT
with Katolight Rotary Konverters for operat
ing radio and electronic equipment, moving
picture projectors, sound apparatus, A.C. ap
pliances, etc.

The development of this method of processing large section
capacitors assures a tangible increase in the life expectancy
of these units and is one more reason for using Type BC
Capacitrons in your equipment. Our prompt delivery of these
uniformly high-quality capacitors, which meet both Army and
Navy specifications, can mean increased production for you.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on these
Oil Type EC CAPACITRONS
Controlled production on just a few basic
Capacitron types means quick delivery to many
customers. Type EC units can be supplied in many
capacities and voltage ratings to suit your need.
Write or wire today for information covering your
requirements.

Telephone: Michigan 9656

7k CAPACITRI1N
318 West Schiller St.,
188

Chicago 10, Illinois

225 WATT CONVERTER
Available in sizes 110 through 2500 watts,
1800 and 3600 r.p.m. ball bearing designs.
Furnish standard 110-volt, 60-cycle, A.C. from
32, 110 or 220-volts direct current. Quiet in
operation. Can be furnished with special fil
tering equipment for sensitive radio work

PIONEERS IN THE BUILDING OF
SMALL ROTARY CONVERTERS
At present Kato's entire production must be
directed to furnishing converters on high pri
ority orders. Write us if you need this kind
ot equipment for orders.
Also manufacturers of A.C. ano D.C. generators
ranging from 350 watts through 25 K.W.; power
plants; frequency changers; high frequency gen
erators: and motor-generator sets.

KATO ENGINEERING CO.
150 SPRING ST.

MANKATO, MINN.
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SIMPLICITY OF APPLICATION

Vibration Isolation are
Basic Features of

bonded rubber

Sfervi
MOUNTINGS
ILLIONS of Lord Mountings are in use
today, providing protection against the
and vibration
harmful effects of shock u.2
IL—-— on
— all
types of industrial, military, and naval equip
ment, from light, delicate instruments to heavy,
massive machinery.
Providing such protection in modern
equipment designs may well be termed "Pro
*------ ------ 1—”
engineers confronted
tective
with a problem ofsibration control. Lord offers
a wide variety of bonded rubber, shear type
mountings from the standpoint of function, size,
shape, load ratings, and methods of application.
The accompanying photographs show
Lord Plate Form Holder Type Mountings being
used to float electric ¡enerators within the
transmitter housing ol a marine radio unit
manufactured by Federal Telephone and Radio
Corporation, at Newark, New Jersey. Simplicity
of application is well illustrated. The generators
weigh 110 pounds each, and the mountings
serve to isolate component equipment from any
disturbing forces emanating from this source.
Through proper mounting selection, iso■
lation efficiencies ranging from 73% to 85%
reduction of disturbing forces may be expected,
"
although reductions up to 97% are not unusual
in equipment operating at very high frequencies.
The remarkable efficiency of Lord Mountings
is due to the accuracy, precision, and uniform
quality of manufacture.
Lord Mountings are made in two main
types, Plate Form and Tube Form, with varia
tions to suit special conditions. Load ratings of
L
standard sizes range from a few ounces to 1500
I
pounds. They absorb shock, control vibration,
■
and minimize all noise transmitted through
S
solid conduction.
*
For complete information covering all
Lord Mountings, as well as engineering discussion on vibration control, write for Bulletins 103
and 104, or call in a Lord Vibration Engineer
for consultation on your vibration problems.
There is no obligation.

LV1

Back The Attack —Buy War Bonds

LORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA

while the Germans were a vey
few miles away.
The Russian
people are very eager to learn, are
energetic, hard working, resource
ful and ingenious. This has been
shown in their ability to adapt
themselves quickly to changing
fighting conditions such as they
were up against with the mechan
ized German armies. As indivi
duals, their habits, temperaments,
likes and dislikes are almost idea
tical with those of tile avera te
American.
Both Russia and the Unit d
States have many fundamental
and basic things in common. Both
countries are generally self-sufiicient so far as their basic requirt'Neither
ments are concerned,
country has had any ambiti ous colonization program. Neither
country should have any difficulty
in the future from an immigration
standpoint.
I feel that the friendly relations
of the United Nations will continue
to develop. Russia’s big problem
is raising the standard of living in
her own country, which will require
all of the products that they can
produce.
As for postwar radio
problems, it would seem to me that
if they are handled on a business
basis, the United States and Russia
can be of great mutual help to one
another.

BIRD & CO

TRANSFU
for ELECTRON!
!her is an organi/ / / Chicago 9
\( / zation spa
ig exclusively in the
design and manMi re of all
of small
transformers and reactors.
Housed in our modern daylight
are
complete laboratory and plant facilities for
the handling of every operation in the manu
facture of fine transformers.

GLASS
INSTRUMENT
BEARINGS
GLASS “V” BEARINGS

made to your specifications

We welcome your inquiries

RICHARD II. BIRD

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
CORPORATION
DIVISION or ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

3501 WEST ADDISON STREET
190

•

CHICAGO,18

Manufacturer of Jewel Bearings
for thirty years
23 MOODY STREET
WALTHAM, MASS.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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NEW STRING
Write for details of

Vibration machine VMJ-jVF.

BIGGER ROW

Waugh Laboratories presents a new Waugh-Johnson vibration
machine, for high frequency vibration of loads up to 500 lbs.
Amplitude o to 1.5 inches with frequencies of 600 to 6,000

C.P.M. Automatic electric control of amplitude, frequency and

acceleration over entire range while in operation. Table dimen
sion 4^x4'. This is one of a series of Waugh-Johnson highfrequency vibration machines designed to test equipment of all

types which must meet Army and Navy specifications.

Send for
descriptive
literature.

Pacific Coast Branch-. 110 East California St, Pasadona 5, California

420 LEXINGTON AYE., NEW YORK

17, N. Y.

while the Germans were a ve y
few miles away.
The Russian
people are very eager to learn, are
energetic, hard working, resource
ful and ingenious. This has been
shown in their ability to adapt
themselves quickly to changing
fighting conditions such as they
were up against with the mecha iized German armies. As indivi
duals, their habits, temperaments,
likes and dislikes are almost idea
tical with those of tile avera re
American.
Both Russia and the United
States have many fundamental
and basic things in common. Both
countries are generally self-sufiicient so far as their basic requireNeither
ments are concerned,
country has had any ambitious colonization program. Neither
country should have any difficulty
in the future from an immigration
standpoint.
I feel that the friendly relations
of the United Nations will continue
to develop. Russia’s big problem
is raising the standard of living in
her own country, which will require
all of the products that they can
produce.
As for postwar radio
problems, it would seem to me that
if they are handled on a business
basis, the United States and Russia
can be of great mutual help to one
another.

DIR» & CO

TRANSFO

c

for ELECTRO^!
»5

«
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er is an orgamChicago
zation st
hg exclusively in the
design and manuf
e of all types of small
transformers and reactors.
Housed in our modern daylight plant are
complete laboratory and plant facilities for
the handling of every operation in the manu
facture of fine transformers.

GLASS
INSTRUMENT
BEARINGS
GLASS MVM BEARINGS

made to your specifications

IF« welcome your inquiries

RICHARD II. BIRR

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
CORPORATION
DIVISION OF ESSEX «VIRE CORPORATION

3501 WEST ADDISON STREET
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CHICAGO

PRINT IN BINDING

Manufacturer of Jewel Bearings
for thirty years
23 MOODY STREET
WALTHAM, MASS.
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NEW STRING-A RIGGER ROW
Write for details of

Vibration machine VMJ-jVF.

Waugh Laboratories presents a new Waugh-Johnson vibration

machine, for high frequency vibration of loads up to 500 lbs.
Amplitude o to 1.5 inches with frequencies of 600 to 6.000

C.P.M. Automatic electric control of amplitude, fi equency and

acceleration over entire range while in operation. Table dimen
sion 4'x4'. This is one of a series of Waugh-Johnson highfrequency vibration machines designed to test equipment of all

types which must meet Army and Navy specifications.

MB

Send for
descriptive
literature.
Pacific Coast Branch; 180 East Califonda St, Pasadina 5, California

420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. T.

Matching a Relay
to an output tube circuit involves unusual considerations m hich are sometimes overlooked. W hile the
results are not strictly like the above picture, they are
unfortunate!
often neai
WHAT RESISTANCE WOULD YOU SPECIFY FOR
THE RELAY COIL IN THE FOLLOWING CIRCUIT?
1S4

Assume it is desired
to energize the relay
from a 2 volt D. C.
signal (positive).

INPUT

The book says a 1S4 should operate into a 5,000 ohms plate load when
used with a 67.5 volt plate supply. Bear in mind that we wish to put as much
power as possible into the relay under conditions of minimum signal.
If the relay resistance is 5,000 ohms the plate current will be about
1.5 Ma with no signal, and about 3 Ma with a 2 volt signal. The corresponding
power value-- are .011 watt and .045 watt. How good is the match?

(Continued from page 85)
because of the limited range of tne
resulting vibrational frequences
This mechanical exciter, wh ch
consists mainly of a rotating unbalanced weight, will provide
vibrational excursions only up te
5000 cycles per minute. Since certain tests require frequencies up
to 20,000 cycles per minute, he
mechanical exciter was inadequare.
To develop an electronically con
trolled exciter which would ade
quately cover the necessary scope
for testing, Mr. Critchlow designed
an electronic vibration exciter
which consists of a combination of
two magnets and a coil. It is at
tached to the crankshaft, as sho a n
in Fig. 4, and actuated by the
audio oscillator and power ampli
fier at the right in Fig. 6.
Examples of typical pickups will
be found in Fig. 5, depending on
whether response to strain, posi
tion, pressure, acceleration, veloc
ity, or displacement is wanted and
whether linear or angular motion
is encountered. The output of the
pickup can in some cases be put
recording
directly into
measuring device, but in most cases
it is amplified to operate the rec
ording device as in Fig. 2. In Fig.
6 the crankshaft in the center has
been the main problem under study
and the electronic vibration ex-

AT 1OO MC
DILECTENE
* C-D Engineered
U-H-F Insulation

A 67.5 volt circuit passing 3 Ma has n total resistance of about 22,500
ohms. If less than 25% of this is in the relay coil, it is easy to see that power is
being wasted.

ROWER FACTOR

Now suppose we try a resistance of about 16,000 ohms The plate currents
with and without signal will be around 2.5 and 1.25 Ma., corresponding to pow
er valves of .100 watt ¡uid .025 watt. Since a 67.5 volt circuit with 2.5 Ma
flowing has a resistance of 27,000 ohms and we have about 16,000 in the relay
coil, our match, although apparently not perfect, is a great deal better than
before, and accounts for the large increase in relay power. The optimum
match is not necessarily at the point where
the circuit resistance is in the
relay, because of the non linear tube plate current characteristic. Usually the
relay resistance should be enough to drop the
plate voltage somewhere near the knee of the
plate current curve for minimum useful input
SIGMY
RELAY
signal, with due allowance for all
TYPE 4A
C i A11
circuit variat ions.

0.0033

DIELECTRIC

3J7
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70 CEYLON STREET
BOSTON 20, MASS.

Temperature
Extremes
Mechanical
Stress

READILY

MACHINED

Sigma Instruments, me
NEW ADDRESS

Nigh Humidity

CONSTANT

Be arc anxious to help you on
Relay Problems. Send us the
details.

OC RELAYS

STABLE
UNDER

Chemical
Conditions

For complete technical
data, send for Bulletin DN
CONTINENTAL-DIAMOND
SIGMA
RELAY
TYPE4R

FIBRE COMPANY
DS

NEWARK 50,
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the hand
• If you’re looking for a reliable source of supply for chassis,

mounting assemblies, panels, transformer housing or cabinets
— no need to beat around the bush — here is one RIGHT

AT HAND!
We're already working in steel, stainless steel and aluminum

for many firms in the electronic industry — meeting rigid

Army and Navy specifications right on the nose.
With all due modesty, yet with the confidence born of expe*

rience, we know we can do equally well for you! Send us

your specifications.

CORRY-JAMESTOWN
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

»44
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EW radio developments are being

citer can be seen attached to he
crankshaft.
In connection with airci aft
structures containing large disc ntinuities in mass and stiff]
properties, it will be found in m. ny
cases that simple uncoupled modes
of vibration do not represent he
structural behavior with the de
gree of accuracy necessary to be
used in conducting a satisfactory
flutter analysis. With this in m; id,
CAA has been conducting ground
vibration tests on a number of
aircraft structures to determine he
coupled modes of vibration w ith
a view toward investigating the
possibilities of predicting these
coupled modes of vibration from
design data. This would enable a
complete flutter analysis to be con
ducted while the design is still in
the drafting room stage. This, of
course, required close correlat in
between test data and analysis,
with a method of analysis that is
capable of yielding coupled modes
of vibration.
In studying the modes of vibra
tion, equipment capable of record
ing a number of stations simul
taneously was used, so that the
frequency and relative phase and
amplitude of various points on the
structure could be obtained to de
fine the deflection curves of the
vibrating structure. An example of
oscillograms obtained with the
electronic recording equipment is

_ worked out behind these new doors.,On
the success of its past achievements Pacific

Division’s Radio Engineering Laboratory
has earned for itself a greatly expanded

workshop. ,The same engineers who

developed the Gibson Girl Emergency

New England
Manufacturers

Transmitter. . . who pioneered in radio
remote control equipment, now have the

full facilities to accelerate their develop
ment work. Principally they are working
on a new interpretation of simplified UHF

for aircraft and other uses. The doors of
this new laboratory will open tomorrow

when this development is perfected.

Your production can be increased by
properly installed sound equipment. Our
distributors can furnish Turner mikes,
Masco amps and intercoms, University
speakeri, Radiotone recorders.

We represent leading manufacturers
of basic electronic components—chas
sis, coils, condensers, relays, resistors,
sockets, solder, transformers, timers*—
dependable sources whose deliveries
will enable you to meet your schedules.
«Our index gives the complete listing—
yours for the asking if you an in N.E.

'tsfon
"BtndiX 'Aviation Corporation
MOUTH

HOtlVWOQO, CAL/f.

Before Pearl Harbor Pacific Division developed
the famous Gibson Girl Emergency Transmitter,
which is now standard equipment on every A.A.F.
and A.T. C. airplane making overwater flights.

HENRY P. SEGEL CO.
Manufacturers Representatives
Field Engineers

221 COLUMBUS AVENUE
BOSTON U, MASS.
Telephones KENmorc 3012-6333

Branch Office in Hartford, Connecticut
Serving Manufacturers, Jobbers, Schools and
Laboratories in New England.
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Coto-Coíl
ELECTRICAL COIL WINDINGS
Since I9I7

ARE AT THE CONTROLS

i FREQUENCY OF VIBRATION ■ 556 C.ÄM

/
w

4

■

&

\

- 'n 3

Fig. 7—Record from multichannel oscillograph

RADIO
SHIPS
COMMUNICATIONS

So Much Depends On .
Accurate Winding
Careful Assembly
Correct Impregnation
COTO-COIL precision wound coils, de
pendable and efficient, are serving in
arctic cold . . in tropical heat and hu
midity . . in the air . . on land . . under
the sea . . in industry.
Where perfect functioning of electrical
installations is a "must”, COTO-COIL
windings, to your specifications, should
be incorporated in your design.

shown by Fig. 7 where a number
of test points have been recorded.
Since available methods for cal
culating coupled modes of aircraft
vibration sometimes are long and
tedious, this group in the Aircraft
Engineering Division has initiated
a study aimed at devising an addi
tional tool for the engineer to ex
pedite such calculations. After
considerable exploratory work,
methods of utilizing the punch
card calculating machines were

iRca

Rare Gases
and Mixtures
ARGON
NEON
HELIUM

Wartime contracts are still
paramount but some winding
facilities are available to meet
essential industrial needs.

27 years of electrical
coil design and produc
tion assure your satis
faction. Phone, wire or
write.

COTO-COIL CO.» INC
65 PAVILION AVE

PROVIDENCE 5, R. I.

XENON
KRYPTON
Airco Rare Gases are pure and free
of active gases. Mixtures are blended
uniformly and accurately. They are
available in lead glass or PYREX
containers.
The individual gases as well as
many standard mixtures are avail
able both for production and ex
perimental use. Special mixtures
can be supplied to meet any need.

AIR

REDUCTION

Go».«/ Office.* 60 E. 42nd ST., NEW YORK
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sum
susss
ears of engineering research are responsible for

the many well known Hammarlund marine type

variable condensers, which are now playing such

a vital role in the search for

enemy ships over the seven seas
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NEW BOGEN
DEVELOPMENTS

11EW TECHNIQUES ... new ideas ... new developments
. . . there have been many which we of the David Bogen
Company have applied in the production of inter-communi
cation, detection and specialized sound equipment for the
United States Army and Navy.

These new developments are now the property of our fight
ing men, and we are enjoying the satisfaction which comes
from making a vital contribution to the war. The equipment
we produce after Victory will reflect our greater knowledge
and skill, and will incorporate many of the remarkable de
velopments which are a product of our experiences today. To
Bogen distributors that great new equipment will mean pres
tige and profit. Tomorrow’s satisfaction will belong to Bogen
purchasers . . . users of the finest sound equipment made.

OF IMMEDIATE IMPORTANCE TO BOGEN DISTRIBUTORS:
We are consianiZy striving to speed deliveries on our regular
Catalog equipment. We know that this equipment, too, is vital
to the war program . . . and deliveries are improving daily.
Se^pert the Fifth War Lett* Drive
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successfully developed to perfon z
the laborious calculations involved ~
in solving matrix equations, so ef *
fective in obtaining the cojpiej
modes of vibration of the aircraf;
structure. Conventional calculitini
machines presented an extreme!;
tedious process for this analysis
After procedures were developed
for utilizing the punch card cal
culating machines for performing
routine calculations of aircraft
modes of vibration at zero airspeed
the machine procedures were thei
extended to permit computation
of aircraft modes of vibration at
various airspeeds and to solve the
basic flutter equations which art
involved in the determination of
critical flutter speeds. A search t<
find the proper place to undertaki
such a development resulted fa
the interest of the Bureau of Cen
sus, and the work has progressed
under the direction of EveretO
Kimball. After noting the pattern
which the iteration of a matrix
takes, he applied it to the machines
successfully.
Since the punch card calculating
machines take care of complex
numbers, it also became possible
to solve the flutter stability equa
tions. With machines capable of
iterating complex numbers, the co-l
efficients were put in the form of J
matrix rather than a determinant!
and the matrix solved by iteration
The iteration process has been set
up on the machines so that several
values and different values of fre
quency ratio can be computed
simultaneously, so that the com
plete curves defining the stability
of the aircraft modes being ana
lyzed can be plotted for the speed
range being studied.
The government agencies con
trolling the air-worthiness of air
craft equipment set up rigid speci
fications, which have to be met on
new products before they are re
leased. The manufacturer has to
take all precautions possible to in
sure that his product meets these
specifications and is proven air
worthy. Even then the obligation
of the manufacturer is still unfin
ished and the ceaseless vigil for
continued improvement often ap
pears to be the bigger problem of
the two. To this end the laboratory
of the CAA is proving its value,
both to the armed forces Indirectly
in this critical wartime and to the
potential expansion of civilian fly
ing post war.
CAA has already cooperated on
problems for the Grumman Air
craft Engineering Corp., at Long
Island, Brewster Aeronautical
Corp., Pa., Aircooled Motors, New
York, and Continental Aviation
and Engineering Corp., Detroit
The facilities of this laboratory are
available whenever possible, for the
improvement of all airplane en
gineering problems. — Carol Pray
Ryan, Washington Bureau.
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1859•

The world was spellbound when
the first telegraphic message uus sent across the
Atlantic by cable. But in three months that first
cable was broken. Seven long years elapsed
before a new Atlantic cable was laid. And in
the meantime, news had to travel the old slow
way . . . by ship.

:

1944•

Today, the miracle of instant two
way radio permits split-second communications
between remote continents and isolated islands.
Our fighting forces on land, sea and air are
in constant touch with each other. Radio and
electronics are winning battles, sat ing thousands
of lives, helping to speed Victory.

•ion

eral
1

lese

online!
America owes to science an eternal debt of thanks for its ceaseless
research in the realm of radio and electronics.
Since Pearl Harbor, SENTINEL has devoted all its resources,
all its skill, to producing radio equipment for our armed forces.
When peace has been won, we promise all of our dealers
SENTINEL Radios far finer in tone and performance — more salable
and more profitable than the most optimistic pre-war expectations.

1920

1944
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TROPICAUZATION
PROBLEMS
(Continued from page 113)

Another function of this process
is the removal of minute particles
of foreign metals that may nave
become lodged in the surface as a
result of contact with the tools in
machining, punching, milling or
grinding operations. These parf cles
will act as corrosion centers during
salt spray if not removed. All of the
parts made from stainless steel
should be passivated before assem
bly into a switch, variable resistor
or other component.
In assembly it is frequently nec
essary to stake or rivet stainless
steel parts This not only destroys
the film on the surface of the steel
but it may also change the grain
structure of the metal in such a
way as to reduce its corrosion re
sistance. Microscopic amounts of
the tool metal may be left on the
surface. Small rust spots which are
not detrimental
function
operation and are not cumulative
may appear as the result of the
salt spray test. Appearance of the
part should be judged in the light
of function and performance at the
temination of the test.
Electrolytic action

POWERFULLY INTERESTING are these let
ters from our boys at the front. So often we
read how the vital communications wire
that CORWIEO makes is helping toward final
Victory. For the duration—we are pledged
100% to this big job...........................
'Another excerpt from a letter to William
Ogert of Cornish Wire Co., from his son

overseas, telling how CORWICO wire
is m daily use in his fighting outfit.

cornisti___
WIRE COMPANY, inc
15 Park Row, New York Cily,
New York

"Made by
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When stainless steel is placed in
contact with another metal and
wet with an electrolyte such as a
salt solution,
small galvanic
voltage is set up that tends to at
tack one of the metals and protect
the other. Aluminum, zinc, cad
mium and ordinary iron or steel
all tend to protect the stainless
steel and the attack goes to the
other metal. Nickel, lead, copper,
brass and silver throw the attack
on the stainless steel.
As the result of numerous tests,
it has been determined that the
galvanic action between nickel and
stainless steel is less severe than
any of the other combinations
Wherever the plating is broken by
staking or spinning operations, the
exposed brass can cause attack of
the stainless steel. If such areas
represent critical points in the
operation of the switch they may
be protected from contact with the
salt spray by a covering of Glyptal
varnish.
Bras* and phosphor
bronze

Copper and copper base alloys
such as brass and phosphor bronze
have a negative electrode potential
with respect to the other metals
with which they may be in contact.
If not plated, very rapid and severe
corrosion of the other metal, such
as cadmium-plated steel, will oc
cur in the salt spray test with little
or no corrosion of the brass part
itself.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Material makes a differente
■ hey take knowing, these plastic
compounds—as only the custom
molder who has worked with them
years can know them. And this
knowledge has to be on the job early.
Here’s why:
1. There are hundreds of basic
compounds, most with special
purpose sub-categories—and all with
special characteristics. Only full ex
perience can select the best one for
the end-use planned.
2. Material choice affects design.
Good molds are engineered in accord
with material specifications as to
wall-sections, tolerances, strength
f ctors, handling of inserts, etc.
3. Molding and finishing processes
a id schedules both depend on this
combination of material and design.
Because of the way every molding
function must dovetail into the other,
the Kurz-Kasch Round Table has
proved especially effective in produc
ing hard-to-make molded parts. Ex
perts representing over a generation
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIE!
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see your Plastics Molder early!

of experience in every phase of
Plastics production pool their knowl
edge in advance—to insure onschedule production of precision
parts under accurate cost control.
Backed by the facilities of one of the
largest, best equipped exclusive cus
tom molding plants in the country,
Kurz-Kasch is planning today for a
great deal of production tomorrow.
Ask for a Kurz-Kasch representative.
LET KURZ KASCH select material and work out design
produce molds now, if possible . . . and you’ll be in a great position to
avoid future production headaches. There’ll be a terrific rush!
HOW ABOUT AN EXTRA WAR BOND—NOW?

KURZ-KASCH

For over 25 years Planners and Molders in Plastics
Bronth Salut Offitut: New York • Chicago ■ Detroit • Indianapolis • Lo* Angele* • Dallas
St. Lowis * Toronto, Canada Export Offices; 89 Broad Street, New York City
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HF HEATING
(Continued from page

97)

variations will cause the oscillator
to vary its output for two reas ns;
first, the filament voltage varies
with line voltage and thus the
emission characteristics of the os
cillator tube are changed and sec
ond, the plate voltage varies with
the line voltage which also changes
the output. It is not considered
practical nor economical to in tall
regulating equipment on the sup
ply side of the oscillator, and
therefore, line voltage variations at
the location where the oscillator is
to be installed must be kept at a
minimum. The variation should not
exceed plus or minus 3 per cent for
hardening jobs, and for work in
which wider latitudes of tempera
ture may be allowed, such as braz
ing, this variation should not ex
ceed plus or minus 6 per cent.
Oscillator ratings

In Ancient Arabia, accuracy in measurement
was apparently of no great importance. For
instance, a

"CABDA”

was some
where in the neighborhood of 3% inches."
What a contrast to the modern fields of Radio and
Electronics, where accuracy in calibrating is a
fetish with engineers and a "must" with produc
tion and maintenance men! Little wonder that

MONARCH
Measuring —Testing—Calibrating Equipment
is depended upon to provide unfailing accuracy wher
ever and whenever needed.

Monarch equipment is

Universally accepted for
dependable performance.
MH We’ll be ready to dove-tail OUR post-war plans
with the plans YOU have had in the making. |

MONARCH MFG. CO.
2014 N. Major Ave.
202

Chicago, III.

Induction heating oscillator rat
ings are usually given in out
put. They may be rated in btu per
minute or kw. The rating can be
converted from btu per minute to
kw since 56.9 btu per minute equal
1 kw. It should be borne in mind
that the output rating of an oscil-1
later is based on the heating of an I
object which has sufficient volume, I
surface area, and resistivity to ab
sorb the full output of the equip
ment. If the objects to be heated
are small it may be very difficult
to extract the full power from the
oscillator due to coupling difficul
ties. The same may hold true in
the heating of non-magnetic ma
terials such as brass and copper
In the latter case, little over 50
per cent of the rated output of the
oscillator can be counted on since
the electrical resistivity of these
materials is so low that it is diffi
cult to create large energy losses
within the material. Industrial
oscillators should not be expected
to deliver energy at much over 50
per cent efficiency. Under certain
optimum conditions, efficiencies as
high as 65 per cent to 70 per cent
may be realized, but they are un
common in practice.
In performing induction heating
operations in an industrial plant,
it is often desirable to have several
working positions available to the
operator. This eliminates loss of
time in the operation of the oscil
lator while the operator is unload
ing and loading the work coils.
With a switching arrangement, one
position may be heating while the
other is unloaded and loaded in
preparation for the next heating
cycle. The switching is usually ac
complished with a high voltage,
manually operated, throw-over
switch, conveniently located to the
operator. This switch acts as a di connect only and is never operated
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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For many years, it has been Raytheon's

and the design of new, superior products.

privilege to provide electronic and indus

These new devices have been credited with

trial concerns with the finest equipment
and tubes that loyal craftsmen could design

helping to turn the tide of battle. ♦ ♦ ★ We
find double satisfaction in the task per

and build. ★ ★ * Since December 7th, 1941,

formed today. Developing and producing

we have accepted a major responsibility...

advanced equipment assures us that our
boys are adequately equipped w ith superior

supplying our armed forces with electronic

one

ting

and electrical apparatus in quantities to
bring victory sooner. ♦ ★ * Even before

sibilities have greatly added to our abilities

Pearl Harbor, close cooperation with the

to serve

Armed Services of the United States had

of electronic equipment and tubes when
peace comes.

resulted in new production techniques

age.
aver

designers and builders

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING
Waltham and Newton, Massachusetts

ited

19-4

military devices. It also means these respon
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while the equipment Is on. Since
the work coils and radio frequency
transformers are water-cooled,
some problems are encountered in
switching both the water and the
radio frequency current from one
set-up to the other.
Work roil

Call it what you will—electronic, induction
or electro-static heating—there is a specific Cardwell
Air Capacitor, variable or fixed, for any “dielectric
heating" apparatus using a vacuum tube oscillator as
the radio frequency power source.

The Cardwell
**P" types of variable air
capacitors.
illustrated,
represent general frame
size and construction
found most acceptable
for this equipment.
Smaller sizes may be
had for electronic sew
ing machines and simi
lar applications.

Available, or quickly made to specifications, are either
single or dual section models
furnished with airgaps
up to one-half inch between rotor and stator plates, and
with your required capacities.

A cooperative Cardwell Engineer will advise you as to
the type of capacitor your problem demands. Discover
for yourself why Cardwell Condensers continue to be
famous in the field as the
•

CONDENSERS
THE

ALLEN
BROOKLYN
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1

problemi

side-stepped by
This can
merely switching the radio {re
quency current and keeping the
water circulating in both set-ups
at all times. It is general practice,
when using radio-frequency trans
formers, to do the switching on the
high-voltage primary side of the
transformer, since the currents are
smaller and the inductance intro
duced in this circuit by the switch
is negligible. If the switching were
to be done on the work coil or
secondary side of the transformer,
currents on the order of 1,000
amperes would have to be handled
and the inductance of the switch
would be an appreciable portion
of the total inductance of the coil,
thus limiting the current circulat
ing in the coil, which is undesir
able. Fig. 4 shows the switching
arrangements of a radio-frequency
transformer set-up.
Work coils may be made of cop
per tubing or machined from wacopper.
ter-channeled blocks
The latter are usually called solid
inductors. Copper tubing coils are
satisfactory for experimental or
not highly productive jobs. They
are usually fragile and subject to
mechanical damage, and also are
of a relatively high impedance. The
latter means that, for a given cir
culating current, the voltage drop
across them may be high. With a
comparatively high voltage exist
ing across the work coil, accidental
contact of the work with the coil
may cause flash-over, damaging the
coil, the work, or both. In order
to prevent this, it is essential to
insulate the coil with a heat
resisting material which has elec
trical insulating properties and
high mechanical strength.
Solid inductor»

Solid inductor coils eliminate
most of the difficulties encountered
with copper tubing coils. They are
usually of a single turn type and
therefore have low impedance.
The voltage is so low that brazing
flux collecting on the coil does not
interfere with its operation. Solid
inductors are not connected direct
ly into the tank circuit of the oscil
lator, but are coupled to the tank
circuit by means of a radio fre
quency transformer which steps
down the tank circuit voltage to a
very low value and, at the same
time, causes higher currents to
flow in the work coil than are flow
ing in the tank circuit. A typical
solid inductor coil with work-hold
ing fixtures is shown in Fig. 5.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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LAPP-DESIGNED, LAPP-BUILT—TO DO A SPECIFIC JOB
This is an antenna base insulator for use on a communi
cations center transmitter. It is one of several Lapp de
signs for transmitter and receiver mast bases for military
vehicular radio—on jeeps, halftracks, tanks and other
rolling equipment.
Whether or not this special-purpose gadget has appli
cation to anything you build or propose to build, there’s
a moral in it for you. In this case, as in hundreds of
others, an original and impractical design was modified
by Lapp engineers—to provide a part that meets all electr cal and mechanical requirements, and that Lapp can
build economically and efficiently.
Lapp engineering talent and Lapp production methods
are such that we can say, "If it’s an assembly that can be
made of porcelain or steatite and metal parts, tell us what
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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the requirements are and how you think it might be made;
Lapp will tell you how it can best be made—and will
make it.” Our right to that claim has been proved over
and over in military electronic production; it’s going to
be a competitive advantage to smart post-war electronic
producers. Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.

Lapp

t
20s

PANORAMIC
PRINCIPLES

Shipping Dep
Speeds

(Continued from page

Detiverv to
Any Peart

Centrini

Procurement
and Expediting
Staff

Section of

Stock Floors
Containing
World's Largest

'Get all your
electronic
and RADIO needs

Stocks

from this one
central sourctCaff ALLIED first . . . it’s the shortest, fastest
way to get what you need. Here’s why:
(1) Largest and most complete stocks under
one roof (2) Over 10,000 electronic and
radio items on hand for rush delivery
(3) Latest supply data from leading man
ufacturers (4) Centralized procurement
and expediting (5) Technical assistance
(6) One source... one order... one billing
You save time and work!
Whether you need one item or a hundred
make Allied your procurement headquar
ters. Thousands do.
Write, Wire, or Phone Haymarket 6800.

ALLIED RADIO CORP.
833 W.Jackson Blvd., Dept. 32-G-4,Chicago 7,111.

New R-F Resonance and Coil Winding Calculator
Easy to use! For fast ac
curate determination of
resonance factors and
coil winding data.
No. 37-955. Postpaid, 25c

All these well known makes—and MORE!
RCA

Burgess ,

E. F. Johnson

Shure

Raytheon

Knight

Cutler-Hammer

Astatic

Hickok

Bliley

Hart&Hegeman

Amperite

Triplett

General Electric

Littlefuse

Jensen

Supreme

Cornell-Dubilier

Stancor

Utah

Mallory

Sprague

Thordarson

Janette

Ohmite

Aerovox

Belden

Sangamo

IRC

Hallicrafters

Meissner

Dumont

Centralab

Hammarlund

Amphenol

Bussman

¿06

FREE
Complete
Up-to-date
BUYING
GUIDE
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serves as a blocking saw-tooth oscil
lator and amplifier to drive both
the horizontal deflection plates of
the CR tube and the reactance ube
modulator.
A number of controls are pro
vided to regulate performance of
the circuit. In the cathode of the
6AC7 is a 500-ohm variable resistor
which regulates the point on the
characteristic curve where the tube
is to operate in order to give sym
metrical frequency deviations.
The second detector, video ampli
fier, and cathode ray tube connec
tions are shown in Fig. 5. The in
put to the diode detector comes
from the selective IF amplifier
which follows the 6SA7 mixer shown
in Fig 4
The cathode ray tube receives its
operating voltages from a separate
rectifier system and bleeder net
work. The normal B supply volt
age is used for centering purposes
as the positive end of the high volt
age power supply is grounded
The Panoramic system is not lim
ited to surveying the radio fre
quency spectrum in order to locate
particular stations. The system has |
many possible applications to in-1
dustry, communication, navigation]
and special services.
As an example of the utility of I
such a system, Fig. 6 is a tabulation J
of several of the possible applies-1
tions. Since most physical quan-1
titles, temperature, humidity, dis-1
tance, pressure, etc., may be I
converted into a voltage whose fre-I
quency is relative to the magnitude I
of the fundamental quantity, a I
large number of these fundamental I
quantities may be observed simul-1
taneously on a cathode ray screen. I
As an example, the pressure of a I
number of tanks or cylinders can
be connected to an aneroid barom- I
eter in order to control the fre- I
quency of a low power self-excited
oscillator. Each of these oscillators I
would produce a signal whose fre
quency depends upon the pressure. |
A receiver and Panoramic adapter
unit could then "survey” this spec
trum of frequencies and give visual
indication on the cathode ray tube
of the pressures in each of the units \
as well as changes in the pressures.
In order to identify one cylinder
from another, it would be possible
to scale down the output of each of
the oscillators so that the largest
signal on the screen would be tank
No. 1, the next tank No. 2, etc. Key
ing or other modulation could also
be used for Identification purposes.
Where other quantities must be
observed simultaneously, similar
conversions from the fundamental
quantity to frequency can be made
and the Panoramic method used
to show the relationships.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Capacities from
6 to 2000 MMF
Less than one half inch in diameter. • • capacities from
6 MMF to 2000 MMF
ideal for numerous UHF
and VHF applications.
Mica discs of the highest grade, individually silvered
for maximum stability and stacked to eliminate any
book effect. The assembly is vacuum impregnated.
Available in a variety of terminals. All units are
color coded.
Form 586 is available' for additional information on
these CENTRALAB Silver Mica Capacitors.
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Division of GLOBE-UNION INC., Milwaukee
PRODUCERS OF VARIABLE RESISTORS • SELECTOR SWITCHES ■ CERAMIC CAPACITORS, FIXED AND VARIABLE ■ STEATITE INSUIaTORS
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(Continued from page 109)

The bridge is normally placed
out of balance at zero position by
about the equivalent of 200 lbs.
pressure in the positive direction
by adjusting the rheostats. Thij
insures immediate response and
partially overcomes the lag in the
rectifier, in the iron excitation, etc.
The pressure scale is then drawn
with the zero removed that amount
from the zero reading of the micro
ammeter. On the oscillograph rec
ord this results in a band .4 in.
wide for zero pressure.
It is possible without difficulty
or excessive heating to apply suf
ficient voltage to the bridge circuit
so that a full scale reading on the
microammeter is obtained with a
pressure of 400 lbs. per sq. in. The
lower sensitivity of 2,000 lbs. full
scale reading is obtained by lower
ing the voltage to about 0.15 volte
and adjusting the sensitivity with
the rheostat.
Recording facilities

Probably the most important single factor in modern
warfare is complete, dependable communications. De
pendable communications require a dependable power
supply. Pincor is proud of its part in furnishing portable
gasoline-driven and other electrical power supply units
to the fighting front as well as to the home front.
Look to Pincor for your postwar needs in power plants,
motors, converters and battery
DYNAMOTORS . . . CONVERTERS
GENERATORS ....DC MOTORS
POWER PLANTS...GEN-E-MOTORS

BUY WAR BONDS!

The control _and reading unit with I
its pressure elements and power I
supply constitutes a complete in- I
strument for measuring pressures I
at points where it is possible to I
make the six readings successively. I
Usually, however, it is preferable to I
record the results. A Duddell oscil- I
lograph with seven elements was I
used for this purpose. It offers in I
a compact instrument the oppor- I
tunity of recording seven inde- I
pendent currents. Although the I
high frequency response available I
was not required for this applica- I
tion, the oscillograph has many I
other applications about the labo- I
ratory.
Because of the undesirable char- I
acteristics of rectifiers, none are I
used with the oscillograph. The I
alternating current from the low I
impedance of the secondary bridge I
transformer is used directly on the I
oscillograph galvanometer. Sensi- I
tized recording paper is moved at a I
rate of about 3 in. per minute. This I
does not resolve the 1,000-cycle I
wave, but gives a band the width I
of which is a measure of the cotton I
pressure. A specimen pressuregram I
is shown in Fig. 8.
Identifying records

PIONEER GEN-E-MOTOR
5841 W. DICKENS AVE.
CHICAGO 3 9, ILLINOIS
EXFORT ADDRESS: 25 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK 7, U. S. A. • CABLE ADDRESS: SIMONTRICE, NEW YORK
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The seventh galvanometer, which
is not used Tor recording cotton
pressures, serves as a convenient
means of identifying the records
and marking other quantities such
as time, or the platen separation of
the press. A single-cell pencil flash
light with push-button switch has
been connected by wires of con
venient length to the oscillograph
to deflect the galvanometer. Bales
can be numbered by producing a
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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HAMILTON
STANDARD
PROPELLERS

Rely on

14 MICRO
SWITCHES
602 DIMENSIONS
PER MINUTE

Hamilton Standard Propellers of East Hartford, Conn., division of United
Aircraft Corporation, rely on 14 Micro Switches to accurately check the seven
dimensions of their tiny blade retainers to tolerances as close as .0005*.
Hand inspection with conventional gauges took from one to three minutes
for each of the small U-shaped parts. In conjunction with General Control
Company, of Cambridge, Mass., Hamilton engineers devised the "Gage-OMatic” machine shown here which accurately and automatically checks all
seven dimensions at the rate of 86 pieces per minute... 602 precise checkings
each minute.

The basic Micro Switch is a thumb-size,
feather-light, plastic enclosed, precision,
snap-acting switch, Underwriters’ listed
and rated at 1200 V.A. at 125 to 460 volts
a-c. Capacity on d-c depends on load
characteristics. Accurate repeat perform
ance is experienced over millions of oper
ations. A wide variety of basic switches
and actuators meets requirements varying
from high vibration resistance to sensi
tivity in response to operating force and
motion as low as 2/1000 Oz. In. Many
tvpes of metal housings are available.

The Micro Switch equipped "Gage-O-Matic” machine uses two Micro
Switches at each of seven stations through which the parts are passed auto
matically. The Micro Switches energize solenoids to either discard the piece
or pass it for the next measurement. Pieces which pass all seven tests arrive
in the "OK” drawer. Those which have been discarded, go to their respective
drawers, depending upon the defect.
This use of Micro Switch by Hamilton Standard Propellers is just one example
of the way in which this tiny, accurate, dependable, snap-acting electric
switch is enabling all industry to do old jobs better . . . often to accomplish
results not possible with earlier types of switches.

New products now being designed will make use of the wide range of charac
teristics which can be built into basic Micro Switches and the thousands of
combinations of switches with special housings and actuators. Send for the
Micro Switch Catalog No. 60 today.
Send for Catalog No. 70 if you are interested in Micro Switches for Aircraft.

Let's All Back the AttackBuy EXTRA War Bonds

Micro Switch Corporation, Freeport, Ill.
Branch«« 43 E. Ohio St., Chicago (11)
•
4900 Euclid Av«., Cl«v«land (3)
11 Park Pl., N«w York City (7) * 1709 W 8th St, Loa Angola (14)
Sal«a A Engineering Office«: Bo«ton • Hartford • Portland, Ore. • Dallas, Tex

MICRO Ims' SWITCH
Made Only By Micro Switch Corporation

number of short deflections equal
to the number of the bale up to
9, while for higher numbers long
dashes are used to represent figures
in the tenth place.
Calibra<ion

A NEW WORLD for TOMORROW
We are busy, as you are, with present
activities in the fields of electronic, electromotive and electromechanical applications
for industry and, of course, for the War Effort.
If you have requirements for such
applications in your particular company or
field, we invite your inquiries. We believe
our staff of engineers and our production
facilities can project your requirements into
practical, workable design and equipment

ELECTROCON CORPORATION
219 West Sunrise Highway, Freeport, New York

The pressure elements are calibrated against hydraulic pressures.
A holder maintains the elements
with their diaphragms flush with
its surface. A thin diaphragm of
phosphor bronze (.011 in.) is ph 'ed
over this surface and a head is
bolted securely over this diaphn gm
with a copper wire gasket. Oil
under pressure is forced into this
head with a small hand pump
which is part of a standard fiveton truck jack and is measured
witfi a standard hydraulic gage of
1/2 per cent accuracy.
No correction has been made for
the rigidity of the phosphor bronze
diaphragm which is very small com
pared to the 1/10 in. tool-steel dia
phragm. The calibration holder is
six inches in diameter, made of
steel shafting and has openings for
seven elements. Any openings not
in use are filled with dummy bodies
to support the bronze diaphragm
when in use. This apparatus has
been used successfully up to 2,000
psi.
Results

The instrument has had sufficient
use both at the laboratory and at
commercial presses to prove its use
fulness and convenience. Rubber
mountings between the instruments
and the pneumatic tired truck on
which they are carried give suf
ficient protection against vibration
so that the entire apparatus may
be moved around on motor trucks
without undue precautions.
The microammeter has been fitted
with a hand-drawn scale reading
directly In lbs. per sq. in. Response
characteristics are sufficiently sim
ilar so that the same scale can be
used for all elements, provided they
are consistently plugged into the
same bridge circuits, and the sen
sitivity controls are properly ad
justed for each one.
Pressure elements for measuring
pressure of cotton against the saws
and ribs of the seed roll box of a
gin have been considered and it is
expected that many other uses will
be found for this equipment. The
fact that such an exceedingly small
diaphragm deflection is required to
give full scale readings is advan
tageous for problems in which a
large deflection of the diaphragm
would result in deformation or
change in pressure of the material
under observation. It could also be
used for measuring small displace
ments and flexures.
The author acknowledges his indebtedness
to Mr. Charles A. Bennett. Engineer-in-Charge,
and to Messrs. R G. McWhirter, R. C. Young
and G. W. Franks, principal Laboratory me
chanics, all of the U. S. Cotton Ginning Labo
ratory.
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WAX
Insulating and Impregnating

MITCHELL-RAND
55 YEARS

THE ELECTRICAL
INSULATION
HEADQUARTERS

COMPOUND

FORMULAS

For more than half a century the Mitchell-Rand research depart
ment, in its efforts to serve industry, developed Waxes, Insulating
and Impregnating Compounds to meet every known requirement of
the Electrical and Electronic industries.

The vast assortment of more than 3500 Wax and Compound formu
las, developed over this long period of time, covers every possible
requirement of today
and is available at Mitchell-Rand
Electrical Insulation Headquarters

FREE FOR THE ASKING

GUIDE
BOOK
COMPOUNDS

'Write today for your Free Card of Varnished
Tubing with samples ranging from size f to 20 to
fit wires from .032 to .325 inches . . . other valuable
aids, are the M-R Guide Book of ¿Electrical Insula
tion .. . the Wall Chart with reference tables, elec
trical symbols, allowable capacities of conductors,
dielectric averages, thicknesses of insulating mate
rials and tap drill sizes .. and the M-R Wax and
Compound Guide Book ... they are lull of valuable
information ... write for them on your letterhead.

Write today on your letterhead

MITCHELL-RAND INSULATION COMPANY
51 MURRAY STREET
Fiberglas Varnished Tap. and Cloth
Insulating Papers and Twines
Cable Filling and Pothead Compound*
Frittian Tope and Splice
Transformer Compounds
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COrtlandt 7-9364
A PARTIAL LIST OF M-R PRODUCTS
Fiberglas Braided Sleeving
Cotton Tapes, Webbings and Sleevings
Impregnated Varnish Tubing
Insulating Varnishes of all types

Fiberglas Saturated Sleeving and Varnished tubing
Asbestos Sleeving and Tope
tstr.ded Plastic Tubing

Varnished Cambric Cloth* and Tape
Mica Plate, Tape, Paper, Cloth and Tubing

CONTRACT PROBLEMS
115)
million dollars. From July 1, 1943
to the end of December, we cancelled six hundred sixty-seven cases,
of which twelve were later rescinded, making a net of six hundred
fifty-five with a dollar value of approximately ninety-five million dollars. From the first of January of
this year to the first of June, twelve
hundred forty-nine additional cases
have been found necessary, the contract cost on the items cancelled is
also almost double that of the preceding twenty-four months.
“Starting the fifth of July we
plan to hold sixteen one day meetings in the various parts of the
country in an effort to get over to
the contractors and suppliers some
of the basic practical considerations
on contract terminations; to recoinmend some steps which should be
taken and to run a short clinic on
particular problems. The cities
which we plan to visit are Baltimore, Boston, Hartford, New York,
Philadelphia, Buffalo, Detroit, Ft.
Wayne, Chicago, Milwaukee, Kansas
City, Los Angeles.
“Property Disposal Advisory of- I
fleers and Field Accounting repre- I
sentatives have been placed in I
twenty-nine plants by the War De- 1
partment. The Signal Corps having I
three—Western Electric, Philco and I
Zenith. We recently authorized our I
contracting officers, in proper cast s j
to delegate authority to prime con
tractors to settle cases of sub
contractors not to exceed ten thou
sand dollars and formulated a
comprehensive policy on property I
disposition.
“The backlog of unsettled cases
in the Signal Corps has increased
from one hundred eighty-four at I
the end of January, 1944, to eight
hundred fifty-one at the end of
May. The cases over six months old
have increased from sixteen at the
end of January to thirty-seven at
the end of May. The number of
cases in the two to six months old
group has increased from ninetysix at the end of January to 275
at the end of May.
“Although cases are getting closed,
we are not moving sufficiently fast.
In January we closed one hundred
forty contracts of a value of about
nineteen million dollars as against
two hundred fifty-five contracts of
a value of $50,000,000, for the monih
of May. The best indication that
w’e have not yet hit the necessary
stride is that a very high per
centage, over 80 per cent, are no
cost cases. It takes contractors, in
cases where claims in excess of ten
thousand dollars are filed, an
average of about six months in
which to come up with the claim.
It takes the Signal Corps about 2.7
months to settle such a claim. Th.s
time must be radically reduced.”
(Continued from page
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THE

SAMPLE
DEPARTMENT

is making
BLOCK-BUSTERS
A design problem holding up some war

critical limits on distributed capacity, im

project in electronics is no less important

munity to surges, special shielding and

than a strategic enemy stronghold which

regulation requirements find speedy solu

must be blasted out of action, Immediate

tions under constant testing, devising and

and skillful handling is essential.

experimentation.

Seemingly insuperable difficulties, such as

Electronic "block-busters" will be needed

climate, weight, shock, vibration, moisture,

in the post-war period, too. The N-Y-T

etc., assume an almost routine status at

Sample Department will be available for

N-Y-T. Unusual frequency characteristics,

such assignments.

NEW YORK TRANSFORMER COMPANY
22-26 WAVERLY PLACE
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NEW YORK, 3, N. Y
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REFLECTOR
EFFICIENCY
(Continued from page 101)
The response of a unit sphere in
one octant would be that of a nondirectional black body and will
serve as a reference In regard to
the effectiveness of combined cav
ity-mirror system. In this case
m = e = 0. The response R»,. out
to 0 versus 4 is plotted in Fig. 3
for one octant m arbitrary units.
When the dimensions of the cavity
opening are small compared to a
wavelength in directions of both
magnetic and electric vectors then
2.0 and e
The response
Ri.o, i s out to 4 versus <t> for same
arbitrary units is also plotted in
Fig. 3,
(Continued on page 216)

Prepare your Salesmen
Look ahead
For the Peacetime Electronic Era to Come!
• Where will you fit in the fiercely com'
petitive markets that will come with the
end? Your position can be determined now,
by the methods you employ now, in the design
and engineering of your post-war products. Right
now, with the aid of seasoned electronic
mechanical
engineers, your peacetime items
and
can be» started toward top-rank positions in their re-

spective fields.
Alert manufacturers, with a view toward post-war
sales and quick acceptance of their products, are
urged to consult with National engineers now,
on matters electronic, electrical or mechanical.
Write today — Your inquiry will receive prompt

attention.

---------- QUARTZ CRYSTAL PROBLEMS---------Our engineers and crystallographers are ready and
willing to help you on the following items:
Radio Receivers
Television Receivers
F-M Receivers
Transmitters
H. F. Inter-Communications

Crystal Oscillators
Filters
Stabilizers
Timing Equipment
Police Transmitters

Supersonic Devices
Control Devices
Diathermic Devices
Induction Heating
Frequency Standards

Address your inquiry to—Crystal Division

Electrical and.

NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS COMPANY
Designers and Manufacturers of Electrical and Mechanical Devices

ANGLE

0

Fig 3—Response- curves for unit sphere jn<t
tar small opening

Response of cavity along axis ol
cavity
Response of cavity in direction ol
angle p to oxi* of cavity a I
angle 0 in plane of cavity open

Angle R makes with axis of cavity
In plane of electric vector
Angle R makes with axis of cavity
in plane of magnetic vector
= Response function of cavity in
plane of electric vector
= Exponent determining sharpness
of response pattern in plane of
electric vector
= Response function of cavity in
plane of magnetic vector
= Exponent determining sharpness
of response pattern
magnetic vector
Denotes increment
: Integrated response
tant from 0 = 0
and from the axis of cavity out
to angle p
= Receiver efficiency of mirror cav
ity system
= Transmitter efficiency of mirror
cavity system
• = Rp for particular values of m
and e
• = Rp when both m and e are xere
I, = Ro far any values of m and *
Integrated out to angle p = »/ -
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HOW BIG A CABLE?
I he impedance characteristics of
Ultra-High Frequency Cables are
dependent on the physical dimen
sions — the size of center conduc
tor and the inside diameter of the
coaxial braid.

any scale position, the correspond
ing conductor size and dielectric
size necessary for the desired
impedance.

Federal, long recognised

You can easily determine impe
dance by the use of this Intelin
< hart. Apply a straight edge, with
the crossover at the desired impe
dance on the center scale. The
other two scales then indicate, for

BUY MORE BONDS

u. a manu/aetnrer of
better raruum lube., how

l/ uh with now production
nolh.b rvulting in >uU
grow lor tube efficiency
and length of life. Every
where, ili federal tube»
for tuprrior Iruumitllng
and industrial power perJonnance.

A full size copy of this chart is
yours on request. Write for it
today!
Remember, Intelin Cable is more
than insulated wire — it is special
ized transmission line — made
with watchmaker accuracy.

In the Intelin Cable family there
is a type to match your ultra-highfrequency problems, a cable bal
anced in all electrical properties
to do your job.

INVEST IN THE FUTURE

Federal Telephone andRadiaCorporation
Newark I N. J,
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(Continued from page 214)
Now the efficiency of the mirror
cavity system when used for recep
tion is

WANTED
SENIOR ENGINEER
with at least seven years’ industrial experience in important
electronic research and development work. Capable of
executing important assignments from development to finished
products.

JUNIOR ENGINEERS
with sound educational background and at least one year's
experience in factory or engineering departments.

RADIO TECHNICIANS
with factory or model shop experience in building test equip
ment on production testing electronic equipment.

where both responses are integrated
out to same angle <t>. The efficiency
of the system when used as a
sender is

where both responses are integrated
over the same function of Rw ,.
These two efficiencies E, and E. for
response function Rsn. i s are shown
in Fig. 4 from
= 0 to 90°. The
mirror of Fig. 1 has
= 43 deg.
Therefore its efficiency as a receiver
is 85 percent.
Other values of m and e for cavi
ties with openings large compared
to a wavelength may be obtained
from a previous publication.2 When
100

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

90

z 80

preferably experienced in electronic field.

« 70

PRODUCTION MAN
experienced in setting up and supervising production lines.

- 60
£ 50
Ö

ä«
30

These positions offer unusually good permanent opportunities—top
compensation commensurate with qualifications—congenial, progressive
organization with new and one of the best equipped laboratory and
factory facilities in the industry. Interesting work on most advanced
type of military communication equipment now and broad field of
quality radio-phonograph and industrial electronics after V-Day. Please
write detailed qualifications, including availability, if not occupied to full
extent of ability in war work, to Dept. F.

The Magnavox Company

Permanent
Magnets
All Shapes, Sizes and Alloys. Alnico magnets
cast or sintered under G. E. license. Chrome,
Tungsten and Cobalt magnets stamped,

formed or cast.

THOMAS & SKINNER
STEEL PRODUCTS CO. •

10

0

10

20

30

40

50

ANGLE

0

60

70

80

90

Fig. 4—Transmitter and receiver efficiency
versus acceptance angle for values of m —
2.0 and • — 15

the aperture of the cavity is In
creased to two wavelengths in di
rections of both magnetic and elec
tric vectors by a suitable horn we
have m = 8 and e = 12. These can
be inserted into equation (4) with
good results for E, out to 0 = 40
deg. Beyond 0 = 40° the response
pattern exhibits great complexity
with minor maxima and nul points.
The useful angle of <p will continue
to decrease as the aperture in
creases. The transmitter efficiency
cannot be obtained without integ
rating out to 0 = 90 deg. which is
impossible in this case because of
minor maxima which have not been
taken into account. In any case
E. for R«. » will rise more steeply
for small values of 0 and flatten
more quickly than curve for R«<>, 1 «•
Likewise E, will drop more quickly
and end at lower values in the for
mer case than the latter.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

42 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
216

20

1 "Electromagnetic Horns," by Grote Reber
Communications, Vol. 19, Feb. 1939, p. 13.
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OTTlEMt« BUSTERS
No. 2 of a Series

BOTTLENECK
Navy specifications required that all
communications parts be tested under
conditions that would reveal their resis
tance to corrosion after exposure to sea
air and salt spray for a period of several
months.

HOW BROKEN
Sickles laboratory technicians devised a
salt-air "teapot"—a small insulated metal
cabinet, in which temperature, pressure,
humidity, and the concentration of salt
in the air, could all be rigidly controlled.
Sickles parts receive, in a matter of days,
tests that equal in effect, several months
of salt-air exposure.

THE F. W. SICKLES COMPANY
CHICOPEE. MASSACHUSETTS

SICKLES
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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The ingenuity of our "bottleneck busters’’
has been challenged often. So far, it has
been equal to all emergencies.
For delivery of condensers, choke coils
and other electronic specialties, where speed
and quality are of equal importance, specify
Sickles.

TELEVISION

el » cal
Crystal

AS CRYSTAL specifications become more and more rigid, more and more

communication equipment builders are meeting the “specs” by acting on

the suggestion, “Let’s call in Crystalab,
There are good reasons for this fact
1

From the beginning, Crystalab has been meeting the rigid"

specifications set by the U. S. Coast Guard, the U. S. Signal Corps,
and other branches of the armed services . . . the standards which

are the basis of specifications now used by most of the industry.

2

Crystalab testing equipment, much of it designed and built

by our own engineers, is unsurpassed in the industry. It includes

instruments for testing the performance of crystals under all tem
perature and frequency conditions. Thus, when a crystal leaves

Crystalab, it is accurate to highest precision standards.
Crystalab service goes far beyond crystal manufacture and testing, how
ever. Our laboratory is available for special work in the design and calibra

tion of new electronic circuits of all kinds. Our engineers are experienced
in all phases of communications research, design and building.

Whether your need is crystal supply, or specialized help in the solution

of electronic problems, there is an excellent possibility that you will find
the answer in the words . . .

Copyright 1944 by Crystal Research laboratories, Inc,

CRYSTAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
WENTY-NiNE ALLYN STREET, HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
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(Continued from page 112)
a six megacycle channel with a
resonably sharp cut-off beyond.
Half wave dipoles are stacked a
half wave apart vertically and
backed by reflectors. By skewing
the elements a field pattern reason
ably well suited to many con
figurations of service areas can be
achieved8. At Mt. Lee this has
been checked by numerous field
strength surveys and adjusted to
give maximum coverage over South
ern California. The strongest field
strength is directed southeasterly
and has a value of over 100 milli
volts at 5 miles.
The Mount Lee plant was opened
in 1941 with a double remote pick
up telecast of the Easter Sunrise
Services from the Hollywood Bowl.
This was a return engagement
from the year before, although the
direction of the beam relay path
was nearly 90 degrees different.
The 1940 telecast was accomplished
with the transmitter on the rim
of the Bowl with the beam pointing
Southeast. In 1941 the transmitter
was placed in the audience with
the beam pointing Northeast. Al
though the distance from the Bowl
to Mount Lee is two miles and
much of the path is hundreds of
feet above the ground it was found
impossible to make the pickup with
a slight hill in the line of sight
about a half mile from the Bowl.
This is an important considera
tion in contemplating frequencies
of the order of 300 megacycles for
television broadcasting service. In
this instance, a video line was run
over the heads of the audience
until a line of sight was accom
plished, but householders who re
side behind hills are not as mobile.
During 1943 and at present, Or
thicon cameras are being used for
studio work. Several important en
gineering advantages are realized.
The incident light intensity, meas
ured on several televised scenes, of
250-ft. candles or less is satisfactory
as compared to the value of 1000
required for an iconoscope. This
is with a lens setting of f6.3 rather
than f2.7, respectively, so that the
depth of focus of the Orthicon pic
tures is relatively great and there
fore pleasing. The 250-ft. candle
value represents a Weston exposure
meter reading of 15 on average
objects having a reflection factor
of 50 per cent. The elimination of
shading effect gives a “roundness”
of rendition to all objects and a
fidelity of tone which cannot be
achieved with the iconoscope.
the end of 1943 the station
had been on the air 6,899 hours,
in a period of twelve years. Postwar. numerous projects will be
completed which were interrupted
by the war. A sister station in
San Francisco has been applied for
'Television Antennas.
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RESEARC
FOK BETTER ELECTRICAL COHMECTOKS

Section of Burndy'f tert laboratory

foundation for

Burndy's

LfADfRSHIP

At Burndy, the development even of a small, special
connector, means more than mere drawing board tech
nique. It starts right from bed-rock ... because only
through complete laboratory findings on materials,
design, and performance, can service efficiency be as
sured.
The constant, relentless research here in Burndy’s
completely equipped laboratory explains why so many
outstanding connector developments stem from this
source ... and why industry relies on Burndy for the
correct solution to any connector problem. Feel free to
use this service at any time!

Hydroftotic
Chamber

Vibration
Machine

Burndy

BURNDY

ENGINEERING

CO ,

INC.

107 BRUCKNER BOULEVARD, NEW YORK 54, N. Y.
IN CANADA: Canadian Lina Materials, Limited, Toronto 13
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Conation
Chamber

SURVEY OF
WIDE READING

SETTING THE LENGTH
TO CONTROL THE LOAD

(Continued from page

Greater precision and closer control without sacrificing production
remains a constant challenge to Accurate Engineers. It is the reason
why many unusual machines like the one above have been developed
and built by Accurate to help make better springs faster.
This automatic spring setting machine checks and sets compression
springs to an exact length to closely control spring load. It saves time,
labor, and reduces cost.

The quality and service you can expect from Accurate is the result
of a combination of many things: special experience, "know how,"
ingenuity and interest in making better springs, quicker at lower cost.
What are your spring and wire form problems?

Send for the New Ac
curate Handbook.

It is

full of informative data

/nd formulae that you

want

your

SPRINGS

WIREFORMS

STAMPINGS

ACCURATE SPRING MFG. CO., 3808 W. Lake St., Chicago 24. Ill

‘‘ZOPHAR
QUALITY

ZOPHAR

WAXES

GOES
FAR”

The strict specifications of the Navy, Army and Air
force for communications equipment, call for the best
and most carefully manufactured products.
ZOPHAR waxes and compounds are satisfying these
rigid tests. We shall be glad to coop»*
..............
rate with you in sohing your problems
in potting, impregnating or insulating
waxes and invite your inquiries*

ZOPHAR MILLS, Inc.
Founded 184«

128-131 26th Stmt
220

Brooklyn, N. Y
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The measurements were taken
with a plane electrode system con
sisting of an oxide cathode, a grid
and a plate. A portion I of the
emitted electron current is accel
erated by the grid, which in this
case constitutes the cathode of the
diode under Investigation, and
enters the space between grid and
plate. To determine I, the emitted
electron current value is reduced
by a grid absorption factor com
puted from the grid currents be
fore the formation of the virtual
cathode.
In the following: E, is the grid
potential, E. the plate potential.
1« being
the plate current and In the satu
ration current for a diode having
the dimensions of the cathode-grid
system for electrons of zero initial
velocity; this factor is Introduced
in connection with the theory.
Fig. 1 demonstrates that before
the formation of the virtual cath
ode, grid and plate currents are
approximately equal, indicating
that all electrons passing through
the grid reach the plate. While
the virtual cathode is formed, a
sudden change occurs in the cur
rent distribution; the plate cur
rent remains almost constant when
its formation is completed. The
hysteresis loop may be readily seen
for the E2/Ei = 1.0 curve, but it is
hardly noticeable for E2/Ei = 0.5.
Fig. 2 shows the plate current as a
function of the voltage ratio with
the grid potential as parameter.
The shapes of the curves in both
figures agree with those expected
by the theory; particularly, the
sudden changes in plate current at
the formation and disappearance
of the virtual cathode are proved,
as well as the fact that these two
processes occur at different values
of grid current and of voltage ratio.
The numerical agreement, how
ever, is less satisfactory and to
obtain a survey of the conditions,
theoretical and measured grid cur
rent values at the points of the
formation and the disappearance
of the virtual cathode were investi
gated. The probable effects of
edges, of the electrons repulsed
by the virtual cathode and return
ing through the grid, of the initial
velocity distribution of the elec
trons when leaving the cathode,
and of the deviation imparted to
the electrons by the grid are dis
cussed. If the last two factors are
considered, the virtual cathode
would be formed for smaller grid
current values or for greater volt
age ratios, as both effects cause
unequal velocities of the electrons
which favor the formation of the
virtual cathode. Better numerical
agreement between theory and
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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METAL-GLASS TERMINALS
FUSED SEAL
(vacuum and
pressure tight)

SEALING
GLASS
(Thermal shock
resistant)

POSITIVE
HERMETIC SEALING

■or sealing
ELECTRONIC TUBES

ice

.oy, ha* made po**iblc
iments or gasket*. I he •
which the oxide of Kos

CONDENSERS
VIBRATORS

nentiv vacuum and pre-sure tight seal

effective under the most extreme

climatic condition*.

neab

today tor technical data Bulletin K \-12 luting currently
available Kovar-glavs terminal* and Bulletin KA-IIA
tor standard Kovar *hape» and size*.

are

use
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STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.
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WIDE READING
experiments results from tl ese
considerations.
The deviations of the measired
values from the theoretical values
increase with increasing grid cur
rent. There is also a dependency
on the grid potential and not only
on the voltage ratio, as would be
required by the theory; these de
viations increase with increasing
grid potential. An attempt is made
to explain these discrepancies by
the spreading out of the electron
beam as it approaches the virtual
cathode; preliminary experimental
evidence of this assumption Is I
given.
Cylindrical Tube with
Radial Beam

WHEN YOU SPECIFY
HARNESSES...
Wiring assemblies individually
designed ... to your own rigid
specifications ... by HOWARD,
specialists in the design and
manufacture of radio equipment.

loWARD MANUFACTURING CORP.
* B U Y

WAR

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

BONDS*

A. M. Skellett (Bell System Tech- I
nical Journal. April, 1944)
In the new type of vacuum tube
described, the electrons emitted by
the cylindrical cathode are sub
jected to the influence of a cylin
drical electric field and focused
into two diametrically opposite,
fiat, radial beams by a uniform
magnetic field H. The beams are
parallel to the lines of magnetic
force, and as the magnetic field
is rotated the beams move around
with it. The stator of a two- I
pole polyphase alternating-current .
motor furnishes an excellent ro-1
tating magnetic field for use with I
these tubes.

PRODUCTION

Precision
Protection
ERE in one Timer ore combined all the uses learned on the
production fronts of industries engaged in war work. The

H

Automatic Reset Time Delay Timer is designed for application
on alternating circuits where an adjustable or fixed time delay

between the closing of a circuit and the predetermined closing
or opening of another circuit is required.

Some
Typical <

Uses

Control of hear application»
Conveyor»
X-RAY Timing

Closing plate circuits (electronic
device»)
Time sequence control for timers
in multiple.

Writ» for bullttin A 12 for complot» Information and prlcot

INDUSTRIAL TIMER CORPORATION
110 EDISON PLACE
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Awoct STRUCTURE

Radial beam vacuum tube

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

In addition to the elements
shown in the figure, the tube may
contain a negatively biased control
grid for modulation of the beam
current density.
Farther away
from the cathode may be mounted
a cylindrical element with as many
windows as there are anodes, it is |
maintained at a positive potential |
and is called a screen. Immediate-1
ly behind each window may be a
pair of paraxial wires which, be
cause of their similarity in func
tion to the fourth element of a
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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HARVEY
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A GOOD NA

IN MIND

Here's why:
The HARVEY organization devotes itself entirely to
the development and production of electronic and
radio equipment and components.
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The HARVEY organization has the engineering and
creative resources to assure you a source of supply of
the utmost reliability. This was true long before the
present crisis and intensive war work of the highest
importance has vastly increased our scope and facili
ties for present and postwar usefulness to you.
For radio-electronic apparatus you can depend on
and for assistance on your present or projected plans
remember—

HARVEY
"AMPLI-STRIP"

V■

For l-F and AUDIO Amplification

HARVEY Regulated Power Supply 106 PA
(Write for new bulletin)

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
441 CONCORD AVENUE
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Ingenious New

Technical Methods
Presented in the hope that they will
prove interesting and useful to you.

New Precision Step Drill Grinder Simplifies Production
and Maintenance of Step Drills
The qualit) of a step drill produced by common
methods depends almost entirely on the skill and
attention of the individual tool maker. However,
with the development of the precision step drill
grinder, the human element has been entirely
eliminated, the characteristics of the step being
completely controlled by the grinding machine
without adjustments during the course of grinding.
This automatic feature insures absolute uniform
ity, regardless of quantity, and permits largevolume production of step drills.
Th* Apparent advantages gained through the
use of the step drill grinder are: Permits mass pro
duction of drills ground to exact specifications,
entirely independent of the human element. Main
tenance, too, is no longer an obstacle as step drills
produced by this method are quickly sharpened
by the same uniform machine-controlled opera
tion. With the step drill grinder step drills can now
be made from standard drills. These advantages re
sult in a wider application of step drills which pro
vide a definite saving of machine tools, man-hours
and cost; this in turn results in greater production.
You know there are plenty of benefits in chewing
gum, too. That’s why all of the Wriçley’s Spear
mint we’re able to make from our available stocks
is going overseas to our fighting men and women.
You know what a lift it’s been on the job and we
wish we could supply everybody, because we have
pride, too, in our workmanship and productivity.
But there just aren’t enough available top quality
raw materials ripht now to do it. When we can pro
duce it in sufficient quantity, it will be back to you
with the same fine flavor and chewing satisfaction
...Wrigley’s Spearmint has never been changed!

You can get complete information from Spiral Mfg.
Corp., 3022 North Keazie Avenue, Chicago 23, III.

Th* above illustration show« mechan
ical design which requires a hole hav
ing diameters diminishing in steps.
This is an operation for step drills
which has often been neglected due to
difficulty in obtaining and maintaining
step drills.

Step drills produced by our method are
quickly sharpened by the same uni
form, machine-controlled method.
Y-125

pentode, are called a suppressor
grid. In back of each suppressor
grid is the anode.
If ordinary commercial cathodes
are used with anode structures an
inch or two in diameter, 100 volts
or less on the anode will draw the
full space current for which the
cathode was designed. The appli
cation of the magnetic field will
then focus from 85 to 90 per cent
of this electron current into the
two beams, the remaining 10 or 15
per cent being lost at the cathode
due to an increase in the space
charge which the magnetic field
produces. Some of the smaller
tubes produce beam currents of
more than 5 milliamperes with only
50 volts on the anode structure,
and in some of the tubes with
larger cathodes beam currents of
50 milliamperes or more are easily
obtainable. The magnetic field
strengths range from 50 to 300
gauss.
For some of the applications it
is desirable to eliminate one of the
two beams, this may be accom
plished by substituting a uniform
electrical field at the anodes of the
tube for the cylindrical one, by
having an odd number of anodes,
or, alternatively, the screen or the
suppressor grid may be used to
reject the unwanted beam.
If the tube is used as an ampli
fier, modulating signals are sup
plied either to the control grid or
to the suppressor grids. One of the
simplest and most obvious of the
various possible applications of this
tube is that of an electronic com
mutator, the individual signals be
ing applied to the individual sup
pressor grids. Its speed limit is
estimated to be in the neighbor
hood of 10,000 cycles per second
for ordinary stator and tube de
signs. A 30-channel multiplex tele
graphic system using two 30-anode
tubes has been successfully tested
over short distances in New York
City.

Measuring Turntable
Speed Variations

C. R. Miner (General Electric Re
view, April, 1944)

tylake. and Gaii ßa4

BERYLLIUM,
BERYLLIUM OXIDE, Meted qnade
BERYLLIUM OXIDE,
BERYLLIUM ALLOYS
POTASSIUM ALUM

CLIFTON PRODUCTS, INC
PAINESVILLE.
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The instrument was developed
for measurement of the instanneous speed variations of phono
graphic turntables. If a test record
is used, on which is recorded a
constant 1000 cycle tone, then
minute speed variations of the
turntable will cause the tone to be
frequency modulated. This modu
lated wave is then fed in turn to
an amplifier, a discriminator, a
rectifier and finally applied to a
direct current reading instrument
which can be calibrated in rpm.
The average speed of the turntable
may be determined either by a
stroboscopic disk or by calibrating
a microammeter in the discrimELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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This is the only modern Assembly Line screw so designed that it also
operates with an ordinary type screwdriver.. . even with a piece of
flattened steel rod in emergency. The only requirement is that the screw
driver or flattened rod be reasonably accurate in width. The thick
ness of the blade, so important with other screws, is a secondary con
sideration with clutch head because its roomy recess allows great lati
tude in this respect. Obviously, a broad tolerance like this is invaluable
in field service where the Type “A” Drivers (used for the fast tempo
of Assembly Line work) may not be immediately available. This log
ical simplified design applies to all sizes and styles of clutch head
Screws ... an exclusive feature that is daily proving its worth in the
War effort by keeping men and machines in motion when time is vital.
Personally test this feature . . . and the many other exclu
sive CLUTCH head advantages for faster, safer, and lowercost production. Ask us to mail you package assortment of
clutch head Screws and sample of the Type “A” Bit. You
will find that CLUTCH HEAD is The Screw That Sells Itself

This rugged Type “A" Bit is
an important lower-cost item
It delivers longer uninter
rupted service and a 60second application of the end
surface to a grinding wheel
restores its original efficiency.

You may order CLUTCH HEAD
Screws in Standard and Thread
forming types for every pur
pose Their production is
backed by the resources of
this Corporation and by
those of responsible Licensees

UNITED SCREW AND BOLT CORPORATION
CHICAGO
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

CLEVELAND

NEW YORK
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WIDE READING

FERRIS INSTRUMENTS
MODEL 40-A
20-250 MC.

inator diode circuit to read rpm
average. Details of the construc
tion and operation of the instru
ment are given.
Differential Analyzer

H. P. Kuehni and II. A. Peterson,
(Electrical Engineering, May, 1914)
A system transferring the rotat.on
of the integrator wheel to the out
put shaft which does not req ire
any work to be done by the inte
grator wheel is described. This
system operates photoelectrically
making use of polarized light,
phototubes, an amplifier unit, and
a thyratron tube controlling the
motor which rotates the output
shaft.
Portable Carrier Telegraph

C. A. Dahlbom (Bell Laboratories
Record, May, 1944)

A Good INSTRUMENT is a Tool Capable
of Years of Useful Service. Many of the
Instruments of Today Such as PULSE MODU
LATED SIGNAL GENERATORS Will Be Used
the Future
for Television Developments

In Selecting Your Tools Look to the House
of Long Standing and High Reputation for

PERMANENT SATISFACTION.

FERRIS

Ferris Instrument
Company
110 CORNELIA ST.

Vibrotion proof lock-on Cop

BOONTON, N. J.

With

or without odiuttoble ' Dimmer ' feo’

• Choice of five color» • We1lin»ula'
plcntic body

•

Rugged conjtrurbon

Eo<y to mount • light wngtit.

ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT
SCHENECTADY , NEW YORK
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A portable, four-channel, voice
frequency carrier telegraph for
simultaneous two - way operation
has been designed to operate over
one channel of a carrier telephone
system. The local side of each
telegraph channel may be con
nected to outlying teletypewriter
stations, telegraph repeaters, or
switchboards.
Cathode Follower Output Stage

C. J. Mitchell (Wireless World,
London, April, 1944)
The use of the cathode follower
in the output stage of a receiver
is suggested, because the low out
put impedance provides excellent
damping for the loudspeaker, while
the large negative feedback renders
the stage practically distortionless.
A circuit with suitable dimensions
is shown and its performance dis
cussed in detail.

SLOW ACTION
RECORDING
(Continued from page 103)
the gain used in calibration and
that used for the experiment.
Plotting Fig. 3 in the same way
on the graph as shown in Fig 5,
we can read directly velocity in
centimeters per second. For exam
ple, the maximum velocity which
the muscle reached was. at B, 11.91
cm. per second. Also, at F, the
muscle reached a maximum relaxa
tion velocity of 5.07 cm. per second.
With many oscillographs it is
possible to modulate the curve ob
tained from the pickup coil with
the 60 cycle timing wave by the
Z-axis control of the oscillograph.
The result obtained (Fig. 8) illus
trates the difference of the velocity
of the muscle during contraction
and during relaxation.
Fig 7 and Fig. 8 are oscillograms
illustrating the ability of the ap
paratus to reproduce results, each
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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JOHNSON
That is the plus element you get at no extra cost.* Many manufacturers are producing
plugs and jacks, some are very clever copies and some are not so clever. Some of these
manufacturers are experienced in making electrical parts and many are not.
In Johnson you get the benefit of a quarter of a century of experience in manufacturing
radio transmitter components and assemblies—a manufacturer who knows transmitter parts
requirements and in fact, to assist the war effort, is actually building transmitters for the
armed forces. Johnson engineers are therefore thoroughly familiar with the applications and
functional requirements of all transmitter parts and these parts become more than mere

mechanical assemblies. Many products are original Johnson designs and considered standard
for comparison by the industry.
Whether the new "miniature" plugs featured above, the "standard" plugs manufactured
by Johnson for yeers, or "specials" for particular applications, Johnson plugs and ¡acks are
designed by the same engineers, produced by the same skilled hands, and carry the seme
Johnson guarentee of quality.

If you have a plug or ¡ack problem, write or call for Johnson's recommendations and
quotation. Johnson is especially well equipped to furnish complete assemblies of plugs and
¡acks, using any insulating materials, and in combination with other metal parts.
*ln most cases Johnson plugs and ¡acks are actually loss because of quantity production.
Do you have the new catalog 9680?

inuivcn V

J
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exposure being taken at three min
ute intervals.
For further demonstration, the
velocity of a nerve impulse was de
termined. A nerve-muscle prepara
tion was arranged as above. The
muscle was stimulated twice by
electrodes placed in two different
positions along the nerve, 75 milli
meters apart. The additional time
elapsing before the second contrac
tion was due to the 75 extra milli
meters the impulse had to travel.
It is seen from Fig. 9 that the dis
tance between the two curves ii
1.5 millimeters and the length o
one time-wave is 9 millimeters.
Then:

Youll Like These
Heavily Silver Plated

TURRET LUGS
FIRST—they’re easy to use. Just

swage them to the board, and in
a jiffy you have good firm Turret
Terminals.
SECOND—they’re convenient to

solder to and provide perfect con
tact. Sufficient metal is used in the
Lugs to give them strength, but
not enough to draw heat which
would increase soldering time.

00277 second

THIRD—they’re readily available.
Turret Lugs to meet a wide range
of terminal board thk Loesses are
in stock.

Write, phone or wire orders t

441 CONCORD Aiff., CAMBRIDGE

38, MASS.

A second citation j<
doing a good war jol

RADIO RECEIVERS • AUDIO OSCILLATORS • TELEVISION

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT • SIGNAL GENERATORS

PHONOGRAPHS... Licenced by RCA • Hazeltine • Arnintrong F. M,

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC
305 EAST 63rd STREET, NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

BUTTERFIELD t-7300

"aclit
ome
'ropolitan are to earn both
2211

27 meters per sec.
1000
The impulse traveled over the sci
atic nerve of the frog with a veloc
ity of 27 meters per second.
By observation of the procedures
and the results obtained, it seems
that this method of recording the
movements of biological specimens
has some advantages. Extreme ac
curacy is possible, with refined
technics, since it is inherent in the
nature of the apparatus used. There
is some amount of inertia intro
duced into the system by the bar
magnet which is, nevertheless, of
lesser degree than that of a kymo
graph’s accompanying system of
levers and pulleys.
The sensitivity of the cathode
ray oscillograph used was 0.029 volt
de per centimeter deflection, ample
for a number of investigations.
Although cathode - ray oscillo
graphs have been used in conjunc
tion with this type of work before,
the majority of the pickup appa
ratus is de amplified. The appa
ratus used in this investigation,
however, is ac amplified and there
certain
may
introduced
amount of distortion due to the
characteristics of the amplifier on
the curves.
the down-sweep
Nevertheless, this is almost negli
gible on the low frequencies used.
An ac amplifier system also elim
inates much of the delicate appa
ratus used formerly.
The apparatus used is rugged and
has withstood much abuse, both
electrical and mechanical. The
technic needed to set up and oper
ate the apparatus is simple and
should be contrasted with that
needed to line up a number of lev
ers parallel to a kymograph drum
In some laboratories, bio-physics
laboratories, for example, a more
versatile recording instrument than
a kymograph is needed. A cathode
ray oscillograph, with the specifica
tions mentioned above, could not
only by used for almost all duties
a kymograph is put to, but also for
its more normal functions.

.00277
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WRITE FOR FREE WALL SIZE COPY OF THIS REACTANCE CHART
Alw«yi obtain *ppro«im*t* valu* bom Flyura 1 baler* utinf Flyura 2

INDUCTANCE

I

1 Me
(300 m)

10M«
<30 ™)

1000 Me
(30 cm)

100 Me
(3 m)

F

10,000 Me
(3 cm)

100,000 Me
( 3 cm)

1,000,000 Me
(.03 cm)

FREQUENCY

R EOUEN

FIG.«

FIG. 1

Figure

(1) The reactance of a given inductance al
given
frequency.
(2) The reactance of a given capacitance al given
frequency.
(S) The resonant frequency of a given inductance and
capacitance.
In order to facilitate the determination of magnitude
of the quantities involved to two or three significant
figures the chart 1« divided into two parts. Figure 1 is
the complete chart to hr used for rough calculations.

General

L

which 1« a «ingle decade of Figure 1 enlarged

TO FIND RESONANT FREQUENCY

USE OF FIGURE 2

Enter the slanting lines for the given inductance and
capacitance. Project downward and read resonant
frequency from the bottom »calc.
Corresponding

Figure Ï is used to obtain additional precision of
reading but dors not place the decimal point which
must be located from a preliminary entry on Figure 1«
Since the chart necessarily requires two logarithmic
decades for inductance and capacitance for every single
decade of frequency and reactance, unless the correct

TO FIND REACTANCE

Enter the charts vertically from the bottom (fre
quency) and along the lines slanting upward to the left
(capacitance) or to the right (inductance). Correspond
ing scales (upper or lower) must be used throughout.
Project horizontally to the left from the intersection
and read reactance.

radio

NEW YORK 6

Company •

Esemplo:

The «ampie point indicated (Figure I)

Inductance of SM

The resonant frequency of a circuit containing these

700 kc« approximately.

30 state street,
CHICAGO 5

Cambridge

Etampl*: (Continued) The reartanee correspondin*
Io $00 »h or 100 »J ia 2,230 ohma at 712 kc. their
reaonant frequency.

39, mass., u. s. a
LOS ANGELES 38

WHAT'S NEW
(Continued from page 118)
Casts Lever Switch
General Control Co., 1200 Soldiers Field
Rd., Boston, Mass., has a new rotary cam
lever switch designed for one to six index
positions.
Any combination of spring leaf
contact assemblici
available for each of

oConqer oLtf-e

the six positions.
It is adaptable to open
or close practically any number of circuits
in sequence
(or repeat)
with the
single control knob,
single hole is required in the panel for
any
mounting, and contact assemblies
removed from frame
section can b
construction
removing a single bolt.
provides such features as circular cams for
locating up to 12 low-friction, spring type
actuators, cast aluminum frame, Bakelite
rams and rollers, static shielding nickel
plated
phosphor bronze contact springs,
solid silver contacts, and contact build-ups
■. The switch is
assembled under
rated at 10 amp
built to meet Government specifications.

Cockpit Lamp

THE 45000 SERIES
MIDGET COIL FORMS
ore a good illustration of our slogan, "Designed

for Application.” Coil forms of this general
type (evolved from use of discarded tube
bases) have long been used by electronic re
search workers and radio amateurs The short
comings of previous types were overcome four
years ago when wo designed and put into pro
duction the first of the No 45000 Series.
The "Designed for Application” features
include.
1. The guide "funnel" (easier to thread leads
into pins)
7 The longer.-than.-normaI length
3. Made in S pin ns well as 4-pinand blank
bases.
The material, of course is low loss micafilled bakelite.

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO INC

The X-244 cockpit lamp produced by
Indianapolis,
Electronic Laboratories, Inc.
Ind., has an ultra-violet lens,, is equipped
with control switches and rheostat which
enable the operator to control the amount
of light diffused
Covering the lens is a
shutter which, when closed, shuts off light.
Immediately back of the lens is an iris
which permits focusing of the light to a
spot or a flood.
An important feature of
this lamp is its retractable, rubber-jacketed,
electrical cord made by Cordage, Inc., nn
affiliate of Kellogg Switchboard & Supply
Co., Chicago. Through a special process in
permanently molding into
spiral shape
the rubber outer covering containing the

DUE TO ITS
CONSTRUCTION
The Egyptian Pyramids stand
majestically, through the ages,
as mute witnesses to the skill and
rugged craftsmanship of the thi usands of slaves who toiled te
erect them . . . TODAY . . , net
slaves ... but creative engineering
skill and willing hands achieved
result with the
the
DUMONT TYPE PC2 Oil Paper Ca
an oil Impregnated
oil sealed capacitor that gives as
sured "LONGER LIFE" for conf nuous operation. ... Its special
features and construction arc ex
clusive features with Dumont.

Suitable for Operation Up to
300° F.

Oil Sealed
Ceramic or Bakelite Tubes
Bakelite Cement Ends
(Oil Proof)

Ideal for Extreme High
Altitude Duty

conductor this cord can be stretched to approximately
seven
times
its
contracted
length.
Originally developed
mereiai telephone instrument cord these
Koiled Kords no
have many applications
and have found wide acceptance by
Armed Forces.
They
available with
different
conductor combinations and
various diameters.

No Metal for "Body
Capacity"
No Interna! Corrosion

BUY
hONDS
Pat. Pending

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS

Multi-Contact Timer
A new multi-contact timer for remote
control has just been placed on the market
by the R. W. Cramer Co., Inc., Centerbrook,
Conn. It is used to control ti series of ma
chine operation , in definite order—to auto
matically reverse or alternate in operation
a group of motors, machines or devices—
to operate in a predetermined sequence a
erie- of signals, valves or : ulenoids, ar. well
as numerous other applications where Re-

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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CLARE "CUSTOM-BUILT” RELAYS
Meet Most Exacting Demands
Clore Type C d c. Relay
with Plug-In Mounting

f B
toe* C
Contact springs employing ar)
of these basic fonrs can bt fur
nished

Double arm armature assem
bly of stainless steel shaft,
operating in a marine brass
yoke. Heelpiece, core and
armature assembly are of

High voltage spring p>le up
insulators of special heattreated Bakel<fe. Has mini
mum cold flow prapert.es, low
moisture absorption content
and permits punching withou’
crocks or checks

Contacts ore welded to nickel
silver springs by specie proc
ess
Moy be of precious
metals or alloys in 12 differ
ent standard or special types
and sizes

Spring bushing insulators are
made of Bakelite 'od under
patented process
Resist vi
bration and wtlsifaed heo*y
duty service

magnetic metal

The Clare Type "C” Relay shown here may be
"Custom Built” to provide exactly the contact
arrangements, the spring assemblies, or the type
and size of contacts your special application
calls for.
This flexibility of Clare Type ”C” Relays per
mits any combination of five basic contact
forms; provides twelve different standard, or
other special, types and sizes of contacts.

Electrical and Production engineers have found
this rugged, multiple contact relay of excep
tional value in such operations as sequence con
trol of machine tools, for counting equipment,
in electric eye controls, in radio and radar and

in the operation of many other electronic devices.
All Clare relays are carefully designed, well
manufactured from best materials and precisely
adjusted. These factors result in a relay which
reduces overall relay cost, simplifies installation
and insures better and more dependable per
formance.

Clare engineers are ready at all times to assist
you in developing a relay specifically "custom
built” to meet your requirements. Send for the
Clare catalog and data book. C. P. Clare &
Company, 4719 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago
(30), Illinois. Sales engineers in all principal
cities. Cable address: CLARELAY.

''Custom-Built*
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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WHAT’S NEW

LUXTRON
PHOTOCELLS

quence operations are of prime importance.
Its solenoid starting mechanism is operated
from a remote control momentary start but
ton, so that the timer will go through its
complete cycle or any part of its cycle of
operation and stop. Reclosing the momentary
start button will either continue or repeat
the cycle as the case may be. They can be
arranged so that in the event of a power
interruption it is necessary to again press
the remote control start button to continue the
cycle,
after power is restored to automatically continue the cycle of operation,

COPROX
RECTIFIERS

Snap-Switch

Precision Control

This pigtail-contact
model it only line of
a wnei of mountings
and indicates only
one of the complete
range of Luxtron*
eell shapes and sum
available.

Reported to be the mallest fully enclosed
snap-action switch ever built, the new
Miniac is 17/64 in. thick, 13/16 in. high,
and 1-3/16 in. long.
Engineered on the
well-known rolling spring principle, but
with a new design and smaller size it is
fully enclosed in a bakelite case with four

mounting holes. Actuation is with a stain
less steel pin plunger. All parts are non'
and contacts are of fine silver.
Main blade, contact blade, and rolling spring
are made of beryllium copper.
Rated at
15 amps., 115 volts ac.
Furnished in
single pole, normally open and normally
closed, double throw.
Designed to permit
leaf type or overtravel plunger type ac
tuators to be attached to the case. Manu
factured by the Aero Electric Co., 1308
Superior Ave., Cleveland, O.

Disconnect Fittings
The Sta-Kon disconnect fittings are de
signed to connect, disconnect and reconnect
in a straight line nt will. Ahn», it limitless

Circuif »¡mplldfr contribuí«« to a
constant flow of power. The abil
ity of Luxtron Photocells fo oper
ate instruments and instrument re
lays, without amplification, re
moves the hazards of complex cir
cuits.
This fact alon« lecommunds then
application to precision control
problems. Another quality is
their exceptional resistance to vi
bration, shock and general mech
anical violence. These factors as
sure long service and unusual ad
herence to calibrated accuracy.

Engineering

inquirlei are al

ways welcome.
Illustrated data sent on request
*Reg.

U. S. Pat. Off.

BRADLEY
LABORATORIES, INC.
12 MesSa* S'reeî Ne« Hum ID Coir
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"Coprox” Model CX-1C2B1, a center
Up, full wave rectifier. Completely en
closed in Bakelite. Low capacitance Rec
tifies high frequency current. Conserva
tively rated up to 4.5 volts A.C., 3.0 volts.
D.C., 500 microamperes D.C. Other
model» and capacities to meet all needs

combinations
be made with the T&B
tips and coupler because the tips are iden
tical and interchangeable. These disconnects
are members of the Sta-Kon family of pres
sure (solderless) connectors and are installed with Standard Sta-Kon pressure
Manufacturer is
tools.
the Thomas A Betts Co. Inc., 36 Butler St.,
Elizabeth 1, N J.

Special terminals, or pre-soldered
lead' wires, prevent overheating
, during assembly. Standard units
sealed with waterproof lacquers,
critical-application units potted
in wax. Standard “pellets” gold
coatee on front surface, forming
positive contact; for critical ap
plications, gold used on both
sides. High leakage, but very
low forward resistance. Highly
adaptable mountings.
To these extras, add Bradley’s
ability fo produce “Coprox” rec
tifiers for special applications,
then:

Ack for comptée and

full technical data.

Duralon
has
Stoneware Co , Akron
made available for limited commercial and
experimental use a new basic resin having
widespread applications.
The new resin,
furane derivative,
named Duralon,
characterized by the lowest water absorp
tion of any organic resin, insolubility (after
any solvent or combination
activation)
of solvents, high electrical resistivity, abso
lute stability in storage and handling, and
by ease of workability.
Duralon resin,
in its pure form, i« a heavy, viscous liquid,
dark maroon in color. On incorporation of
mild heat
catalysts and application

BRADLEY
LABORATORIES, INC.
82 Meada- S'tee' Ne« Haren ip Conn
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PLASTICS

Catalin and PrT»tal thermosetting cost
phenolics a Her two important advantage ,
to desrgners and monufoctwrers .
a
range and depth of gem i>ke colors
»enrolled only by minerals end semi pre
does stones
ond costing techniques
width permit the use cf inexpensive
quickly constructed molds with neither
size nor thickness limitations The proper
ties of Catalin ond Prystui are worth
investigation.

Loalin polystyrene thermoplastic injec
'ion molding compounds en ay a unique
position among ptas'ics It possesses out
stondnsg electrical, chemical and mechan

Looli
weigh' of oil the plastics and one of th,
■east costly It is available in a limitles
range of brilliant colors.

Catabond, Cotavur and loabond identify
a wide variety of liquid resin formula
•4rs employed for coating, laminating.
ng impregnating and bond ng wood,
plywood. abrasives, paper, cork, brake
liftings, brushes, etc Several of these
formvte’iors now make possible iow cost
lOChmques for the <ob»i«otior. of alumittw sheets They con be economically
cost at your own plant and excel as drill
and saw jigs, router, shnper ond hydro
fOtm hlnrs., th.rb.ng f,.tares, stretch
press molds and dies.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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tutti until iiitti tinin

“Chemical Warfare” is not confined
to the battlefield. Under conditions
imposed by modern industrial appli
cations, Plastics, along with other
materials, are subjected to constant
chemical “attack” as I
their allotted tasks in
essential civilian uses.
“Catalin” Cast Resin the “Chemira! Resistant” grade
especially
formulated to withstand the effects of
most acids, alkalies and lubricants. In
addition to this desirable quality, it
has a low percentage of water-absorp
tion and the other physical, mechanical
and machining characteristics usually
associated with all Catalin Cast Resins.
“Loaun”—Catalin*» polystyrene
molding compound — offers excellent
resistance to all acids, alkalies and
alcohols, being soluble only in esters
and the aromatic hydrocarbons. Its
water-absorption is 0.00% 124 hours
immersion at 25* C.) and its reaction

to mineral, animal or vegetable oils
ranges from excellent to poor, depend
ing upon the particular oil.
Our chemists and engineers have
made exhaustive tests of both Catalin
and Loalin under various conditions
and covering chemical, electrical,
thermal, mechanical, physical and
“working” properties. The results of
their inquiries and the experience and
testimony of fabricators, molders and
users in many fields are available to
your own technical staff for immediate
application or for guidance in “blue
printing” the products of tomorrow.
Cad Radat

MaHiag Campatati
Liqa>4 Rana»

CIIFIBATIIH

WHAT’S NEW
Duralon reverts to an extremely hard,
dense, black substance
Varying physical,
chemical and electrical properties can be
developed in the base resin by incorporation
of the usual fillers and lubricants.
In
certain stages Duralon can be readily
milling,
turning.
machined
by
drilling,
sanding, grinding, etc.

Electronic Relay
A new electronic relay for amplifying
the limited current transmitted by delicate
control contacts or high resistance circuits,
has been developed by the Industrial Con
trol Division of the General Electric Co.
Operated by any material having a resist
ance of from 0 to 500,000 ohms, or even
greater if necessary, the
relay
controlling liquid
especially suitable f<
levels in tank, and boilers, sorting metallic
parts by size, detecting broken threads in
textile machines, and as a limit switch re
quiring extremely light pressure to operate.
The new relay con! ists of a ¡ tandard type
electronic tube, a supply tran- former, and
an electromagnetic relay, mounted in a
weather-resistant enclosure suitable for wall
or machine mounting.
In operation, the
electromagnetic relay in the device is kept
energized as long an the controls connected
to the input grid circuit of the electronic
tube remain open. The instant these con-

GOULD-MOODY
GLASS BASE
INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING BLANKS
The tributes paid to "Black Seal"
discs by many leading engineers
have been earned by distin
guished service on the turntable.
Your ears will recognize the dif
ference in quality of reproduc
tion, and the longer play-back
life will prove the superiority of
"Black Seal" construction Choice
of two weights — thin, flexible,
interchangeable with aluminum,
or medium weight — both with
four holes.
An AA-2X rating is automatically
available to broadcasting sta
tions, recording studios and
schools. Enclosure of your prior
ity rating will facilitate delivery
Old Aluminum Blanks Recoated with
"Black Seal'* Formula on Short Notice

RECORDING BLANK DIVISION
ITS BROADWAY * NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
EXTORT DEFT. EOTAL NATIONAL COMPANY. INC.
MOM naw M V

tacts close, the relay is de-energized.
.4
built-in time delay feature prevents chat
tering when the contacts in the input circuit
momentarily closed
contact
arrangement on the electromagnetic relay
permits the device to be u»ed either to
break a load circuit when the
make
actuating contacts connected to the input
circuit on the electronic relay are closed.

New Oscillograph
To facilitate tha investigation of tran
sient as «'ell as recurrent phenomena over
a wide frequency range, Allen B. Du Mont
Laboratories, Inc., Passaic, N. J., has
developed a new (Type 247) oscillograph,
This instrument utilizes the new Army
Navy preferred Type 5CP1 cathode-ray
tube with intensifier electrode. operated at
an overall accelerating potential of 8000 ▼.
High-intensity patterns are obtained on the
5 in. ^ci-aen. The medium-persistence green
screen is standard. If a permanent record
of transient phenomena is required, the
instrument may be supplied with short
persistence
blue
screen
for
high-speed
photographic recording, or with the longpersistence green screen for visual obser
vation of low-speed phenomena.
The sweep frequency range has been
extended down to one-half cycle per second,
providing a wider range of sweep operation.
Thus it may be used for observations vn
low-speed machinery and for other lowfrequency functions.
The time-base pro
vides recurrent, single or repetitive sweep
operation. An unusual beam control circuit
is used with single sweep operation, to
darken the screen except during the actual
sweep cycle, providing
reduction
background illumination and resulting in

CONVERTS
MECHANICAL

ELECTRONIC
CONTROLLED
WELDERS
new and compact
contained timer and tube con
factor ’package’ unit which
quickly converts any foot or
mechanically operated spot
welder is now available from
Weltronic (Model No. 120
75). It automatically controls
spot welder operation pro
viding the accurate, uniform
welding production made pos
sible by electronic control.
wide
It is adaptable to
range of welding operations
by virtue of its interchange
able panel construction. Any
NEMA type timer may be
plugged in as desired, or any
standard ignitron tube panel
inserted for the weld current
required.
Ask for Bulletin No. 120-75

COMPANY
DETROIT 19, MICH
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Offers All Three
Low-voltage
Rectifiers
Where other manufacturers offer one
or two of the three standard types
low-voltage rectifiers, General Electric
is alone in supplying all three—an im
portant fact to remember when next you
need a rectifying unit. The reason: The
most efficient type in one application
may be least efficient on the very next
application. It is m determining which
type to use in each instance that G.E.
can help you most—having all three
types it can give impartial engineering
advice on which one you should use.
Full details from Section A748-124,
Tungar & Metallic Rectifier Division,
General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

COPPER-OXIDE

Hear the General Electric radio programs: “The
G-E All Girl Orchestra” Sunday IO P.M. EWT,
NBC. “The World Today” news, every weekday
6.45 P.M. EWT. CBS.

TUNGAR
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WHAT'S NEW

DEPENDABLE
as the PLANETS

Permanent Magnet Field, ball-bearing

equipped l%" outside diameter, 3%"
length 1 . . weighs 16 ounces

in

photograph- of greater contract.
Excep
tionally uniform response over a very wide
frequency range for both the vertical
and horizontal axes; a distortionless, continuously-variable low-impedance attenuator
nr gain control; n Z amplifier channel for
applying external timing signal to the grid
of the modulating electrode; and other
feature» and refinements, mark thi- instrument. Dimensions: 14 in. x 19 in. x 26 in
Weight 130 lbs.

Midget Transformer

PROMPT DELIVERY
Elinco fractional — h.p motors and gen
erators combine compactness and small
size with utmost precision and accuracy,
the result of long experience and exand testing
. . . plus adequate production to <
the most prompt delivery possible.

A transformer that compares in size with
an ordinary cigarette is being manufactured
by the Acme Electric & Mfg. Co. of Cuba,
N. Y. for certain electronic applications
This transformer in an aluminum case is
only one inch in diameter and 1-7/16 in.
in height overall.
The weight is approxiIt is rated at 1.4 henries
mately 2
at .025 amperes direct current, with a
resistance value of 100 ohm»

Kavy Speaker
The demand by the Navy for a loud
speaker, that could
atisfy the rigid re
quirements of today’s great naval battles,
new speaker designed
has been met
by Bell Telephone Laboratories and now be
ing produced by the Western Electric Co.
speech
reproduction,
the
Designed
f<
speaker has
outside diameter of 12%
in. and weighs approximately 25 lbs. The
unit is composed of three principal sections :
the base, which provides space for a trans
former, and a terminal strip, and provisions
for the lead-in cable; the horn, which is of
the folded exponential type; and the mag
netic unit which is fitted with a two-piece
permanent magnet, and diaphragm.
The
loudspeaker is constructed principally from

S regular, as precise
L as the movements
such are
of planets
Haydon Timing Motors
and Devices. Equipped
with special motors to
fit your particular re
quirements and geared
down
upeed from 450 RPM or
faster, to one revolution
a month.
Let our Engineering
Service help you with
your timing problem!

flange or base mounted. 2% ’ outside diam
eter . . . weighs 16 ounces.

rotor winding—alnico magnet field—
totally enclosed.
Sealed-In lubrica
tion.

Send for illustrated catalog!

Haydon
have brakes for instant
stop
are reversible
and possess shift de
vices for any automatic
reset

AC MOTOR

Available 450 RPM
to I REV. per
tnunth; manufac
turad tn your spe
cific voltape, fre
quency, speed and
torque
require
ments. The small
est 110 volt, 60
cycle l RPM units
watts.

Permanent Magnet Field wound for one, Iwo
or three phase A.C. Ball-bearing equipped;

DC MOTOR

Reversible — Com
pact — light in
weight—seven seg
ment commutator

complete line ot Synchro
nous Timing Moton, Hay
don Manufacturing Com?any offen a complete
IMI NG ENGI
NEERING SERV
ICE. Why not
2
write for our naw
J?
catalog !

Can supply quantity production on
standard items, or produce experimental
or production machines built to your own
specifications.

ADDRE'S
DEPT.2!

ELECTRIC INDICATOR CO
STAMFORD
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Here are TWO NEW TUBES in the Eimac line

Erlate Dissipation (wgtWL
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Grid Current
-um Plat»
IVI
isipation (watt*) fl

1 >How the It

B^Her brothers of the Hmac 3 ST and 35TG, thusc
V two triodes are filling a need in high frequency equipmeat of relatively low-powered class. They attain a
r
high order of efficiency on frequency in * VHF range
and perform equally well at lower frequencies.
In every way these two are worthy additions to the
Eimac family... embodying all the Eimac features in
cluding complete freedom from premature emission
failures due to gas released internally.
Complete data is available without obligation. Write
for it today. Also ask for your complimentary copy of
Electronic Telesis, a sixty-four page booklet which gives
the fundamentals of Electronics and many of its appli
cations. Written in layman’s language, this booklet
will assist engineers in explaining the art to novices.

J

EITEl-McCULLOUGH, INC, 893 San Mateo Avenue, San Bruno,California
Plant* located at: San Bruno, California

and Salt Lake City, Utah

Export Agent,: FRAZAR & HANSEN, 301 (Jay Street, San Frantiti» 11, Calif., US. A.

WHAT’S NEW
formed sheet nteel and molded plastic. The
voice coil impedance of the unit is approxi
mately 7.5 ohms. The speaker develops the
high sound pressure of 60 dynes per square
the rated
centimeter when operated
electrical input and meat ured at 10 ft. from
the speaker on the sound axis in open air;
It is resistant to shock, vibration, salt
spray, gun blast, and is readily accessible
for servicing due to its simple cor itruction.

Fungicidal Concentrate

DOLPH’S
INSULATING VARNISHES

A new fungicidal concentrate has been
added to the line of Insl-x products and
insulation and
be used
sealing waxes for the elimination of fungus
growths.
The product does not volatalize
nor lose potency at bath temperatures and
is non-toxic; it does not precipitate upon
cooling.
Manufacturer is Insl-x Co., 857
Meeker Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

INTELLIGENTLY

Electronic Speed Programmer
A system of program control developed
by The Reliance Electric & Engineering Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio, provides any number of
peeds covering the entire range of the
machine to which applied. Speeds arc
up on a series of dials. Speed selections can
be handled with limit switches or other de
vices for opening and closing circuits.
A
simple electronic grid-controlled rectifier,

/PFED/Lf.
The Lafayette Radio Corp, organization,
built soundly over a period of 25 years,
functions in two "key" shipping centers
— Atlanta and Chicago. Yes, we main
tain tremendous stocks of radio and
electronic components and equipment.
But, equally important, there are "brains'*
to go with them. Our men are truly appre
ciative of what you are up against these
days.. .whether you're a giant of indus
try, the little service man around the
comer, or represent a military agency

Today, it is mo«
essential that power

transformers, voltage
regulators, etc., de.

uninterrupter

liver

service.

The pres

<>nce of moisture, 0:

and corrosive chem
icals

tend it

will

usefu

lessen

or training school.
Because wo ate well versed in all fields

equipment. Such dt

utilizing electronics, your orders are han
dled intelligently. At ourfingertips Is com

the unit is arranged for the conventional
control with
rider
fixed displaced
voltage in the control grid circuit, superimposed on a de voltage which is the sum
of an adjustable positive voltage, and a
negative feed-back voltage from the generator armature of 1the electronic variable
speed drive. When running
. steady
speed, a balance < I control voltages is
established which 1maintains the required
voltage output from the generator.
Al
though this type of control can be applied
to all types of adjustable voltage drives, it
is particularly adaptable to application* re
quiring a serie» of adjustable pre-set speeds
with automatic or manual selection of these
speeds.

plete data on shipping routes, priorities,
effective substitutes... all things a pur
chasing agent wants to know Write, wire,
telephone or teletype — get to know the
superior service of Lafayette Radio Corp.

teriorating

factor

cau be curtailed b

specifying DOLPH'
Insulating

Varnisi

for extra protectici

to coil windings.

When in need 0

insulating varnishes
specify DOLPH S fa
extra

protection

They are formulated

Sealed Relay
NEW-B-fibgo CIRCULAR, Utting merchan-

A new type of explosion-proof, sealed
relay is being made by Electrical Products
Supply Co., 1140 Venice Blvd., Los An
geles. The standard model, which weighs
4.7 oz., is rated at 25 amps. The Instru
ment is sealed at the factory but has re
versible contacts which may be reversed in
the field when worn, providing new ‘■urfaces
without disturbing adjustment.

dito available for immediate delivery. will

be ruthod fo you on request. All itemi ore
tubfoct to prior tale. Write or wire Dept. ]J
P.S. We tpocialixo in equipment for
laboratory aod experimental uto. Such

equipment built to your tpecttìcafiom if you

detire.

Portable Tester

901 W Jackson Blvd

765 Peochlree Slree»

CHICAGO 7

ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA

23f

ILLINOIS

|

The RCP Model 422 Supertester is for
general circuit testing and trouble shooting,
and combines many important measure
ments in one small case.
Features are:
Current measurements in both
and de
to 25 amperes
voltage measurements
both ne and <
up
5,000 volts
high voltage not applied to selector switch
nor to general test circuits.
3-in. square
meter with movement of 200 microamperes
or 5,000 ohms per volt sensitivity on de
voltage measurements. Resistance measure-

to

meet

rigid

the mos

specifications

Write for
the free toder
on SYNTHITE PG-4 Clear Bakin?
Varnish.
JOHN C. DOLPH COMPANY
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rIChat’s a mighty important question. Paper stocks are
1 seriously low this year, anti every time another ship
load of paper-wrapped w ar supplies leaves an American
port, the problem gets tough
simple economies you have put into operation up to now,
won't be half enough in 1944 • The only answer is honest,
convincing paper-pinching by every one who uses paper •
Organize a Paper Conservation Committee in your com
pany. Pick only the best men for this job, and give them
a green light so that they can work effectively • From
envelopes to heavy cartons, have this Committee see to it
that functional packaging is the order of the day—every
day • In the panel are suggested many ways your plant
can use less paper. But you know your own business best!
Go to it NOW!

Use Less Paper Recause

Use Less Paper These W ays

Multiwall paper bags are used extensively in shipping flour
and dehydrated foods.

Condense letters and memoranda by (a) keeping margins as
narrow as possible; (b) sticking to single-space forms; (c)
using reverse side of incoming letters as first carbon copy
of replies; (d) using reverse side of second sheets for carbon
copies; (e) using both sides of all mimeographed sheets.

All openings and exposed surfaces of tanks are sealed with
paper for shipping.

Submachine guns are not only paper-wrapped but boxed in
paper board. Shell grommets, bomb rings and practice bomb
fins are made of paper to save needed steel.

Gas-mask cartisters and hand-grenade containers are made
hsr of paper.
mos

Paper is used in camouflage strips and netting and para,
chutes.

ions

All Army clothing and equipment are shipped in waterproof
paper wrappers.

Check carefully to determine whether your shipping con
tainer exceeds the requirements of Rule 41 of “consolidated
freight classification requirements.”

Eliminate individual cartons in every practical instance
When individual cartons are indispensable, pack in bulk
whenever possible.

Control disbursement of paper supplies to employees so that
excessive quantities do not accumulate in desks and depart
mental supply closets.

This advertisement prepared under the auspices of the War Advertising Council
m co-operation with the Office of War Information and the W ar Production Board.

Space for this advertisement contributed by ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
ELECTRONIC
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W1ATS NEW

A STRONGER FACTOR
in TODAY'S NEW

COMPLETE CIRCUIT
PROTECTION

EXTRACTOR POSTS
WITH WELDED ANTI-VIBRATION
SIDE TERMINALS

Imagine splitting an ampere into thousandths
But, that’s our business, for electronic perform
ance depends upon controlling electrical impul
ses to close limitations. lfyouu»e transformer*
with micromet er-type specifications, better talk
with an Acme Engi neer. We know how to build
Plate Supply transformers. Power transformers
Filament transformers, Chokes, etc., and for all
electronic applications.

ments up to 10 megohms.
Batteries are
replaceable without a soldering iron. Sup
plied complete with batteries in natural
wood case—6% x 7 x 2% in.—with carry
ing strap handle, manufacturer is Radio
City Products Co., 127 West 26th St., New
York.

NOW UNDERWRITERS' APPROVED

Resistance to extremes of shock,
vibration and temperatures is pro
vided by the new Littelfuse Ex
tractor Posts with electrically
welded side terminals. By Littel
fuse process, terminals are made
integral with inside metal shell.
Maximum conductivity is insured.
Other Littelfuse improvements for
dependability, durability, and con
venience make these extractor
posts outstanding examples of
Littelfuse complete circuitprotection.

Miniature Inductor*
Miniature air inductor coils added by
Barker A William» on, 235 Fairfield Ave.,
Upper Darby, Pa., are supplied in dia
meters from
to 1% in.
Air wound
construction assures maximum rigidity and
accuracy, with lightest possible weight. Q
characteristic is high due to the almost

EXTRACTOR POST No. 342001
for 3 A G Fuses

Maybe you need something like this. S'AKVA,
Auto transformer, 115 volts primary,90/100/110/
120/130/200/210/2 20/230/240 secondary.

•

Finger-operated. Welded side ter
minals. Knob and body black
bakelite. Positive fuse grip. Full
visual shock-proof inspection
Spring-activated cup. Specially
designed grip prevents fuse from
dropping out.

total absence of insulating material in the
electrical field. Any type of mounting can
be supplied, and the coils can be equipped
with fixed or variable, internal .,r external
coupling links, and many other features to
match practically any specification.
There
arc 5 standard diameters and each dia
meter is available in any winding pitch
from 44 to 4 turns per inch, or less if
required. Wire sizes range from No. 14 to
No. 28 and almost any desired type of
wire can be supplied.

BREAKDOWN TESTER
A compact, portable testing unit ideal for labo
ratory or production-line use, 115 volt, 60 cycle
primary. Adjustable secondary voltage of 500/
1000/1250/1500/1750/2000/2500 volts Many
safety features combined with typical Acme high
quality construction .. . Write for Bulletin 140.

THE ACME ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
CUBA. N.Y.

.

CLYDE, N.Y.

Actna-i^
k_E Laclric
TuawiioaMiRs

Direct-Reading Megohmeter
Designed for checking condenser dielec
tric, but equally applicable to other high
megohm testing, the TAC Model 404-E
Megohmeter permits rapid measurement of
resistance from 400 megohms to 100,000
megohms.
Resistance values are measured
under an applied de potential of 90 volts
and are indicated ,n an individually cali
brated scale.
With an accuracy of 5 per
cent, the instrument is stable enough to
allow its u»e in production testing.
An
important feature i» th» built-in current
limiter which prevents damage to the in
strument if the test terminals are acciden
tally shorted.
The controls—which arc
master switch, range selector, and zero

Also furnished screu ■
driveroperated (341001 ) •
meeting Underwriter
specifications.

Send for B/P and ENGINEERING DATA
Ask hr Samples
Safeguard new equipment, or irre
placeable present equipment. Fuse*
Fuse Clips, Fuse Panels, Circuit Break
ers, Thermocouples, Fine Wire Prod
ucts. Indicators, etc.

LITTELFUSE INCORPORATED
T

47S7 Ravanswoad Ava, Chicago 40. Ill

200 Ong St. El Monta, Calif

GRINDING IT OUT
i»
FOR VICTORY

Precision grinder—a “cog" in the
Remler tool room which is equipped
with complete facilities

IHE SUM OF SMALL JOBS well done adds up to the
mighty effort necessary to achieve the long hard march to
victory. Remler's contribution to the common task is the manu*
facture of complete sound transmitting systems, radio . . .
plugs and connectors. Twenty-five years of experience in elec
tronics and plastics plus complete modern facilities for plan
ning, design and manufacture are at the disposal of prime
contractors. Further assignments welcome.
Wire or telephone if we can be of assistance

REMLER COMPANY. LTD. • 2101 Bryant St. * San Francisco, 10, Calif.

PLUGS &
CONNECTORS

h

Signal Corps • Navy Specifications
Typ««:
50-A
54
55
56
58
59
60

61
62
63
64
65
67
68

N AF

Fl
74
76

77
104
108
109
112

114
119
120
124
125
127
149

150
159
160
291-A
354

1136-1

No.
212938-1

REMLER
SINCE 1918

nnou

104

104

104

no 3 Communication Cc
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WHAT’S NEW
adjustor—are conveniently grouped on the
front panel, which also carries the reristnnee indicating meter, the pilot lamp, and
the terminal strip. The latter is made of
an extremely high resistance, r on-hygrnThe iheasuring circuit,
scopic material
including its 110 volt, 60 cycle power sup
ply and the test battery, is contained in a
hinged top
Kteel housing 8x10x8 in,
to the interior for re
panel gives
tubes.
Manuplacement of batteries
factured by Technical Apparatus Company,
1171 Tremont Street, Buston 20, Mass.

High Voltage Capacitor»
capacitors
Capacitron
Capacitors
sizes and
volte de.

for TODA Yor

Se: ■ -

tem ;

TOMORROW

line
rectangular oil-type
has recently been added by the
Co.. 318 W. Schiller St., Chicago.
are made in standard container
in voltage ratings up to 6000

eact

loca

ci ese

Vibration Tester
A new vibration tester operating on the
tuning fork principle and permitting vibra
tion testing in any direction through 360
deg. has been developed by Kurman Elec
trie Co., 35-18 37th St., Long Island City,
moving
N. Y.
The instrument has
cranks, gears or bearings, amplitude it. vis
ible, vibration acceleration is provided to
30G plus, frequency change is motor operated and the instrument cai i be mounted
on any bench.
Two models are available,
the other providing for only up and down
vibrations.

Tube Rectifier
Designed for heavy duty service. No.
869B tube rectifier, made by Arpin Mfg.
422 Alden St., Orange,
., has a
rugged
edgewise-wound
ribbon
filament,
carbon anode and an oversiz
cathode
shield.
Maximum peak inverse current
10 amperes; anode current is 2.5 (imperes.

Surge Resistor»

Yes, tomorrow's R.M.E. radie
equipment is in blueprint stage
store for you
We've made fast forward steps
because of the demands of war on
our equipment. New design, better
performance, same strict adherence
to "extra values". Stand by for
R.M.E. Radio Equipment.
R M.E. —Since 1933

FINE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS, inc.
I . S.A.

Developed
X-ray and other highvoltage applications, Shallcross Type 290
wire-wound surge resistors
wound
high-grade non-hygroscopic ceramic forms
with insulated nicrome wire, single layer
space-wound. The wire is protected with a
special finish which reinsulates, resist» heat
and can assure operation at 450° F. Any
resistance from 1,000 to 3,000,000 ohms is
available.
Maker is Shallcross Mfg. Co.,
Jackson and Pusey Ave., Collingdale, Penn.

Power Supply Unit»
Selenium rectifier power supply units of
1, 5 and 10 amperes at 115 volts, de, de
signed for me in the operation of magnetic
equipment, de motors, relays, circuit breakcarbon
lamps, battery chargers,
and other applications have been added to
the line of power supply equipment manu
factured by Federal Telephone and Radio
Corp., Newark,
The new units
designed for wall or bench mounting with
no special connections needed.
The 10ampere unit is furnished with an 11-point
selector switch for maintaining 115 volts
from
load to full load.
Powered by
convection-cooled Federal selenium recti
fiers, these 1, 5 and 10 ampere units ar<
conservatively rated.

spe

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMEIT

¿^TOUGH
POWER PROBLEMS
Whether you need rugged, stur
dy dependability for today's
battle conditions—or designing
foresight for tomorrow's sales
markets — Winco can help you
with special rotary Electrical
Equipment. Our engineers are
at your service. Consult them
when you have a problem in
volving—

• Built-in and Shell Type
Motors
♦ Adjustable Speed Motors
• Synchronous Motors
• Rotary Electrical Equip
ment for Aviation
• Dynamotors and Inverters
• Motor Generator Sets
• Railroad Car Lighting
Generators

Vinyl Tubing
A newly developed vinyl tubing, with the
same electrical properties as conventional
tubings, heat endurance characteristics, re
sistance to oil embrittlement and resistance
to gasoline-benzol, is being produced by The
National Varnished Products Corp., Wood242

bri di

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
WINCNARGER CORPORATION. . SIOUX CITY,IOWA
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

v OAT’S NEW
bridge, N. J.
Designated as Natvar 400
St s, this new tubing is chemically inert
an is suitable for oil lines, sheathing and
other protective coverings in applications
wh- re adverse oil, solvent or acid conditions
arc evere, and where protection from chemic: - or vibration is required over a wide
temperature range. Has tensile strength in
ex,, s of 3000 psi, with elongation from
17- per cent to 410 per cent, depending on
tyre of tubing, and remains flexible down
to —80 deg. F.

Tare Compensator
It Is a new method of tare compensation
scale for use in hand filling directly into
containers whose weight is known to vary
to an extent that would impair the accu
racy unless the scale is balanced before
each weighing operation.
A conveniently
located balancing knob provides for pre
cise adjustment of weighing mechanism to
exact balance point after empty container
placed
the scale
Accuracy and
speed—rotation of the control knob through
approximately 270 degrees compensates for

Pwlucto 0$

"MERIT”
tacito Panto
... PARTS manufactured ex
actly to the most precise
specifications.
lx>ng manufacturers of com
ponent radio parts, MERIT
entered the war program as
a complete, co-ordinated
manufacturing unit of skilled
radio engineers, experienced
precision workmen and
skilled operators with the
most modern equipment.
MERIT quickly established
its ability to understand
difficult requirements, quote
intelligently and produce in
quantity to the most exact
ing specifications.
Transformers—Coils— Re
actors—Electrical Windings
of All Types for the Radio
and Radar Trade and other
Electronic Applications.

Since 1924

MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER CORP
variations in container weight through any
reasonable range specified by purchaser—
few grains
several pound».
Accuracy of balance point is unaffected by
normal variations
supply line voltage.
Supplied only for use on 110 volt 50-60
cycle alternating current,
Available from
the Exact Weight Scale Co.. 957 Fifth
Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Circuit Breaker
Supplementing their present line of air
craft electrical contrcl devices, the Square
D Company, Regulator Division, Detroit,
Mieh., now offers a new line of push type
circuit breakers.
The Class 9310 manual
reset circuit breaker has been developed to
provide in improved unit for use in th«
protection of low voltage circuits not
quiring switching.
Although especially
signed for aircraft use, these devic«*i
also suitable for boats, tanks and other
mobile units having power sources up to
SO volts dc.
The bimetallic trip element
gives time limit protection against small
momentary overload as well as instantane
- protection on heavy overloads and
short circuits.
Each breaker is calibrated
and factory sealed
After tripping it is

ACH issue of this magazine is closed, pub

L- lished and mailed on

definite time

table.

PROMPTNESS
meeting the

When there was no manpower problem
no transportation delays

age
ules.

no paper short

we had some flexibility in our sched
We liked to be accommodating. Today

we have no leeway for granting extensions,
holding forms
handling late advertising
copy.
Of necessity, eight advertisements were left

out of this issue because they reached us too

late.

Future omissions can be averted only

by a strict adherence to the published closing
dates as follows

CLOSING DATE—For composition, proofs,

1ST

corrections, plate changes, etc.

month

FINAL FORM—For complete plates, ready
to print,
last form
back of book
No setting, proofs, key changes, foundry

month of ¡»sue.

black
and white, color and preferred positions

OF

MONTH

of

10TH OF MONTH

preceding

August

preceding

work, etc.

CALDWELL-CLEMENTS. INC., 480 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y
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TECHNICAL
NOTES
Excerpts from New Home Study
Lessons Being Prepared under
the Direction of the CREI
Director of Engineering Texts

The
Iconoscope

z

p
o
z

This month CREI is publishing
the third and final article of a
series on the iconoscope. This is
one of a series of interesting tech
nical articles appearing each
month in the CREI NEWS, of
ficial organ of the Capitol Radio
Engineering Institute.
This final article analyzes the
action of the iconoscope when a
scene is optically focused on it,
together with a discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages of
this type of pickup device. Alto
gether, the reader will have a
good physical picture of the action
of the iconoscope from these
articles.
At some later date, the technical staff of CREI intends to
.present an analysis of the action
of the orthicon.

Since the appearance of these
technical articles in the CREI
NEWS, copies have been very
much in demand. Write at once
for the July issue which includes
this final article on the icono
scope. Also indicate if you would

like to be placed on our mailing

Q list to receive the CREI NEWS
W each month. There is no charge

or obligation.

z
w

Those who are already receiving
this monthly magazine can further
benefit from it by writing to The
Editor and suggesting technical
topics they would like to have dis
cussed. We are anxious to make
the CREI NEWS interesting and
of service to you.

WHAT’S NEW
only necessary to push the reset button
down to its farthest position.
The Class
9310 circuit breaker is available in sizes
5 to 50 amperes.
The unit is built in
accordance with Navy specification and
bears approval.
The unit is of non-tripfree
construction
and
all
devices
are
equipped with luminous indicating rings
visible on trip in darkness and with a red
indicating ring for daylight indication.

.tr
ï
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Time Delay Relay
The new Cramer Type TDSA and TDSB
time delay relay has been designed to pro
vide a definitely varied operation of one
circuit in relation to the second circuit. It
is arranged for surface mounting for either
front or rear connections and withstands
momentary shock conditions. It is made by
The R. W. Cramer Co., Inc., Centerbrook.
Conn.

ATTENUATORS

“ TECH

Alternate for 1 arnUhed Silk
A seamless bias alternate for varnished
silk obtainable in continuous length rolls
of 36 or 72 yards, is being manufactured
by the Irvington Varnish and Insulator
Company, Irvington 11. N. J.
The new
material has been introduced to eliminate
the need for splicing 51 in. bias cut
strips.
Whereas the sewed or cemented
seams of spliced fabric often prove bulky
or mechanically weak, the new alternate's
freedom from seams or splices permits
uniformly
tight,
compact taping.
The
product is a thin cotton cloth varnished
to specified thicknesses—and is obtainable
in either a slightly tacky or mica dusted
finish. Dielectric strength is stated as 1200
VPM and tensile strength as 42 lb. per
1 in. width.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC
PRODUCTS INC.
has openings for
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

____ -

MACHINE DESIGNERS
•oaataatly revised and added <o
CREI loaaoaa by A. Preiaman, Di
rector of Engineering Testa, under
tho peraonal auperviaioa of CREI
Preaidoat, E. H. Rietake. CREI
home atudy »curaca are of college
calibre for the profeaaioaal eagiaaar and teehnieiaa who recogniaea CREI training aa a proven
program for peraonal advance
ment la the field of Radio-Electroaica. Complete detalla of the

ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
E. II. ItlETZKE, Preaideat

RADIO TECHNICIANS
to work with us on the design, de
velopment and production of radio
tubes, fluorescent lamps, electronic
equipment and devices.

We want men who have the “know
how” of getting things done under
pressure, and who would like to be
come associated with a company
whose post-war future is indeed en
couraging.
Reply giving age, education, and ex
perience to our

Nome Study Courtec in Pruetieal RadioElectronic» Engineering for Profeccioncd

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Dept. EI-7,3224—16th St.,N.W.
WASHINGTON 10, D.C.

DEPARTMENT
500 Fifth Ave., New York (18), N. Y.

Coast Guard — Canadiaa Broadcasting
Corp,—Producers of Wall-trained Tech
nical Radioman for Industry.
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new bulletins

E-Z CODE SYSIEM MARKS EACH AND EVERY WIRE QUICKLY

AND EASILY-FOR ASSEMBLIES, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS
tre Welders
Herco arc welders, made by Her
Electric Mfg. Co., 2416 At
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., are
i’ istrated and described in a new
four-page catalog bulletin giving
e sential engineering data. Capacit of the equipment varies in the
five models available from 6.6 to
40 kva.

cules
lantic

Fractional HP Motors

SIMPLE

“Control Devices” is the title of
a file envelope of catalog sheets
just issued by Eastern Air De
vices, Inc., 585 Dean St., Brooklyn.

There is an E-Z Code Wire Marker for
every circuit. The E-Z Code system
speeds production, saves man hours, re
duces costs. Of flexible, durable, water
proof material. Ready to apply —no
moistening necessary. In standard code
or “tailor made’’ in special symbols
and/or colors for specific requirements.

Physical dimensions, characteris
tics and engineering data are given
on a large number of fractional
horsepower motors developed for
special purposes. They include 28
volt de motors and ac motors for
both 60 and 400 cycles.

Industrial Densitometers

.

second sntn • 10s angeles sa caufoknia
EASTERN SALES OFFICES
Baytide,Ll.#N.Y. ■ Chicago, III. • Konscn City,Ma * Marion, O
*oo t.

MARKERS

Densitometers for industrial ap
plications are covered pretty fully
in a four-page catalog insert pub
lished by Photoswitch, Inc., Cam

bridge, Mass.
The instrument
measures the optical density of
liquids, gases, films, filters, plas
tics and similar products. Density,
relative to a standard, is indi
cated on a single four-inch meter
with a one milliammeter move

Used by the biggest names in the elec
trical world. Send for samples and price
list. Give priority, MRO, war contract
number, End-Use and whether for as
sembly or maintenance.
WESTERN LITHOGRAPH COMPANY

G-E Safety Door
Interlock Switch

ment.

Plastic Preheater

Open the door and the power’s

Illitron. high frequency plastic
preheating equipment is illustrated
and described in an eight-page
folder which gives considerable
engineering information about the
product. Models varying in size
from one to 20 kw are covered.
The maker is Illinois Tool Works.
2501 North Keeler Ave., Chicago,

off!

Prevents accidents, pro

tects equipment. Will not fail
mechanically.

For complete

details, write:

ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT

SCHENECTADY.

Low Voltage X-ray
A new 50 kv Industrial X-ray
has been developed by Picker
X Ray Corp., 300 Fourth Ave., New
Y >rk, and is quite fully described in
an eight-page bulletin. The bulletin
points out the many industrial uses
for low voltage long wavelength
X radiation and includes complete
technical and engineering data on
the equipment.
unit

Testing Laboratories
A trip through the eight-story
plant of Electrical Testing Labor
atories, Inc., 2 East End Ave., New
York, has been put between the
covers of 20-page illustrated bookELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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MACHINE DESIGNER
Old and well established company with excellent
post-war prospects seeks experienced machine de
signer preferably in the electronics field.
The product is exceedingly small and delicate; and.
therefore, whoever is obtained should have had ex
perience in designing manufacturing equipment and
conveyors for handling small, fragile parts.

Age 35 to 50.—Salary $7,500.
Box K-7
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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NORTON (N) INSTRUMENTS
Calibrated for Your Exact Need»
Only the best materials and
expert workmanship go into
Norton Instruments... That s

NEW BULLETINS
let that outlines the services this
independent laboratory makes
available to industry. ETL engages
in research, testing analysis, nspection, surveys, statistics and
technical promotion covering prac
tically anything electrical or allied
Facilities also are available for optical, physical, mechanical and
chemical investigations.

insulation Tester
NORTON AMMETERS
wide range
are built
of sizes and types to meet
J
the special needs of industrial service.
They are the result of a half century
of experience in building electrical in
struments.
Two different systems: "Moving Coil”
and "Electromagnetic”. Light, rigid
construction balanced on sapphire jewel
bearing; hand drawn dials for quick,
accurate reading.

AMPERES
o.c.

Send for our new catalog

NORTON Electrical Instrument Co.
8$ HILLIARD ST., MANCHESTER, CONNECTICUT

The Herman H. Sticht Co., Inc.,
27 Park Place, New York. N. Y., has
issued a new bulletin describing the
model B - 5 Megohmer, battery
vibrator type insulation tester. It
shows the triple color scale, the
various models available, and con
tains a chapter on the value of
periodic insulation resistance meas
urements as recorded on megographs

Jobber9» Micro Topic»
Universal Microphone Co.. Ingle
wood, Calif., with a May date
line, has issued the first jobbers’
edition of Micro Topics as an eight
page issue, well illustrated with
photos of its factory representa
tives, company executives and fac
tory supervisors.
News material contains informa
tion on Universal and also general

Electronic
Easy-to-install . . . com
pact ... quiet-running ... economical... these
are the features which make Pilot Blowers ideal
for the important job of air circulation and ventilation in Radio Equipment. A vailable
in standard models le move from 15 to 110 C.F.M. Write hr Bulhtin 507.

SHADED POLE” F.H.P. MOTORS
Tell us what your requirements ars and we will
send you "fact sheets” giving complete specifica
tions on these dependable, efficient, low-cosl
Motors. For continuous or intermittent duty with
H.P. ratings ranging from 1/15 to 1/500 H.P. and
from 1550 to 3400 R.P.M. Plain round or with base
or resilient mounting . . . open or enclosed cases.

F. A. SMITH MFG. CO., INC.
ROCHESTER 5

901 DAVIS STREET
NEW YORK

PLUG-IN
CONDENSER
Plug-in capacitors with « wide
range of voltages and capacities
are one of the many different paper
and electrolytic capacitors manu
factured by the Illinois Condenser
Company. This unit is hermetically
sealed and built tn operate under
the severest conditions. We also
manufacture condensers for special
applications with a wide tempera
ture range of from —50 C to

SOO D. C. working nn th- electro
lytic types.

tl

FRACTIONAL H. P.

MOTORS
24«

CENTRIFUGAL

BLOWERS

ILLINOIS CONDENSER
COMPANY
1160

NORTH

CHICAGO

HOWE
10.

STREET

ILLINOIS
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NEW BULLETINS
Material for the trade. It will be
issued at frequent intervals. Micro
Topics is now on its second year of
publication as a bi-weekly em
ployes’ journal. The jobbers’ edi
tion will be separate and distinct
from the house organ.

The Story of Philips
A handsome new booklet has been
issued by North American Philips
Co , 100 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.,
which is to serve as a general intro
duction for the company and its

products to its American friends.
In attractive color plates, the book
shows the worldwide experience and
scientific achievements behind the
organization, its affiliates, its pres
ent activities in war production,
and its continued service after the
war in the manufacture of special
ized electronic equipment.

Luminescent Principles
An absorbingly interesting book
(24 pages, 2 colors) has been
prepared by New Jersey Zinc Co.,
160 Front St., New York, that lets
in a lot of light on the subject of
I luminescense and fluorescense. The
title “The ABC of Luminescence,”
very nicely describes the contents
— an easy-to-understand explanaI tion of the principles of lumiI nescence and a discussion of the
I practical applications of these prinI ciples in the form of activated
I fluorescent and phosphorescent pigI ments. A great deal of interest has
I attached to various form of nightI" visible paints though few under
stand how and why they function
■ the way they do. The book effecI tively answers any question and
I so clearly describes technical terms
I that it should prove a valuable
I teaching medium. It is profusely
I illustrated with diagrams.

. U ¿1 ii ii inc hirers ni

let

RADIO,

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS MFG. CORP.
DEXTER,

MICHIGAN

FIXED
MOULDED
BAKELITE

JONES
BARRIER STRIPS
SOLVE MOST TERMINAL
PROBLEMS

CAPACITORS

Silver Mica Capacitors
Bulletin No. 586 which includes
engineering data on part numbers
830 to 834 inclusive, has recently
been published by Centralab, 900
East Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis.
This bulletin on silver mica ca
pacitors takes into account new ex
panded capacity ranges from 6 to
2,400 mmf and various types of ter
minals now in production. It intro
duces a center terminal rivet ca
pacitor that permits wire threading,
and a new three-leg shell construc
tion.

Publication of an attractive 32page booklet entitled “Safety in
Electric and Gas Welding and Cut
ting Operations,” represents an
other in the series of American war
standards developed by the Ameri
can Standards Association. Its
preparation was initiated by the
International Acetylene Associa
tion, the American Welding Society,
9 4

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

All Ordert Bearing Army &
Navy Inspection at Source
Will Be Filled Within 10
Days From Date of Order.
All R.M.A. or A.S.A. color coded.
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A complete stock is ready for immediate
shipment of quantities, ranging from
500 to 5.000 of each capacity in reg
ular MICA CAPACITORS in 5%. 10%
and 20% tolerance and silvered MICA
CAPACITORS in 2%, 5%, and 10%
tolerances.

No. 151

compact, sturdy terminal strip with
Bakelite Barriers that provide maximum
metal to metal spacing and prevent direct
shorts from frayed wires at terminals.

A

6 SIZES

W elding Safety

AND

cover every requirement. From */4
wide
and 13/32* high with 5-40 screws to 2'/j*
wide and 1’/»* high with ’/4*-28 screws.
Jones Barrier Strips will improve as well as
simplify your electrical intra-connecting prob
lems. Write today for catalog and prices.

HOWARD B. JONES
2460 WEST GEORGE STREET
CHICAGO, 18
ILLINOIS

Notice to Manufacturers: Besides our
tegular stock of all capacities we have
In stock ready for immediate delivery
al all times:
10.000 OF EACH
.006
.005
.002
.0008
.0005
.00025
.0001
.0002
.00005
In regular mica foil capacitors, 5 and
10% Tolerance, manufactured in ac
cordance with American War Standards
Ui meet Army and Navy Specifications

.01
.001

WRITE

AND

FOR

PRICE

SHEETS

COMRLfTT INFORMATION

aLBERTROTHENSTE|N
9*

135 LIBERTY ST. NEW Y0RK6.NY
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neu bulletins
the National Electrical Manufac
turers Association, and the Div sion
of Labor Standards of the t. s
Department of Labor.
The booklet is designed to erve
as a guide for the protection o the
individual operator from injury or
illness, and for the protection of
property from fire or other da lage
arising out of improper metho- is in
the installation, operation, or main
tenance of welding and cutting
equipment. It covers every phase
of safety applicable to all ord iary
welding, cutting, brazing, ead
burning, and flame - treating
operations.

UHF Insulating Material
Continental-Diamond Fibre Co,
Newark, Del., has issued a new
bulletin, DN-50 on Dilectene, a uh!
insulating material. Briefly, this
synthetic resin has exceptionally
low loss properties which change
very little over the commercial and
high-frequency range and are
practically unaffected by surround
ing moisture conditions since the
resin itself is practically non
absorbent. Its dielectric strength
is high, and its cold flow and ten
dency to warp is slight. The folder
gives a description of the material]
its fabrication, uses and physical
data and its properties are pre
sented in four tables.

Wanted
ENGINEERS
Radio
Chemical
Electrical
Electronic
Mechanical
Metallurgical
Factory Planning
Materials Handling
Manufacturing Planning
Work in connection with the manufac
ture of a wide variety of new and ad
vanced types of communications equip
ment and special electronic product*.

Apply lor write!, giving
full qualifications, to:

C. R. L.
EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

Western Electric Co.
100 CENTRAL AV., KEARNY, N.J
Applicant* mutt comply with WMC regul^'O"’

248

PRINT IN BINDING
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Radio-Radar Specialists
The names, addresses and tele
phone numbers of the chief radio
md radar specialists in the WPB
regional offices are:
.—BOSTON, Michael Scott, 17 Court
St. (Lafayette 7500).
II—NEW YORK, F. S. Misterly, Em
pire State Bldg. (Murray Hill 36800).
Ill—PHILADELPHIA, D. B. Miller,
1617 Penn. Blvd. (Locust 3400).
IV—ATLANTA, T. W. Sumpter, 1506
Candler Bldg. (Walnut 4121).
V-CLEVELAND, H. J. Shartle, 1325
Union Com. Bldg. (Cherry 7900).
VI—CHICAGO, C. C. Wood, 226 W.
Jackson Blvd. (Andover 3600).
VII—KANSAS CITY, F. H. Larrabee,
Mutual Interstate Bldg. (Harri
son 6464).
VIII—DALLAS, O. T. Neltzel, 1221
Mercantile Bank Bldg. (Riverside
5711).
IX—DENVER, George Joslyn, Con
tinental Oil Bldg. (Tabor 3137).
X—SAN FRANCISCO, H. S. Ayers,
1355 Market St. (Klondike 22300).
X—LOS ANGELES, H. G. Schmieter,
1031 South Bway. (Prospect 4971).
XI—DETROIT, L. A. Kreis, 7310
Woodward Ave. (Trinity 2-4900).
XII—MINNEAPOLIS, H. M. Rich
ardson, 300 Midland Bank Bldg.
(Main 3244).
Xin—SEATTLE, W. A. Biesmen,
White-Henry-Steuart Bldg. (Elli
ott 0200).

PROMPT DEUVt^
Interphone Equipmi

and Component Parts

PLUG PL-SC

NOW IN PRODUCTION
CD-318-A JK-48
PL-68
CD-307-A PL-47
“A" Plug
CD-874
PL-54
BC-366
JK-26
PL-55
BC-347-C
PE-86
SW-141
JB-47
TD-3

FCC Studies “Bursts”

TYPE AR 300A

Some observations on “bursts”
which cause interference on highfrequency bands long under study
by the Federal Communications
Commission, have been made pub
lic.
A “burst” is defined as a sharp
increase of signal strength of very
short duration (seldom more than
a spoken word or a note of music)
from an FM station located at a
considerable distance. Since Feb
ruary, 1943, FCC engineers have
been recording reception from cer
tain FM stations to determine the
nature and extent of the interfer
ence.
Amplitudes of such bursts have
varied from the lowest levels which
can be measured up to levels well
in excess of those required to render
satisfactory FM broadcast service.
During periods of maximum activity
they may occur at the rate of sev
eral hundred per hour.
Bursts have been heard at dis
tances up to 1,400 miles from cer
tain FM stations, but are neither so
intense nor so numerous at the
longer distances as they are at dis
tances of 300 to 700 miles. Sys
tematic variations in the relative
number of bursts occur from hour
to hour during the day, the highest

(Manufactured to Army - Navy Specification
JAN-212E).
Medium power triode for use as audio-frequency
amplifier or modulator and radio - frequency
oscillator or amplifier at medium frequencies.
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A-F Power Amplifier and Modulator—
Class B
D-C Plate Voltage .
.
.
2OOO volts
D-C Grid Voltage
.
.
.
-105 volts
Zero-signal D-C Plate Current
fer tube
.
40 ma.
late Current
per tube
.
300 ma.
Load resistance plate-to-plate . 8000 ohms
Power Output (2 tubes) .
.
650 watts
Plate-Modulated R-F Power AmplifierClass C Telephony
D-C Plate Voltage
.
.
.
1500 volts
D-C Plate Current
...
300 ma.
D-C Grid Voltage
.
.
-200 volts
D-C Grid Current
... 75 ma. max
Carrier output for mod. factor
of 1.0 ................................
300 watts
Makers of high-quality Transmitting and
Receiving Tubes since 1926.
IN-2-44

ROGERS ELECTRONIC TUBES, LIMITED
TORONTO

CANADA
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ENGINEERS: Here's
the BIG POINT about

AMPER ITE
REGULATORS
f20

VOLTAGE OF 24V
j WITH AMFERITE
BATTERY A CHARGER , VOLTAGE VARIES
VARIES APPROX
1 ONLY

DELAY RELAYS:

Ampoules cut battery
voltage fluctuation from
approximately 50% to 2%.
Hermetically sealed —
not affected by altitude,
ambient temperature,
humidity.
Compact
light
and inexpensive.
Used by U.S Army, Navy
. and Air Corps.

For delays from 1 to 100 seconds.

Hermetically sealed Unaffected by altitude.... Send for catalogue sheet.
A

number occurring near sunrise and
the fewest near sunset.
These bursts may be related to
bursts of somewhat longer duration
and greater frequency of occurrenc
on frequencies below 20 megacycle
The distances over which the FM
bursts are received, as well as cer
tain measurements of signal path
length, indicate they are ionosphere
in origin. Bursts were also observed
on certain television stations at 72
megacycles. The Commission has
made a preliminary report on bursts
in the FM band to the RTPB.
Occasionally a normally unheard
vhf station will come in with suf
ficient strength to operate a re
ceiver for a considerable length of
time. This effect, easily distinguish
able from the burst phenomenon
by its duration, can be produced by
transmitters of low power. The
cause has been traced to abnormal,
“patchy” ionic densities in the low
est of the ionospheric layers, and is
known as “sporadic E transmission.”
Both effects are being studied by
the appropriate Panels of the
RTPB.

NEW! 4-page folder will help y°u solve Current and Voltage Problems.
contains much valuable data in practical form — Write tor your copy now

IMPERITE CO., 561 Broadway, New York fi 2), N. Y.
In Canada: Alias Radio Corp.. Ltd. 560 King Si., W. Toronto

Potential Tube Demand
As a guide in planning civilian
production of home receiver radio
tubes and radio batteries, the WPB
Office of Civilian Requirements on
June 14 issued an analysis of its
consumer goods survey of miscel-

*'** » »I.B0N

•

Complete range of sizes

ond alloys for Transmit
ting, Receiving. Battery
and Miniature Tubes . .

•

Melted and worked to
assured maximum uni.

The Standard for Accuracy and Performance

formity and strength

For instruments, indicators, relays, switches—there are
no finer springs than Manross hairsprings. Get the benefits
of sound experience in design and modern research in
materials.
—,
Send for Brochure of
HAIR
Specifications and Design

d,ow„ t Z

SPRINGS

•

SPECIAL ALLOYS made Io

k

meet individual specifications. Inquirios invited.

Write

DIVISION OF

ANROSS
$ SONS
l
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for list of stock allovs

SIGMUND COHN & CO

ASSOCIATEÖ SPRING CORPORATION

à Cl BRISTOL. CONNECTICUT

----- -----

NEW YORK
1901
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Uneous household items, based on
i psponses by about 4500 representa
tive families which showed a fairly
substantial consumer interest in
tubes and a less marked potential
market for radio batteries.
For radio tubes it was estimated
that if they were plentiful, 16 per
cent of the nation’s households or
6 092,000 families would be pur
chasers. Of the households who
have been trying to buy tubes since
Jan. 1. 1944 and were successful the
survey showed 39 per cent, but 41
per cent of the families had been
unsuccessful. For radio batteries,
the survey estimated 6 per cent of
the country’s households, or 2,181,000 families—34 per cent of the
households had been able to
batteries since Jan. 1, but 49 per
cent had been unsuccessful.

Mexican Electronic
Market»
Mexico has between 650,000 and
700,000 radio receivers, 70 per cent
of them equipped for short wave
reception, produces about 2000 re
ceivers a year almost all assembled
from American parts in four as
sembling factories, and, according
to the U. S. Department of Com
merce Foreign Reports, imported
123,639 receivers in 1941, all from
the United States.
Considerable
possibilities are thought to exist in
the field of sound equipment and
there appears to be a good market
for electronic control apparatus,
X-ray equipment, etc.

Send for this

FREE
CHART
Decimal Equivalents. Accurate to four places. Sig
naled in three colors for maximum speed in locating
decimal equivalent of fraction. Saves time and avoids
errors. Yours at no cost or obligation. Just send us

your name, tide and address.
See our Catalog in Sweet's File for Product Designers

JOHN HASSALL, INC.

wai naus Rivtn

In Cold Fnrcln* Since 1SSO

412 Oakland Street • Brooklyn 22, N.Y.

Hassall

Thermador Elec. Mfg.
Co. Organization
From information supplied by
W. E. Cranston, vice-president and
general manager, following are the
members of the executive and en
gineering organization of the Ther
mador Electrical Mfg. Co., 5119 S.
Riverside Drive. Los Angeles 22,
Calif.: President, H. H. Fogwell;
Vice-Pres, and Gen. Mgr., W. E
Cranston; Treas., J. W. Toland;
Superintendent, C.I.Harding; Chief
Engr.
Pence Chief Radio
Engr., J. W. Wardell Asst. Radio
Engr., J. Jauch; Engineers, R. Hard
ing and A. P. Sullivan; Sales, H. P
Balderson

MM
If

IN WAR
M e are manufacturing to

the toughest specificationof the armed forces and are
producing cordage to their

satisfaction.

IN PEACE
We

shall

produce

the

type and quality of cor
dage you must depend

Eclipse on Coast

on for your electrical ap

Eclipse-Pioneer division of Ben
dix Aviation Corp, has opened a
West Coast branch office in Los
Angeles. Address is 5655 Wilshire
Blvd.

pliances.

Carburundum Branchen
Carburumdum Co., Niagara Falls.
N. Y., has opened new branch of
fices in Buffalo (G. 8. Rogers), St.
Louis (Gordon O. Watson) and San
Francisco (W. T. McCargo).
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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A Complete Plant from Copper Drairing to
Assembled Cords

Diamond Wire & Cable Co
CHICAGO HEIGHTS, ILL
Manufacturers of electrical flexible cord, cablo»,
Instrument wires for radio and appliances

and
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It’s Now Cartwright A Son

protected distribution

ln these

of
l»"g

-<*

ability.

and other products.
Patronize your Radiart Jobber for he can recommend the
best RADI ART VIBRATOR for each individual appbcat.on.

Radiart Corporation
3571 W. 62nd. Si.

CLEVELAND 2, OHIO

BUS-BAR

Experienced
Electrical
Engineers

Formed in
2 PLANES to A
.001" ACCURACY^
ONI-HALF

DI-ACRO

ACTUAL
SIU

BENDER
No. 2

heavy Copper Bus-Bar for panel board
and terminal assemblies is illustrated, ac
curately duplicated in two planes with
angles formed both flat and edgewise, across
the material horizontally and W.tically.

A

DI-ACRO Bender No. 2 has a forming
radius up to 6* and capacity of
cold
rolled solid steel bar or equivalent.
Send for Catalog
"DIE-LESS
DUPLICATING"
showing all models of DIACRO Benders, Shears and
Brakes, and many examples
of parts formed by
"DIE-LESS

DUPLICATING"

* DIE-LESS*
DUPLICATING
%. <H «»0
DUPLICATING
WNMof Bw.

Many electrical and other
parts can be duplicated
without dies, saving Man
Hours and Critical Materi
als and helping to meet rush
delivery schedules. DlACRO Precision Machines
— Shears, Brakes, Benders
— form angle, channel, rod,
tube, wire, moulding, strip
stock; bi-metals, dielectrics,
sensitized materials, fiber
1 slot insulation, frequency
reeds, etc.

JUAtRU}
— NHGSI0W MAOMMS»

O'llEIL-lfílllin mFB.co.
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J. M. Cartwright, 1276 Peabody
Ave., Memphis, Tenn., announced
that his son, Wm. C. Cartwrigl t,
joined him as an associate on M^y
1st. “Jim” Cartwright has been a
manufacturers’ agent in the mid
south territory for the past fou teen years, representing many if
the leading electronic and elec
trical manufacturers of the cou itry.
Bill Cartwright, as he is known
to many of the manufacture s
whom Mr. Cartwright represents,
as well as to many of the jobbers
of the South, attended TennesscState College, where he majored
in Chemistry, Gulf Radio, at New
Orleans, and California Institute
of Technology, at Pasadena, Cal f.
Prior to the war he was radio
officer on luxury liners to South
America, leaving this field to be
come radio officer In the Merchant
Marine early in 1941, having been
rejected by all Navy and Air force
recruiting offices from Nova Scotia
to Houston, because of physical
disability. He left the Merchant
Marine in 1942 to join the PanAmerican African Ferry Command
at Miami, Fla., becoming Radio
Officer and Navigator in this Com
mand. He became disabled in this
work, and after several months in
hospitals, was advised by his phy
sicians to go to a semi-tropical
climate to recover. It was then

348 Eighth Avo. So.,
Minneapolis 15, Minn.

Graduate or non - graduate
Electrical Engineers with at
lease three years of recent ra
dio circuit or laboratory ex
perience are needed for the
development and design of
pocket size radio and audio
frequency equipment.The com
pany is well established in the
electronics field and offers the
right man a salary dependent
on his experience and also the
opportunity to grow in a rela
tively new field. The company
is located in the suburbs of a
large New England City.

Box Y-7

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
480 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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That he went to California and at
tended Cal Tech. He left Cal Tech
to go back to sea as Lt. (sg) on a
anker to the South Pacific, from
hich he has just returned to
California.

AGASTAT
ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC RELAY

Raytheon Rechristened
TIME DELAY

Raytheon Production Corp, has
v hanged its corporate style to
Raytheon Mfg. Co. , Radio Receivmg Tube Division, No change has
been made in the company’s factory address, 55 Chapel Street,
Newton, Mass.

COMPACT:
I

IV» IN WIO<

Rehfeldt and Holubow
Head New “Electronic
Engineering Co."
Electronic Engineering Co., a
new concern specializing in the
manufacture of electronic equip
ment such as intricate and com
plex transformers, chokes and
wave filters, has opened a factory
and main office at 735 W. Ohio
St., Chicago 10, Hl., and a branch
office at 5200 W. Chicago Ave.,
same city. The new firm also
offers a consulting service for the
testing and checking of proposed
electronic equipment, and for
writers of technical papers. Al
ready the recipient of several war
time production contracts, Elec
tronic Eng. Co. is anticipating a
tremendous demand for specialized
equipment in the postwar expan
sion of the new electronics in
dustry.
Planning and production manager
Electronic Engineering
Co. is E. J. Rehfeldt.
as he
is well known to the electrical
manufacturing industry, had 10
years’ experience with Thordarson
Electrical Mfg. Co. as manager of
the export sales, and as advertising
and sales promotion manager.
Harry Holubow, chief engineer,
comes to Electronic Eng. Co. after
seven years’ experience as design
and research engineer at Thordar
son Electrical Mfg. Co. Mr. Holu
bow holds degrees in electrical enJneering from Lewis Institute and
Armour Institute and is the author
of several well known technical
books.
Sales Manager is J. S. Cislak and
K. c. Hawkins is credit manager.

4 IN HIGH
1% IN OH*

ÉUOO1

WEIGHT:
1% «OUNOS

ELIZABETH ÄG’A NEW JERSEY
AMERICAN

GAS ACCUMULATOR

COMPANY

BUTTON TYPE. FLAT OR STEPPED TYPE

SQUARE, OBLONG AND ROUND

CLOSEST TOLERANCES
EXCELLENT FINISH

MINIMUM LAPPING
GREAT SAVINGS IN MAN HOURS
AND COSTS

PROMPT DELIVERIES
Send for full information

I. J. Rahfeld*
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“E” Awards
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp., Ill Eighth Ave., New York,
N. Y.
Espey Mfg. Co., 305 E. 63rd St.,
New York, N. Y. (white star added).
Farnsworth Teiev. & Radio Corp.,
Fort Wayne, Ind. (Marion plan —
2nd white star).
Galvin Mfg. Corp., Motorola Div.,
4545 Augusta Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
(third white star).
The Hallicrafters Company, 2611
Indian Ave., Chicago 16, Ill. (third
white star).
Picker X-Ray Corp., 300 Fourth
Ave., New York, N. Y. (second star).
Solar Mfg. Corp., Bayonne, N. J.
and West New York, N. J. (white
star added).
Sprague Electric Co., North
Adams, Mass, (second star).

fa ewuj efccfanù

Crowe Name Plate & Mfg. Co.,
oil-inclusive. Products include rigid and flexible
leads for critical installations in «very type of elec
tronic apparatus and equipment

DANIEL KONDAKJIAN engineers and technicians are
available for tungsten lead collaboration Inquiries
pertaining to post-war specialties are invited.

0« »fot wtLon

. . n» danifi kon

DAKJIAN high efhclency spot wrlder oRer,
high >peed producilo« od»onioge» worlhy et
immed>ole contiderolion.^Wril* lodo*

THE
17

ENGINEERING

WRIGHT

STRUT

NEWARK 5

CO.

NEW JERSEY

CARTER

THE RELIABLE POWER SUPPLY
OF FAMOUS COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

3701 N. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago
13, Ill.
Fansteel Metallurgical Corp, and
Tantalum Defense Corp., N. Chi
cago, Ill. (white star added).
Lewyt Corp., 60 Broadway, Brook
lyn 11, N. Y.
Meissner Mfg. Co., Chicago & Mt.
Carmel, Ill. (second star added).

Sylvania

Elec.

Products,

Inc.,

Emporium, Pa. (third star added).
Utah Radio Products Co., 320 W.
Ohio St., Chicago, Ill. (white star
added).

1

The Insuline Corp, of America,

<

Long Island City, New York.

Bell Sound Systems, Inc., 1183
Essex Ave., Columbus 3, Ohio (star
added).

15 Tears for Goat
Goat Metal Stampings, Inc.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., which since the
late 20’s has specialized in the
production of tube parts, is cele
brating its 15th anniversary. Goat
supplies nearly all tube manufac
turers with a wide variety of parts
such as shields, tubes, plates, grids,
etc.

WE Radio Division Changes

---- MMWWWW

HOUSANDS of these Carter Original Genernctors are constantly providing that
something "extra" in MOTOROLA'S fctmovs FMT-30D Mobile FM Radio trans
mitter, pictured above. Why not submit your requirements and become acquainted
with this preferred Power Supply?

T

Ine latest rataloqwe of Carter products will be cent upon request.

O|

1609 ftìwoiAu Ay«. Carter, a well know« name in rodio for over twenty years. Cable; Genemder
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F. R. Lack, vice-president in
charge of Western Electric’s Radio
Division, has made public the fol
lowing organization changes: P. L.
Palmerton, formerly radio mer
chandise manager, is advanced to
the position of assistant manager
of the Radio Division. D. C. Hick
son, manager of the Division’s office
in Washington, D. C., is transferred
to Headquarters in New York as
staff assistant. J. W. Sprague, M
Division comptroller, and H. N. Wil
lets, commercial contract service
manager, will also report to Mr.
Lack.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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THERE IS AN

ELEMENT OF SUPERIORITY

American
Beautu
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON

SKILL
PERFORMANCE is the real measure of success in

winning the war, just as it will be in the post-war

Not only the superior construction of the
heating element, but the sturdy quality

world. New and better ideas—production economies

of the other units, makes this the pre
ferred iron for all industrial uses . . . .
It is dependable, durable and efficient.

precision

TEMPERATURE REGULATING STAND
An tid|ustable-thermostatically controlled stand for
regulating the temperature
of an electric soldering iron
when at rest. V r-.
__.

I

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER COMPANY
DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.

£ For a dependable source of electricity for elec
tronic and radio application« remote from commer
cial power, Onan Electric Plants ar« proven leader« In
th« field. More than half of th« armed Forces' total
requirements for Power Plants ar« built by Onan.

—speed—all depend upon inherent

skill and high

For many years our flexible organi<

zation has taken pride in doing a good job for pur
chasers of small motors. And we can help in creating
and designing, when such service is needed.

Please

make a note of Alliance and get in touch with us.

ALLIANCE DYNAMOTORS
Built with greatest precision and
“know how” for low ripfit, high
dhciency—low
and a mm*mum of commutation trantienic.
High production retains to the
highest degree all the
“critical*" which are
40 important in air
borne power «ourre».
An

ALLIANCE D.C. MOTORS
Incorporate precision tolerances
throughout. Light weight—high
efficiency — compactness — con
tinuous duty. An achievement in
small else for continuous duty
snd in power-to-weight ratio.
Careful attention has Leer given
to distribution of losses as well
as their reduction to a minimum.

Descriptiva literatura rant
promptly en mjunt

D. W. ONAN
& SONS

Remember Alliance!
■YOUR ALLY IN WAR AS IN PEACE

3214 Royalston Av«.
MI«R«apalii 5, Minn.

MANUFACTURING CO
ONAN
eiectronic industries
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Standard Molding
Expand*
Standard Molding Corp., Dayton,
O, has opened offices: R S. Christie
& Co., 175 Fifth Ave., New York;
Standard Molding Corp., 6452 Cess
Ave., Detroit, Mich.; and Standard
Molding Corp., 324 Chattanoo za
Bank Bldg., Chattanooga, Tenn

TRANSFORMERS
and COILS

“E” Award
Commercial Radio Equipmrnt
Co., Kansas City, Mo., was awar ed
the Army-Navy
on June 15.
The company, with branches in
Silver Springs, Md., and in Holly
wood, has been producing quartz
crystals since the late ’twenties,
and is one of the few companies
whose product is approved by the
FCC for broadcast station use

Standard and CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION
to meet oil specifications

Chrome-Plating Dodge
Prompt
engineering service

always available

HERCULES ELECTRIC & MFG. CO
2416 ATLANTIC AVENUE ★ BROOKLYN 33
DC and AC WELDERS • TRANSFORMERS • MAGNETIC CLAMPS • SOLENOIDS • RIVET HEATERS
SPOT WELDERS ■ FLUORESCENT BALLASTS • SPECIAL CONTROLS

pecialists

When polished steel parts have
been chrome plated and finish
ground or polished, it is often dif
ficult to detect with the naked eye
whether the chrome has been in
advertently removed in spots, ex
posing the steel. A better method
has been devised, at the St. Louis
plant of Curtiss-Wright Corp., util
izing the light-diffusing character
istics of .04-in. translucent plastic
sheeting. A hood consisting of top
and three sides is used as an in
spection chamber. Natural or arti
ficial light is so evenly diffused on
the part that any deficiencies in
the chrome plating are immediately
discernible. Such a diffusing hood
might have additional applications
in inspection, wherever highly fin
ished surfaces reflect overhead or
other light sources into the eyes

Army Release« Ken-Rad

• • . in Assembly and sub-asser
of Precision Electronic Products
• Complete Facilities for Production
and Testing of Audio Equipment
• Consult us with your Production
Assembling Problems

RADELL
63 2 3-27 GUILFORD AVENUE, INDIANAPOLIS 5. INDIANA
256

Back in hit office again after the Army m ved
out on May 25, Roy Barlow, president ol the
Ken-Rad Tube and Lamp Corp, Owensbcro,
Ky., Is greeted by Mrs. Naomi Turley,
secretary
The Army seised Ken-Rad
April 14 but returned the plant to its official*
after WLB had approved
an agreement
reached by the company and the United
Automobile Worker*
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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HE cathode-ray tube has be
come the most valuable and
universally used device for re
search, engineering and main
tenance in the radio and elec
trical fields. It is difficult to
find a laboratory where research
is carried on in the radio, elec
trical and allied field* where the
cathode-ray tube as a part of
the cathode-ray oscillograph does
not receive daily use.

T

Thia book present* a complete
explanation of the various types
-if cathode-ray tubes and what
role each element within the de
vice plays in making visible the
voltages and currents encoun
tered in various kinds of test*.
More than half the book H
devoted to the practical appli
cations of the cathode-ray tube
oscillograph. Oscillograms, made
in the Laboratory maintained by
the author, have been used to
illustrate thi* section

JOHN

F. RIDER

wwowk

1

book, so that Hie reader may
know just what image he should
see under any given circum
stance*.
This volume is not an engi
neering text. There is, however,
contained in the volume a com
plete and elaborate explanation
of the theory of the tube. It is
this information plus the prac
tical applications, which make
this book so valuable.

Publisher, Inc

404 FOURTH AVE.. NEW YORK CITY
E«poM0iv ‘ on Pockr Interna».onol E'et Corp
!3 E

40*»' V

Ne~ York G’y

• Cable

ARIAS

WANTED-AT

ONCE!
RADIO MEN
LICENSED RADIO AMATEURS
RADIO SALES ENGINEERS
RADIO TECHNICIANS

Several excellent well-paying positions open in our organization
for competent technical men thoroughly familiar with all types
of parts, tubes, meters test equipment, "ham" radio apparatus

Excellent salary and post-war future assured to right
Apply in person or writing

SUN RADIO and ELECTRONICS CO.
212 FULTON STREET

POWER
SUPPLIES
Shipped to Industry
with Incredible Speed
ADIO Group now features
coast-to-coast Emergency Ser
’ vice to industry, on Power
Supplies of every description! Re
gardless of where your plant is
located, we’ll deliver with a degree
of speed and efficiency heretofore
considered impossible in view of
the scarcities of war. National In
dustrial
Emergency
Service
is
Radio Group’s answer to the end
less delays and trouble experienced
by war industries everywhere in
getting the radio and electronics
supplies they need.
Now. with
specially trained technicians, over
sized highly diversified stocks, and
new streamlined methods, days and
often weeks of vitally needed time
is saved on essential electronic
projects.

R

Whether you need Converters, Bat
tery Chargers, Rectifiers, a General
Utility
Power Supply
whether 100 different items from
as many manufacturers are re
quired, you can rely upon us for
the service and cooperation you
need. Start today. Save time and
trouble. Get those vital jobs thru
on time.
Send your orders for
Radio and Electronics Supplies to
your nearest Radio Group Distrib
utor, listed below.

WRITE OR PHONE YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR

TERMINAL RADIO CORP.
IS CwtUMt SL, rimM worth 2441«
MARINE* BROADCAST
POLICE * COMMERCIAL • AMATEUR

HIPOWER CRYSTAL COMPANY
Sales Division - 205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6
Factory —2033 Charleston St., Chicago 47, III.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

NEW YORK 7

WALKER-JIMIESON, INC.
311 S. Western AveM Phone Cwal 2525

CHICAGO 12

RADIO SPECIALTIES CO.
20th A Figueroa, Phone Prospect 7271

LOS ANGELES 7

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL EMERGENCY SERVICE
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PERSONNEL

go to DIALCO
the country'« leading manufacturing plant« Comprising over 300 type«
of unit, the Dialcc line covert all applications in Aircraft, Marine,
Electronic, Electrical, and Industrial Apparatus Note especially the new
Approved Vari-dim units (Nos. AAF42B3593 and AC40A7419-1).

supply any Pilot Light

OIHLLIGHTCO
900 BROADWAY •

NEW YORK 3, N Y

Telephone: ALgonqum 4-5 >80-1 -2-3

that FITS your grip
and your job!
It’» an "XCELITE” . . .
Pioneer of Advanced Ideas
In Screwdriver Design!
If you’re a "crank” about tools, then you’ll go for XceLitc
Screwdrivers. They’re the pacemakers in screwdriver design . . .
the

first with

XceLite

special

plastic, transparent handles,

shock-proof and fire-resistant . . . first with square blades . . .
first with an all-round, balanced design that fits the grip and the

job. An excellent tool for electrical, mechanical and general use.
Over 50 sizes and styles, round and square blades. Today most
XceLite Screwdrivers are available on satisfactory priorities—

delivery necessarily delayed by war conditions. Ask your regular
dealer—or write Dept. K.

PARK METALWARE CO., INC.
ORCHARD PARK
quality tools

Preferred

Back

BY YHt

Attack
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NEW YORK

More
Bonds

T. R. Porter, eight years with
Westinghouse, has joined North
American Philips Co. and will spe
cialize on high frequency hea ng
applications.
Donald M. Campbell, formerly
with Wurlitzer and Bell Airciait
Corp., and Jay L. Taylor, 15 years
with Colonial Radio Corp., have
joined Hoffman Radio Corp., Los
Angeles, as senior engineers.
Philip Lauter, executive partner
of the Electro Motive Mfg. Co..
Willimantic, Conn., has returned
to his desk.
Henry A. Hutchins, National
Union Radio Corp, sales executive
who has been serving with the U S
Navy for 20 months has resumed
his National Union activities.
C. G Steinbicker, for the past ten
years president and general manager
the National Tile
Anderson, Ind., has resigned. After
a rest he will announce future
plans.
Walter L. Tesch, formerly man
ager of the Record Engineering De
partment of RCA, has joined the
staff of RCA’s Electronic Apparatus
Section as an application engineer
on electronic power heating equip
ment. Tesch, who was chief elec
trical engineer with RCA’s Japanese
subsidiary, Victor Talking Machine
Co. of Japan, Ltd., in Yokohama,
from 1929 to 1939, has been asso
ciated with RCA for nearly 22 years.
Thomas F. Kenna has been added
to the staff of RCA’s Electronic Ap
paratus Section as a commercial
engineer on high-frequency induc
tion heating equipment. He former
ly was Middlewestem sales repre
sentative for induction heating
equipment of the Van Norman Ma
chine Tool Co., and earlier for that
of the Lepel Laboratories.
K. P. Haywood, district manager
for the RCA Service Co. in the
Philadelphia area for several years,
has been transferred to Camden,
N. J., headquarters on special as
signment. Appointed to succeed
him in the Philadelphia district
Wheaton,
managership is M.
formerly assistant district manager
at Scranton, Pa., who in turn has
been succeeded by R. L. Carnis

Tweeddale to W.E<
J. E. Tweeddale, until recently on
special leave of absence from Bell
Telephone Laboratories to Columbia
University’s War Research Divi
sion, has taken over coordination
and production programming of
thermistors, varistors, glass-sealed
switches and carbon-deposited re
sistors in the Radio Division of the
Western Electric
under the
direction of H. N. Willets, commer
cial contract service manager.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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manufacturing Radio, Cathode Ray,
Electronic and Fluorescent Tubes,
Electronics Laboratory Units.
Welders, TransÄ

FORMERS
FROM
14 TO 500 KVA.

SPARE PARTS BOXES
24 STOCK SIZES

No. 1025-1

IT'xô'xà’

CHAS. EISLER
EISLER ENGINEERING
778-SO

««•>

ST

avon

ave

Made as per specification
—•42 B 9 (Int) for shipboard
use, Electrical and Mechan
ical. Navy grey finish.
Immediate Delivery.

CO.

NEWARK J

N

J

Number length Width Height
6
1025.1
12
6
9
1025-2
12
6 j
1025-3
12
12
6
1025-4
9
9
12
9
1025-5
18
6
9
9
1025-6
18
1025-7
9
18
12
1025-3
16
6
6
1025-9
16
9
15
1025-10
18
12
6
1025-11
18
15
12
1025-12
16
12
12
1025-13
18
18
12
1025-15
24
15
12
1025-16
24
15
15
1025-17
24
18
12
24
1025-18
1«
15
1025-19
24
18
16
1025-20
24
12
9
1025-23
30
9
15
1025-14
30
15
12
1025-22
9
36
12
9
1025-21
42
9
1025-24
42
9
12
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST

HYDER

FNo. 1025-11

187'xl5"xl2"
(Partitions extra)

When days of Peace return, our

increased facilities and manpow

er will not only continue in the
production^ of better Radio and

Automotive equipment, but will

also turn to pioneering other de

velopments

to

will again b. available

after the war

make the post

war period worth while fighting

for —Patience—please.

349 Broadway, New York 13, N
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Donley Heads Westing
house Home Radio

Wi CAN
HELP

Walter Evans, vice-president in
charge of the Westinghouse Elec
tric and Manufacturing Company’s
radio activities, has announced ap
pointment of Harold B. Donley as
manager of the new Westinghouse
radio-receiver division, which will
turn out home receivers as soon
as they can be made again. Mr.
Donley has been with Westinghouse
twenty-two years.

YOU

WITH YOUR
PRIORITY
REQUIREMENTS
FOR
RADIO
PARTS

TUBES
ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT

SEND
for this
FREE
CATALOG!*

Page
Buying
Guide

A Complete
Centralized Source of Supply
Save precious time! If you are having
difficulty procuring essential radlo-olec>
problems. Hundreds of leoding nation
ally-advertised broods ore carried ¡a
stock—ready for immediate shipment or
suitable priorities.
"Wo deliver the
goods throughout the notion on time!"

vervi

SERVIE
OVER
10,000 ITEMS
IN STOCK

TRAINED

technical

SUH

22 YEARS
experience

CONDeNSERS
RESISTORS
TRANSFORMERS
PLUGS • JACKS
SWITCHES
CHASSIS
PANELS
CONNECTORS
TUBES
METERS
TEST EQUIPMENT
AMPLIFIERS
SOUND SYSTEMS
PILOT LIGHTS
RELAYS • WIRE
FUSES
SOCKETS
BATTERIES
TERMINAL STRIPS
ATTENUATORS
OSCILLATORS
TEST PRODS
■tc., ttc

N. A. Philips
Appoints Lloyd
North American Philips Co., Inc.,
100 E. 42nd St., New York, has
appointed Warren D. Lloyd com
mercial manager of its Medical
Division, which manufactures Xray apparatus, X-ray tubes and
accessories. Mr. Lloyd has had
over 18 years’ experience in the
medical X-ray field, the last 14 as
New York office manager of the
General Electric X-Ray Corp.

Dryer to Amperex
John F. Dryer, Jr., has joined
the engineering staff of Amperex
Electronic Products, Inc., Brook
lyn, N. Y. He will specialize in
the development of power and
control tubes for industrial appli
cations.

Rote on V. T. Committee
Major George A. Rote, of the
Engineer Board at Fort Belvoir, Va.,
has been appointed a member of
the American Standards Associa
tion’s committee on standardization
of vacuum tubes for industrial pur
poses. The scope of the commit
tee’s work covers definitions, class-

ifications, methods of rating and
testing, dimensions, and in erchangeability of vacuum tubes for
power and industrial applications.

invasion Broadcasts
By far the most spectacular of
the invasion broadcasts were he
combat recordings of the U S.
Naval actions in the English Chan
nel, which were transcribed by net
work radio reporters on film re
cording equipment loaned by he
Navy. There are four crews, each
composed of a commentator and a
recording engineer, presently at
tached to the U. S. Naval Forces in
European waters. Under a pool ng
arrangement reached by the four
American broadcasting networks
all recordings are available to each.
The recordings are delivered by
plane or courier from the scene of
operations to London where they
are rapidly processed for network
programs.
The recorded coverage of U. S
Naval participation in the invasion
is the outgrowth of experiments
conducted by the Navy with vari
ous methods of recording since the
days of the Neutrality Patrol prior
to Pearl Harbor. Early in 1944 a
recording of a carrier task force
engagement with a U boat in the
Atlantic was made as an experi
ment. It was released by the Navy
to the broadcasting chains. The re
corder, known as the Recordgraph,
Commando Model, is manufactured
by Amertype Recordgraph Corp, of
New York. Coordinating the tech
nical operations for the sound re
cordings is Lt. Marvin F. Royston,
former engineer of the Blue and
NBC networks, who went with the
Radio Section of the Navy Public
Relations Office in April, 1943.

SUPPLIERS TO
INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURERS
RESEARCH LABORATORIES
TELEPHONE—TELEGRAPH COMPANIES
PUBLIC UTILITIES
SCHOOLS • COLLEGES • HOSPITALS
AIRCRAFT PLANTS • SHIPYARDS
U.S. ARMY SIGNAL CORPS • U.S. NAVY
and other GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

*800 page catalog free on request to
authorised purchasing agents who write
In on company stationery.

SUN RADIO

& ELECTRONICS CO
212 FuHoh

260

New York 7, N

Y
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Universal Stroboscope
This handy phonograph turntable speed indicator,
complete with instructive folder, is now available
gratis to all phonograph and recorder owners
through their local dealers and jobbers. As a recorder
aid the Universal Stroboscope will assist in maintain
ing pre-war quality of recording and reproducing
equipment in true pitch and tempo.

Universal Microphone Co., pioneer manufacturers of
microphones and home recording components as well
as Professional Recording Studio Equipment, takes
this means of rendering a service to the owners of
phonograph and recording equipment. After victory
is ours—dealer shelves will again stock the many new
Universal recording components you have been
waiting for.

Available from local dealers
or by writing factory direct.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

Rogan r

WAR
SOLDERING

IRONS

ar* widely used In industrial stonh throughout

prepare

Mm gantry.

They ar* daigned to withstand th*
strata at cantinupus service required of factory
tooti.

peace

PLASTIC BRANDING ( .
Dii CAN
PLASTIC MOLDING «Y KUUAN
SPOT

SOLDER IN«

MACHINE

si«gn*d fur triadi* operali» fa adraMMwat tt- iron and solder, leaving
operator's hands free for handling of
product.

IRON

SOLDERING

TEMPERATURE

CONTROLS

prevent overheating of soldering
irons between soldering «peralions
Irons do not deteriorate
when being used. Th* idi* period
causes oxidation and shortens life.

SOLDER

POTS

ruggedly constructed pots tt
various sins designed for
continuous operation and so
constructed that they ar*
easily and guickly servicad,
should *l*mnts han to he

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON CO.. INC.
2144 WEST ELM STREET, DEEP RIVER. CONN
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While molding and branding
plastic* that servo on all battle
fronts, Rogan is also preparing
for the peace that will follow.
Preparing to meet the demand
from peacetime industry for the
many NEW applications of
plastics. And, when Peace does
come, get Rogan facts on how
you can get faster production
of plastic part* at less cost.

■k
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Write now about your present
War plastics and future Peace
products.

2007 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE. CHICAGO. ILL.
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RCA Names Winters

NEW OBJECTIVES
QUICKLY GAINED

Harold M. Winters has been
named manager of a newly-created
sales region for the RCA Victor
Division of the Radio Corp, of
America, covering the eastern central states, with headquarters at
Cleveland. The boundaries of the
new region will include Ohio, Michi
gan, Kentucky, West Virginia and
the western portion of Pennsylvania.

MIDGET CONTROLS

Edison Elevates Two
Thomas A. Edison. Inc., East
Orange, N. J., has two new vicepresidents. They are K. G. Berg
gren, manager of the special prod
ucts division, and C. D. Geer, who
served the company as chief engi
neer for eight years and latterly
has been general manager of the
instrument division.

Gerstenberger Now
V.-President

Like a trained attack force strik
ing swiftly and surely at new
objectives. Bell Sound Systems
forged ahead with fast action in
taking over wartime needs for
electronic equipment. As pioneers
in the development of improved
systems for inter-communication,
amplifying, recording, and other
purposes, BELL has always ad
hered to a policy of progressive
experiment and research. This
habit of looking and thinking
ahead gives BELL engineers a
head start on new requirements.
Because still further knowledge
of how electronics can serve a
peacetime world is being gained
from this wartime production,
you can look to BELL Sound
Systems, Inc. for leadership after
Victory.

H. Leigh Gerstenberger, formerly
general sales manager of the Wes
ton Electrical Instrument Corp.,
Newark, N. J., recently has been
made vice-president in charge of
sales of that company, succeeding
Mr. Caxton Brown who now is
president. Mr. Gerstenberger has
been associated with the Weston
organization since 1917, shortly
after his graduation from Stevens
Institute of Technology. He served
in both export and sales depart
ments prior to his appointment as
general manager in 1932. He is a
member of the National Electrical
Manufacturers’ Association and the
Industry Advisory Committee of the
War Production Board.

BELL VOICE-PAGING
EQUIPMENT!
For efficient vocal{»aging and plant-wide
iroadcasting of an
nouncements, signals,
recorded music — the
first, complete sys
tem of standard units
designed for indus
trial needs. Quick,
easy expansion or re
arrangement; adjust
able to any variety
of noise levels; stand
ard units combine to
fill needs of any type
or extent. Write!

BELL
1145

ESSEX

%
°<'o

★ They look, measure
and operate the same
—these Clarostat wire-wound
and composition-element
midget controls. Fully inter
changeable, mechanically.
Can be made up in various
tandem assemblies.
Clarostat Type 37 midget composition-element controls have
been available for several
years past. Their stabilized
element has established new
standards for accurate resist
ance values, exceptional im
munity io humidity and other
climatic conditions, and long
trouble-free service. 1 wait.
500 ohms io 5 megohms.
And now the Clarostat Type
43 midget wire-wound is also
available, to match Type 37matched in appearance,
dimensions, rotation, switch.
2 waits. 1 io 10,000 ohms.
For neatness, compactness,
convenience, trouble-free op
eraiion—just specify Clarostat
matched midget controls.
it Write for literature

SOUND SYSTEMS
Incorporated

AVE

COLUMIUS

3

OHIO

Eiport Off 4900 Euclid Ave.. Cleveland 3,Ohio

H Leigh Gentenberger, who has boon made
a Weston vice-president

OMKTAT MFC. a., Ik. • »7 Uh St, M
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The second Anny\
Navy “E” Award
citation for high achieve
ment in war production,
continuing a long record of
war service is a source of
justifiable pride to the man
agement anti personnel of The
Arnold Engineering Company

havy

The star will serve as an incen
tive to The Arnold Engineering
Company to continue with the same
high devotion, energy and skill to
turn out products for the war effort

he

Arnold Engineering Company
147 EAST ONTARIO

Specialists in

LJ
*n...
ENGINEERING

STREET, CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS

the Manufacture of ALNICO

PERMANENT MAGNETS

COMPANY

ECTRON TUBE MACHINERY
•

•

a/.

Specialists in equipment and
methods for the manufacture of
RADIO TUBES
CATHODE RAY TUBES
FLUORESCENT LAMPS
INCANDESCENT LAMPS

FULL-VIEW

NEON TUBES
PHOTO CELLS
X-RAY TUBES
GLASS PRODUCTS

NEON

On Production or Laboratory basis

PILOT LIGHTS

1307-1315 SEVENTH ST., NORTH BERGEN, N. J„ U. S. A.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
(PERMANENT)

ASSEMBLIES COMPLETE Him LAMPS:

The Brush Development Company requires, lor one

of its research and development programs, the serv-

ices

an

electronic

engineer,

preferably

with

acoustic or vibration experience, including a work*

ing knowledge of electrical-mechanical analogies.

The project has immediate War applications and

will

continue

aB

an important postwar

Company. 3311 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland 14. Ohio.

July, 1944

Wo can supply any G.E. or Westinghouse
Lamp together with the required Pilot
Light We manufacture a complete line
for every use in Aircraft, Marino, Radio,
Electronic, and Electrical apparatus
Send sketch for prompt estimates and
suggestion* Write for Catalog.

Signal Indicator

activity.

Write Personnel Director, The Brush Development

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

The distinctive penetrating glow of Neon
Lamps it enhanced by this "SIGNAL" Pilot
Light. Features a full-view plastic head
which permits visibility of the glow from
all angles. Head unscrews from front of
panel, facilitating replacement of lamps

894 BROADWAY.... NEW YORK 3 N Y
Telephone: ALgonqum 4 4770
263

industrial Condenser
Builds for Postwar

Information gained in 17
years of buying and selling
experience . . . information
gained in tracing special and
hard-to-find components has
been consolidated by Harvey’s
for the benefit of purchasing
agents. We have last-minute
memos on the availability of
parts you need, such as . . .

TUBES
RELAYS
RESISTORS
CAPACITORS
TRANSFORMERS
TEST EQUIPMENT

|
'

¿4*d otAe* deeded

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
If what you want cannot be
located, we can advise you as
to the effectiveness of substi
tute components. Our service
is font, competent, complete!

Among the strategic products I
Mr. McKenna will handle in his'
new post are the carbonyl iron
powders, important in electronics,
and the “Polectron” products’
General Aniline Works are the
original producers of carbonyl ron
powders in this country.
Mr. McKenna takes over the
management of this division after
a long and varied experience in
many branches of the chemical
and allied industries, his most re
cent work having been in the
development department of Gen
eral Aniline & Film Corp.

Construction of a handsome and
modern condenser factory was
started during March in Chicago
by the Industrial Condenser Corp.
Built on 75,000 sq. ft., the plant is
expected to house a million-volt re
search laboratory. H. Lee Sklar,
president, said: “The starting of
this new building is another indi
cation of our faith in the future.
We have utmost confidence in what
the postwar era will bring. Our
new plant also will permit doubling
the output of condensers to help
relieve present bottlenecks in
capacitors for military application.”
The new building, which will be
finished in July, will be the corpora
tion’s eighth plant.

Sprague Electric Company

Without changing ownership or
management,
Sprague
Electric
Company is now the official name
of the former Sprague Specialties
Co., North Adams, Mass., nationally I
iT&T Smith to Brazil
known designers and manufac
Captain Henry E. J. Smith, Signal turers of Sprague condensers,
Corps, has returned from North Koolohm resistors, power-factor
Africa, Sicily and Italy, where he control equipment and other elec
has been stationed with the Armed trical components. Believing that
Forces since 1942, to resume his the word “Specialties” has not
duties as managing director of one adequately indicated the nature of
of the International Telephone and its business, the company has
Telegraph Corp’s. South American made this change and sent formal
subsidiaries.
He has been dis notification to suppliers, customers
charged from the Army because of and others.
physical disabilities, and leaves
Beginning in 1926 in Quincy,
shortly to take up a new permanent Mass., the business founded by
post in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
President R. R. Sprague, grew
rapidly from the start and in
1930 moved to North Adams. After
General Aniline
weathering successfully the de
pression years, the company was
Appoints McKenna
prepared when war loomed on the
General Aniline & Film Corp., horizon to accomplish a rapid con
230 Park Ave., New York, N. Y., version and expansion capable of
has appointed Charles F. McKenna, handling the large volume of war
Jr., manager of its Special Prod orders received.
Its three plants in North Adams
ucts sales division, to succeed Roger
Coleman.
have received the Army-Navy “E”.

GRAPHICAL SYMBOLS FOR VACUUM TUBES

RAPID DELIVERIES,
too. Within 24 hours, if

TELEPHONE
ORDERS TO

A—Triode with filament; B—Triode with heater, C—Pentode, D—Cold cathode diode; E—
Phototube; F—Cathode Ray tube (Electrostatic); G—Cathode Ray tube (Magnetic!

LOnqacre 3-1800

1T ir Ti T TTIT T
RADIO COMPANY

2«4

J

K

L

M

N

These standards, approved by American Standards Association (Z32.10-1944' are intended to
replace tentative standards published tn July 1929. Lines outside the envelope are not part of
the symbol but are electrical connections and need not be brought into the symbol as sho*n
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103 WEST 43rd ST . NEW YORK IB, N.Y. |

I

■ ■ ■ ■ Il

hHhyH

H

H—Mercury Pool tube with Ignitor; I—Mercury Pool tube with Excltor; J—Magnetron; K—
Transit-time tube with Split Plate; L—Velocity Modulation tube 'Single Cavity'; M—Velocity
Modulation Tube (Double Cavity); N—Multiplier Phototube

E

A NEW FEATURE
OF GREAT IMPORTANCE
ADDED TO OUR "OLD TIMER"

GET DELIVERIES IN THREE WEEKS!

Now . . . Chatterless operation
is added to the known sensi
tivity cf our “Old Timer” (200
Series) . . . The new feature
consists of an energy absorb
ing material sealed within a
contact carrying cage The com
pound used is not aRei'ed by
age, oil, or moisture.

No Bounce! No Chatter!

4

5.

S14L-AH
S.C. Cani

.RAKE
“world’s largest exclusive manufacturer of
pilot light assemblies”!
Extensive, high
speed facilities permit us to produce in huge
volume That’s why you can now expect deliv
ery of CUSTOM BUILT ASSEMBLIES (if no
required) IN ANY
special blanking die*
And each
QUANTITIES WITHIN 3 WEEKS

. . . in the new Kurman
200S Flat Keying Relay

1.
2
3.

«08AE
W8AE
408AE
1L«CE
NK Screw Cand.Sac» Mm Sere« Min. Bay

U

KEYING FEATURES:
No bounce. No chatter.
Input 50 Milliwatts.
Will key up lu 150 words per
minute, or 60 impulses per
second.
Armature is mica insulated; is
suitable for keying a 50 Mega
cycle R.F. signal.
Contacts will carry up to 2 Amps.

New Feature
bounce

eliminates
and "chatter

Oscilloscopio wave form
looks like this

NOT like this

ing specifications fr ' precision workmanship,
uniform fine quality and dependable perform
ance. Get the benefit
of
Drake
patented
features and speedy
Our
Drake service.
latest catalog de
scribes several
nev
units. Have you writ
ten for it 7

TYPE

NO.

50

PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES

Send alto for compiate information oo the
new line of K UH MAN -ibrotien proof RELAYS

DRAKE MANUFACTURING CO
LONG ISLAND CITY I

35-IB 37th STREET

1713 W HUBBARD ST

OPPORTUNITIES

ELECTRONIC

RADAR

DEVICES
dr

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO

dr

dr
dr

"
INDUSTRIAL

MARINE
AIRCRAFT
ELECTRONICS
Universo' motors, d c

'

J

'

’

1 ’ TKaBBT

sei

-

CHICAGO, U.S.A

Elec

plan’s,

ond ah f,eq

explosion

proof

This
Company
is looking for

Transmitting Tube
Engineers, and Engineering Aids.

Men and Women. Salaries commensu
.
rate with ability. Extremely im- .
portant war work at
rf
present, and excel- rf
lent post war rf
N.

future.

J?

*

....

'■ v . ■

purpose

COMPLETE

ENGINEERING

SERVICE

Our engineers will be pleased to discuss your problems and
aid in the design of machines to meet your requirements

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO

MACHLETT LABORATORIES, Inc
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT

214 SOUTH ST., STAMFORD, CONN.
ELECTRONIC

INDUSTRIES

July,
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Famous Californian Visits the East

SPECIALTIES
ID YOUR ORDER

Insulators
Can-Liners
.
Condenser - Boxes .. Gaskets ,
and other Specialties made
to your Blueprint Specifications
from Fish Paper Varnished
Paper, or Special ACME Treated
Stocks.

I

h-oblvvvg

PAPER BOXES

When Dr. Lee De Forest whose home is in Los Angeles recently visited in the East he went to
inspect the modern miniature tube plant of the Sonotone Corp., in Elmsford, N Y., and wm
greeted by these people: Dr. E. H. Grcibach, president, and L G Pacent, consulting engineer,
I. I. Schachtel, and Dr. F. W. Kranx, vice-presidents, Dean Babbitt, president, and Paul Schwerin,
plant manager (next to Dr. De Forest)

Made 67,000 Radio*
in 1943
Reports from the RCA License
Bureau on the number of home
type radio receivers built by Amer
ican manufacturers during 1943, in
dicate a mere trickle of some 67,000
sets.
This figure compares with preced
ing years as follows:

1934........................ 4,084,000
1935........................ 6,026,000
1936........................ 8,248,000
1937........................ 8,064,000
1938 ........................ 6,000,000
1939........................ 10,500,000
1940........................ 11,800,000
1941........................ 13,000,000
1942 ........................ 4,400,000
1943........................
67,000

450,000 Juke Roxes
In answer to frequent inquiries
which reach this office regard
ing the number of coin-operated
phonographs or “juke boxes” in
the United States, we find that the
figure most generally accepted in
the Industry is 450,000. This figure
is within 25,000, plus or minus, of
estimates given by industry leaders.
Since no juke boxes have been
manufactured since 1942, it is
reasonable to deduct at least 10
per cent for those not in use.
In addition to these 450,000 juke
boxes, the total home phonograph
and pickup units of all kinds in
the U. S is estimated at 6 million
—about 10 per cent of the total
number of radios in use (58,000.000) at the start of the war.

California Reps Honor Easterner
riusiTituviiies

1

^U.

PR1DR’’FV 1085

Our sample department will
analyze and solve your Carton

problems. Consult us Write

ACME FOLDING BOX CO. me.
Established

1914

141 E. 25th St., New York 10, N.Y.
Phonc-MUrray Hill 4-7520
266

When Dan Bittan, chairman ot the board ot governors of The Representatives of Radio Parts
Mtn., Inc., visited the West Coast, a special meeting of the Los Angeles Chapter honored him.
Pictured are: W Bert Knight, Charles Silvey, J. T. Hill, Lewis E Sporty, Frank Emmet, David N.
Manhank, D. R. Bitten, Harry A. Lasure, Carl Stone, James C Pope, Jr., and V. T. Rupp
Wallace took the picture
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Accurate Spring Mfg. Co........... 220
Acme Electric A Mfg. Co....240
Acme Folding Box Co., Inc...266
Aerovox Corp......................................195
Aircraft Accessories Corp. .40, 41
Aircraft-Marine Products Inc. .133
Air-Reduction
.196
Alliance Mfg. Co..
.255
Allied Radio Corp..
. 206
Amperex Electronic Products.
2
American Electrical Heater
Co...................................................
American Gas Accumulator
Co............ ......................................
253
American Lava Corp...................... 37
American Time Products, Inc 30
American Transformer Co.... .169
Amperite Co....................................... 250
American Phenolic Corp.............. 21
Anaconda Wire A Cable Co...165
Andrew Co.........................
184
Arnold Engineering Co.
263
Astatic Corp......................
130
Automatic Electric Sales Corp. 54

Electric Specialty Co.
.265
.210
Electrocon Corp
Electronic Mechanics. Inc.. . 36
Electronic Products Mfg.
Corp................................................
Electro-Physical Laboratories,
Inc., Div. of Electronic
Corp, of America ..............
16
Electro-Voice Mfg. Co.. Inc. .139
Engineering Co...........................
254
Erie Resistor Corp................
72
Espey Mfg. Co., Inc..
228

Monach Mfg. Co.
.202
Mytalex Corp, of America ... 15

Farnsworth Television A
Radio Corp..............................
Federal Telephone & Radio
Corp.......................................... 39, 215
Ferris Instrument Co.................... 226
Formica Insulation Co................ 69

Ohmite Mfg. Co.............................. 22
Onan A Sons, 0. W ..................¡255
O'Neil-Irwin Mfg. Co.................... 252
;
Operadio Mfg. Co........................... 138

Hassall, Inc., John..............
251
Haydon Mfg. Co.. Inc. ..
236
Heinemann Circuit Breaker Co. 17
Heintz A Kaufman Ltd.............. 27
Hercules Electric A Mfg. Co. .256
Howard Mfg. Corp.......................... 222
Hudson American Corp..................182
Hunter Pressed Steel Co........... 43
Hytron Corp....................................... 117

Scientific Radio Products Co. .146
"S” Corrugated Quenched Gap
Co........................................................ 177
Screenmakers ...................................248
Seeburg Corp., J. P...................... 10
Segel Co., Henry P....................... 194
Selenium Corp, of America.. .
7
Sentinel Radio Corp....................... 199
Sherron Metallic Corp..................161
Sickles Co., F. W............................ 217
Sigma Instruments, Inc............... 192
Signal Indicator Corp.....................265
Simpson Electric Co....................... 160
Smith Mfg. Co.. Inc.. F. A. .246
Snyder Mfg. Co............................... 259
Sola Electric Co.............................
6
Solar Mfg. Corp............................... 268
Spencer Thermostat Co...............156
Sperti, Inc............................... 132, 176
Sprague Electric Co....................... 135
Standard Transformer Corp...178
Stewart Stamping Co.................... 166
Struthers-Dunn, Inc....................... 123
Stupakoff Ceramic & Mfg.
. Co........................................... 147, 221
Sun Radio & Electronics
Co.
............................... 257, 260
Superior Electric Co.................... 136
Sylvania Electric Products.
Inc................................................. 125

Barber Laboratories,
Alfred W...........................
Barker & Williamson.,..
Bassett, Inc., Rex.................
Bell Sound Systems, Inc...
Bendix Aviation Corp.,
Pacific Div. ................. ....194
Benwood Linze Co. ..
.
....
70
Bentley, Harris Mfg. Co......
8
Biddle Co., James G...............150
Bird, Richard H..........................190
Bliley Electric Co.......................179
Bogen Co.. David........................198
Boonton Radid Corp...............248
Bradley Laboratories, Inc.
:. ...232
Brush Development Co... !53, 263
Burndy Engineering Co........219
Burnstein-Applebee Co. ......265
Cambridge Thermionic
Corp........................................180, 228
Cannon Electric Development
Co.............................................
186
Capacitrons Inc.....................
188
Capitol Radio Engineering
Institute
....................
244
Cardwell Mfg. Corp., Allen D..204
Carter Motor Co............................... 254
Catalin Corp....................................... 233
Celanese Celluloid Corp............. 181
Centralab
................................ 29, 207
Central Screw Co........................... 129
Chicago Telephone Supply Co.. 45
Chicago Transformer Corp....190
Clare & Co.. C. P.............................231
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc..............262
Clifton Products, Inc................... 224
Cohn & Co., Sigmund................. 250
Cole Steel Equipment
. Co.
..................................... 162, 259
Colonial Kolonite Co................... 168
Conant Electrical Laboratories 142
Connecticut Telephone A
Electric.......................................... 173
Connector Corp.................................
9
Consolidated Radio Products
Co. .................................................. 32
Continental Diamond Fibre
„ Co- .................................................. 192
Continental Electric Company 185
Cornell-Dubilier Electric
„ Ceto.................................................... 137
Corning Glass Works.................... 57
Cornish Wire Co............................... 200
Corry-Jamestown Mfg Corp... 193
Coto-Coil Co., Inc.......................... 196
Creative Plastics Corp................. 153
Crystal Products Co....................... 157
Crystal Research Laboratories,
'nc....................................................... 218
Oalis, Inc.. H. L.......................... 172
Daly Machine A Tool Works..184
Daven Co................................... Cover 3
Delco Radio Div.,
General Motors Corp...
148
Deutschmann Corp., Tobe.
3
Dial Co. of America......
258
Diamond Wire A Cable Co.
251
Dolph Co.. John C.................
238
Drake Electric Works, Inc.,
186
Drake Mfg. Co......................
265
Dumont Electric Co............
230
DuMont Laboratories, Inc.,
Allen B............................................... 68

Echophone Radio Co....................... 144
Eicor, Inc............................................. 182
Eisler Engineering Co................ 259
Eitel-McCullough, Inc.................. 237
Electric Indicator Co................... 236
Electric Soldering Iron Co.,
,nc....................................................... 261

National Co. .................................. ]152
National Lock Washer Co........... 52
National Scientific Products
Co........................................................ ¡214
National Union Radio Corp... 13
New York Transformer Co....:213
Noma Electric Corp...................... 71
Norton Electrical Instrument
Co. ................................................... ;246

MAN
<□> HOURS
SMALL METAL PARTS

by

ZIERICK

Palnut Co............................................. 158
:
Park-Metal Products Corp....258
Panoramic Radio Corp................ 50
Gemex Co............................................. 253
Permoflux Corp.................................. 168
General Ceramics A Steatite
Pioneer Gen-E-Motor.................. 208
Corp....................................................... 63
Premax Products .......................... 180
General Electric Co.
Precision Fabricators, Inc....149
5, 48, 49, 151, 226. 235, 245
Press Wireless, Inc...................... 34
General Electronics Industries
Radell Corp........................................ 256
Div. of Maguire Industries,
Inc................................................
Radiart Corp....................................... 252
Radio Corporation of America:
General Instrument Corp...........
RCA Laboratories ............ 61
General Radio Co............................ !229
RCA Victor Divi
Goat Metal Stampings, Inc..
46
sion ............................. 73, Cover 4
Gould-Moody Co...............................234
Radio Mfg. Engineers, Inc...242
Great Metal Mfg. Corp. . . .170
Radio Specialties Co................... 257
Green Electric Co., Inc.. W. . 26
Ray-O-Vac Co.....................................145
Guardian Electric Mfg. Co... .121
Guthman A Co., Inc., Edwin I. 55
Raytheon Mfg. Co............. 33, 203
Remler Co., Ltd............................... 241
Hallicrafters Co.
19
Rider Publisher, Inc..
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.. Inc...197
John F......................................... 257
Hanovia Chemical & Mfg. Co. .172
Rogan Brothers ............................. 261
Harrison Radio Corp...........
170
Rogers
Radio Tubes. Ltd............ 249
Harvey Radio Co......................
264
Rola Co., Inc..................................... 140
Harvey Radio Laboratories.
Rothenstein,
Albert .....................247
Inc..............................................

Illinois Condenser Co.................... 246
Indiana Steel Products Co.
. 62
Industrial Timer Corp.............. 222
Instrument Specialties Co..
Inc...........................:.....................
44
International Nickel Co., Inc.
56
International Resistance Co.. 131
Jackson Electrical Instrument
Co................................................... 154
J-B-T Instruments, Inc............. 134
Jefferson Electric Co. •.... .164
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co................. 42
Johnson Co., E. F.......................... 227
Jones, Howard B............................ 247
Kaar Engineering Co.................... 163
Kahle Engineering Co.................... 263
Karp Metal Products Co..
I«..................................................155
Kato Engineering Co.....................188
Ken-Rad Tube A Lamp Co... 38
Kenyon Transformer Co., Inc.. 24
Kirkland Co., H. R....................... 178
Knights Co., James....................... 18
Kollsman Instrument Div.,
Square D Co.......................... 159
Kurman Electric Co......................263
Kurz-Kasch, Inc............................... 201

Lafayette Radio Corp.................... 238
Langevin Co., Inc..,.................... 58
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc............... 205
Lavoie Laboratories ..................... 119
Leland Electric Co........................ 51
Lenoxite Div., Lenox, Inc ... 31
Lewyt Corp................................. . 141
Littlefuse. Inc.........................
..240
Locke Insulator Corp...
.. 60
Lord Mfg. Co.......................... .189
Macallen Co..............................
..212
Machlett Laboratories,
Inc........................................ i 65, 265
Magnavox Co. ....................... <64. 216
Mallory & Co., Inc., P. R.

Cover 2, 174
Manross A Sons, F. N............... 250
McElroy Mfg. Corp....................... 47
Merit Coil A Transformer
Corp................................................ 243
Meyercord Co. ............................. 25
Micro Switch Corp..................... 209
Millen Mfg. Co., Inc., James.230
Mitchell-Rand Insulation Co.,
Inc................................................... 211

Clips
Lugo
Terminals
Hardware

Grid Cop»
Fuse Clips
Light Sockets
Dias
Wire Forms
Hot Tinning
Automatic
Stampings

Our standard parts
ar« usually shipped
on day order comes

Taylor Fibre Co.............................. 12
Taylor Tubes. Inc.......................... 171
Tech Laboratories.......................... 244
Terminal Radio Co.......................... 257
Thomas A Skinner Steel Prod
ucts Co........................................ ; 216
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co..
4
Trav-Ler Karenoia Radio A
Television Corp............................ 249
Triplett Electrical Instrument
Co.
................................................ 128
Tung-Sol Lamp Works, Inc. ..183
United

Electronics Co.

35

United Transformer Co.
71
United Screw A Bolt Corp. ..225
Universal Microphone Co..28, 261
Utah Radio Products Co............ 167

Many of these parts
•re approved by the
Army and Navy.

©

PLEASE TEAR AND MAIL TO
Zierick Mfg. Corp
385 Gerard Ave.. New York City SI, N

Walker-Jimieson, Inc.................... 257
Waters Conley Co............................ 20
Waugh Laboratories ..................... 191
Webster Products Corp.............. 59
Weltronic Co. ................................ 234
Western Electric Co....................... 248
Western Lithograph Co............... 245
Westinghouse Electric A Mfg
Co. ................................. 23, 66. 67
White Dental & Mfg. Co.,
S. S............................................ 187
Wincharger Corp............................... 242
Wrigley Co., Wm............................ 224

COMPANY

Zieriek Mfg. Corp............................ 267
Zophar Mills..................................... 220

ADDRESS.

V

ZIERICK MFG. CORP.
38S Gerard Avenue
New Yorii City 51. N. Y.
Telephone MOtt Haven 5-2727

Please send your descriptive catalog.
NAME...........................

While every precaution to taken to insure accuracy, wo cannot guarantee against tho
posaibiUty of an occaaional change er omission in the preparation of thia index.
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These Solar Capacitors

SERVE

SERVICES
n you tan see what they look like,

they stopped io have their pictures
taken« before going to war. They

>

will sene wicH the Signal Corps, the I
Navy, with Ordnance vehicles
and tanks, they will enable the
W
Marines to tell it to each other;

they will drop with paratroopers; they will visit
every climate on the earth and will climb with the
Air Force, above climate; they will win many merits
even though they never wear them. Principally, they

want you to remember, they will render an assist in the
saving of many lives,-through reliable communications.
Their story is told in pictures—including many
official color photographs of troops in action ... in a
40-page hook "Solar Capacitors . . . in the War . • *

in the Peace.” Just fill out and mail the coupon.

SOLAR MANUFACTURING CORP.
285 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me your 40-page booklet
"Solar Capacitors ... in the War. . . In the Peace1

Nam*.
Str**L

.Sfate.

268
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ENGINEERED BY DAVEN

feature low and uniform contact resistance
Military restrictions forbid publication
of many interesting new applications, in
which DAVEN-engineered switches are
wherever a
being used. Suffice it to
fine degree of precision is imperative, the
low and uniform contact resistance of
DAVEN-engineered switches provides
faultless performance. When industry re
tools for peacetime production, it is safe
to predict that a goodly proportion of
new production methods will call for
switches by DAVEN.
Mechanical features 7 DAVENengineered switches: Number of pole

and contacts

deck, and number of

BACK THE INVASION

THE

decks may be had in an almost unlimited
number of variations. Heavy duty 1am•wiping
nated switch arms.
troublefree in operation. The switch arms
and contacts are made of tarnish-proof
silver alloy for most applications; other
metals available for special uses. Bakelite
or ceramic panels, according to requirements, in almost any size and shape,
Break-before-make or make-before-break
wiring. Choice of two methods of con
nection — terminal panel or terminal behind each live contact. Consult DAVEN
Engineers on your switch problem.
BUY ANOTHER WAR BOND

DAVEN

(All on the Army/Navy Preferred I n
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• JACH of these 3 new tubes meets an important need in
the miniature field:
RCA-6J4

as a high-gain triode for frequencies up

♦o 500 Me
RCA-6AL5

Volti

^tt^kngí3
i

as a high-perveance double-diode for

at- 2o

efficient broad-band circuits

disf.^liter

1

°^Ls

RCA-6AQ6 as a duplex-diode/triode to combine sev
eral functions in one miniature envelope

All 3 combine sturdy construction with small size and
high performance.
All 3 are on the Army/Navy Preferred Type List!
All 3 were completely engineered by RCA!

Additional technical data is available on request. Ask for
it by tube type number.
If you have an application involving these or other RCA
tubes, get in touch with us. Our tube application engineers
will be glad to help you. Radio Corporation of America,
Tube & Equipment Department, Harrison, N. J.

Listen to "The Music
America Loves Best"
on the RCA program
every Saturday,
7:30 PM., E.W.T.,
Blue Network.

BUY

WAR

BONDS

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN, N. J.

★The Magic Brain of al electronic

h 1 Tabe

